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ABSTRACT
Under Contracts NAS3-4214 and NAS3-6217, angular neutron spec-
tra were measured from 15 MeV to 0. 0005 eV at various angles for liquid
hydrogen thicknesses of 2. 5, 4. 5, 7. 0, 10. 5, and 13. 0-in. Since con-
siderable time had elapsed between the two contracts, it was felt desirable
to reevaluate and update all the spectral data in a consistent manner using
the latest available techniques.
This report describes those methods and techniques used to re-
evaluate and update all the spectral data generated under the abovemen-
tioned contracts. Calculations were performed using the O5R Monte Carlo
and 1DF discrete ordinates codes for comparison with selected spectral
measurements.
The reevaluated and updated spectral data and calculations are
tabulated in the report.
ix
1. INTRODUCTION
This final report describes the work performed on a research pro -
gram under Contract NAS3-11228 with the Nuclear Systems Division,
NASA-Lewis Research Center.
The purpose of this program was to reevaluate and update all
spectral data generated under Contracts NAS3-4214 and NAS3-6217 using
the latest available techniques. The methods and techniques whereby t he
neutron spectral measurements were made, under the above mentioned
contracts, have been described in detail in References 1 and 2, and a
detailed listing of these measurements is given in Table 1. The data taken
were reduced using the best efficiency and background subtraction tech-




year lapse since the data were taken on the first contract and a two-year
lapse since the second contract to the initiation of the present program, it
was felt desirable to reevaluate and update all the spectral data in a consis-
tent manner using the latest available techniques.
The spectral data were taken in three separate energy regions:
fast, intermediate, and thermal. The reason for this separation is that
each energy region required a different neutron detector.
This final report has been separated into these same groupings.
Section II, describes the calculations, Section III discusses the reevaluation
of the fast neutron spectral data, Section N gives the reevaluation of the
intermediate neutron spectral data, Section V discusses the reevaluation
of t %5e thezoial neutron spectral data, and Section VI compares calculations
and experinients for all the data generated under Contracts NAS3--4214
and NAS3-6217. Appendix 1- contains the geometry input to 05R,
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1. INTRODUCTION
This final report describes the work performed on a research pr„
gram tinder Contract NAS3-11228 with the Nuclear Systems Divisim,.
NASA-Lewis Research Center.
The purpose of this program was to reevaluate and update all
spectral data generated under Contracts NAS3-4214 and NAS3-6217 using
the latest available techniques. The methods and techniques whereby the
neutron spectral niea3urements were made, under the above ment;oni-d
contracts, have been described in detail in References 1 and 2, and a
detailed listing of these measurements is given in Table 1. The data tal,en
were r o duced using the best efficiency and background subtraction tech-
niques available at the time. However, since there had been over a. four-
year lapse since the data were• taken on the first contract and a two year
lapse since the second contract to the initiation of the present progran , it
was felt desirable to reevaluate and update all the spectral data in a con---;is
tent manner using the latest available techniques.
The spectral data were taken in three separate energy regions .
fast, intermediate, and thermal. The reason for this separation is that
each energy region required a different neutron detector.
This final report has been separated into these same groupings.
Section 11, describes the calculations, Section III discusses the reevaluation
of the fast neutron spectral data, Section IV gives the reevaluation of the
intermediate neutron spectral data, Section V discusses the reevaluation
o^ t'-w thei nal neutron spectral data, and Section VI compares calculations
and experir,ients for all the data generated Linde- Contracts NAS 1 -?21
and NAS3-6217. Appendix I contains the geometry input to 05R.
3
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Appendix B lists the KINNY program and input instructions, Appendix C
gives the subroutine SOURCE listing, Appendix D provides the ACTIFK
user subroutines, and Appendix E is a detailed listing of all spectral data
generated under both Contracts NAS3-4214 and NAS3-6217, and the 05R
and IDF calculations made under the present contract, NAS3-11223.
Table 1
SUMMARY OF DATA TAKEN UNDER
CONTRACTS NAS3-4214 AND NAS3-6217
Contract NAS3-4214
A. Fast Neutron Spectrum Measurements
Angular neutron flux from 15 to 0. 5 MeV for angles of
0°, 15°, 37°, 53°, and 780
 and liquid hydrogen thick-
nesses of 2. 5, 4. 5, 7. 0, 10. 5, and 13. 0 in. and with
the liquid hydrogen dewar empty.
Contract NAS3-6217
A. Fast Neutron Spectrum Measurements
Angular neutron flux from 15 to 0. 5 MeV at 0° for
liquid hydrogen thicknesses of 2. 5, 7. 0, and 13. 0 in.
and for the empty dewar; and at 370
 for liquid hydro-
gen thicknesses of 2. 5, 4. 5, 10. 5 and for the empty
dewar.
B. Intermediate Neutron Spectrum Measurements
Angular neutron flux from 1. 5 MeV to 500 eV for
angles of 5°, 15 0 , 370, 530 and 780 and liquid hydro-
gen thicknesses of 2. 5, 4. 5, and 7. 0 in. Empty dewar
measurements were made at 5°, 150, 370, and 78°.
C. Thermal Neutron Spectrumn Measurements
Angular neutron flux from 10 eV to 0. 0005 eV for
angles of 370 and 78° and liquid hydrogen thicknesses
of 2. 5, 4. 5, 7. 0, 10. 5 and 13. 0 in.
2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE FAST AND
INTERMEDIATE FLUXES
2. 1 INTRODUCTION
The Monte Carlo method exemplified by the code 05R (3) was
selected for the analysis of the liquid hydrogen experiment because of its
flexibility in describing the source and material geometry and because of
its ability to consider separately the direct and scattered components.
This allows the formulation of estimators which approximate the collimated
detector.
The experiment was performed for thicknesses of 2. 5, 4. 5, 7. 0,
10. 5, and 13 inches of liquid hydrogen between the source and precollimator.
For the analysis reported here representative thicknesses of 2. 5, 4. 5, and
13 inches were selected by mutual agreement with the contracting agency.
Described in Section 2. 1 below are the procedures used in the
implementation of the O5R Program in calculating collision histories in the
fast and intermediate energy region. Analysis of these histories is dis-
cussed in Section 2. 3 and the results are presented in Section 2. 4.
2.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE O5R PROBLEM
2. 2. 1 GEOMETRY OF MATERIALS
Figure 1 shows the sector boundaries used in the mathematical
description of the dewar and the materials assigned to each of these
sectors. This id a plan view of the cylindrically symmetric arrangement.
Not all space within the enclosing parallelopiped is accounted for in this
projection. Between the outer cylinder, which forms the central part of
the dewar, and the corners of the parallelopiped there are four segments
of space r: :!signed as external void. The O5R listing of this description of
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The material compositions are presented t-i Table 2 in terms of
atomic density.
Hydrogen vapor is assumed to fill all of the internal compartments
of the dewar not filled with liquid hydrogen. The LH 2 vapor at atmospheric
pressure and at the boiling point temperature has a density which is 1. 57%
of the liquid density. A summary of the materials encountered along the
dewar centerlinei.-i Table 3 shows that the vapor adds an equivalent of
.736 cm of LH2 to the 2.5-inch LH2 configuration and an equivalent 3.28 cm
to the 13-inch LH2 configuration.
2. 2. 2 CROSS SECTIONS
Since in the dewar geometry there is a total thickness of 1.431 cm
of stainless steel between the source and the precollimator it was decided
L Fiat inelastic events should be treated exactly by the code. This decision
greatly complicated the cross section preparation (roughly doubled the
amount of cross section input) and the coding required to track particlesi
and analyze collisions. The approach was deemed necessary, however,
because the probability of successive collisions was very sensitive to the
energy lost in the first collision. The inelastic events are a significant
fraction of the total cross section in all of the primary constituents of
stainless steel at energies above 3 MeV.
All of the more important cross sections were taken from the
ENDF/B files. These include hydrogen, iron, nickel, and chromium.
Cross sections for silicon, aluminum, and boron (constituents of the
insulation material) were either not available or had insufficient detail
in ENDF. Consequently, these were taken from the Gulf General Atomic
standard cross section library. In the case of silicon, these cross sec-
tions were evaluated at Gulf General Atomic (4) for submission to ENDF.
The ENDF cross sections and Legendre coefficients were input to
the 05R cross section handling programs to generate the PHI tape used







	 (atoms/cm3 x 10 24)
1 Liquid Hydrogen	 .071	 H .042425





3 Insulation plus .7063	 B 2.78 x 10-4
Stainless Steel Al 5. 65 x 10-4Homogenized _ 4
Si 3.26 x 10
Fe 4.815 x 10 3
Cr 1.51 x 10 3
Ni 6.955 x 10-4
4 Hydrogen Vapor .0011147	 H 6.6607 x 10-4
Note on Material 3: 90 layers of borosilicate glass, each
1.71 x 10- 3
 g/cm2
90 layers of Al foil, each 2. 144 x 10 3 g/cm2
2 layers of Stainless Steel, each 2.55 g/cm2
homogenized over a depth of 7.62 cm
in the case of the inelastic cross sections. The lowest energy point used
in reporting some of the cross sections was at some poin-c above the in-
elastic threshold scattering rather than being at the threshold. This,
coupled with the method of interpolation in O5R occasionally resulted in
finite cross sections for an event at energies below the threshold. To
overcome this difficulty an auxiliary program was written to redefine the
ENDF data at points near the threshold.
An additional complication in the cross section preparation arose














 Equiv. LH	 Total
Dewar Matyials
(g/cm )
In. cm g/cm2 Steel Insulation
2. 5 in. 6.19 46.99 2.72 6.926 0.491 11.52 0.35
4.5 11.11 42.07 4.63 i1.77 0.831
10.5 26.03 27.15 10.42 26.456 1.88
13.0 32.22 20.96 12.8 32.548 2.31
energy law given for the (n, 2n) reaction and the law given for inelastic
scattering was found to be in error. The assistance of Dr. Marvin Drake
was obtained to formulate nuclear temperature models for these two re-
actions. The formulation is the standard ENDF/B scattering energy law (5)
(LF = 7) with a nuclear temperature given by 8 = 422 E 0. 5 for inelastic
scattering and by 8 = 302 E 0.5 for the (n, 2n)reaction.
The order of anisotropy included in the neutron scattering angular
distributions was P9 except for B (P6), Al (P8), and Si (P8).
2.2.3 SOURCE
The mathematical description of the neutron source was modeled
after the 7. 62-cm water-cooled depleted uranium target used in the second
series of liquid hydrogen experiments. (2) The hemisphere-integrated
spectrum given off by this target is shown in Fig. 2. (6) The spectrum and
intensity of the sourcewere assumed invariant with angle within the approxi-
mately 65-degree half-angle conical intercept of the dewar.
To reduce the computer running time required to obtain good
averages of the scattered flux, the source was biased both in angle and in
energy. The energy biasing for the Z. 5- and 4. 5-inch slabs was obtained
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Figure 2. Hemisphere - integrated flux spectrum.
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groups. This should provide approximately equal convergence of each of
the groups for a thin shield. The cumulative distribution for neutrons
above 4 x 10 3
 eV is shown in Fig. 3 for both the unbiased and biased sources .
These plots refer only to the relative number of source particle-1 generated.
The weights are adjusted so that the weight generated in any group is the
same in either the biased or unbiased condition.
In the 13-inch LF? configuration an adjoint calculation was per-
formed using the 1DF transport code (7) as a means of estimating the
optimum source biasing. The solution of the 1DF zdjoint problem gives
only the approximate importance because of the inadequacies of a one-
dimensional representation of the experimental geometry. The calculation
is nevertheless worthwhile since it can add considerably to the efficiency
of the Monte Carlo runs. The hydrogen slabs were represented in 1DF as
being infinite and a neutron source was input with an energy distribution
which is the inverse of the distribution used in the experiment. The energy
distribution of the penetrating radiation is then an indication of the optimum
input source for the Monte Carlo calculations. Slight adjustments were
made in the O5R energy groups to conform to the 1DF f in e group structure
boundaries. The result of this calculation indicated use of the cumulative
probability and weighting factors given in Table 4.
Source particles below 0.2 MeV were ignored in the O5R calcula-
tions of the thick slab because their impact on leakage through the slab
would not be significant. Angular biasing was used to force more of the
neutrons into the important central portions of the dewar. The extent
of the distortion from an isotropic distribution and the associated weighting
are summarized below:
Polar Unbiased Biased Weight
Angie P(@)— P(9) Adjustment
100 0.02631 0.1 0.2631
200 0.104454 0.3 0.3907






















ENERGY BIASING FOR 13 INCH LH 2 ANALYSIS
Group
E Upper ,,, Weight Adjustment
(eV) P(E) Factor
2.0 ES 0.02194 7.34
4.0 E5 0.04127 10-14
6.0 E5 0.06411 5.55
8. 0 E5 0.08605 4.44
1.0 E6 0.10797 3.476
1. 5 E6 0.15185 2.656
2.0 E6 0.19573 1.255
3.0 E6 0.25812 1.048
4.0 E6 0.32211 5.0704 x 10-1
6. 0 E6 0.42274 3.159 x 10-1
8.0 E6 0.52337 9.678 x 10 2
1.0 E7 0.624 3.285 x 10 2
1. 2 E7 0.812 5.185 x 10 3
1.4 E7 1.0 2.93 x 10 3
P(E) is the cumulative probability of neutrons being
generated with energy less than, or equal to, the energy
of the group upper bound.
The probability allotment for each increment is interpolated
linearly with the cosine of the angle within the bounding values. Although
neutrons are not generated outside the 650 cone the answers are all
normalized to one 47r isotropic neutron at the source. To prevent round-
off problems at the boundary passing through the source, the initial posi-
tion of the partizles was set on the surface of a 1-cm sphere.
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2. 2.4 IMPLEMENTATION OF OSR
There are a variety of routines which the 05R user must provide
to match his specific problem requirements. Only two of these special
routines, KINNY and SOURCE, were required in this calculation although
a variety of other minor modifications were made to increase operating
efficiency on the GGA Univac 1108 computer.
KINNY is the subroutine which treats nonelastic events. The ver-
sion used in this analysis treats discrete-level inelastic scattering, un-
resolved level scattering using an evaporation model, and (n, Zn) and (n, 3n)
processes. The program listing and input specifications are given in
Appendix B. The KINKY subroutine receives information on the pre -
collision neutron parameters, the species collided with, and the point of
collision. It then calculates postcollision parameters based on the collision
energetics for the specific collision type. Scattered angular distributions
may be either isotropic or anisotropic in the center of mass system in
accordance with options selected in the OSR input. Use is made of standard
random number routines in selecting the polar and azimuthal scattering
angle. When the incident energy exceeds the threshold, a given level may
be excited. For this option postcollision parameters are calculated by
subroutine LEVEL. Un •e solved level scattering is handled in subroutine
EVAPMD.
Subroutine SOURCE was written to generate source neutrons at a
point from input cumulative distributions in energy and angle. Weighting
factors are input corresponding to each bin so that energy and angle biasing
may be employed. This listing is given in Appendix C. Input quantities
are: Card A (6E 10. 2) x, r,z, NMEM, NMED, NREG
1-3	 x,y, and z coordinates of the source point.
4	 The number of neutron histories to be generated.
5	 The number of the medium corresponding to the location
of the source point.
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6	 The number of the region corresponding to the location
of the source point.
Card B (2I10) MTHET, MEGR
1	 The maximum number of boundaries of the angle bins used
in the problems 21.
2	 The maximum number of energy bin boundaries s 41.
Card C (7E40.2) THET(I)
The angle bounds beginning with the bound on or nearest
the x axis in the negative x direction. Units are in radians.
Card D (7E10.2) PTHET(I)
The cumulative probability of generating a neutron at angles
between the x axis (or the bound nearest the x axis) and the
bound THET(I). These probability values should be adjusted
to reflect the biased condition if angular biasing is used.
Card E (7E10.2) WTHET(I)
The (MTHET-1) weight constants which apply to the polar
angle bins. All WTHET(I) = 1 if biasing is not used.
Card F (7E10.2) EBNDS(J)
The (MEGR) bounding values of the energy groups beginning
with the lowest energy. Units are eV.
Card G (7E10.2) POFE(J)
The cumulative probability of neutrons being generated with
an energy less than EBNDS(J). There are MEGR of these
values which always begin with 0 and end with 1.
Card H ( 7E10.2) EWT(J)
The (MEGR-1) weights associated with the energy bins
listed with the lowest energy bin first.
The implementation of this subroutine to obtain particular source
biasing conditions is discussed in the preceding section.
In assembling and checking out the O5R program for these calcula-
tions it became apparent that reductions in run time would be required if
all of the calculations were to be performed within the budgeted computer
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time. One of the basic constraints was the small amount of core space
for storing the parameters of neutrons currently being tracked. The pro-
gram flow is set up so that neutrons are generated in batches and each
batch is traced successively through the energy supergroups until all nea-
trons are degraded below the minimum energy of interest in the problem.
Thus cross section data for only one supergroup has to be in the core.
Collision parameters can be stored on tape as generated but the post-
collision particle parameters must be maintained in the core for every
particle in the batch.
After some mapping of the program it was possible to store the
parameters for 1000 particles. Calculations could then be performed in
1000 particles batches if no splitting was allowed but this number would
have to be reduced considerably if the splitting option was used because
each split resulted in two or more neutrons which must be tracked. The
liquid hydrogen calculation was first modeled with the intent of using the
splitting and russian roulette options in O5R but it was found that the
batch size had to remain so small that no real computing economy could be
realized. On a larger computer the variance of the calculated values could
have been reduced by judicious use of weight limiting regions.
The program was found to be inefficient on the GGA Univac 1108
machine since a significant fraction of the program run time is taken up
with input/output (I/0) functions. Most of these were handled by FORTRAN
reading to and from tape using a 256-word buffer size. Some of the options
that were tried which netted small, but not really significant gains, were
(1) transferring from tape to drum using FORTRAN and a 256-word buffer;
and (2) using NTRAN with a 256-word buffer on drum storage. A third
option which did result in significant run time savings was changing the
buffer size from 256 to 10,000. The O5R PHI and cross section tapes
were rewritten (by program modification) to conform with this buffer size
and were then transferred to drum. This operation allowed much quicker
transfer rate between the tape and drum and between the drum and core.
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The result was about a factor of two reduction in run time per history.
This allowed about two times as many histories to be run per unit time,
or a factor of 1112 reduction in the uncertainty of the answer.
In larger machines where I/O functions are billed at a much lower
rate, and central processor time is billed separately, the savings described
above would not be realized. In the Gulf General Atomic UNIVAC machine
however, the central processor is tied up during I/O operations and any
improvement in these is reflected directly in the run time and computing
costs.
NTRAN is a special feature of UNIVAC systems that allows for
variable buffer lengths and parallel I/O and computing operations. The
variable buffer size is used in the input and the parallel feature is advan-
tageous in writing collision history information while calculations continue.
Checkout of the program consisted of small batch runs where colli-
sion parameters and intermediate quantities are printed out to determine
that:
1. Source particles are being properly selected and weighted
2. Cross section values are being correctly determined
3. Path length is selected properly.
In addition the PICTURE routine was run to check that the geometry was
being interpreted by GEOM as was intended. This proved to be a useful
operation in that small regions between the outer cylinder of the dewar
and the enclosing paralellopiped which had not been described were later
included in the model.
2.3 ANALYSIS OF THE O5R COLLISION HISTORIES
2. 3. 1 THE ACTIFK PROGRAM
Analyais of the O5R collision tapes was performed using the
ACTIFK (8) code. ACTIFK, as distributed by the radiation shielding
information center, will only calculate neutron dose at a point, but by
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suitable modification, it can be made to perform a wide variety of analysis
tasks. The code package includes the same geometry routine as in the
05R code and is similar to 05R in the provisions for cross section handling.
Existing routines perform many of the coding details connected with tape
reading, computation of storage requirements for input data, transmission
of data to the appropriate subroutines at the proper time, and other tasks.
Modifications cf the code were of two basic types : scme of the
routines were modified to fit the different format for data storage in our
modified version of 05R; and subroutines connected with analysis of the
histories were removed and replaced in their entirety. Included in the
`	 latter category were
STBATCH - A routine which is called at the beginning of each batch
of neutron histories to initialize quantities being calculated. In addition,
it reads input associated with the user routines on the first call.
SDATA - A routine which calculates any quantity desired from the
source particle parameters. In the LH2 analysis, SDATA was used to
calculate the uncollided flux.
RELCOL - A routine which calculates any desired quantity from
real collision parameters. This is the heart of the ACTIFK program as
used in this project. All last flight estimators were calculated here as
well as the calculation of an input source for the thermal calculations.
4.
	
	 ENDBATCH - At the end of each batch of neutrons this routine is
called to do any desired calculations such as averaging or normalizations
which are more economical to do here rather than including them in the
calculation of the contribution from each collision.
ENDRUN - A routine which is called after all collisions have been
processed. Final answers and statistical quantities are calculated here
and printed out.
Each of these routines may call upon a variety of built-in routines
such as the geometry package, routines for calculating attenuation along
the flight path and for calculations of total or differential scattering cross
sections. The listing of these routines is given in Appendix D.
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2. 3. 2 FLUX ESTIMATORS
The mathematical formulations of the various estimators used in
the collision tape analysis are described below.
2.3. 2. 1 Energy-Angle Flux
In estimating the energy-angle flux, a unit detector was assumed to
be positioned at the center of the entrance to the precollimator and an
estimate was made of the contribution to the flux at this point resulting
from each collision point of interest. It will be recalled from the geometry
description that the precollimator begins at the x = 0 plane and extends in
the negative x direction. Thus only collisions whose x coordinate was posi-
tive were sampled.
The first steps in determining the energy-angle flux estimate are
to calculate the distance, R, from the collision point to the detector and
the angle of scatter, 0, between the precollision particle direction and the
collision point-detector axis. The next parameters determined are the
energy after scatter for the particular- scatter angle and scattering species,
the differential angle scattering crobss section per steradian about the
0 direction, and the attenuation, a 1 , of the neutron after it scatters.
The postcollision attenuation coefficient, b 1 , is simply the integral of
the total cross section times the path length along R. The contribution to
the flux is then given by
WT  das	
-b1
Fs	 R2 (dQ)E'8 e
where WT I is the weight of the incident particle reduced by a s (E) jal,(E)
at the energy of the incident neutron. The contributions to flux at the
detector are th= sorted into an input energy and angle bin structure.
Contributions accumulate in each bin and are averaged and normalized at
the end of the batch. Normalizations of the flux in a given bin includes






solid angle normalization factor which accounts for the fact that source
particles are generated only over a portion of space but normalization is
per source particle in any direction. Other normalizations account for
the desired units on the calculated quantities. These involved multiplying
by E/dE where E is the bin average energy and DE is the bin width, and
dividing by the solid angle increment of the angle bins. Thus,units of the
flux were E - §(E) (eV * neutrons * cm 2 , ster -1 * eV-1).
2. 3. 2. 2 Normally Exiting Collided Flux
Special problems are encountered in attempting to analyze time -of-
flight experiments because of the narrow collimation of the detector. The
behavior of the scattered flux with angles greater than a few degrees is
generally a smoothly varying function which can be approximated by a
reasonable number of angular bins. The scattering flux exiting per unit
solid angle near the slab normal, however, is generally a more rapidly
varying function. Thus to be sure of analytically duplicating the drift tube
angular resolution one would need an angular bin only a few minutes wide.
To obtain a sufficient number of collisions inside the material within a cone
this narrow would require prohibitive run times. To increase the efficiency
for estimating the near normal flux a new type of estimator was formulated
and incorporated into the analysis routine.
The geometry of the slab and flight path involved in this estimator
is given below.
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The assumption is made that the distribution of scattered radiation exiting
the slab does not vary significantly for any location on the surface within
a radius of 5 cm from the geometry centerline. Each collision lying inside
the cylinder formed by the 5-cm radius is then sampled to determine its con-
tribution per unit solid angle to the flux exiting normally through the circle
on the surface formed by the 5-cm radius. This exiting flux is then
normalized by dividing by the area of the circle. It should be noted that the
estimate is not made to a point detector on the surface but rather on a per
unit solid angle basis. The assumption made here is that the depth of the
shield is negligible with respect to the distance to the detector. Thus the
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where 0 is the angle between the incident direction and the slab normal, b1,
is summed along a normally exiting ray, and the other terms are as defined
above. If desired, a weighting factor may be used to account for the dif-
ference in solid angle intercept of the drift tube detector due to depth with-
in the slab. If the drift tube is 50 meters long and the collision occurs at2
a depth x from the exit face then the weighting factor would be (70
1704.
For a slab depth of 30 cm this factor deviates from 1 by about 156 at most.
2. 3. 2. 3 Special Angle Flux Estimator
The technique described above for determining the normally exiting
collided flux also proved useful in estimating the flux at exact angles. Better
statistics were obtained using the estimator than using the angular incre-
ment approach (2.3. 2. 1 above) in some cases. In this case collisions Were
sampled if they occurred inside a region within a 5 cm radius (measured
in the x plane) from a line inclined at the angle of interest and passing
through the center of the exit face. The collision is sampled only if its x
coordinate is positive, as in the previously discussed estimator.
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BA modified version of ACTIFK was written which incorporated or'-,
a 37 0 and 780 angular estimator of this type. Scattered fluxes calculated
with this program were found to be in agreement with the point detector
values at the same angle for high energies and were found to be converged
at lower energies than for the alternate estimator. Some insight as to
why this trend exists may be obtained from considering the problem of cal-
culating the flux within a given angle increment at the two points A and B
as shown below .
For the same angular increment a larger portion of the shield is Viewed
from point B and therefore more collisions will contribute to the angular
flux. This becomes increasingly important at lower energies where colli-
sions lying very near the surface are of importance. A higher collision
density would be required to get adequate data at point A because, as one
approaches the surface inside the angle increment, the available collision
volume disappears rapidly. This is similar to the problem of attempting
to estimate the flux at very small exit angles and the solution worked out
is similar to the normally exiting estimator.
2. 3. 2. 4 Source for Thermal Calculations
In the O5R program neutron histories were terminated when the
energy fell below .075 eV. An analysis program was written to obtain an
input source for the S calculation of thermal flux based on the Monte
n
Carlo collision histories. Each collision was tested to determine whether
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the energy before collision is greater than 1 eV' and whether the energy
after collision is below 1 eV. If either of these tests fail the collision is
rejected. If both conditions are met the position of the collision and the
neutron energy after collision are r,tored. By summing the postcollision
weights of such particles over appropriate increments o f
 space and energy,
a source term was formulated for input to the 1DF S
n 
transport code. Al-
though this source is distributed in energies below 1 eV the total is equal
to the spatial density of particles falling through 1 eV and this is the only
source of neurons at lower energies.
2. 3. 2.5 Uncollided Flux
For each source particle noted on the O5R collision tape the ACTIFK
routine calls SDATA and calculates the uncollided contribution to the flux
at the detector centered on the exit face of the LH2 slabs.
In normalizing the uncollided and the normally exiting collided flux
it became apparent that the detector at the end of the drift tube views the
exiting flux in a different manner than a unit detector positioned at the
entrance to the precollimator (as approximated by the last flight estimator).
There are two important factors in the normalization. The first one is that
the collimator allows the detector to view only a portion of the source so
only that fraction should be considered as the source for the uncollided
flux. The second factor is that the scattered flux is calculated on a per
unit solid angle basis so that the direct radiation must be in these same
units before the two components can be added to get the total normally
exiting flux.
In the first case an adjustment factor of 0. 0841 was included to
account for the portion of the source viewed directly. The second adjust-
ment (due to angularity) may be made by multiplying the norrial uncollided





where the values of R are separation distances from source to exit face,
exit face to detector, and source to detector, respectively.
Thus the uncollided flux estimator
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The normalized uncollided flux as calculated with this estimator
may be added numerically to the normally exiting collided flu;: to get the
total normally exiting flux as seen by a detector at the end of the flight
path.
It is important that these normalization be noted by anyone desiring
to compare other calculations with these on an absolute basis.
2.3.3 STATISTICS
There is provision in the ACTIFK program for printing onto a
"statistical tape" the contribution to each quantity being calculated due to
each source neuron. This tape can then be utilized to calculate the
standard distribution or variance of the data. This provision was deleted
in our analysis because of the added requirements for core storage and run
time which it imposes. Instead a variance of individual batch averages
about the entire run average was calculated. While this quantity is not a
true variance of the data it does serve to indicate the degree of convergence
of the batch averages.
2.4 RESULTS OF THE FAST AND INTERMEDIATE ENERGY NEUTRON
CALCULATION
Fast and intermediate energy calculations were performed for the
empty dewar and for LH2 thicknesses of 2.5, 4.5 and 13 inches preceding
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the precollimator. Ten thousand histories were run for the empty dewar
calculation; twenty thousand histories were run for the 2. 5- and 4. 5-inch
configurations; and thirty thousand histories were run for the 13-inch
case. First flights were stretched in the 13-inch case and contracted in
the empty dewar case - both with appropriate adjustments in particle
weight.
Results for these four configurations are shown in Figs. 4
through 7.
2. 5 DESCRIPTION OF THE THERMAL !"M UTRON CALCULATIONS
It is possible in the O5R calculations to continue tracing the neutrons
until they reach thermal energy. O -Ale could then allow for upscattering
and diffusion at thermal energy or switch to a single velocity model upon
reaching the thermal region. This first and more exact treatment was
ruled out because of the excessively long computing tunes it requires.
The second approach was ruled out because the results would be in terms
of ar integral over the thermal group which is not useful for the intended
purpose of comparison with the experimental spectra.
It was decided instead to trace the neutrons down to 0.75 eV and
use the spectrum of neutrons degraded through 1 eV as the source term
for a one-dimensional S  treatment. This approach proved to be success-
ful in that the source obtained from the O5R calculations did provide
thermal spectra which are essentially in agreement with the experiment.
In the implementation of the 1DF program (7) for calculating the
angular thermal flux along the dewar centerline use was made of the cross
sections resulting from the theoretical work of Koppel and Young. (9)
Scattering kernels calculated by Naliboff (10) for liquid para-hydrogen and
liquid ortho-hydrogen were prepared as a cross section library tape by the
WTFG3(11) code to make tham compatible with the format used by the
cGc-3(12) cross section averaging program. GGC-3 was then used


































Figure 4. 05R Monte Carlo results for neutrons penetrating the
empty liquid hydrogen dewar.
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Figure 5. 05R Monte Carlo results for neutrons penetrating a 2. 5-in.
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Figure 6. 05R Monte Carlo results for neutrons penetrating a 4. 5-in.
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Figure 7. 05R Monte Carlo results for neutrons penetrating a 13. 0-in.
liquid hydrogen slab as viewed by a collimated detector.
approach is similar to that used in a previous analysis (2) of the hydrogen
data for obtaining group-averaged data for the S  transport code
GAPLSN. (13) GAPLSN, which was in use at GGA at the time of the other
study, uses a cross section input format which differs from that in 1DF;
consequently, group averaged data generated in the prior study could not
be used directly.
In the input to the IDF calculations the angular distribution of the
source term below 1 eV was considered to be isotropic. Spectral inten-
sities corresponding to the plots in Fig. 8 were input at closely spaced
mesh intervals. An infinite slab approximation was used. A radial
buckling of .0019 cm -2 was used in all three cases. The calculations
used a P 1 expansion of cross sections with 46 energy groups and an S8
quadrature. The results of these calculations are tabulated in Appendix E:
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Figure 3. Density of neutrons degraded through I eV as a function of
position along the dewar centerline. The abscissa show the distance
from the probe tube base. Curves for different thicknesses of liquid
hydrogen in front of the probe base are shown.
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3. REEVALUATION OF THE FAST NEUTRON SPECTRAL DATA
3.1 REASONS FOR REEVALUATION OF FAST 14EUTRON SPECTRAL_
DATA
As may be seen in Table 1, some measurements made during the.
first contract period were repeated during the second one. There were
inconsistencies in these data since some were measured with different
detectors, reduced with different efficiencies from different references
and utilized different neutron sources. Therefore, it was felt worthwhile
to reexamine details of the data reduction process, use the latest efficiencies,
and reduce all the fast neutron spectral data in a consistent manner.
3.2 FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE REDUCTION OF THE FAST NEUTRON
SPECTRAL DATA
3.2.1 INTRODUCTION
The spectral measurements are made by the time-of-flight tech-
nique. In this technique a pulse of neutrons are injected into the liquid
hydrogen dewar. A probe tube samples the neutron spectrum at the chosen
position by allowing those neutrons with the proper angle to escape down
the probe tube. The neutrons are timed over a flight path of fixed length
and are detected at the end of their flight by various neutron detectors
selected for each energy range of interest. The fiducial point or refer-
ence time for the flight time is the gamma-flash or bremsstrahlung burst
produced when the electron beam strikes the high-Z metal target producing
a burst of photoneutrons or photofission neutrons.
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3. 2. 2 DETECTOR EFFICIENCIES FOR FAST NEUTRON DETECTORS
3. 2.2. 1 Description of Detector and Method of Operation
Three different fast neutron detectors were used on the two pro-
grams. They are primarily characterized by the volume of the scintillator
liquid and the surface upon which the neutron beam impinges. These do-
tectors are listed below:
1. Fast Neutron Detector - (2.0-in. diameter by 2.5-in. high)
NE-211 liquid scintillator mounted with the axis perpendi-
cular to the neutron beam.
2. Fast Neutron Detector - 5.0 -in . diameter by 5.0 -in . high)
NE-211 liquid scintillator mounted with the axis perpendi-
cular to the neutron beam.
3. Fast Neutron Detector - (5.0-in. diameter by 5.0-in. long)
NE-211 liquid scintillator mounted with the axis parallel to
the neutron beam.
Fast detectors (1) and (2) were used on the first program and detectors
(1) and (3) on the second program.
The fast neutron detector is composed of a liquid scintillator
viewed by a 14-stage photomultiplie r tube. The scintillator, (NE-210),
consists of xylene, activators, and POPOP as a wave shifter and is con-
tained in a right cylindrical glass container. The composition of the
NE-211 is stated by the manufacturer to be CH1.21.
The neutrons interact with the hydrogen nuclei in the xylene pro-
ducing recoil protons in the scintillator. Recoil carbon nuclei, and alpha
particles from (n,a) reactions in carbon also occur. The energy spectrum
of the recoil protons extends from zero to a maximum energy equal to that
of the incident neutrons. The theoretical shape of the proton recoil spec -
trum is shown in Fig. 9; the experimentally obtained pulse height dis-
tribution is shown on a linear proton energy scale. The energy from the















Figure 9. Typical proton recoil spectrum (NE-211).
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recoil protons is transferred to the electronic states of the molecules in
the scintillator. De-excitation of the molecule take3 place by the emission
of ultraviolet light. The POPOP wave shifter absorbs the ultraviolet
light and re-emits it in the frequency range appropriate for detection by
a photomultiplier tube. The recoil carbon nuclei and alpha particles from
reactions in carbon can also cause scintillations, although the light output
per unit energy deposited is less than for protons.
3.2. 2.2 Fast Neutron Detector Efficiency
3.2.2.2.1 Batchelor I s Efficiency
The efficiency of any neutron detector is the number of counts per
neutron incident on the detector, — front surface in our case. The relative
efficiency of the scintillation detector versus neutron energy must be
known to convert the counting rate to neutron flux.
For the first program, a 2-in. by 2-1/2 in. detector was chosen
originally, because a detector of the same size and composition had been
calibrated by Batchelor, et al, (14) and was the best available efficiency at
the time. The efficiency was both calculated by Monte Carlo methods and
measured on a Van de Graaf accelerator. Once the efficiency of the
2-in. by 2-1/2 in. detector was known, the efficiency of the 5 in. x 5 in.
vertically mounted detector was obtained by direct comparison.
The minimum pulse height accepted by the electronic circuitry is
determined by the discriminator bias. At neutron energies near the bias
energy, the detector efficiency is changing rapidly and is quite sensitive
to the bias (it would be desirable to set the bias as low as possible and use
the detector only for energies well above it). In order to use the Batchelor's
efficiency the bias has to be the Same as was used in his efficiency measure-
ments. Originally, we attempted to adjust the bias so that the efficiency
went to zero at the same energy as a linear extrapolation of Batchelor's
curve would give, about 220 neutron keV. According to Batchelor's equa-
tions this was equivalent to 48.7 electron keV.
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To determine the bias setting at 48.7 electron keV, reference was
made to the Compton edge of the pulse height distribution taken with a
137Cs soirfce. A typical pulse height distribution for a Compton spectrum
is shown in Fig. 10. In terms of the gamma-ray energy E 
y
, the energy of
the maximum Compton electron energy E  is determined as follows:
2 -1
no 
E C	E 1 + 2EY	 Y
where m 0c 2 = 0.511 MeV. The electron energy E  ( was chosen) for
these early measurements, as the pulse height at which the intensity of
the pulses had fallen tc-approximately two-thirds of its value at the
"Compton peak".
The efficiency given by Batchelor, et al. , (14) had a number of def-
iciencies, however. Pulse height resolution was not taken into account
and the measured and calculated efficiencies deviated drastically below 1
or 2 MeV. The method of setting the bias was never explained satis-
factorily even after private communications with one of the authors. The
Van de Graaf calibrations were suspect because of sizeable collimator
scattering corrections. (14)
3. 2. 2.2. 2 Efficiency due to Verbinski, et al.
In 1964, shortly after the final report for the first program was
published, Verbinski, et al. , (15) published efficiency calculations for a
2 x 2 in. and 5 x 5 in. NE-213 liquid scintillator detector. These scintilla-
tors were adopted as standards since the calculations had been checked
against measurements on a Van de Graaf accelerator. (16) In addition, a
reproducible bias was defined for these calculations.
Verbinski's calibration combined the best features of a series of
measurements and of Monte Carlo calculations of pulse-height spectra
for monoenergetic neutrons incident on an organic liquid scintillator.
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In his calculations the half-height of the abrupt edge near the maximum
pulse height (labeled H in Fig. 10) was assumed to correspond to the
maximum hydrogen recoil energy and a trial function of proton light 1,
p
versus neutron energy was constructed. This relationship was then used
in a Monte Carlo calculation and the calculated pulse-height distributions
were convoluted with a Gaussian smearing function until they matched the
measured pulse-height distributions. The Monte Carlo calculations were
then repeated with the correct L
P 
(E) function especially for the low-energy
neutrons where the assumption that the half-height corresponds to the
maximum recoil energy is not accurate. Values for similar functions for
alpha particles and carbon-recoil ions L
	
CU (E) and 1. (E) were also calculated
but with less accuracy than L
P 
(E). The final Monte Carlo calculations




(E) and Lc (E) and the experimental pulse-
height spectra were normalized to the calculated curves in the proton-
recoil plateau, the experimental data thereby being converted to absolute
differential efficiency. Integration of the absolute differential efficiency
above the bias level represents the counting efficiency at the given bias
setting. Details of the efficiency calculations and efficiency tables have
been published in Refs. 15 and 17.
To use these tables, it is essential that the bias be defined in terms
of a reproducible, standard pulse height or "light unit" chosen as the
extrapolated end point of the Compton edge from the 1. 17 MeV and 1. 33
MeV gammas of Co-60 shown as "E" in Fig. 10. This unit is approxi-
mately equal to the. light produced by 1. 25-MeV electrons according to the
prescription of Flynn, et al. , (18) or 13 percent above the 1.28-MeV
Compton edge half-height for Verbinski's system. The latter relationship,
which uses the 22 Nagamma-ray pulse height spectrum, was chosen to
allow reproduction of the experimental measurements and communication
in the calibration procedures to other laboratories. (17)
The bias in terms of a fraction of the standard light unit is depend-











Figure 10. Typical Compton electron spectrum.
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scintillation detectors is almost never the same. The resolution being a
function of the photoelectron statistics, which are dependent on the light
output of the scintillator, light collection efficiency, and quantum efficiency
of the photocathode. The use of the 1.28-MeV Compton edge half-height
removes somewhat the sensitivity of the bias upon the resolution of the
detector as opposed to the extrapolated end point (labeled E in Fig. 10).
3.2.2.2.3 Detector Bias
The standard light unit has fluctuated somewhat, and during the
second contract was defined as the half-height of the Compton edge from
the ^. 17 MeV and 1. 33 MeV gammas of Co -60. (2) The efficiency of the
detector is a sensitive function of the bias especially near the bias energy.
Therefore, it was necessary to reevaluate the data from the second program
as well as the first based upon the present definition of the standard light
unit. To implement this it was necessary to obtain the relationship between
the actual bias based upon the Compton edge from Cs-137 and the standard
light unit related to the Compton edge from Cs-137 and the standard light
unit related to the Compton edge from Na-22 as mentioned above.
No measurements were taken and therefore none are available for
the experimental relationship between the Compton edges from Cs-137
and Na-22. However, the relationship between pulse height and energy has
been measured for a liquid scintillator by Flynn, et al. , (i8) and extended
by Horrocks. (19) The half-height of the upper edge of the pulse height dis-
tribution was identified with the Compton energy (actually the half-height is
some 4 t 1% higher than E c ). For energies below -x100 keV photopeaks are
observed, but at a few hundred keV and above, gamma-ray sources give
essentially a Compton distribution. For gamma-ray energies above about
800 keV, Flynn and Horrocks were able to fit their data by a linear
expression
E "eV)-18
L	 c 0.34	 (EZ80keV)
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where 1, is the relative light output and E
c 
is the maximum Compton elec -
tron :!nergy. If we substitute E  = 1061 keV for 22 Na, then L22 -= 3068
and if we substitute E  = 478 keV for 137 Cswe get L137 = 1353.9. The








 is the bias channel and C 137 is the channel :.umber for the half-
height of the Compton energy for the Cs-137 gamma ray. The light output
definitiuns are shown schematically in Fig. 11 as would be measured by a
pulse height analyzer. The channel for the standard light unit, CSLU'
would be
C SLU	 (C 137) (2.266) (1. 13) = 2.870 C137
and the bias level based on the standard light unit would be
C B	 B




Although the relative light output is undoubtedly a sensitive func -
tion of the resolution of the detector, the ratio of the relative light output
for the two gamma rays is not nearly as sensitive and any error resulting
in this ratio is certain to be a second order effect.
In the same manner, if we substitute E = 1038 keV for 
60 Co. then
c
L60 = 3000 and LB based on the standard light unit instead of the half-







L 2 Ec 180.34
22 No




C B	 C137	 C22 CSLU
CHANNEL NUMBER
Figure 11. Light output versus energy.
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and




LB 	 (C 60 ) (1.022) (1.13)	 C60 1.155
CB
L = 0.8658B	 C60
3.2.2.2.4 Efficiencies for the Three Fast Neutron Detectors
In summary, the efficiencies for the three detectors noted in Sec-
tion 3. 1 were obtained as follows. The efficiency for the fast neutron
G
Detector 1 was taken from the tabulated values by Verbinski, et al. , (1)
after determining the bias level in terms of the standard light unit. The
detector is 2-1/2 in. high whereas Verbinski's standard detector was
2 in. This, however, changes the amplitude of the efficiency and not the
shape, i.e., the relative efficiency remains the same, and since experi-
ment and calculation are normalized to each other only the relative efficiency
is necessary. The efficiency for Detector 3 was taken from tabulated
values published earlier by Verbinski, et al. , (15) calculated for a similar
detector after determining the bias in terms of the standard light unit. A
small correction was necessary to correct for the difference in the light
curves which had been changed since the earlier tabulations were pub-
lished. (20) The efficiency of Detector 2 was determined by two separate
methods: The first method was by comparison with Detector 1 usingdata
taken during the first contract. The second method used the fact that
Detectors , and 3 were similar in that the liquid scintillator was the same
but they differed insomuch as the neutron beam impinges perpendicular to
the scintillator axis in one case and parallel to the scintillator axis in
the other. Nevertheless, recent experiments conducted at Gulf General
41
Atomic (21) indicated that this detector was isotropic when biased at 0. 25-
light units which corresponds to about 1. 3 MeV neutron energy, and therefore
the efficiency is independent of the direction the neutron impinges upon
the scintillator. Therefore, the efficiency can be obtained as for Detec-
tor 3 from the tabulated values published by Verbinski, et al. (17)
The efficiency for Detector 1, which is tabulated in Table 5 and
shown in Fig. 12, was 0. 02746 standard light units and was used to reduce
the data taken on 7-31-64. Figure 13 compares the two detector efficiencies
used to reduce the zero-degree spectral data of 7-31-64. The data, due to
Batchelor, et al. ,(14) were used during the first contract period. The
data, due to Verbinski, et al. ,(17) corresponding to a bias value of 0.02746
standard light units, were used under the present program. The two
curves have been amplitude normalized at 1 MeV. The efficiencies agree
in shape from 0.7 to 2. 5 MeV and differ by only 18 percent at 15 MeV.
The efficiency for Detector 2, which is tabulated in Table 6 and shown in
Fig. 14, was 0.032 standard light units and was used to reduce data taken
on 8-1-64, 8-3-64, 8-5-64, and 8-7-64. The detector was maintained at
the same bias on all four days and therefore the same efficiency could be
used. A comparison of the efficiencies for this detector by the two dif-
ferent methods described above is shown in Fig. 15. The first method is based
on the efficiency of the 2 x 2. 5 in. detector biased at 0.02746 standard light
units and multiplied by the efficiency ratio of the 5x 5 in. to the 2 x Z. 5 in.
detectors. The second method is based on a bias of 0. 032 standard light
units and taken from Verbinski's tabulations corrected for the change in
light tables. The agreemer_. is very good down to about 1 MeV verifying
the isotropy of the detector down to this energy. Even at 0. 8 MeV the
disagreement is only about 30 percent. The efficiency labeled 0. 032
standard light units was used since the uncertainty in the ratio of the
two detectors increases at the lower energies and the uncertainty in the
efficiency becomes so large at energies below 0. 8 MeV that it is not very
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TABULATED EFFICIENC i FOR THE 2 x 2. 5 IN. NE-211






















































































TABULATED EFFICIENCY FOR THE 2 x 2.5 IN. NE-211
LIQUID SCINTILLATOR BIASED AT 0.02746
STANDARD LIGHT UNITS (cont)
Absolute	 Absolute Absolute
Detector Detector Detector
Energy Efficiency Energy	 Efficiency Energy Efficiency
11.5 .206 13.5	 .194 45.5 .188
12.0 .205 14.0	 .192 16.0 .190
12.5 .200 14.5	 .190 16.5 .190
13.0 .197 15.0	 .189 17.0 .192
`j
{ Table 6
^. TABULATED EFFICIENCY FOR TIC 5 x 5 IN. VERTICAL NE-211




Energy Detector Energy Detector Energy Detector
(MeV) Efficiency (MeV) Efficiency (MeV) Efficiency x
.13 .0103 .55 .573 .88 .720
r.'Y
x
. 4.4 .0141 .56 .587 .90 .725
.16 .0206 .57 .600 .92 .73
r ^
.18 .0288 .58 .610 .94 .733
J
'.: .20 .0386 .59 .620 .98 .738
22 .0505 .6o .628 1.00 .745
.24 .065 .61 .635 1.1 .750 }
.26 .081 .62 .640 1.2 .753 f
'` .28 .101 .63 .645 1.4 .757F\ ,3
.30 .123 .64 .65 1.6 .750
:. YSrti
' .` 32 . 147 . 65 . 655 1.8 .740
.34 .174 .66 .66 2.0 :732
.36 .205 .67 .663 2.2 .725 s
x4
.38 .238 .68 .666 2.4 .72
.40 275 .69 .67 2. 6 .705
.42 .318 .70 .675 2.8 .700
'4v
. 44 .362 .72 .68 3.0 .689
.46 .407 .74 .69 3.2 .68
.48 .448 .76 .695 3.4 .665
.50 .488 .78 .700 3.6 .65
.51 .504 .80 .702 3.8 .645
.52 .525 .82 .707 4.0 .632
.53 .540 .84 .715 4.2 .625y
,54 .558 . 86 .718 4.4 .617
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0. 040 "cobalt units", and this was accomplished by splitting the 60
keV gamma-ray from 241 Am. Shortly thereafter a similar detector
was calibrated using a Van de Graaf accelerator, and the best fit to
the data points was for an efficiency whose bias was 0. 040 "cobalt
units". (16) This efficiency is given in Table 7 and shown in Fig. 16.
The efficiency for Detector 1 was based on a bias of 0. 04233
standard light units and was used to reduce the data on 2-26-66. This
efficiency is given in Table 8 and shown in Fig. 17.
3.3 OTHER FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE REDUCTION OF FAST
NEUTRON DATA
After the data were reduced with the correct efficiency, there still
remained an inconsistency in the data taken during the first and second
contracts. As a first step in determining the reasons for this inconsistency,
two fast neutron spectra for the water-cooled source were compared.
These spectra were from the same neutron source but were taken by two
different detectors on successive days. The data labeled 1- 29 -66, T4, and
tabulated in Appendix A were taken with the same detector used to make
spectral measurements on both the first and second programs. The data
labeled 1-30-66, T2, werereported by Profio, et al. , (6) and were taken
with an early 2 -in. x 2 -in. detector, modeled after Verbinski, et al. (15)
The spectra shown in Fig. 18 are the same down to about 1.5 MeV, below
which the difference is related to bias uncertainties. The data labeled
1-29 -66, T4 were reduced with an efficiency corrected for the new standard
light unit definition whereas the other data were not corrected. Both sets
of data are hemisphere integrated spectra, i.e., the collimation was large
enough to view the entire surface of the spherical source. The spectra in
Fig. 19, which are tabulated in Appendix E, are a comparison of the fast
neutron spectra for the air-cooled and water-cooled sources. Here the



















































































































Figure 18. Co-nparison of the fast neutron spectra measured using



































Figure 19. Comparison of neutron spectra from the air-cooled and
water-cooled fast neutron source for the first and second programs.
55
<<	 Table 7
TABULATED EFFICIENCY FOR THE 5 x 5 IN.
HORIZONTAL NE-214 LIQUID SCINTILLATOR










{ 15.0 .422 0.35
14.4 .422 0.30
11.0 .427 0.25




























TABULATED EFFICIENCY FOR THE 2 x 2.5 IN. NE-214




















.38 .015 .62 .278 1.2
.39 .0195 .63 .285 1.4
.40 .0253 .64 .290 1.6
.41 .0315 .65 .297 1.8
.42 .0400 .66 .303 2.0
.43 .05 .67 .307 2.2
.44 .063 .68 .314 2.4
.45 .079 .69 .318 2.6
.46 .096 .70 .324 2.8
.47 .114 .72 .342 3.0
.48 .9.29 .76 .350 3.2
.49 .144 .78 .359 .3.4
.50 .158 .80 .364 3.6
.51 .173 .82 .370 3.8
.52 .185 .84 .377 4.0
.53 .198 .86 ,381 4.2
.54 .209 .88 .385 4.4
.55 .218 .90 .390 4.6
.56 1228 .92 .394 4.8
.57 .238 .94 .398 5.0
.58 .247 .96 .400 5.2
.59 .254 .98 .402 5.4






























TABULATED EFFICIENCY FOR THE 2 x 2. 5 D4. NE.-211
LIQUID SCINTILLATOR BIASED AT 0.04233
STANDARD LIGHT Ul,"ITS (cont)
Absolute Ab solute Absolute
Energy	 Detector Energy Detector Energy Detecto^r
(MeV)	 Efficiency (Me V) Efficiency (MeV) Efficiency
5.8	 .254 8.4 .205 1c.5 .181




































empty liquid hydrogen dewar. The data have been corrected for the
transmission of the dewar. The rnain difference between these spectra
and those in Fig. 18 is that the hemisphere integrated spectrum is softer
in the lower energy region due to the inclusion of large angle scatterings
from the spherical surface. Figure 19 shows a reasonable agreement be-
tween the source spectra measured during the first and second programs.
The data were taken one and a half years apart, as noted by the dates on
the figure. For the 2-26-66, T4 data, there was a 3. 144-cm thick garnma-
ray filter of uranium which was not present for the 7-31-64, T6 data.
As shown later, the uranium filter does not alter the spectral shape. The
fast neutron sources were different on the two program periods. The
physical difference in the sources for the two programs was the use of
air cooling for the .first and water-cooling for the second. The data shown
in Fig. 20 provide a comparison of the hemisphere integrated fast neutron
spectra for the air-cooled and water-cooled sources. The data for the
air-cooled source, 5-23-64, T4, which are tabulated in Appendix E, are
some of the first taken at this facility for the 3.0 -in. diam uranium source.
Though the statistics are not good, it can still be seen that the agreement
in spectral shape between the air- and water-cooled sources is reasonable.
Therefore, it can be safely concluded that the sources for the two contracts
were identical in the fast neutron region, the same conclusion stated in the
final report of the second contract. (2)
Since it was now obvious that source differences could not cause
the observed spectral disagreements in the two data sets, other factors
in the data reduction were closely examined.
The fast neutron flight path was approximately fifty meters long
and although evacuated, contained various materials such as mylar and
aluminum windows, air, stainless steel from the walls of the dewar, and
helium contained in the probe tube. These materials caused at the most
a 20 percent correction due to their transmission and therefore even if
























for at most a 2-percent transmission error.	 The thicknesses of the flight
	 "w




had been used to reduce the data.
One of the major differences between the first and second programs
was the insertion of 3.144-cm of uranium into the flight path. 	 The pur-
pose of the uranium was to act as a filter since the uranium suppresses c.
the bremsstrahlung flash with only about a 40 percent correction for
neutron transmission.	 To determine if the uranium filter influenced the
data reduction techniques, the same source spectrum was measured with
and without the uranium filter.	 As can be seen in Fig. 21 	 the filter did
not influence the spectral shape for this test case.
The bremsstrahlung burst produced when the pulsed electron beam
strikes the target is quite intense and if nothing were done to prevent its 	 xg
influence a loss of important data would result at early times and high
neutron energies. However, since the photomultiplier is offgated during
this period of time and the gain reduced by about a factor of a hundred,
the effect is considerably reduced. 	 Even so, some of this burst isj .
detected since the detector is gamma sensitive, and appears as gamma
rays decaying in an exponential manner.
	 The technique for removal of
these gamma rays is to fit the decay to an exponential and subtract it as a
d	 d	 t b
	
k	 p	 L.L.L.d	 rr1.	f th'	 ff	 t'	 d 	 b	 4- 11time- epen en ac grou	 a extent o	 zs a ec is• eterine y e
electron beam current and pulse width. However, in this case the effect
was small and influenced the spectra, if any, above about 10 MeV neutron
energy. Only the data from the first contract had to be corrected since
the uranium filter eliminated this problem in the second program.
The efficiency of the fast neutron detector decreases to zero around
0.2 MeV (see Figs. 12 to 15). The multichannel analyzer, however, 'con-
tinues to collect data after the neutron detector efficiency of the detector
has stopped. The data obtained in the channels after this point, contain
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6	 1	 1
time-independent gamma rays. This background is removed from the
signal prior to analysis by the data reduction code.
The uncertainty in the bias affects the spectral data below about
0. 8 MeV and the uncertainty in removing the short lived gamma rays
influences the spectral data above 10 MeV. Another effect, referred to as
the fiducial point (zero time), can affect the spectral data above about
6 MeV. The fiducial point is determined by allowing the detector to see
the bremsstrahlung flash and subtracting the flight time of the gamma rays.
This requires that the offgate on the detector be removed during the burst
since the purpose of the gate is to help suppress this flash. (16) This pro-
cedure is straightforward as long as the uranium filter is not present in
the flightpath as was the case for the first program. It becomes somewhat
more complicated when uranium is in the flight path since the uranium also
suppresses the bremsstrahlung flash making the exact channel number of
the flash more difficult to determine. We had previously shown that the
'spectra were the same for the air- and water-cooled sources and therefore
the source spectra through the LH2 dewar for the two programs should be	
3 4
the same. Examination of the early-time behavior of these two source
spectra indicated that the fiducial: channel had been measured incorrectly.
The difference amounted to a shift in the fiducial point of four chan- 	 P
nels or 125 nsec. This shift has been incorporated into the zero-degree
data of 2-26- 66 and for the 37-degree data of 2-24-66. The resulting data
for the 37-degree data are compared in Figs. 22 to 24. The two sets 	 = n
have been shape normalized. This correction brings the second set of























FFigure 22. Comparison of the spectral data for the 2. 5-in. thickness
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y	 }:..Figure 23. Comparison of the spectral data for the 4. 5-in, thickness of













































4.0 REEVALUATION OF THE INTERMEDIATE NEUTRON
SPECTRAL DATA
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The intermediate neutron energy detector (22) consisted of a NE-226
liquid scintillator counting capture gamma rays from a disk of boron carbide
loaded with paraffin wax. The bias was determined as a fraction of the
Compton energy for 6o Coand 137 Cs; it was 150 keV. The biasing proce-
dure was similar to that for the fast neutron detector.
4.2 INTERMEDIATE NEUTRON ENERGY DETECTOR EFFICIENCY
The detector and its efficiency calibration are discussed in Ref. 22
and the efficiency used in the LH2 data reduction is tabulated in Table 9
and shown in Fig. 25. Because of the response to transmitted high-energy
neutrons via inelastic scattering in fluorine, and uncertainties in the boron
cross section and branching ratio at high energies, the efficiency of the
detector is not expected to be very accurate above_ 2 MeV.
4.3 OTHER FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE REDUCTION OF INTER-
TE N:	 ENERGY DATA
The intermediate neutron flight path was approximately sixteen
meters long and evacuated. The intermediate neutron detector was sensi-
tive to thermal neutron captures consequently, a 0.175-in-thick boron
filter was used to prevent pulsing overlap. The Might-path windows
were mylar and a one-inch thickness of lead was placed into the flight
path to minimize the effect of capture gammas. Both mylar and lead
were chosen for use is the flight path since they contain a minimum .of
resonances in the intermediate neutron region. The fiducial point (zero








1 x 10 2 .00636
2 x 10 2 .00638
5 x 102 .00640
1 x 10 3 .00643
3 x 10 3 .00645
5 x 10 3 .00647
1 x 104 .00649
3 x 104 .00652
4 x 104 .006525
5 x 104 . 006535,
5x5 x 104 .00654
6.0 x 104 .00655
6.5 x 104 .00656
7.0 x 104 .00658
8.0 x 104 .00663
9.0 x 10 4 .00669
1.0 x 10 5 .00675
1.1 x 10 5 .00681
1.4 x 10 5 .00702
1. l x 10 5 .00722
1.9 x 10 5 . 00730
2. 0 x . 10 5 .00735
2. 3 x 10 5 . 00743
2.5 x 10 5 .00747
2.7 x 10 5 .00750
2.9 x 10 5 .00752'
Absolute Detector
Energy Efficiency
3.0 x 10 5 .00753
3. 3 x 10 5 .00754
3.50 x 10 5 .00755
3.60 x 105 .00754
3.70 x 10 5 .00753
3.75 x 10 5 .007525
3. 80 x 10 5. .00752
3. 85 x 105 .00745
3.90 x 10 5 .00738
4. 0 x 10 5 .00727
4> 1 x 10 5 .00705
4.15 x 10 5 .00698
4.2 x 10 5 .00691
4.25 x 10 5 .00690
4.3 x 10 5 .00692
4.35 .x 10 5 .00696
4.4 x 10 5 100702
4. 6 x 10 5 .00728
4.8 x 10 5 .00750
5. 0 x 10 5 .00780
5.2 x 10 5 .00798
5.3 x 10 5 .00801
5.4 x 10 5 .00803
5.5 x 10 5 = 00805
5. 6 x 10 5 .00804






5.8 x 10 5 .008025
6.0 x 10 5 .008000
6.2 x 10 5 .00797
6.6 x 10 5 .00789
7.0 x 10 5 .0078
7.4 x 10 5 .00772
7.8 x 10 5 .00765
8. 2 x 10 5 .00756
8. 6 x 10 5 .00749
)le 9




9.0 x 10.5 .00742
9.4 x 10 5 .00737
9.8 x 10 5 .00729
1.20 x 10 6 .00694
1.4 x 10 6 .00659
1.6 x 10 6 .00621
1.8 x 10 6 .00588
2. 0 x 10 6 , 00558






detectors.	 In this case, however, the one-inch of lean did not suppress
the bremsstrahlung flash as much as did the 1.238-in. of uranium nor was
there any real need since data above 2 MeV were not very accurate as x
r
explained earlier.
The background removal was broken down into two parts. 	 The first
part was background composed of ambient, time independent gamma-rays ,s
^_ or long lived gamma-rays and both were referred to as ambient. 	 The
second part was a time-dependent gamma-ray background produced by
r the capture of thermal neutrons in the LH 2 ,	 The energy of the capture
gamma ray was 2. 1 MeV and decayed exponentially with the thermal ne" -
tron dieaway of the LH in the dewar. 	 Both backgrounds were removed
r 2
























The thermal neutron energy detector consisted of a bank of 32
BF counters mounted with their axis perpendicular to the beam..
3	 r
5.2 THERMAL NEUTRON ENERGY DETECTOR EFFICIENCY
a	 Details of the detector and its efficiency are discussed in Ref. 23.
iThe detector efficiency used in the LH data reduction is tabulated in2
'	 Table 10 and shown in Fig. 26.
5.3 OTHER FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE REDUCTION. OF THERMAL
NEUTRON DATA
The mean emission time or the mean time for a neutron of a par	 I
r	





The mean emission time is the amount of time a neutron spends in the LH2
assembly before it is emitted. Since the fiducial point for the flight time
is the bremsstrahlung burst the flight time appears longer than it actually F
is and must be corrected for the mean emission time. The current data	 t
redaction code simply subtracts the mean emission tin-- from the flight
time. This is only an approximation(24) however, an improved method j
1  t b
	
1 1 t d d t +1'two d'me signal eometr of the LHcou no a ca cu a e ue o e	 - z n	 g	 y	 2.	 %
The mean emission times used to reduce the thermal LH 2 data are shown,
in Fig. 27. The value of the asymptotic mean emission time or dieaway 4
was obtained from the time-dependent capture gammas since their decay i
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iTable 10
TABULATED EFFICIENCY OF THE THERMAL NEUTRON
DETECTOR
Energy Energy
(eV) Efficiency (eV) Efficiency
1 x 10'4 .6255 3. 0 x 10 »2 .6510
I ti^-
_41.5 x 10 .6682 3.5 x -210 .6323
2.0 x 10 4 .6941 4.O x 10 2 .6150 s fi
'
-43.0 x 10 .7247 4.5 x 10_2..5995
4.0 x 10 -4 .7423 5.0 x 10 2- .586.2. ^f
^s 6. 0 x 10 4 .7617 5. 5 x 10-2
8.0 x 10 .7721 6..0 x 10 2 .5600
1. 0 x 10 3 .7784 7.0 x 10 2 .5393
1.5x 10 3 .7864 8. 0 x 10 -2 .5213
2.0 x 10 3 .7891 9. 0 x 10 2- .5048
3. 0 x 1.0	 3 .7909 1. 0 x 10 1 .4897
F 4.0 x 10 3 .7885 1. 5 x 10 1 .4327
,y} _4.5 x 10 3 .7865 2. 0 x _10 1 .3935
5.0 x 10 '3 .7736 3. 0 x 10 1- . 3411. X:
r 5.5 x 10' 3 .7771 4.0 x 10_ 1 .3064
x _3
6.0 x 10 .7736 6.0 x 10 -1 .2616t _
6.5 x 10 3 .7624 8. 0 x 10 1 .2329,.
v 7.0 x 10_ 3 . 7660 1. 0 x 010 .2123
8.0 x 10 3 .7629 1. 5 x 10 0 .1787
9.0 x 10 .7579 Z. 0 x 10 0 .1576
1.0 x 10 -2 .7519 3. 0 x 10 .1316 Q,
1.3 x 10 2 .7284 4.0 x 10 0 - .1156
_1.6x 10 2 .7078 6. 0 x 10^- .09591 .,
.
-21. 9 x 10 .6884 8.0 x 010 .08388
P
2.2 x 10 2 .6777 1. 0 x 10 1 .07554
,..; 2. 5 x 10 2 .6673 1. 5 x 10 1 .06235. ;.
2. 0 x 10 
3.0 x 10 1 -
4.0 x 101














6. 0 x 103
8.0 x 103
.05435 1.O x 104 .002533
.04472 1. 5 x 104 .002064
. 03891 2. 0 x 104 .001792
.03195 3. ,0 x 104 .001464
.02776 4.0 x 104 .001268
.02489 6.O x 104 .001035
.02039 8.0 x 104 .0008967
.01770 1. 0 x 10 5 .0008021
.01449 . 1. 5,x 10 5 .0006550
.01257 2.0 x 10 5 .0005673
.01028 3.0 x 10 5 .0004632
10 5.008911 4.0 x .0004012
.007976 6.O'x 105 .000327598
.006520 8. 0 x 10 5 .000283710
10 6.005650 1. 0 x . 000207197
10 6.004617 1.5 x .000179459
.004001 2.0 x 10 6 .000146509
	
.003268	 3. 0 x 106	.000126880	 j
6
	.002821	 4.0 x 10 	 .000103617	 }
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at liquid hydrogen temperature of 20.4°K (. 0726 in. thick) one wall of theyt
stainless steel dewar at room temperature (.0789	 in. thick) helium in the
°K,probe tube at 20.4mylar flight path windows, and air. 	 The thermal
neutrons were timed over an evacuated 16-meter flight path.	 These cross
sections are fairly well known except for the stainless steel where the
cross section is not known below 0.01 eV and very certainly not for tem- i.
peratures of 20.4 o
 K.	 It was clear from the experimental data that there t	 ^
was significant Bragg scattering by the stainless steel walls. 	 Equally t
clear, however, was the fact that such Braff scattering would not be well
,u
s^
described by the sum of the Bragg scattering of the stainless steel consti-
tuents, —iron, chromium, and nickel. The procedure used was therefore
as follows
1.	 The stainless steel was initially assumed to consist of the
sum of its constituents which were described as 1/v absorbers
with free atom scattering. ;r
t
2.	 Several test cases of LH2 data were reduced using the cross K
sections of Item 1.
	
Where peaks occurred due to Bragg .
scattering, the flux above the peak was extended to just below r
it and the difference related to a constant change in cross.
section.	 These differences were obtained for each Bragg
peak and averaged over the several test cases.
3.	 The cross sections for stainless steel, Item 1, were modified }
by the subtraction of their respective energies and below of the
cross section differences from Item 2. 	 All the LH2 data were





6. 1 MONITORS AND NORMALIZATION OF EXPERIMENTS AND
Each set of data, e. g. , fast, intermediate, and thermal, was
normalized to the neutron source intensity as measured by adjacent
aluminum foil monitors. However, .since each neutron energy region
used a different detector system, the fast neutron data does not directly
normalize to the intermediate energy region nor the intermediate to the
thermal neutron energy region. Also, the solid angle to the front surface
of the LH2 varied as the thickness of LIi2 was varied 'due to the way in which
the thickness changes were made. In view of these changes in geometry,
it would be more appropriate to renormal:ize for each thickness over the
entire energy range since the aluminum foil monitors do not track for dif-
ferent thicknesses. This method was attempted and discarded after some
inconsistencies arose.
Another method of normalization which is perhaps not as good, is
to normalize the fast and intermediate neutron energy range in the energy
region where there is generally an adequate overlap. There is a gap be-
tween the intermediate and thermal energy regions, and the normalization
in these energy regions was through their connection by a 11E flux which
appears to be established from 1 eV to 104 eV.
It is also necessary to normalize the calculations with the experiment
and since fast and intermediate energy regions were calculated as one,
these were normalized to the experiment by shape normalization. In the
thermal region, the calculations and experiment were normalized in the
1/E region. In summary, the fast and intermediate experimental data
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were normalized in their overlap region and the calculation shape normalized
to the experiment. The thermal experimental neutron data were normalized
to their calculations in the 1/E energy region. The thermal experimental data
and calculations were normalized to the fast and intermediate experimental
data and calculations in the 1/E energy region. All of the experimental data
taken under both contracts and the calculations made under the second con-
tract are given in Appendix E. In all cases, the fast neutron experimental
data were the invariant and all other data normalized to them. The norma-
lization factors are given for the experiments and calculations in Tables 11
and 12, respectively. To use these two tables, multiply the data listed under
the column labeled "description" and tabulated in Appendix E by the norma-
lization factor to match the corresponding fast neutron energy region.
6.2 DISCUSSION OF REEVALUATED DATA AND CALCULATIONS
All of the reevaluated data have been tabulated in Appendix E. They
are also displayed graphically in Figs. 28 through 56. For the 00 angle,
measurements were made for only the fast neutron energy region, and at
5 0 for the intermediate neutron energy region. For 15, 37, 53, and 780,
measurements were made for both the fast and intermediate regions. For
37 and 78 0 angles, measurements were made from 10 MeV to .0005 eV.
A gap in the data for these angles usually extends from 10 eV to 10 3 or 104
eV. This gap exists because no neutrons could be observed statistically
above the time-dependent capture gammas. The 0 0 data for the 7. 0, 10. 5,
and 13. 0 in. thicknesses for the first program (7-31-64) are unsatisfac-
tory:_ all of them give the same result. These were the first three mea-
surements made and could have been caused by inexperience in transferring
the LH 2 from compartment to compartment.
In a discussion of the experimental data, it is important to note
some of the details surrounding the measurements. The fast neutron
source intensity was limited since it could only accept 250 watts of elec-
tron beam power dictated by the air-cooling of the uranium, target. In many
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Figure 36. Intermediate neutron spectrum for a 13. 0-in.
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Table 11
NORMALIZATION FACTORS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
A.	 Intermediate Neutron Energy Region
Normalization Factor Normalization Factor
Description First Program Second Program





780 3.96 x 10-
4. 5-in.
	
150 8. 84 x 10
37 -45.95x 10 -4 -210
530 8.0	 x 10_4
78 3. 57 x 10
7. 0 -in.	 150 6.45 x 10_4
37 5. 00 x 10
530 5.78 x 10_4




-237 0 4.76 x 10 7. 57 x 10t
53 -45.26 x 10
°78 4.76 x 10 4





37° 6. 37 x 10
_ 530 4. 17 x 10
3.85 x 10 
-4
78
B.	 Thermal Neutron Energy Region
ars
Normalization Factor Normalization Factor
Description First Program Second Program
Z. 5-in.	 370 3. 8 x 10_3 5. 5 x 10 1
78 3. 8 x 10
4.5-in.	 370 4. 9 x 10_3 6. 0 x 10-1
78 4. 9 x 10
7.0-in.	 37 0 2. 5 x 10_3
78 2. 5 x 10
10.5-in.
	
370 2.4 x 10_3 4.0 x 10 1
78 2. 5 x 10
13. 0-in.	 370 3. 0 x 10_^










NORMALIZATION FACTORS FOR THE CALCULATIONS
A.	 Intermediate Neutron Energy Region
Normalization Factor Normalization Factor
Description	 First Program Second Program
2. 5-in.	 0 0 	 1.00 x 104 9.26 x 105
1
i
3. 82 x 1037 0
780 	9. 53 x 10
o	 44.5-in.
	 0	 1. 03 x 10
15 0 	6.76 x 104
37 0 3. 80 x 10
 8 0 	3. 3 x 10 5
1
13.0-in.	 00 7.87 x 105
37 0 	4, 08 x 105
780 	1. 56 x 10
B.	 Thermal Neutron Energy Region, 1
Description	 Normalization Factor
Z. 5-in.	 37 0 	6.54
780 	8.85
calculation. The agreement between the thermal.. neutron calculations and
ill
ratio was low and in general the better data are therefore at small
angles and thicknesses. During the second program, a water-cooled uranium
target was developed and the fast intensity increased by a factor of six
since the source could accept 1500 watts of electron bear.. power. This
increase in neutron intensity is reflected in the comparison of the fast
neutron data for the two contracts.
The measurements were made on a one-shot basis due to the
tremendous detail and preparations required to handle the 150 gallons
of liquid hydrogen within the LINAC facility under limited funding. It was
not possible to review the data until after the experiment was completely
finished. It would certainly have been desirable to have reviewed pre-
liminary measurements before taking the complete data set. Only a few
measurements were remeasured and these were all in the fast neutron
energy region.
In considering the massive amount of experimental data and com-
parison of some of the data with calculations, a few general observations
can be made. First, the Monte Carlo calculations suffer from poor statis-
tics in precisely the same way as do the measurements. Since in the fast
neutron energy region the flux is in the forward direction, few neutrons are
scattered at large angles and the source intensity becomes quite degraded
by the thickness of LH 2 , resulting in even , less neutrons at large thicknesses
and also larger angles. The agreement between calculation and experiment,
in shape at 37 0 is good for all the thicknesses compared, even out to the
13.0-in. thickness. The agreement is not nearly as favorable at 78 0 at
these same thicknesses. The data taken at 13.0-in. and 78 degrees are
so unsatisfactory that they have not been presented. In at least one situa-
tion, there is a:very good comparison between calculation and experiment;
in the fast -inte rined iate neutron energy region this is for the 2. 5-in. 370
data. Here the agreement is good between 10 6 to 10 3
 eV. This is also
a situation where the statistics are the best for both experiment and
iexperiment are favorable in half of the cases compared but vary considerably
in the remainder. These disagreements occur at an energy where the
transport cross section changes drastically from about 20 to 1 barn in the
energy region from .04 to .01. This also leaves open the question of the
applicability of a one-dimensional calculation below 0. 01 eV since the
t
transverse' leakage becomes large. The buckling or source distribution	 i
for LH2 was not measured and is therefore not well known. Due to the
small transport cross section below 0. 01 eV the calculations are quite
sensitive to the buckl ing and therefore small changes in the buckling result
in large changes in the flux.
We have recommended that the 2.5- and 4. 5-in. thicknesses of LH2
for the 37 0 angle be submitted as a benchmark problem to the ANS- 6
Standards Committee, American Nuclear Society. The reason for this
selection was that the statistics for the Monte Carlo calculations were
best for the 370 and 78 0 angles, and calculations were performed for only
2. 5, 4. 5, and 13.0-in. data. Of these, the calculational and experimental
statistics were best for the 2.5- and 4.5-in. thicknesses at the 37 0 angle.
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GEOMETRY INPUT TO 05R (I3 INCHLS OF LH2
BETWEEN THE SOURCE AND COLLIMATOR)
2	 MALE
ZONE X bNDS -.60960+02#	 .70480+0?
Z04 Y bNDS -960960+02# 	 .60960+02
ZONE Z ENDS	 -.6n960+02#	 .604'30+02
ZONE	 1	 1	 1
BLOCKX bNUS	 -.60960+02#	 000000	 r	 •33020+02#	 •70480+o7
6LUCKY BNUS -•60960+02#	 .60960+02
SLUCKZ ENDS -#60960+02#	 660960+02








BLOCK	 2 . 1	 1
MEDIA	 It
	






4#	 5#	 6#	 7#	 As
13
SECTOR -1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 -n
SECTOR -1 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -0 -0
SECTOR -1 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 -0 -0
SECTOR -1 0 0 n 1 -1 0 0 0 -0 -0
SECTOR -1 u n n 0 1 -1 0 0 -o -n
SECTOR -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 -0 -0
SECTOk -1 0 0 n 0 0 0 % 1 -1 -0 -0
SECTOR -1 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 -0
$ELTON -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1
SECTOR -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
SECTOR 1 -1 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n




MEDIA	 4#	 30	 30 log o# in00# 1000
SURFACES
	 30	 49	 14#	 15#	 16
SECTOR -1 0 -1 o 0
SECTOR -1 0 1 -t U
SECTOR 1 -1 0 n -1
SECTOR -1 0 n t 0
SECTOR 1 -1 0 n 1
SELTOR 0 1 n 0 0
16	 TOTAL SURFACES



































c. C ELO EJUALS LO&EST F'iLR(-Y
3. C PICK	 r-ROt	 X «LXP( -X) 	 uY KAH p 5 METHOD ► 	 EXAN,PLE	 15
4. C I :STENO uF	 PICKING FRO ►.	 EXR(-X),	 X	 INF1 1 J1TE,	 PICK
Z). C FROM	 L XP TijU.rCATEL	 AT	 X r ' A X .	 RLJEC T VALI E	 X	 IF THE
0. C OF THL TeC VALUES IS GPFATER THAN XMAX.
/. X AX=(EO-E.LO)/THETA
•UIN„NOSTIC• ToiE Tr-ST FOR EQU ALITY 9 ETWEEN NON-INTEGEr(S MAY NOT
0, IF(XMAX.LE.0.0)	 CALL EARUR
y . 2 R1=AMJU(Ex PRi4F (R) rX`'AX)
lu. R2=AM00(EXPRi.F(R),XMAX)





F UNCTIO r . ChOS(R,P,Q,r4P^)
c. UIrtEN510i,	 P(1).	 Q(1)
^. C INFEPPOLATES FHO'i HIG,i TO LOW RANGES ONLY
UU	 10	 I=^,' .Pv
+UINGNOSTIC• THE Du-I,4UEXrI,IS pLFIrEu kITHIN THE LOOP.
y. I=I






9, 20 Cri05=u(I)+(K-P ( I))R(G,(I)-Q(I-1))/(P ( I)-PlI-1))







J. A	 :R(lu) ,4a( F•,, 5),NE(Aeb),EL(125,BP5)FSIGL(125,8t5),
4. 8	 i.u(lu ) ,LLA o1 (2,1 n) ,' .LA I (1.10) ► NENG(1),LNG(1v1),
D. C	 :ETAul(l,l)oETAH1(lpl,l)#PTAbl(lrlpl).
U. U	 iiETAu2(1),ETA92(1,1),PTAB2(1,1)r




lu. 8000 FORMAT	 (k2H1HN •`_RROR HAS OCCJHREC)
11. o!d TE(6,301)	 SP,UF,VN,tP,E,S,IN
1 4 . RE:TURI4



















































C'	 0,+ /IIit Lt./ SPr ,_tP#W rr,PrEItSrNINLSrIt r
I
	 Jt 1u ) ► tt(tr;)) ► NF11 r;,)rLL(125r9r:h ) rSIGL(125 ► 8 10r
Al Iv ) rILf, 4 2r10), tI LA	 10)rtjEN(;i(1)rt'JG	 r
C	 : LIA^lllrllrtTAtt1(lrlrl)rt'TAbl(lrl ► 1)r
Lt '.LTAj2(a)rLIAlt2(lr1)Fr'TAH?(lrl)#
L FK(2 ► l(1), tA(2 ► lO).Lu(1r,)#TA(10)vTh(10)pJC(lt)) ►
F t,AF'F'(l h) , ,ALDE-l2 r l,t) it' ELE(2r10)
I 1- = I
Ill- (flu(PI)	 u	 GU Tu 7,nU
W3ZI,u ( 11. )
00 10^j IL=1 ri.S
Ft,t f l u- T1 0:X r IL r IS uLFIhLU WI FHIr. THE LOUP.
IL=iL
T'ir TLST Fr)R Lt)UALITY r F 1WFEN NON-INTLOLKS MAY NOT t'E ;..rANINGF'JL.




'jO TO (11r22 ► 33r 4 4) r NI
TAL-IIILATLO VALULS
I ILL=I4Lt 1G (I'' )
UJ 111 IE=1,IJLL
TIC Uv-11,L)F_XrIE ► IS F'LFINLD WITHIN THE LOUP.
i( =IE
T,IL TLST F(1R L ,)UALTTY t 'ETWEEN NON-INTE(>E{(S MAY NOT ifE t.1FANINGFUL.
1F0lJolIt.,I14).LE. 1-) GO TO 'R10
C'jN T Ii4ltF
CAL t_ LRkUR
1'=FLTt(IJ ( I! )
EN=LliuS(I',I , T;till(lrIk ► Ir') rET Adl(1 ► 1 ErIN) ti4ET A til(IErIM) )
0--. TO 10ti
)'=FLTW4(h)






CALL LVAI'(L ► t_P,THLTA ► ELArJ(IL ► iN))
GU TO 100
JJJ=l
T,tE TLST FOR E(JUALTTY PETWEEN N0h-INTE(.EkS MAY NUT uL NFANINGFUL.
Il (1- L1P r ;(1,1IM).GE.u.5) JJJ=2
L;'=t A ( JJJ, I N )
SI'=!:)(,ikT (t 1'* 1. t)1322,)IL+12)











^.	 COti„n,+ /Ir.ELC/ SP ► UP ► VP ► nP ► E ► S ► NINLS ► INP
4. A ;JR(lu) ► v(3 ► D) ► NE(f ► 5),EL(125 ► Q ► 5) ► SIGL(125 ► B ► 5) ►
5. U t •U(lU) ► LLAK(2,10),NLA4,(1 ► 10) ► NENG(1) ► EN(G(lrl) ►
	
0.	 C ',ETAu1(1.1) ► ETAB1(1 ► lrl) ► PTAbl(Irl ► 1),
	
1.	 Ci '4ETAd2(1) ► E)AFi2(1 ► 1),PTAB2(1 ► 1) ►
	
09	 E FM(2 ► 10),EA( 2 ► 10) ► E0(10) ► TA(10) ► TP(10) ► TC(10) ►
	














1L).	 C	 FOnrA CprF TABLE
	
10.	 UO 50 I=1 ► NS
	




	 IF(E . 6T.EL ( 1 ► I ► IN).OR.E.LT.EL ( NEM ► I ► IN)) GO TO 50
	




*UIN„NOSTIC* T11E TLST FOR EQUALI T Y PETWEEN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT
	2.3.
	
IF(SPT.E,=.O.u) GO TO 80















3c.	 DO 70 IL=1,NS
*UIHGNOSTIC* THE 0v-Ii:UEX ► IL ► IS LIEF!NED WITHIN THE LUOP.
33. Ii_=IL
*UINVNOSTIC* THE Tr_ST FOR EQUALITY F l ETWEEN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT
34. 1F(R.LE.PTAB(IL)) G O TO 60
35. 70 COPITI JUE
	
30.	 CALL ERRGk
	37.	 C	 CHLCK FOR INSUFFICIENT CMS ENERGY
	
3o,	 b0 IF(SPOSQ.LT * U(IL ► IN)/BETA) GO TO 90
	




41.	 90 CALL ERROR
	
4e.





1. SUeHM IA DCS(U.V,4)
^- C CO-IPUTES NEVI DIRECTIONS COSINES
J. CONIVOli	 /IIJEL(./	 SPrUPrVP.ovP,ErS,NINLSrINr
4 4 A	 wR(1U)•(,.(i+r5) ,NE(Br5),EL(125r8r5)rSIGL(125r8r5) r
be u	 I1 U(lU)rLLA4(2r10),IvLA,,(2910)rNENG(1)pLNG(1rI'r





11. IETAPE ► ETn,ETATHrETAUSD,ETOPrFONErFTOTLrFwATErITERS,ITSTRr
12. 2LELEr, ► LF, rf ARhr`•1AXGPrr^;Er-IA r MGPiEG r MFISTP ► MXREGrN r NCOLPR r
1). 3N;. PCOL r tJCGPJT I r NCOr4T2, NCONT p r NEWNM r NFISFi r NFONE r NFPT, NGEOM,
14, 4t4GROUPo t4G'c,T ► r4H IS"X,NHISTRrN7NCrNFINCrNpINC,NITSrNKILLr
15. 514LAST,JGLASTrNSIGL,r4PLASTrNLEFTrNMEMrNt•OST,NOELrNPCOFr
l o. bNPTAPL r rJGL I I T r tNR00t ;, N SOL R, NSPLT r NSTAPE r NSTRT r NTHERM, NTHRML r
17. 7tJTYPE,OL;;V.TrFSIErSPOLD,THETMrTNUCrUINPrUOLDrVINPrVOLDr
10. 8;,;ATEFr!"IhP P NOLDrWTAVKPi,THIRrWTLOR ► WTREDPWTSTRTrXOLn r XSTRTr
19. 9YOLDrYSTRT,ZOLDPZSTRTrUNUSED(10)
2U, C CALL GETMU FOR SCATTERING ANGLE
21. CALL GETr,U(COSPOL)
2e. C GET%,U RETURNS LF	 (SCATTERING DISTRIBUTION)
23, IF(LF,rJE.0)	 60	 TO	 10









31. IF(STHETA,GT,0.0)	 GO	 TO	 1
32. COSPHi=11
33, SINPHI=O.

















( ETAdl ! L1K1I) , PTAB1(L1K1I)1[.=1,NTAB1)
b:). YgITL(6.309)	 E'4G(K , I).(ETAB1(LFKPI ) PPTAul(LrKrI) . L=l,NTABI)
bu t 17 CONTI-+U
57. CC TO 2C
50. 22 REAU ( S11u2)
	
FM WP I ) 1NETAU2(I)
59. -,A TE(6#30A)	 FM(J.I)




64. vvRITE(6 ► 310)	 (ETAb2(L#T.`PPTAb2(Ltl) ► Lc11'vTA02)
630 GO TO 20




60. READ ( 51104)	 TA(I),TB(I)1TC(I)
67. hRITE ( 6r3ll)	 TA(l),T8 ( I)1TC(I)
60. GO TO 20
69, 44 READ(51104)	 FM(Jvl)
7p. WRITE(6,30A)	 f=M(J,I)
71. REAU(ti,104)	 LA(J,I) 1EB(:)
71. wRITE ( 61312)	 EA(J1I ),EF3(1)







But 104 FORr'A1 (3L10.4)
81. 3U1 FORriA((///.12)k.1B H**SCATTERE R NUMBER	 P130	 2H,	 5 A 6,	 2H**	 )
Be.. 3011 FORMA1l	 7hoMLDIUM	 , Ie1	 9H,	 ELEMENT,	 PIZ	 )
8.11 3U3 FORMAT(//12X118 HDISCRETE LEVEL(S )	/	 )
84. 304 F0R14Al(3H0,(	 1I2,	 1H,	 0 D F 12,5 ► 	 3H EV
85. 3U5 FORiAAf(5U110E	 ( EV ) 1	 SIGMAS	 (BARD : S)	 IN	 PAIRS,	 E	 (HIGH	 TO	 LOW)
But A(3 (1P4El2. 5r2X))	 )
B7. 3U6 FORMAT(//12X122 11NON —uISCRET E LEVEL(S)	 /	 )
86, 3U7 FORMAT(20H0	 ELAN LOWER LIMIT	 11 PE12,5#	 3H EV	 16X,	 4H LAW	 ,I21
89. A	 1H1	 5Ab	 )
9U. 3U8 FGR.^AT(141joWLIGHT FACTOR	 ,	 1PE12.5	 )
91. 309 F3RrAAT(5HUELUw	 1	 1PE12.5,	 3H EV	 1	 6X,	 22HP(E,)	 CONSTANT OVER E
94. A	 45HOL ,
	(EV ) 1	 P(E l )	 IN PAIRS,	 E 1	(HIGH TO LOW)
9,1. U(3(1P2E12.5r2X))	 )
94, 310 )"URr•1AT(4bH0(L'/E ) 1	 P(E1/E)	 IN PAIRSI	 (E'/E)	 (HIGH TO LOW)
95. A(3(1P4E12.51GX))	 )
900 311 FORMAT(2110A	 PlPE12.51	 3H EV	 r	 3X11HB	 1L1295o	 10H	 (EV)**1/2	 1
97. A	 3X,1HC	 ,	 E12.5	 )
90. 312 FURMA((3HOA1	 .1PE12.51	 3H EV	 •	 3X,2HBl	 ,L12.5	 )
99. LIJL)
B-5
1 9 SUBRCUTLAL	 IiNELIN
2, C READS	 I i ,PUT FRO;n	 TAPE 5	 (STANDARD) 
3. COMM01+
	 /11,ELC/	 SP ► ()P ► VP,WP ► E ► S ► NINLS ► Ihir
49 A	 wR(1U) ► 0( i;rt)) ► NE(yr5) ► EL(125r8 ► 5) ► SIGL(125 ► 8 ► 5) ►
..). B	 ;)U(10) ► E LAW (2 ► 10),NLA^,, (2 ► 10) ► NEN G (1) ► ENb,	 v1) ►
d. C	 i^ETAul(1 ► 1) ► ETAB1(1 ► 1r1) ► PTAB1(lrl ► l)r
7. U	 tiETAu2(1),ElAC32(1 ► 1)rPTAB2(1 ► 1)r
60 E	 FM( 2 ► 10),EA( 2 ► 10) ► Eb(10) ► TA(10) ► TH(10) ► TC(10) ►
90 F	 ;JAPP(10) ► rjM4 .DE (2 ► 10) rr'ELE(2 ► 10)
1u. DIt-ZNSI014	 COmM(12) ► 	 NALAiN(5 ► 4) ►	 LABEL (5)
11. DATA	 (NALA , i(Irl) ► I=1 ► 5)/	 30H	 TABULATED	 Er	 VS	 P(Er)
i^. DATA	 (NALA-•j(1 ► 2) ► I=1r5)/	 3o H 	TABULATED E r /E	 VS P(Er/E)
iJ. DATA	 (NALA.v(1 ► 3)rI=1 ► 5)/ 30H EVAPORATION MODEL
14. DATA	 (NALAr!(1 ► 4) ► 1=1r5)/	 30H Er=A1.+81*E
15. READ	 (5- ► lUl)	 COMM ► NINLS
lo. WRITE
	
(6 ► 201)	 CO!imprJiNLS
17, 101 F0RA Af(11AC, ► A4 ► I10)
16. 201 FORmAT(1H1 ► 36Xr11A6 ► A4
19. A	 36X p J0HP;Uilt3E:R	 OF	 INELASTIC	 SCATTERERS	 ► I3
2U. DO	 10U	 I=1,141NLS
21, READ(!:) ► J.0)	 LABEL r IvR(I) ► Nu(I) r NAPP(I)
2e, NAP=NAPP(i)
2,50 REAL)(J ► 9o)	 (;NMEDE(J ► I) ► NELE(J ► I)rJ=1 ► NAP)
2 y . WkITE(b#601)
	 I ► LABEL
2b, DO 23 J=1rr,AP
2b, 6RITE(6 ► 3U11)	 NMEOE(JrI) ► NELE(J ► I)
27, 23 CONTINUE
20. IF(rjR(I).EU.u)
	 G O	TO	 15
29, WkITE(6,303)
3u. Jrt=I,R(1)
31. DO 5 J=1 ► JR
3e, RcAD(5 ► 102)	 u(J ► I) ► NE(J.I)
3.5. WRITE(6 ► 304)	 J ► Q(J,I)
34. 0(J ► I)=0(J ► 1)*1,9132201E+12
35. IF(hE(J ► I).Euo0)	 GO	 TO	 5
3b, KE=I1E(J ► I )
37. READ(t)P103)
	
(EL(KrJrI) ► SIGL(K ► JrI) ► K=1 ► KE)
3u. V.,M E(6 ► 305)	 (EL(K,J ► I)r5IGL(K ► J ► I)rK=1 ► KE)
3 y . 5 CONTI,vUE
4U, GO TO l0U
41, 15 J ,J=NU ( I )
41. WRITE(oP30b)
43, DU 20 J=1 ► JU
44, RLAD(b ► 102)	 LLAW(J,I)rNLAW(J ► I)
45, NL=IVLAW( J ► I)
4b. WRITE(fo307)	 ELAW(,J ► 1),NL ► (NALAW(L ► NL) ► L=1 ► 5)
41, GU	 TO	 (11 ► 22 ► 33 ► 44).	 NL
4d, it RE.AN(J ► l02)	 FM(J ► I) ► 	 NENG(I)
49, W'lITE(6 ► 3op..)	 FM(J ► I)
5 U. NEL =r^LN6 (I )
51. 16 DO	 17	 K=1 ► r•4EL
5t. R(AD(J ► 102)	 ENG(K ► I) ► NFTABJ(KrI)
5^, f4TAU1 =NET AHI(K ► I)
B-6
It SUSROuTIhE	 Klt4NY(SPL)SQ ► l1rV,'W#WATErNMED,LLLEM)




o f D	 :ETAu2(1),ErAR2(1r1)rPTAB2(lrl) r
7, E	 FM(2.10),EA(2,10),Eu(10),TA(10)rTB(10),TC(10)r
tl. F	 i.APP(10)r,iMLDE(2#10)rNELE(2r10)
9 0 C ALPHA#
	
yEIA
lu. kO CALL AB(ALPHA,BETA,LELFm,NmED)
11. C CHUOSE SCATTERLR INCEX
le. UO	 30	 IN=l,,41NLS
*DIAGNOSTIC* THE 00 — II4DEX,INrIS DLFINED WITHIN THE LOOP.
1s. I:,=Ire
14 0 NAP=f,APP (IN )
lb. DO	 25 J=1,r.Ae
lu. IF(NMEDE (i t IN).EQ.W-ILD. AND. NELE(J#IN), EQ. (_ELEM)
	 GO
17. 25 CUNTL+UE




2e. C UEn DIkEC1I0N COSINES
2J• C,kLL	 JCS(U,V,w)
24. IF (rJR(ltJ).EQ.0)	 GU	 Tu	 15U





3u, GU TO 300
31. C Urjr^ESOLVE6, 	 LEVELS




30. 3U0 SPI,SGZU**2+V* *2+W **2
*UTA^,NOSTIC* T11 TLST FOR E3U A LTTY PETWEEN NON — INTEGEKS MAY NOT



















Number of inelastic scatterer:
(separate nuclides - each nuclide
can have several inelastic proctsses).
Repeat Cards 2-6 for i= 1, NINLS
2	 615	 I Scatterer number
NID(I, 1) Nuclide number (LELM) in which
Ith scatterer is found.
NID(I, 2) Medium number in which (th
scatterer is found.
Nuclide number in which ithNID(I, 3)
scatterer is found.
NID(I, 4) Medium number in which I th
scatterer is found.
(Two pairs of nuclide and medium
numbers are read in case the same
nuclide is found in several :)laces.)
NR (I) Number of resolved levels
NU(I) Number of unresolved processes
NE(I) Number of energies in level cross
section tables (same energy mesh
for all processes of same nuclide)
NE(I) = 0 for 1 level
3	 7E10. 4	 (EVAP(I, J)), Energy for switching from one evap-
oration-like process to another,




(cm/sec) 2	Coefficients for expressing the
TB (I, J), (cm/sec)2eV	 energy dependence of the nuclear
TC(I, J),	 (cm/sec) 2 /eV	 temperature, T = TA +,,/-Z- TB+E - TC.
Factor multiplying weight of neutron
F M(I, J)
	
produced in J th process.
B-8
Card	 Format Symbol	 Description
EA(I, J),
	 Coefficients for expressing tiie final
EB(I, J),
	 energy in terms of the initial eitc_gy
(J=1, NU(I)+NR(I))
	 for process J when initial energy is
less than 1-VAP(I, J),
Efinal = EA + Einitial EB
4	 7E10. 4	 (Q(I, J), J=l, NR(I)	 Q values for level J. Q is read for
+NU(I)) both resolved and unresolved pro-
cesses, with Q = 0 to signal an
unresolved process.
5	 7E10. 4
	 (EL(K, I), K=1	 Energy table for cross section
NE(I))	 tables for scatterer I. (omit if
NE(I) = 0).
6	 7E10. 4	 (SIGL(K, J, I),	 Level cross section tables





Ou1	 1 1. SL-aFUJTI.d	 SOURCE	 (SPUSG,U. V ... %.Y.Z.wATt.rLkME+•rN.f:U+VAEGI
00:x•3 fl+tN'IO,-	 THCT(11)rPVILT(21).%THET(2, %•E .INUS( 1• 1I	 nOFC(41)
v01"3 3. IL- 714u),	 WSr •+(211,	 vEL' JP 	(20 1 .	 DELLG1 1401
u 0 1v 4 4. v TA	 IT/1/
Uol^b ,. IF(IT.E.,n)00	 TO	 If,
u011u Q. ll=1'
00111 1. RJAU	 1 1+5	 .	 X1.^I-Z1
U01 lb u. R;_AJ	 150r	 .T, iET,	 'UH
OUlee 1. --•LUIIP	 =	 •E,R-1
GU123 I'^ '11HLP=••T14_T- ♦
0 0 12 4 11. RLAU	 1 45.	 (TI,ET(II,	 .=1.•Ti,ET)
UU132 le, kEAJ	 1'+5+	 (PIHET(1).	 I=1•'IT14LT)
001•.0 13. R'_Ap	 1u5,	 (..HFT(1)	 I=I,ltTIItPI
OOI ,.b 14. RF,AU	 1'+5.	 iE •,rnnS(J) r 	., ... MEGRI
00154 Ii. HLAJ	 1 4 5.	 IPvF E(J),	 v=1,•IEGRI
UOlb2 lu. HLAO	 145.	 (E:.T	 (J1,	 J=t rf'FGHP)
u017U 1'. 1 J"	 !0	 1=1.	 T,tET
U017.. 11J. C',STH(I)	 =	 CUS(THLT(1))
00174 11. 10 CoNlb+')E
00170 2u, JO 11	 L-2,41HFT
UO2ul 2i, u^LAU3 (I)=(CJSTr1(I)-COST,t(I-1))/(PTHET(I)-PTHET(I-1))
u02 Ut ec. 11 CuNT1,&UE
0GC,4 23. o 15	 J=c.•EuR
u0[.,7 e.. 0E'LLu3 IJ1=	 (	 E.1Nt)S(J)- EuNDSIJ-I )1 	/	 I1OFE(J)-POFE(J-111
GOelu 2^. 15 CvuTI..UE
GOe IU 2_u. C SLLECT T t1FTi. F.. O!	 CU' • 	rHFTA
00212 27, 1P H=FLT„NF(L., e. 	 Y)
00213 20. , t0	 I=-	 T,,ET
[0&Y.E KQ1IXWGXI(rC R)EXSX-I XKXOGxx 19(xKDM .KXXJQtMNI()TXB)C)Ct10 ( -
aocllc xAx KAX
0 0 21 7 3v. IF	 (PTHFTII ) -R)	20•30.4U
004e2 3A. d C,,.7II.UF
u02,.4 3e. 30 T . 'T=T.+E T ( 'l) 
OUec5 .53. »..TL=w THl.T ( I )
UOe2b 3+. CJSTHI	 = COSPI(I)
00ee7 3u. C 1NTE ;tPOL.TL	 , FT.EEN	 INLTA IWU'IDS
00230 3:. 4U CvSTHT	 =	 (4-t'THET(I-1)) wuELMUP( I)	•COSTH(I-1)
OOctl 3u, SINTHr= SUI-T(I-COSTHI$-2)
uoe^)! Sy, ..:,Tt=	 r'Tl-LT(I-I)
0023[ •,u, C SELECT PHI
00253 41, OG C .•LL	 H7_Ihr.(SI%PHI ,CCSPt•I)
UOe33 4e. C LIRLCTII)I- MANES
UOc,4 43. 11=COSIHT
6OC:,5 4,,, I=CUS3HI -SINIHT
UUL3b 4_,. .,=5Irvt'HI•SINTHT
UO23 7 4U. X=%lw
uu,d.0 4/. Y=YI+v
UUe41 4u, Z=21+.
uoeC .l 49. C CLASSIFY	 ;. , .En	 FOR	 r.LG I'LMISPHERE
UO I^ a2 5u. li(U-,984131)	 61•81,62
UUe45 t),. bl NPEG=l.0
Uur•o 54. Su TO 45
Ooc.7 ".). b2 I F (N. 9 39(.9)	 b3.83,e%
U0052 54, b3 u;.LG=e
UO2" So. GO	 TO	 -,S
OOC^4 Sv, b4 NAEu=.)
UOC',4 51. C S^LECr E F40.. CW F
OOet' b 50. b5 ft=FLTW4F(w'Mi,.Y)
UUe'b 5v. JUluo J=2,•EUR
:X)2Xx imI. WiNlow x )Uc2SxaCx?SACK)kYx9cxa^cpl2lf)(amfxnxAXRxxspc.
ou"s 94V ^(+Y
u0eb2 bi. IF( 3OFF(..)-H)	 10u,1L0,130
uoe b5 bc. IUO G014TI..UE
uoet 7 b,.. leO L'.EH=	 EP.L.S(v)
UUC7u b•., d4TE=.ATL•	 E.T(J-1)
UUc71 nJ. GJ TO 14C
UOc71 t+u. C INTEHPOLATE dET.LL N EfE-GY dOUNLS
uG472 t/. 130 E-.E.H	 =	 (H-POFF(J-1))sDELLUP(J) 	 -L14NOSIJ-11
v0e73 b,,. +ATE=	 wAYE* LwT(J-11
UO274 nr, 14G SPUSO= F_l,El .	 1.913220f91E12
UOc7^) 7,,, 145 FORM Ai	 (7EIU.2)
u0c 70 7.. 150 FOR-AA1	 171101
UO277 7­ HLTUku




U0101 1. SUBRJUTI4E STdTCH
00103 1. C04MJN/NEW/MAXE.MAXX.4CSLB.NEi18..NDXX 	 .ELB.SANOR.XLO.XJ
00104 3. COMMON/NEW/CSLR(JO).DELE(30).EL,)(25)PEV0R(25).EUB(30).
00104 4. 1FL2X1(i.1U.3n).FL2X2(1.1M.30).FiUX(1.10.30).FLUX2(1.10.tn.10).
UU104 5. 2SiGMAP(30).SIGMA,1(AO).nIRMAS ( 15.25).SIGMA2(1.10•30) . SRS(15.25).
U0104 U. 3SRS2(15.2n).STER(ln).TCSLB( 10).UNFLUX(30).UN1FL(30.10).uN2FL(30).




U0107 11. A	 X(1).Y(1).Z(l)...ATE(1).CPOLD(lI.UOLD(1).VOLD(1).WOLO(1).
00107 12. d	 OLDNT(1).NGRP(1).LELEM(1).NMED(t).DUM(IA)
O011n 13. COMMON / ASINGL
	 /NSTRT.NITS.NBIN . NETAPE . ETOP.EBOT . ECUT.NXTAPE.NYTAP
00110 14. IE . NFTAPl.	 NFTAP2.	 HFTAP	 . MEDIA.NHISTR . NHISMX.NWPCOL . NSGPPNCOLOR.N
U011n 15. 2ANISO	 .'JJSGP.NLAST.KTH.0GRUl1P.LRATCH.NVAR.NF.NL.IB.NCPSR2.NCPJGP.




00111 1B. COMMON STORAG(7000)
00112 19. DATA IFIRST/0/
00114 20. IF(IFIRST)	 1.1.2
00117 21. 1	 IFIRST=1
U012o 22. CALL 05RSET(NHISTR.NHIS14YPNWPCO .NCOLOR)
00121 23. READ(5.10u)
	 NODET. ( XD(I).YO ( I).7D(I) , I=I.NODET)
00132 24. NDXX=400ET
00133 25. 100	 FJRMAT(I5/(6E10.5))
00134 26. READ(S.10)	 NEUAM.MCSLB.EIB.SANOo




00151 29. READ(5.2n)	 (DELE(MnE).MDF=I.NEUBM)
00157 3u. READ(5t20)	 (TCSLR(NEWMJ).NEWM.)=t.MCSLB)
00165 31. READ(5.20)	 (CSLR(NE/V,U).vEWMLJ=1.wCSLB)
00173 32. 20	 FURMAT(bE12	 R)
00174 33. READ(5.3n)	 MAXE.MAXX.XLO.XU
00202 34. 3n	 FORMAT(2Io.2Eb.4)
00203 35. REA0(5.20)(ELO(J).J=1.4AYE)
00211 36. REAU(5.20)	 (XX(I),I=I.MAYX)
00217 37. READ(5.2n)	 (ENOR(J).J=l.NAXE)
00225 3b. WRITE
	 (6 . 101)	 NOOET. ( XD(T).YD ( It.ZD(I),I=I.NOOET)
OU136 39. lUi	 FORMATl24HOTHE NO OF DETECTORS IS .I5 / 37HOTHE X.Y.Z COORIINATES AR
00236 40. 1E	 AS FOLLJWS/1H	 /(IH	 .3(E11.5.3X)))
00237 41. no	 19 I=1.NOD^T
00242 4[. 19 uN	 DDSE(I)=0.
00244 43. ?,CONTINUE
UU245 44. no 200 J=I.MAXE
00256 45. DO 200	 I=1.MAXX
00253 4b. 2un	 SRS(I.J)=0
00256 47. 10 210	 I=1.NOJET
00261 46. 10 210 NEWMU=I.MCSLd
00264 49. no 210 MDE=I.NEJRM
00267 5U. 210	 FLUX(I.NEWMJ.MnE)=n.r
00273 51. no 220 MDE=1.NEuRM
00276 52. XPFLJX(4jE)=0.0






Identification of Input Read by STBTCH for use ir. P.CTIFK uses routines.
This input follows the normal ACTIFK input.
Card 1 I6 NEUBM Max number of energy upper bounds
I6 MCSLI3 Max number of lower bounds of cos 6
(polar angle at exit face)
E12. 8 ELB Lower bound of energy group structure
E12. 8 SANOR Solid angle normalization factor to
account for source generating angles
Card 2 6E12. 8 EUB Upper energy bounds
Card 3 6E12. 8 DELE Energy group normalization constants.
In this calculation DELE = CAE/E for
each group
Card 4 6E12. 8 TGSLB Average angle for polar angle increments
Card 5 6E12. 8 CSLB Cosine of upper angle increment bound
(Lower value of cos d for the increment)
Cards 6 through 9 pertain only to the 1 ev source calculation.
Card 6 I6 MAXE Number of energy groups
I6 MAXX Number of thickness increments
E6.4 XLO Lowest value of x increment bound
E6.4 XU Highest value of x increment bound
Card 7 6E12.8 ELO Lower bounds of energy groups in ev
high to low
Card 8 6E12. 8 XX Values of upper bounding x planes low
to high in cm
Card 9 6E12. 8 ENOR Normalization factors to be applied to
energy groups.
D-2
00101 1. SUBRO.ITINE	 SDATA
00103 2. COMMON/NEr/MAXE.wAXX.MCSIB,NE.13..NUXX 	 rEL3lSAV0RrXLOrXil
UOIU4 3. CJwMON/NE*/CS-9(10),DE-E(30),ELD(25),EVOR(25),EJ3(30)r
00104 4. 1F.2XI(1,1U,30).FL2x2(1.1n,30).FL)X(I,10.30),FLJX2(1,10,'%,i.10),
1)0104 5. 2S15MAP(30),SIow A. 1(30) ,SIGMAS(IS.25)rSIGMA2(1,10,30).SRS(1S,25).
00104 6. 3SR$2(15.25),STER(1n),TCSI.d(10),JNFLUX(30).JV1FL(30r10).J%^JPFL(3C).
J0104 7. 4XPFLJX(33)rX?1F6(3n,10)rYP2FL (3n),XX(15),SRSl(15/2S110)
JOlOb b. COMMON/CPLIST/NCDLL(I).NA4E(l).512(1),J(I),V(I)rw(l),
00105 6. A	 X(11.Y(11.Z(1). rATE(1 1 . SP OLI 	 JOL](1).VOL](11,NOL0(I1.
u010b le. a	 ULDrTl1) . NGrtPf1) . LEL^M ( t),NM;^!11 . ^UM(1N)
uuluk 11. COMM3N/JNCOL/JN)OSE(10)
00107 12. COMMON/DET/NO.)ET.KnET(10),YDET(in),ZDET(10)
U011h 1.3. CUMMON / A;IVGL
	
/ 'STRT,N1•S r NBI7.NETAPE , ETOP.E30TrECUTr14XvAoE.VYTaP
u011u 14, 1E,NFTAPl,	 N c 'AP2,	 NFTA o	,MEDIA , VHISTR.NHISMX,VAPCO,rNSGP.NCDLPR.'J
00110 15. 2ANISO	 ,VJSGPrN,A6i. <TH.NGROJPn 3ATCHrVVAR. NF, NLrI9,NCPSa2,NCPVGP,
001111 lb. 3-,CPEL4	 ,NL 2MED.NTYPE.)JS r t ,4RSUM.YZROPN3S)4,4YTASL	 ,14GE04.NM,v37,N0
00111) 17. 4NEJT,NYSJM.N7R,IVAR
00111 lo. S?32=S12(KTH)
00112 19. IF(SP02-EC'JT)	 2.1.1
00115 20. 1	 XA=X(KTH)
u011b 21. YA_Y(KTH)
00117 22. 7A=Z(KTH)
u012o 20. EJC=	 SP32/1.913220092E1>
U0121 24. ')J	 3	 MDE=I,NEJIA
Y	 U0124 25. IF(EJB(03r)-EJC)	 .1,4,4
00127 2o. 3 CONTINJE
u0131 27. 4	 xJ=	 XDET(1)
00132 2b. YD=	 YOET(1)









00142 3b. JNFLJX(MDE)	 =JNFLUX(MDE)	 +	 aATE(<TH)r(6.55E-3)*EXP(ARG)




U0I61 1. SJ840JTINE RELCOL
00103 t, COMMON/CPLIST:VCOLLIl)rVAME(11,-^2(11rJ(11.V(1).W(11r
UUIU3 3. A	 X( 1), Y(1),Z(I).•ATEtl)rSPOLn(1).110L0(1).YOLJ(I)rWOLD(1).















uuIum lU. 2ANI50	 . 4 DSS P r4,- AST r(TM.VUROJ P ,LaATCHrNVAR.NF,NLr19.NCPS72. NCO NISo.
UU1Oh 11. 3NLPELM	 .vC P ME).VTYPE.UOS ;:rVRSIM,47R0,N3S.IA,4YTABL
	 ,NGEOa.N%4#"37,',0
UU107 12. CO%IOD4/VE e/ MAXE.MAXX.'ACS19rNE13M-4DXx	 .EL3•SAN0RFXLO#XJ
00111, 13. 16J4MON/NEA/CR.a(ln).]E-E(30)-ELnt25),ENOR(25)rEU8(30)r
U011c 14. iFL2X1(1,IU.3n)-FL2X2(1-1nr30).Fi,IX(1,10,10)rFLJX2(1,IO.^n.10),








Dulls 23. 1F(	 S12(KTH;-1.9I322El2)
	
l,in..n
00121 24. 1	 IF(5 P 3LJ(KTH) - 1.91122E12)	 10.2-2
0012.. 25. 7	 IF(XA-X0)	 10.3-3
00127 2b. 1	 IF(XA-XU)
	
4r4.10




UU13h 29. 5	 ,JU b	 I=1.MAXX
00141 3u. IF(XX(I)-xA)	 0.7.7
00144 31. 6 CONTINUE
U014h 32. 7	 EVA=	 S12(KT-1)/1.913>2U092ElP
U0147 33. i0 d J=I.MAXE
U0152 34. IF(E^O(J)-EVA)	 9.9.8
00155 35. A CONTINJE
Uu15l 36. 9	 5RS(I.J)=SR5(I,J)+wTl
U016u 37, 16	 IF(XA)	 40Ur40U.11
00163 3b. 11	 S8=50RT(SPOLD(KTH))
U0164 39. JELEM=LELEM(KTH)













00201 50. SU2 =A*A +3*B+C*C
00202 51. SU=S@RT(SU2)
00203 52. IA COSL3=(A*UOLD(KTH)+B*VOLM(KTH)+^*WOLn(KTH))/(SD*SB)
00204 50. IF(XMASS)
	 35.55.30
UU207 54. 3n CALL ELAS(COSLR.VA?,FMJ)
UU2111 55. GJ TO 40
UO211 56. 39 CALL N0NLASICOSLR.vA2.FMi0
UU212 57. 4n IF(FMU)
	 180.18n.45
UU215 58. 45 EVA=VA2/1.91322on99E12
OU21h 59. IF(EVA-ELH)	 180.50.50
uu221 6U. tin CALL	 EUCLID( XA.YA.7A.X7.YD.Zn.Sn.VA2.ARG.0)
00222 61. CUSE=A/SJ
00223 62. nU 60 NEwMU=I.MCSLR
0022h 63. IF(CSLd(NEw,MU)-00S E) 	 65.65.60
00231 64. 6n CONTINJE
00233 65. 6S DU 70	 MJE=l.NEI)RM
UO236 66. IF(EJis(MDE)-EVA)	 7n.75.75;




00246 69. 73 SU2=D.4
00247 70. 75 FLUX(I.NENMU.MOE)=FLUX(I.NEwwII...nc)+wT1*EXP(ARG)*(FMU/SD7)
UO251j 71. 18n CONTINUE
00252 72. IF((YA**2+ZA**?)-25.)
	 20n.20n.4,.n







00265 79. 710 CALL	 ELAS(COSLR.VA2.FMU)
UU26b Bu. GO TO 24n.
U0i67 81. 220 CALL N0NLA5(COSLR.vA?.FMi0
00270 820 240 IF(FMU)
	
4u0.40n.945
OU273 830 ?45 IF(VA2-ECUT)	 400o25Uo25O
00276 84. 250 CALL	 EUCLID	 ( XA.YA.ZA.XD.YD.71.rnoVAPPARG.0)
u0277 85. EVA=VA2/1.91322nn9;)E12
00300 86. nO 270	 M"?E=1.NEURM
00303 V. IF(EU6(MDE)-EVA)	 270.275.275
00306 88. 970 CONTINUE
003110 89. 275 XPFLUX(MnE)=XPFLUX(M7E)+wTI*ExPfARG)*FMU/7A.53975

















10 0+1 7, COMMON STORAG(1)





00101, I A I SSkS2(15.25).STER(ln).TCSLEI(10).UNFLUX(30)•UN1FL(30.10).,JN2FL(3m).
, 1 0100 ).31 41PFLJU(3U).XP1FL(3n.10)•xP2FL(3n).XX(15).SRS1(t5.25.10)
UGlu7 ).4. )F(6dATCH.GT.1)	 GO	 TO	 25
u0)ii I.S. 10 10	 NENMJ=2.MCSLB
,, 011,: tb, -IER(NEW4U):^	 (CSL6(NErwU-1)-CCLa(NENMU))t2.
	 3.14159
1 1 0)ls ).7, ,n t.ONTINJE
fluM lb, STEH(1):	 • CSLB(1)*2.	 3.14159
0012(1 t tl. ''i )0	 S0	 1.—.). 1 NODCT
t'0123 2u, '10	 (su
	
NE,IMJ=I .MCSLR
•1012JS 1.1. )0 30 M IE= 1. 	 NEJRM
"013) 2.2. +.11 P(.JX2	 (I.NENhJ.A1E.LaATCH)= FLJ-(I.NENMJ.MDE) • 	(SAVOR/NSrRT)i
•10131 P. 1(. a YERf4E4MJ)cuELE(M0E)l
u0)3;1 24. 'sb CONTINjF
!)U13 , 1!s; "•n GUN) J'4Jr.
,10 117 26, 'w 55 MDE=l.NLj3%i
UU1V C °7 Y.PIFL.(MDE.i13ATCH)=	 XPFLIIX(MnE).
	
SANOR/(NSTRT	 •DELE(40E))
.Jul q ,5 "b, 3T, iNJr'L('A JF..LdATCH)=	 UNFL,IX(MOF,)/(DELE(MOF)*NSTRT)
111':! 2s, 1(,	 80	 Izl.MAXX
ool:, n 3u. 10 60	 J=1. 4AXE
i3O)5 31, n Sk51(J.J.L9ATC.0;;	 SRS(I.J)t	 GA,OR
	 /	 (NSTRT	 +	 ENOR(J))
11010!, .12, µ0 CJNTI4JE
,+0151 34. n RITE(bolUO)	 LBATCH
pp 16^ 4. 101, FCJR4AT(311.5nX.7HLRATCHS	 I4/50X.
+101(1 .1: ;:•. A.15H ,4EJTR0>J 53URCE FALLING THROUGH
	 1	 EV
111.6^ ;6: I/50x.31H4r'JTRONS/CM3 -SOURCE
	 NEUTRON
un)b,j .7, 2i1H0#YX.)?HLONER ENMiYs%0X.17HnEL X UPPER LIMIT)
11016:i lrs, 10=1
"o) (%K 39, 1E:=MINO/..MXX.7)
UO)6!+ 4U. 105 &RITEf(,oll0)	 ( XX(I),I=IB.IE )
00175 ''ll. 1U1?.0	 J=I.MAXE
(101)1. t2. 1 20 ARl'!;.(6.IS0)	 ELO(J).(SR51(I.J.LeATCH).1= IB.IE )
!In20(. 43, .lu rURMAT(1P40.20X.1P7E15.5)
00 10? 1:1., 30 r-OilMAT(1i(j.5X.1PAE15.5)
1 , 0k)I, 451 tf (MAxX.E,+.IF)
	 =0	 YO	 140
tlUG)c 1:1, TB =R
110213 1:t, If.;:MArX
uUG).+s 46,. GO	 TO	 101i
Oo?)! . 1:9, :0 CONTINJE
n Oi!It, !lls, nU 240	 I =1.NODET
uU2?) Sl. RlTE(6.200)	 I
UO22e Cs?. °U,1 Fu,2MnT'(LH1.4nX.17HENERGY ANGLE rLUX




UOZ2r 54. 3/20X.34H(AS VIEWED BY COLLIMATEN DETECTOR)
00424 5b. 2/40X.11HDETECTOR NO.I3
u0[2i: 5b. 3/1HO.5X.12HUPPER ENERGY115X.15H ANGLE(AVERAGE))
00225 57. JB=1
u022b 5ti. JE=MINO(MCSLB:7)
UO227 59. POS * RITE(6.210)	 (TCSLR(J)PJ=JB.JE)
002'15 6u. 210 FORMAT(1HOr13X.1P7E14.5)
Uu[3b 61. nO 220 MnE=1iNEiRM
00241 b2. 22n wRITE(6.230)	 EUR( MnE). (FLOX2(I.,.MDE.L9ATCH).J=JB.JE)
uO251 63. 23n FOR4AT(1X.1PAE14.5)
00252 64. IF(JE.EG .MCSLB)	 GO	 TO 25n
U0054 65, J8=8
00255 6b. JEzmCSLB
UO25b b7. GO TO 205
u0257 66. 240 CONTINUE
OU261 b9. 250 CONTINUE
UO262 70. wRITE(6.300)
UO2b4 71. 3Un FURMAT(1H103OX.3PHNORMALLY EXITvNG UNCOLLIDEO FLUX
UO[64 72. 2/20X.52H(NEUTS	 /CM2-STEPADIAN -oEV-SOURCE NEUTRON)	 X EAVV
uO264 73. 3/20X.34H(AS VIEWED BY COLLIMATED DETECTOR)
00264 74. 2/1HOr5Xr12HUPPER	 ENERGY#	 5X.44FiUX)
UO26b 75. DO 310 MDE=I.NEJRM
OU270 7b. 31n 4RITE(6.320)EUR(MOE).UN1PL(MDE..RATCH)
00275 77. 32u FORMAT(1X.1PPE15.5)
0027b 7b. wRITE(6.400)
uob)oo 79. 4Un FORMAT(1H1•3OX.3nHNOR4ALLY EXIT.NG COLLInED FLUX
UO3011 Bus 1/20x.52H(NEUTS	 /Cw2-STERADIAN-MEV-SOURCE NE'JTRPW X, iA-Ar
00300 B1. 2/1H0.5X.12HJPPER	 ENERGY.	 5X.4HFiuX)
00301 82. WRITE(6.410)	 (EUH(K).XPlFL(K.LBATCH).K=1.NEUIW))
00310 1330 61n FORMAT(1X.1P2E15.5)
00311 84. 11 RETURN
00312 Bb. END
D
u0101 1, SJH40JTINE ENJRJN
OU103 2. IIMENS1014	 NSTOR(l)
J0104 3. COMMON STJRAG(1)
uJ105 4. EiJIVALEVCE(N^TOR(1),STORAG()))
00105 5. Z	 •***1EwwRE -	 THIS ASINt:-	 Ii NOT	 THE_SAwE	 AS OTHERS
UUlOb b. C0MM0N/ASiVGL	 /NSTRTr4ITS.NB14 NETAPE,ETOPxEaOT.ECUT.NXTAPE.•4YTeP
0010n 7. IE.NFTAPI.	 VFTAP2.	 NFTAP	 .MEOI4.vMISTRrV-(ISM1(rN4PCOLrVSo=rVC	 L^R,N
UU10" b. 2AVI53	 r-43S3 P o4^A5,T #K T -I,AFRO . J o o 	 RATC4xVVAR.VF.vLxI3rNCPia2xNCPV3!)r




JJllU 13. 1FL2xl(1.lU.3o).FL2X2( lxln. 30).FLIX(1,10.30)rFLJX2(1.lUxln.10).
uJil„ iv, 2SIGMAP(301.SIaMaJ(t0).SI.MAS(IS.PS)rSI,;MA2tlri'1r3olr5RSC+5x251.
u011i, 15. 3SRS2(15r25).STE4(ln).TCSI_B(ln)x 	 i4FLJX(30)rU'V1FL(30r10)r.IVPFL(30).
u0111, lb. 4XPFL.IX(3n)rxP1FL(3nx10),YP2FL(3n)xXX(15).SR51(15x25.10)
JU111 17. CJMMJN/ vE„2/ XPPFLS(3n).Ju2F6S(3n).FL2XPS(1r10.30).SRS2S(15.25)
UUll2 lb. )J 3a MJE= l , NEAv
00115 lb. 1J 2U	 NE.)MJ=16MCSLA
U0121 2u. ,O	 IJ	 1=104J1LT
U0123 21. FL2X1	 (IrNEwM6)xM')E)=n
UU12r 22. 1,	 962X2	 (i,14EwMJ.%nL)=0
UU126 23. 20 CO4TIVJE
u0l31. 2+. 3n CONTINUE




UU141, 29, 4n	 ,IN2FL(MOE)=0
u0141 3U. 5n CJVTINJE
UJ143 31. 1J	 100	 AJL=1. 4E,1,4m
UU14h 3E. '1J	 b0	 LHATC.+	 =1.14ITS
J0151 3,;. XP2FL(MJE)=XP2FL( VIE )+	 X 2 1 0 6	 411	 rLIATC-4)/VITS
u015i 34. XP2F^&(M)E)= XP PFLS(M1E)+YPIFL(M')erLBATC-O *XP1FL(MJE.L3ATC,1)
00153 35. ,)N2FLS(MIL)=,)42FLS(MOE)+iN1FL(MJErLaATCH) W N1FL(MDE.LdATCH)
UU154 3b. bn	 J'42FL(MJE)=J ,42F6.( m oE) +	JN1F6(AOE.L9ATCa) /14ITS
0015M 37, 1J 90	 1=1rNOJLT
U0161 35. 10 g o NE.MJ=I.MCSLA
00164 39. )W 7J	 6RATCm=1.r1TS
00167 4u. FL2X2(I.VEWM.)xMJE) 	 = 9L2XP(IrNEx/•.(I.MJE ) +	 FLJX2(1.4EwwJ#M1F,LBATC-1)/
uJ167 41. l'+ITS
0017„ 42, FL2X2S(I.4EWMJ.MIE)= FL2X25(I.NE.-MJ.MJE)+FLUx2(I#NEWMJ,43E,L3ATCH)
U017;, 43. 1002




00173 40, R0 CONTIiJE
11017 1, 47. on CUNT IvJE
Uul7/ 4b, Iuri CuNTI.JE
uuL01 4s. 10	 130	 AJL=1.NE. )HM
00204 Su. 10	 120	 Jr-AWI=1.MCS^4
UO2u7 S1. 1U	 11J	 I=	 1.	 N01ET
uu212 5i. 41oMA?II.sF.+t+J.AIE1_SOaTrIF
	 ;)i2	 1.NEwAj,M:)E1/NITSI-
u021i S3. 1	 lF.2X2(I.NE,4M).MOE)s0211
VU213 54, 11it CONTIIJE
uU215 SS. 120 CUNTIvJE
uu217 56. ,15AAP(M)E)=
	
S'Wilt	 A a 2FLS(VIE,
	 /NITS)	 -(XP2FLrM)E)**2))
u022i, S7. SIGMAJIM1E)=	 y 04TI(
	
.)42FLSfMO c )	 /NITS)	 -(J142FLIW)E)04211
uU221 Sb. 13n CONTINJE





00232 b[. SHS2	 ( I . J)-0
JUi33 63. 10140	 L WC.(=1.NITS
002311 64. 1411 SrtS2(I.J)-	 SRS2(I.J)+SRSI(I.J.Le'TCH)/4ITS
uU24, ba. SI54AS(I.v)-SJRT((SRS2(I.J)/NITcI-(
 SRS? (I.J)002)!
00241 6b. 15n CUNTINUE
uU243 67. Inn CUNTINUE
11024!, 6b. wRITE1101	 NEUdM.wCc:^R.MAXX.MAXE
u0253 69. 1J 240	 1=1040JET
UU25n 70. .RITE(St2Ol)	 1
u02b1 71. 201 FJRMATI1H1.4nX.17HFNEKST	 ANGLE
	
:LJX
00261 7i. 2/2ox,52-wjEJTS	 /Cu2-STERA p IAN-.-FV-SOURCF NEJTRON)	 x EAVF
002bl 73. 1/454.13HILTECTOR
	 N0.	 I2.
u02bl 74. 2/2•+0	 .12•IJ 21 PE4	 ENERGr.50r.13HAVFQASE	 ANGLE)
u026t 75. Jd=1
u04b3 7b. Jr= MIv0('4CSL+1.7)
002b4 77, 205 .P(lT7-(6,?IU)	 (TCSLA(J).J_J9.JE)
u0272 7b. 21n FURMAT(I5x.IP7E14.S)
00273 79. 1U 225	 M)E-1.NEJ-IM
UU27r, 8U. .41TE(6.220)	 E^ lei (M1E)s(F(2x?tl. 	 .MDE)rJ=je3.JE)
UO305 81. ..iIT_(LO)
	 (Fu2X2(1.J.M]E).J=Ja.JF)
00313 82. 2211 FpRM1T(lX.)PAC14,5)
UO314 83. 22" rKITE(b.?30)	 (SIGMA2(1.J.M)E).J-J4.JE)
UU.123 84. ?311 FURMAT(15x.1P7E14.5)
UUJ24 B5. IFIJE.E3.MC5Ld)	 33	 TO	 24M
u032b 8b. Jd=n
UU32? 87. Jc=MCS6d
003311 88. r,U TO 2U5
OU331 89. 240 CUNTINUE
00333 9U. 10	 r4u	 1_1.140.)ET
Ou.136 91. .RITE(6.hU1)	 1
UC341 92. 601 FURMAT(1-11.4nX.I7HFNEN:+r 	 A NGLE PI OX
OuS41 93. 212OA.37,14LJT4UN%/CA2-SOU4CE NEivRON-INCRF_MENT
UO341 94. 3/45X,11•4itTECTOa	 Ym	 .13
UU341 95. 4/1H0.1?-1,JPPE4	 E4FNri .tinx .I3HAVERAGE	 A42LF1
UU342 9b. Jd=1
00343 97. JE=NIAU(4LSL4.7)












00371 104. „0 TO 605
00372 105. F4o CJNTINJE
00374 lobe WRITE ( 6#3UO)
u0.57b 1J7. Sun FORMAT( IH1 ► 4nX.3PHNORMALLY EX:T.NG U4COLLIOE:) FLUX
00.57(, lots. 1/20Xo52H(NEJTS	 /CM2-STERAOIAN--Fv-S0URCE NEJTRON) 	 x EAVr
U0.57n 109. 2/1i0 ► 12H,)PPER	 E4ER,9Y.lOX.4HFLJX.1nX ► SHSI.;MA)
UuJ77 1100 .RITE(6t310)(E,Id(v"lE) ► JNiFL(M)Ei.SIGMA,I(vDE).MOE= J t NEUBM)
00407 111. 310 ;ORMAT(IX ► 1P3E14.5)
u0411, lie. ..RITE(6 ► 400)
00412 113, 4U.i FURMAT(1A1v4nX.3nHV3R.MA6tY	 ExITr4G
	
COLLI^cO F^.JX ►
0041? 114. 2i20X.52H(vEJTS	 /LA2- STE4AoIA4-mrV-SOURCE NEJTRON)	 X EAvr
0041P 115. 2/1HU.12HJPPER	 EvER;.Y.lOX.44FL,IX.1nxpSHSI3MA)
00413 llb. ^AITE(6r410)	 (E,)A(w)EI ► xo2FL ( MJF).SIGMAP ( M7E) ► MDE=I.4EJB•)
0042.1 117. ARITE(IO)	 (XP2FL(MlE) ► 	 MnE=1 ► 4E,aM	 )
C40431 llb. 41n F0RMAT(1X.1P3E15.5)
Ou43? 119. ARITE(o.5UO)
UU434 121). Son FJRMAT(IHIv30X.35HNE.ITROV SO;IRCc 	 FALLING
	
T •IROJGH	 1	 ^V
JU434 121. 1/50X.31HNEJTRJ-IS/CW3 - SO-IRCE	 4EiTRON
u043w 122. 2/1^10. . 2HLO*ER	 cvERrY . 4OX.lAHjE,	 X	 UPPER	 LIMIT)
U0435 123. Jd_I
U043A 124. JE =MINO(MAXx.7)
00437 125. 5US oRITE(6.510)	 (XX(J) ► J= J3.JE)
00445 12o. 510 FORMAT(15Xi1P7E14.5)
U044b 127. 10 525 J=1.MAXE
U0451 128. AKITE(6 ► 520)	 ELJ(J).(SRSP(I ► J).r_JBrJE)
U046^. 129. *RITE(10)	 (SRSP(I.J)11=JQpJE)
004bn 13u. 52n WJRMAT(1Xt8E14.5)
U0467 131. ^2^i «RITE(6.130)(.SI,3MAS(I ► J),I=J3.JC)
u047b 132. 530 FORMAT(15x.1P7E14.5)
u0477 1336 IF(JE.E.I.MAXx)	 50	 TU	 540
UObO1 134. J6 =9
uUbU2 135. JL=MAxx
00503 13b. GO TO 505
U0b04 137, 54n CONTI4JE




TABULATED DATA OF THE SPECTRAL MEASUREMENT
3.
i.Jl4 w	 2.•-„4	 TAOLF L1	 CO-P11TFD 3-? 5 -,,9
tr_i•11'., ► 'iI_. ♦` _ lr:l,_vlt^ii^.^i FA' , T 1rEUTROw SOUk,-E 1;I' r- CTI'1J', FOR A 3 It)CH AIR
^,JUL.LiJ , L O ..LTL-u Uii ,% JIJll :3PHL;1L	 3IAS = .0169 STANDARD LI t 7 1 4T 1.1t,ITS
dE t y r %t=-I „LUI i•Jr: FUIt (.;w)tJPio4G = .05	 LARGEST FRACTIOt .AL E"hkOV, _ .2(1
14L%JT'L',.	 IJJLc P (•;Y r_11f ,UI'	 rLUX FL rX*F',E.RGY RLLATTVE
(._	 1 (,<+._^^ I I1l(=	 '11JI T5) (RkL ,TIV:_	 UNITS) U'i^ERTAItJTY
1 . 'j47c, t u7 3.•)121-10 5.435;-03 1.49-79-01 
1.4u: c.tu ,' 5.5256-10 7,4725-03 1.7607-01
l.^ l	 ^,t , l n. _9n7-10 8.4375-U3 1.7087-U1
4+ 17 9 1 33"b-10 1.158c-02 1.4111-01
1.1 / .,,+u7 1.1353-J9 1.3292-•02 1.2792-01
l.lu• ,1+u7 1..15;10-U9 1.206:'-02 1.3337-01
1	 1 j ,+t)D +L, 7 1 . 74 14 u -01) 1.8303-02 1.:1448-01
9.	 O .L, .S +U„ l_.• ')72-U9 2,V31;-02 8,7644-02
9.10'	 -)4U6 4.,''91-09 3.907,-'-02 5.3658-02
:) 7.F,23i-19 6.3311-U2 4, 311;1-02
7.`•;I n+ u,, 11,'31) -04 9.4551-02 3.x.778-02
a.r+ y	1+U,) 1, 7191-U q 1.1921-01 3.3859-02
0932 ; l +ut.) 2, 7J41-08 1.729.'.-01 2.1+615-02
^,^ ^_ /	 vtz 3. «` 3-UE3 1.A75rl-U1 2, 4157-02
`).ii	 ,,+Ut) 4, 1e')9-U8 2,219 ,-U1 2,6907-02
^t.7; ^•, +u, i;.-c[Q-UI 2.4032-U1 2.6926-02
1 4 	 0e-,_.}I u%, f,	 „e13-U6 2.7835-01 2.5740-02
4.)J: . 11 +Uu 7. ?u2u-tin 3.n40')-U1. 2.5116-02
,+4.01	 rJ'^ (i ,'J3 f-+ 2-03 3.230u-01 2,4572-02
J.7^	 ,J+UU K. ?i( 1 2- u a 3,275(;-U1 2.4366-0?
3.	 -. O + U r) 1 .,)406-u7 3.664if-01 2.2958-02
-)-., ,+4U, 1.,,60u-U7 3.413, -01 2.309 3-02
3,:1 ,u+ut, 1. ;e99 -07 3.2112-01 2.3336-02
!. y ti%	 +uu 1.1515-u7 3.3866-01 2.2552-02
L.717e+uu, 1.1743-u7 3,261	
-01. 2,1353-02
9-U7 3.50?1-U1 2,(!566 -02
r0C. &t4 U 1 , _)o4,5-07 3.894L-U1 2.n536-02
Ju, u+- ^; u 1,'+541-u7 3.4341 -U 1 1 , 98413-02
2.«r,a+u., 1.-/343-U7 3,954:, - 01 1.5894 - 02
.'..; i	 ;; +uu 2,;'410-u7 4,6141-01 1,50511-02
1 , 91t,d4 uir) 2.423b -U7 4, 645(, -O 1 1,4611-02 
1, 7 3 1±,+U0 3.,4344-U7
 6. 144, 4 -01 1 . 3 46(F -u?
1 . c, / ,')+ uO 2.'465L-U7 4.9637-U 1 1. 44R -) -OP
1 .	 • ;,+uL, 3.7457-07 5, H7W! -01 1 . 34clF,-u2
1.41,+	 +uu 4.',,4(, 1 -07 6.5551-01 1.?944-02
1 .	 )o '," -s 4  uc) 14. Ol b-07 6.3725-01 1.3501,-U2
1..^U, 74 u 5.132.6-U7 6.7171' - U1 1.3171 - 02
1 ti.lyCo-U7 7.6521-U1 1.2993-02
1. iu'=4+,1c: 6	 14-u7 7,5027-01 1, 3296-02
I.IU	 'j+„•, n. +Ur,b-U7 7.10nC:-01 1.3387-02
10 .^	 +U 7.161C-07 7.5276-U1 1.?9133-02
`). „i , u4 o b.')5`1U-U7 8. 4773.-U 1 1.1617-02 




r . L r 1 !,1 t i L l ^^.	 11 i 1 t^l<n ^:..i




F ;c`;T ijLUTt\O1j SOURCE SI I ECTPUM FOR A 3 I I LH j.1 ► '
r•' 'WIiLItL
	 tilAS = .cJ89 STA hp ARf LIG ►aT t P ITS
t„« ! uPl'4u _ 905	 LARGEST FRACT10r; AL EPROc:: _ . nC
I -LL ri^t;rc	 Lr•tLP. .,Y iat_tvri^UP:	 FLUX FL,IX*FicERGY r4CLATIVF
(,tr_:.nTIvE_	 0IJITS) ( r)LL;cT1V 1_	 UNITS) i.rCERTAINTY
4u1) 1  i3;,9 -u6 9.4443-01 1.1161-02
I/	 U4ub 1.1. 404-U6 9.3223-U1 1.x'721-U2.
7.^y,',.+uf-, 1.t^5f'S-U6 f3.14f11-U1 1.3600-U2
70G t 7 ,;,+lt`.• 1 • +^ S 3-u6 9.6091-01 1.,'615-U2
uj.>+u_. 1.')6, (j-U6 7,42Pr't-01 1.3765-02
c.^.	 ^`-.'.:)+Uc_^ 1.,.26c -U6 9.2607-01 1.3157-02
e .i
	 +U5 111 bb.5-U6 7.lfrl)i'+-01 1.4629-U2
:^.r4t' y iu5 1.:,.)13-U6 7.7760-G1 1.4663-02
5. >Ir. I+^'^ 1.e) 111-06 7, 12?.6-01 1.4037-02
`.). iot.0 +u^j 1.411. 9-u6 7.33(15-U1 1.1+931-02
E-2
Wit C 1.	 1-2''-"6	 TABLE E2	 CO^'PUTEU 5-25-69
c^ : ,f'rluku ; y t t;,In Tt. ; Fi;S I' I.1-UTRO(i SOURCE SF'FCTRUV Fok A 3 I"ICH ; ATER
„vULtu .,LNILTL,) 11t:,11.l Jh► '.iPHLI<L	 blAS = ,n335 STANDAR p
 LIG t IT I1t:IT5
1.2^t I:+CH UPAi4Iu w, FILTER' AT 16 METER PoSiTION OF 5 0 VI TER FLIGHT PATH
I,t_uT'tut4	 L'JLkoY 1t_UTr.UN	 FLUA FLUX*Et.ERGY i^ELATTVE
(L',) (kL'LATIVE	 U ► JITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UuCERTAINTY
1,5^cJ+J7 3.7043-09 5,7906-02 1.9457-01
1.4429+07 6,9731-09 8,7629-02 1.5736-01
1.3t)b1+u7 8.3648-09 1.1371-01 1.3689-01
1 .27c,9+U7 1.()626-08 1.3568-01 1.2370-01
1-?Ul.5 +u7 1,5431-U8 1.8587-01 1.0521-01
1.1.3	 U+li'r 1.7761-08 2.0212-01 1.0188-01
1.U7t_9+r,7 3,235+1-U8 3,484b- 01 7.8248-02
1.ULtjb +u7 3.4376-08 3.5084-01 7.8976-02
9.44.o+ub 5.9o29-U8 5.6324-01 4.5055-02
6.5;,lb+U6 9.7046-08 8.2990-01 3.7998-02
7.771' u+Ub 1.6b66-07 1.2964+00 3.1150-02
7.lu59+jO 2.2804-07 1.6204+00 2.9414-02
6.5i69+uu 3.0551-07 1,9910+00 2.6166-02
5.99,112 +00 3.9620-07 2.3765+00 2.4350-02
b.5u9u+u6 4.t)4g0-07 2.5197+00 2.3969-02
D.16"u+uu 5.74lb-U7 2,9458+00 2.2504-02
4.7oE,o+ub 6, .-1444-U7 3,2619+00 2.1670-U2
4.4,^:^^+ul^ 7,jsU44-07 3.4640+00 2.1346-02
4.1439+ub 900116-U7 3.7343+00 2.0617-02
3,877u+u6 1,0492-U6 4,0684+00 1,9946-02
.5.6J(n;	 +ub 1.1893-06 4.3245+00 1.9479-02
3.4iE7+Uu 1.3J2b-06 4.4506+00 1.9236-02
3.2164+06 1.5307 - U6 4,9233+00 1.8259-02
S.1)^j,,+uc, 1.7048-U6 5,1712+UO 1.7827-02
2.E30 =;4 +U6 1.,3428 -06 5,2804+00 1.7665- 02
2.711) +ub 2.1019-U6 5,6983+00 1.7011-02
^.5u-.Li+ut) 292193-U6 5.7009+00 1,7071-U2
Z. o t.,75+U6 2.:^U23 - Ufa 6.0994+00 1.6521 - 02
c.2075 +uo 2.1192-06 6.2202+00 1.3410-U2
G.le4u+u6 3.0i15-U6 6.3982+00 1.3302-02
1.97 L tl +Ub 3,4U47-U6 6.7362+00 1.3004-U2
106469fub 3,8125-06 7,0413+00 1.2847- U2
1.71.; 1 +uh 4.267U-U6 7.373 3?+00 1.2620-02
1.6204+ub 4.7873-06 7.7573+00 1.2441-U2
l.`.)GE 4+U6 5.1970-06 7.9119+00 1.2356-02
1.4.531+uu 5.5368-u6 7.9348+00 1.2428-02
1.3:314+u6 6.1577-06 8.3215+00 1.2293-02
1.27!;5+ub 6.n327-06 8.4666+00 1.2202-U2
1.;2U7o +u ,, 7.4355-u6 8.9791+00 1.2027-02
l .lw^^ +uq 7.9788-06 9.1293+UO 1.2158-02
1.UJ;/+uo 8.4477-U6 9.1717+00 1.2462-02
1.02=u+U3 9.1876-06 9.3989+00 1.0992-02
9. b bj j+..,5 10499-05 1. 0054+01 1.0805-02 
E-3
rAUL I-	 E2 CO','PIITFD	 3-25-5`l
i'+I
	 4rt_- t'	 oiL:U'f • .0tJ SoJR;C 51	 FOR	 A	 3	 INCH ' ATVP
_;Lt',..LTL,)





1	 +i.tt	 u^= H.J1J^ r!t_TL.^	 AT
	 in
	 ;•ir_T! P.	 PISITION	 OF	 50 MFT^tt	 F L Ir,, I ,	 I'^^,II
t.i_J f ^Vt+	 L,4i-k, • Y l;.0T,<UiJ	 FLUX FLJX*F,'
-tRGY RELATIVE
(t%EL A TJ VF	 UNITS) (RtLATIVt
	 UNITS) U,ICERTAIHTY
c +ut) 1.: 194-05 1.059:+01 1.n779-1)2
I 	 X44	 +u5 I. 5 !)3u -U5 1.1003+01 1.0913-02
7. Vi,	 +uti 1..I U21-05 1.1151;+01 1.1220-02
/.tiu.j+u, 10.)JQ0-05 1.1320+01 1.1538-02
7.;;;s	 ,t,r,J, 1.,026-U5 1.1.36U+U1 1.1951-OP
;.7 . 1	 /+,;:) 1.712n-U5 1.14P'y+01 1.2354-02
^.j	 J+ o ' ) 1.;137-U5 1.1532+01 1.2925-02
c^. U	 U4 J'^) 1 0 ')JAb-U5 1. 151.' +01 t.3374 -02
ti.7U
	 .+U:,) 2.:034-05 1.199u+U1 1.2592-02
J..^j"4+u ; 2.:.'+1.+i-05 1.205-1+01 1.3702-02







TABLE E:.3	 CO-PUTFU +1-24-fi9
ri^h11,i'tt^t:` INfE(.,P1Tt_0 Frt',f NEUTKOtl 500RCE SPLCTRUM FOR A 3 INCH , ATEP
L%JULLo iu',,tr4G t)KA;jl%Jfvt sPl)LKL	 UTAS = .0335 STAW)ARt} LIGHT t±t ITS
.V	 t- l..T^R A f lb ^ E:TLI: PUSITIO14 ')F 90 METER FLIGHT PATH
iiL	 j rI	 ,i	 L^,IWY .JLUT. uf-1 FLUX FLUX*El-.ERCY RELATIVE
t " ) OiCLAI IVE 'HITS) (RELATIVF UNITS) op:tERTAINTY
1,54 i 5+u7 lot1951-U9 2,6130-02 1,5481-01
=	 1,31,5+0 3.x:161-U9 4.234C-02 1,1924-01
1,2u L!b+u'7 6.4432-U9 7,7600-02 1,1455-01
l,lj ,u+u7 7.;,310-J9 8.5703-02 10859-01
l.v;',y+u7 9.2234-09 9.9327-02 1,0068-01
e	 1, 6,:i, b+u7 1, 5bAU-08 106003-01 7.8833-02
9.44bd+ub 1,9.:42-08 1,8270-01 5.2392-02
8 * 5,)lo+u6 3.0150 -U)3 2,6296-01 4,3637-02
7.77:-,u+u6 5,0617-US 3.9529-01 3, 5600-02
7.lu, y+o6 6,7'2110 -08 4,7752-01 3,2133-02
ri.ai;,l+u^ 9.2U72-08 6,0002-01 2.Fi517-02
'5.9 y i.2+u6 1,190b-07 7.1427-01 2.60?2-02
=	 5, 5j^'u4 ub 1.3879-07 7,6876-01 2.5009-02
-	 5 o 1 J, U+ U:) 1. 6 534 -U7 8.482'°-01 2.3965-02
4.7o ,.) b +U6 1.':902-U7 9.5135-01. 2.2641-02
4 ,4J ;;]+uG 2. +134-^)7 1.0261 +tti() 2,2023-02
4,14 9+OS 2, -.,b97-07 1.19?2+Ob ?.. ] 258-OR
.'.677v+u0 3,;1967-0 7 1,200: +n0 210555-02
F	 5. t^J +c t u^: 3,5471-07 1,2891;+t)n 1.9973-02
3941, 1+uo 4, -,08b-U7 1,4379+0A 1 .f+973-02
3,Ll, 4+u6 4.6494-0 1.4147+OP 1,4139-02
.3fuj,tj +Jo 4,9437-07 1.4996+00 1,A654-02
.tiu^•:tub 5,,;66 1-07 1,5727+00 1.4291-02
2.'/;1u+uc) 6.olF7-0 1,6534+00 1.7836-02
2.5u ,u+V6 6.S,10.3-0 1,6929+00 1.7889-02
2.4u7t)+oC 7,1307-07 1.7391+00 1.766-I-02
2 * et17b+ub 8,iiO l U-07 1,8302+00 1.4112-02
201, ,Au+vt) 9,,)930-0 1,9319+00 1.3994-02
z	 1.9'/ :; + U 6 9, 7840-07 1,935a+b0 1.4119-02
1.b4C li4J6 1.IU17-06 2.0347+00 1.4006-02
1,7tt>1+JET 1,2u5b-U6 2.1)834+00 114002-02
l.b^;_4 +uo 1.3149-06 2,7279+00 1,3777-02
1,b21, 4+U6 1.5251-U6 2,3216+00 1.3607-02
1. 4J;.51+v6 1,6o6b-06 2,38P7+00 1.3659-02
1.6!J l4+ub 1.x;161-06 2,4543+00 1,3768-02
1. i 7t n+uu 1, 9919-06 2,5427+00 1.11582-02
19207b+urn 2,j14b-Ob 2.5b59+00 1.3720-02
2.3b83-u6 2,6994+00 1,3590-02
l.Ou 51-06 2.7415+00 1,3799-U2
l.u.:=u+u6 21,a19-06 2.7129+00 1,2339-02
9 0 a 1,_,a +U i` 3. o 165- 06 29888e+00 t.2091-O P
3.903t4+05 3,,032-06 3,0843+00 1.1899-02
d s 44t*'t+U5 3.7 704-06 3,1839+00 1.201 0-02
E-5
4,.J	 i	 .	 -.' ^-	 ,• rAULL L3 CO'NLIT170
l	 ILul',t1'l ,	 FA,, , r	 r4 t.U Tio)A uC)uw,,F SI ELTI(U ti1 FOP	 A	 3	 11JOI	 ATtP
VvQLI-_i,	 .)LP,	 t.TLI)	 l)rt•u,^11': ` ,'I^L;(^ DINS	 =	 .u335
	
STA I )f WA	 LI(7iHT	 I:r,ITS
„J	 v,<•,	 )lUI*l	 r ILI'I -I: 1 0 	 l b	 'L T L,^	 Pv:;ITION	 ,,F	 51;	 METER FLIGHT PATH
t. , 	Y ALUrvtu11	 FLUB( FL,)X*F:iLkGY ItELATTV[
t^	 ) 00--b f iVF uAITS) (PLLATIVE.	 UNITS) t1'iGFRTAINTY
1.Y,, ^+ 4.1u`-)7-U6 3.312n+U0 1.?121 -02
7.5vj o + u i l+. -,.567-U6 3.403Z+00 1.2319-02
7.u•s	 c,+u5 4.7)19-U6 3.396;t+UO 1.2.71`1-02_
r.). 7u
	 /+u') `.5. Eo7^)-ub 3.4 b(i7+00 1.3015-02
^^.J,
	 J+ JS 5. )-, :10 -U6 3.515 4+UO t.'S357-02_
r^. U.)I	 : )+O'l 5.';1'37-06 3.57nO+00 1 . 5757-02
,. /J .4+u -) O.',U101-06 3.7052+00 1.2919-02
'S.jJ'.:i+L'i 7.124U-,J6 3.,i18n+UO 1.3791-02
5. 1141.J+,.J;3 ". '1 J5,1+-J6 3.9394+ UO 1 .4323-02
E-6
toil ,)	 1- 51 -J4	 TAJLL E4	 Co,-tP,,)TFL) 3-2 -59
1 ,03 1 ;4L J 1 10!,
	
	
•iF,6URLr) THROUGH THE E^1PTY LH2 nEwiko AT 0
ri` i 1CLi4 Co RitECTEp FuR TRANSVISSION OF 0E,-,AR
, - fLC f0% .5;,,j : .021,) ST s`•'47AKb LTGHT UNITS	 0,87 INCii NRLCOLLIMATOR
,LvI-^J,	 L„^rt'JY ILUT!,Yl FLUX FL'JX*Ei,ERGY 'lr-LATIVE
(L . ) WLLAT I VE ONITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
1 . ^,1., ;tu 7 b, :d51-u9 9.7568-02 1.6049-01
1 . J^.S,^+U7 1. ,3'i5- UH 2.4259-01 1.1325-01
L .4 . +;,u+u 7 '. ^^U xl l-u3 3.1141-01 9. x 327-02
1.11 • b+u7 3.-214-09 3.7845-01 7,9731-U2
1.]	 : y tu7 4,%%653- J8 5.2002-01 6.5738-02
1., 1 ^.,a+u7 5,,o)5u-08 5,7709-01 6.1939-02
8.,.439- U8 8.2436-01 5.1388-02
1..?139-07 1.1176+00 3.1305-02
,,.;,J, j +1,i) 1.,3689-u7 1.6577+00 2. -) 8 7 +1 -02
7. t,i	 U+vt) 3.1102 - 07 2.4030+00 2.169` - 02
>.7c - 4 +Ju 4,_^L05 - U7 2.7836+00 2.0316- U ?.
t.l. 5-t n +u ) ` . _ 3?_0-07 3.4235+00 1.6336-U2 
b. je bt,-U7 3.8130+UO 1.7500-02
^i.3)..-► +v, 7.- , 741-07 4.3015+00 1.b50R-02
1+o- ) 9,,,34e-,-07 4.6385+UO 1.5996-02
,. o +	 ;+uu 1.	 3 1 +U -ub 5.076 ,+00 1,530-02
4.0,G,-+U1j I.-lalU-U6 5.4058+00 1.4993-02
1 4 . U.)	 +u i 1	 170-06 5.95'32+00 1.14315-02
^. 174ti +J,, :	 Y 3b- u6 6.410,1)+00 1.3847-02
3.:» ; C,+kit) 1.,,J2"l-J6 6,6636+00 1.3653-02
5. ^,_^ c +u„ 2. ',  i t iu-J5 7,0315+00 1.3271-02
+u, 2.,29`]7-j6 7.1983+00 1,30x7-02
1+u f, 2..)'}7 H -U6 7, 5203+On 1.2753-02
,t:. 7,j	 1+63 2,.-,47U-U6 7.9377+00 1,12626-02 
,l . u37 1 +ur) 3. 602-06 8.7551+00 1,2457-02 
^.4 j)r- +U:) 3.)u4b-(i6 8,4086+On 1,27R4-02
1.41,J+J•) 3,iD17-U6 9.1335+00 1.2174-02
c. % C _J+.,u 4. ;USu-J6 9,5799+00 9.7694-03
2. our,u+U,l 4.9 311 -Uri 1.0294+01 4.7418-03
1.')e-', #+tJu 5.399e-06 1.0390+01 9.666 4 -03
1.79^J'*JU 6. f-,326-U6 1.0836+01 9,409 CJ -03
1 . od	 o +J,> 6.3445 -u6 1, n663+01 9.5196-03
1.`j7:w +uu 7,1565 - J6 1.1280+01 9.h113-03
1.4,j.5+u;, 8,.jd5d- u6 1.1971+01 9.6502 -03
1.39,4 tp+u6 h. ,,)U55-u6 111992+01 9.5437-03
1, Si',u+uc) 9..5,)U 1-06 1.2281+01 9,6913-03
1.G41i+j6 1. JOr?1-U5 1.2512+01 9.f)165 - 03
1.111,+J6 ] .1966-05 1.2872+01 9.5537-03
1.1a.:,++U,) 1,197D-u5 1.3321+U1 9.6592-03
l.u^,^+uu 1.5209-05 1.3942+01 9.90(16-03
1.3275-u5 1.3202+01 9.5b35-03
`).,SJ^.,^+u5 1.'+400-05 1.3411+01 R,2774-03
s.7.^;.
 /+u'i 1.')336-J5 1.3567+01 8.7935-03
E-7
j
"UN o	 7-3.L-c,-4	 TABLE E4	 Cr)•lP,)TFU )-2c;-69
r^^5f ,IG U I' <.;,^ jo,)kCi- ,II ECTR I .lm MEASURE;) To R OU (w THE EMPTY LH? nEWAf.- AT 0
o 7k ' :if Lr ) CUR,ZECTr_n F,)R TRANSIIISSIM r)F )FI-JAP
'LTLLiUA dli,., = .U,'_ / ,> ;TwJPAftJ LIUHT UNITS	 0.87 INCA+ P'?ECOLLI!4ATr)R
i+..Ul	 i011 .I-.UT^;UIf	 FLUX HL)X*E'.ERGY
(hf=LA i IVE	 u l +I rS) (PEL^+TIVL	 UNITS)
1.x'495 — U5 1.51;11+01
7.
	 +u i 1174Al—U5 1.3512+01
7.c_9i.+ +u,i I.Irjlb—U5 1.2990 +01
0.&n;	 1L)+U 1i 2.";232—U5 1.3931?+UI
6.	 1 +u5 2.1. 792.—U5 1.3557+01
2.2 ,+20—J5 1.3h59+01
^.3ut-^U+u %307-05 1.6602+01















•jJI ► [ -I
	 .: --'u-L-6	 TABLE E5
	 Cn•'Pi)TF-U 1,-1-,-60
r NS i i4Lj I it- da jJuPCE SNECTRU 4 AEASUREp THROU! =,H THE E1IPTY LH2 nEw pkf^ AT 0
LUI\l L5--- ,PE:LTw ua tv.6 tv -.L tA CORRECTED FOR ThAJJSMISSIO[J ,fir nF_,.gAP
,r- TL-l.101% ^3 ;n, - .L) 4c: ;3 1,3 'r ANBAJ^ D LIGHT UiJITS	 0.87 INCH PF,ECOLLIr^ATnH
1ir
-
uTo,Gr4	 ri4LP\'JY ij'-UT YON	 FLUX FLUX*EIICRGY IW..L,' TIVE
(t	 ') o\EI-ATIVE	 uNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) wJCERTAPJTY
1.39,1 7+u7 I. u U52-06 1.399•;++01 1.0344-01
1. c: 5-u+u7 1.7534-•6 2.1630+01 7,4800-U2
1.1u	 +u7 3.;'.935-u6 3.3375+01 5.6704-02
9.(,)/."^+uu 5,339u-U6 5,7661+01 4.5244-02
m,9111+ud 9.1743-ub 8.175'+01 3.9143-02
.3. uU, 4+ur) i.;,270-US 1.31511+02 3.1889-U2
7.Ju,l+uu 2..1002-U5 1,6939+U2 2.2971-02
6.7j-f,+uo 3.1114-U5 2,0963+02 2,6665-02
r^.lcs7u +JU 3.1179-05 2.4242+02 '.5691-02
5.7u>,,+ub 4.t>:)82-05 2,6562+02 2.5033-02
x,.21: u +u ;, 5.,;737 - U5 2.8857 +02 2.4306-02
;4.0(1._.7+jr) 6.6221-05 3.2373+02 2.3357-02
4.4„1.3 +u6 7,±?953-05 3.5271+02 1.6563-02
4.+i,-75 +u6 9,.5:)o2-j5 3.7662+02 1.A100-u2
:3. 61 	4+uu 1.110u-04 4,054j!02 1.1587-02 
.).3-1;,b+u6 1.L719-04 4.2272+U2 1.7138-02
3. UJ." I+ut, 1.'-,336-04 4.6602+02 1.6006-02
. 10:. y +u;, 1.7587 - 04 4.9048+02 1, 9863- 02 
2.5u tl+uf, 2.1-970-04 5.386P.+02 1.5577-02
2.3737+u6 2.3619-U4 5.6064+02 1.5094-02
2.20; u+u6 2.751u-04 6.0540+02 1.4697--02
2.tJ21^ +u, 3.415-U4 6.5511+02 1.2412 -02
3.=,734 -04 6.763h+02 1.2051 - 02
1.UJ.0+Uu 4.IdOb - 04 7,0425+02 1.1764 - 02
1
	 71•	 ti  4.c,169 -04 7.142P,+02 1.?066-02
1	 +uo b. 'u55-04 7.5075+02 1.1979-U2 
1031,6+U6 5.777b-U4 7.6163+02 112011-02
1.222,, +u,i b._u31-04 7,65514+02 1.2290-02
1.12"7 +J'J 7,4451 - u4 8.3891+02 1.0639-02
1.uJ, ! J +Ub c3,0135-U4 6.2763+02 1.1432-U2
J.bulo+ub 8,0421-J4 7,6413+02 1,13?.5-U2
;i.71;;7+o;i 9,0963-04 7.9785+02 1.1777-02
1-3,1411 +63 1.0524-U3 8.5466+02 1.2590-U?
7.4a7:) +u`i 1.J212-u3 7.6462+02 1.30?9-02
(),131.,J+uo 1.149b-U3 7.9054+02 1.2320-02
b.J.,7u+u5 1,2o6b-03 8.0277+02 1.33A6-02
5.bj,_su +05 1.4797-03 8,6693+02 1.41J35-02
5.'43,` 7 +u5 1.39A9-03 7.599P+02 1.7377-02
`,.J?2 1 +v5 1.6156-U3 8.1137+02 i,g77`1-U2
E-9
d	 - J l - ,.:
	 1 a.11_ = L6
	
CO 1'1)Tr:L,
r A`21	 ,L-11% ., ad-LI 1 2U I C'J•:	 A( U i t'GRFFS 11SI'I(;
1LCIU•<
	
1.%.j _	 :.r,1,j,PHf2,1 L1'i,11	 1JIT'i 0.!,7 I' J C'. I Pn^C')I_LI' tiT14
I
	
i ) JI'I .v = .n7	 LAP,rST F .R g C T I0 . 1 11_ - PRO,,
1•r. .^1--j o	 (A ,-ur -urJ	 r6(JA FL )X*F'iLR5f 2r"1_ATIV
(L.) (^^;.-•11	 11	 i41 rte) (PEL 1TIb-
	u r•II TS) 11 ;(J:RTAI'll y
1 .J •J, J +,7 u9 6.5`J3')-0? 1.6045-u1
1.?	 1 1.•+21,-J9 l.d?.5;.-UL 7.1367-02
+J7 2. ,219-09 2.980,? -U1 9.r799 -U?
L .Jam' _ •,+J 7 +.	 7>a-(1P 4. 360 '_-U 1 3. Q `^8 3-02
i.2u	 +, 7..;144;;-U8 ti, 7u3e'-J1 3.1.505-02
1. C 755-J7 9.3001-Jt 2.',673-02
1. 'J.)	 utuj 1.	 35c,-J7 1.3914+00 2.109')-02
u• y t ,-.+ J , ) 2.:,.iP.j-07 1.` 34(,+00 2,0316-02
:..i •+.	 ^tv , 3.o25u-u7 1. )20(-+U l 1 1.P336-02
-,.-	 +	 +u,^ 3.t,5`u-U7 2.122_
	
+00 1.75x)0-02
,..,J: 4 +u 4.f'1ay-J7 2.3.434+U0 1.41>n1;-02
4 * J'i•,1+^; :i. f 211-u7 2.5Sn•,+U(1 1 . =,99,3-02
'+.J-3.,LtU•3 h.? c4u -u7 2,137'-_,+U f1 1.244' ► -02
+.1J ,„i +Ja 7.	 j61-U7 3.2.24`:+00 1 . 1 315-0?
i. !
	
i +uu 4.•-oo lj-J7 3. 96 1. +00 1. 1 .3'4`? -U?
-3.i!'li+„o 1.1-)7u-J6 3. )49_+00 1.OB9,9-02
4. 00." ) +1,,, 1._,43))-u6 4.t451)+00 1.0690- 02
-++ 1. _ )5u-u') 4.539•>+0') 1.r,2111-u2
-.	 J.l.41+u1 1. •I	 -Jb 4.735,++00 1. n 311-U2
^. +-J.	 .► + 2.	 :i`,• , -J7 5.1)11`,+00 1.0051-02
?.^'.
	
+t,n ?0.1.)311 -U6 9,'+bnt.+0(1 9.7654-u3
%.	 +. + 	 , G.' 2%)-06 5.779;+0!) 8,416()-U3
t.	 .) •^+u%, 3•^y'^',-U6 x.221`•+U'7 ^.^293-U3
1 .	 , i	
.^+u 3. 1 ^h• y - U •^ 6. • +52 I +u'1 ►3. _-2 41t -U3
N.	 117-Jo 6.56,3•,+00 A.434u-03
(.,+3:5+u:, ' ► .^Jlc•-J0 7.1694+UO 1,28n3-03
I . J.'_ 7!J tou i...^ ► 33-06 7, 4 8A-7+00 A.2822-U3
1 , %21 6 +,jv P).;'202-0O 7.403•+DO 4.`_818,-03
1 .	 L	 +u:, 7.,'322-J6 P..305'.++U1 7.400" -U3
1.u.i; ;tu„ 7. 1 o3t-(j6 li. ?nr;4.+00 7.(,213-U3
^ + JJ %i.;: 4 i,J-J6 8.4411-'+0 0 7., 154-03
l.i'J	 ^+^_. 9,	 99,-1-JS 9. 56?r +U'l 7.76n^+-03
k^tu:, 1.•1J74-J5 P.2i)7'+00 Q,P3?--U3
7.66.6 +U:) 1+.,'134-J6 5.524:,+U0 9.3321-u3
,,+ J,, 1, 1 760-J5 8.2111t+UO 7.;,243-03
^. ♦.^'. tJ'^ 1.:: 730-U7 8. 190L+01 7.''.33.4-U3
7.^t	 a+,^, 1.	 ,.S19-U5 o.:J3_;+00 7.':029-u3
1 . ,^ 774-U5 7.586-+U'J 10.	 75'1-03
'^.us ,U+u, 1..17.5-^J5 7.267"+00 '^.1'{4 ;-u3
1=; - 10




,NLCTR!14 Ftu,t 2.', IiJCHES LH? AT 0 DEGREES USINr, A NF-211
c,LTtC10 t	 Ii%:, = .t;^746 UTANL)ARu LIGHT UNITS 0,87 INCH PPECOLLIP^ATOR
L.iEkUl <LJ,^LUTluh: FUR GrWUPI!vv - 9 07	 LARbEST FRACTIONAL E RROR = .20
Il Ld ll *JA	 .NLRZjY Ji- UTNJIJ	 FLUX FLAX*EwtR"7Y RELATIVE
(L...) (<r_t-rtTIvE	 UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
1.`jui5+u7 4,5957-U9 6,9142-02 1.4347-01
1.to'.: i +u7 1.,)896 -U8 2.0419-01 5.9501-02
1.14,-,, +U7 ?.=2 0b-U8 2.5366-01 4.8403-02
1.u2`u +u7 31 1598-08 3.8445-Ot 3.7121-02
90ZJ,2+ub 6.,^e09- 08 5.7283- 01 2.9914-02
,f.33,,, , +00 1. OJ99-U7 8.4173-01 2.4502-02
7.jor,u +Ut) 1,259-07 1.1566+00 2.0920-02
6.9" 1 4+U 6 1.'4471-07 1.3481+00 1.9350-U2
o.34 ;7+LJ6 2,1-895-U7 1.4535+00 1.9562-02
5.,w+ 3+tJG 2.t,972-07 1.5756+00 1.7887-02
`.;.3944+uu 3,1dl3-07 1.7161+00 1.7144-02
4.9'Jt-)1 +Jb 3.r,o47-U7 1.8309+00 1.6679-02 
'4, ,1123-U7 1.9661+UO 1.3257-02
5.2105-07 2,13A6+00 1.2813-02
3.7141 +ut, 0.,! ,-)87-07 2.2543+00 1,2607-02
a. 3 77')+uu 7, w3lu-U7 2.5103+00 1.?046-(12
3.u , 51 149+uh 8.3057-u7 2.5807+00 1.1965-02
?.02, • 4 +uo 9,,401-u7 2,7266+00 1.1778-02
:-'. oU.:u +.,u 1 . n454-06 2,7206+00 1,2078-U2
?.4u:,y +uh 1.2U90-06 2.9070+00 1.17 2 2- 02
1 „,56o-U6 3.018N+00 1.1671-02
2. 0'+14 +ur, 1,1: 952-U6 3, 0538+00 1.0290-0?
1.Ofab-J6 3.1166+00 1.0342-02
1 . r)9 ; 5+„u 1.1345-06 3,1177+00 1. (1553-U2
1.JJ?V +uu 109329-06 3.0146+00 1.1068-U2
2.1621-U6 3.1342+00 1.1139-02
1.327U +UO 2.2604-U6 3.0261+00 1.156+-02
1.2G1rS+uu 2.2471-06 2.7635+00 1.2447-U2
1.1.5;0+uu 2.5693-U6 2.9105+00 1.1058-02
i.O^;.^+u67 2.,)e33-06 2.7225+00 1.172b-02
'3.5•+-o+u5 2,316d-U6 2,6877+00 1.1767-02
,i.tiu2:1+u5 2.9505-U6 2.5974+00 1.2229-02
dsl4 7U+U5 2.9517-U6 2.4047+00 1.3312-02
1.5J1b+ub 1..,.'5b7b - Ub 1.7902+00 1.5552 -U2
u.9j	 r3 +U5 3.215:.)-uri 2.2472+00 1.2692-02
6.4J 'o+u5 3,P994-J6 2,1228+00 1.3549-02
j.94.zu+u lj 3,e526-06 2,2893+00 1.3421-02
.J.5uto+u5 3.1062-06 1.7101+On 1.6432-02 
3.1473-U6 1.6004+00 1.6698- 02
4.r,d
	 1+65 3.'02b-Jb 1.4482+00 1.9347-02
4.3271+u5 3.1469-06 1.3617+00 2.2755-U2




/-Jl-;A	 TAOLL E8	 CC':PIJTPu c,_^,-^	 Q
„S1	 C'.UTK,,. -JP^-CTRO t FJ'' 4.5 I,+CHES LH AT i] DEGREES i_I,ING A tl^_211
^fLl iJ!	 t,i-, _ .?-7'+6 JTA;41?,Ai?j LibriT PITS 0,67 I !'1C • i F)OECOL I r.T'?R
L ,.Et:ut ,L.),LJT1 , 	Fv,l GN, ,"JP1;Jv = .07	 LAR,;EST FPACTI,O 1 1AL EPFOP = .?0
1+`:1T«u,.	 L 4L ?-;Y .DUI	 J !	 FL IJA FL! !X*F';ERGY :: FLA T T VE
(-	 i (RLL%kfiVF	 J^JITS) (RELgTIV' - 	UNITS) )';CtPTIAINTY
i . )u ^ D+u7 5,117'-Iy-19 7.6367-U2 1.3929-01 
1 .2a--4+u7 1, ? l rl v-U i 1.6312-U 1 7, 4,A5 1+ -02
1.14,;,+J7 2,,139-05 2.300)-U1 5.7243-02
i . u,^ -,,+u7 3,!L93- UA 3,2000-01 4,629E-02
5.cJ	 +uc) 5,:'J9d-J9 4,6131-01 3,7355-02
^. 3,i-to+v 3 7. - '_uO2 -J8 6. 0429-01 3.2869-02
1.1'97-u 7 8.5631 - UL 2.7575 - 02
^.?_	 •,+u:^ 1.v-jOG-07 9,6941-01 2.5573-02
^.j4.j +ur, 1,771.)-U7 1.1245+00 2.3901- 0?
J .o-+. ,,+ub 1.q')5u-47 1.1659+00 2.355?_-02
).51;,,f+u^ 2, 3927-J7 1.2907+00 2.2393-02
L4.9j•;,+Uu 2,"J52-07 1.3016+00 2.2395-02
.,. D al;	 +uu 2.:,r-)"45-u7 1.3034+00 1.8363-02
4.1v .;,+ub 3,L+4 iU -U7 1.4356+00 1.7575-02
>.7i-, 7+J:; 3.:310-0 1 .460?+00 1.76Q1-02
3..5/74+J") 4.7ulo -J7 1.6100+U0 1.h961-02
5.:j`^d -U7 1. 5917+00 1.7157- 02
l.dzy + +Ui) 5, .+7`.' 007 1.6603+00 1.6871-02
^.uU,'v+v0 b.-.)55-07 1.6645+00 1.-342-02
^.4J,9tj6 7.	 7 1.7049+00 1.7i7O-02
^.^.4•,j +J;, 6. i2f,,,-u7 1.7862+00 1.:,995-O2
2.u .t,4*iju 8.`;+lc)-U7 1.7445+00 I.	 213 - 02
1 . cij l'j+uo 9.2u6o-J7 1 .7221,-+U 0 1.55n7-02 
I.u')tD+J.-) 1,;!204-U5 1.7495 +00 1.`)660 -02
1.:) J c! v +uo 1. J3 ,I)0 -u5 1,6157+00 1.6775-02
1.43'•+v,, 1. t,310-J6 1.5535+00 1,7523-02 
1.J"7J+u ,) 1.1138-J 1.47PO+00 1.?279-02
1. 2-1 :u+ur, 1.3404+00 1. 9707 -U2
1.16:-r, +Jb 1.147;-Jb 1.2997+00 1,5208-02
1.0.)7o+uL) 1.1130-Jb 1.1557+00 1.Q75Q-02
y .5-+.o+u; 1._'d36-G6 1.0341+OU 2.0765-02
.r,J'1+u5 I.,,170-Jb 8.9520:-U1 2.?754-02
1.147u +J.i 1.1102-J6 9.9633-01 2.3719-02
1.5j 1U +J5 8,L92b-u7 6,2705-01 2.8645-02
0.70,.o+J) 1.(,l6o -u6 7.1186-01 2.u5i3-02
o.iJ„u+v5 9.c^),u-J7 6.209---01 2.7193-02
^. y4^o+uJ I -u6 6.3354-U1 2.1657-02
o.SJ,,^,+,,5 o.l-,117-07 4.74n7-01 3.3850-02
5.0j-U +ut) 9.'id3b-U7 4.1090-01 3.9336 - 02
4,ou	 l +ui 7.9993-U7 3,704?.- 01 4,1311-02
4.3"1 +u) 6.7081-07 2.915+:-01 5.1+570-U2
'+.U1'2}J'J 5,.^4 0'o -U7 2.3447-01 6.?430-02
E-12
.JN ^	 - 1 -o +	 rAt3L- E9	 CO"PUTFU 5-13-69
► .^51 .^EjT <u,J 5P-CTRU' , i FOii EMPTY DEWAR AT 15 DEGREES 'JSI iG 5-TrJ. nE-211
,:LTL ,., r .% s1,,5 = .032 .)TA'JUARu LIGHT UNITS 	 0,87 INCH PRECOLLIMATOR
Lvti ,.L, ( ,_ i iE z),LJ( I.)i, Fu;^ GROUPING = .07	 LARGEST FRAC'rMIAL ERROR = .20
IdL,JT.%Jii	 L'4LiiwY iJLuriW J FLUX FL,JX*Ef-,ERGY RELATIVE
(^,) oiE-ATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
5.,11 ,,1+J7 1,2b76-10 1,4026-03 1,9639-01
9,2uk4+tab 3,5202-10 3,2415-03 1,3140-01
0. 3J48+ub 4,7760-10 3,9807-03 1.1220-01
7.53jU+u6 7.3135-10 5,922b-03 8.9178-02
o.94:,4 +u6 1.U72U-09 7.4219-03 7.ri343-02
b. j,+,&! a+U6 1.4673-09 9,3152-03 7.0627 - 02
5.n4t3+Ub 1.7747-09 1.0368-02 6.7366-02
7.j9 1,14+ub 2.1839-U9 1.1781-02 6.3272-02
+.99r,l+uu 2.1o6b-09 1.0824-02 6.6805-02
4955' l 2+uti 2,dU46 -09 1.2788-02 5.n724-02
4.lu4tj+jo 3.b649-U9 1.5043-02 4,7207-02
.i.7ti#/ +utj 4.7b14-09 1.7761-02 4.3992-02
3.3779+uo 5.6093-09 1.9150-02 4.2729-02
6.uo49+ub 7,0295-09 2.1685-02 4.0334-02
2.L)^c4+uu 8.7144-09 2.4648-U2 3.8301 - 02
2.FJU;^o+ub 1.u513-08 2.7361-02 3.7459-02
>.4U
	 j+uo 1.257b-08 3,0219-02 3,5745-02
1.4179-UB 3,1553-02 3.5745-U2
>_.u424+ub 1.7243-08 3.5217-02 3.0150-02
1 . t^^11+Utz 1.9944-U8 3.7171-02 2.9761-02
l.t, y'^5+uo 2.4895- U8 4.2309-02 2.0513-02
1.5b=o+uh 1.7744-U8 4.3270-02 2.9086-02
1.4.ii- +uii 3,145:-118 4.5176-02 2.9297-02
113e-7U +u:j 3.7409-U8 4.9642-02 2.9606-02
1.^2;^+Uu 4.4143-08 595025-02 2.8094-U2
1.132n+ub 4,u780-08 5.2992-02 2.6186-02
1.0j70+Ub 5.1+029-U8 5.6071-02 2.5087-02
9.5 ,tjo+u5 6,OU87-08 5.7334-02 2.5886-02
^i.r,u -'l+ub 7.2784-08 6.4072-02 2.5195-02
6.147J+u5 8.:355-U8 6,6280-02 2.6079-02
7.bo!o +uti 8,h191-U8 6.6687-02 2.:195-02
u.96",)+05 h.s637-06 6.1945-02 2.5002-02
6.4j->,,+u5 8.2177-U8 5.2Z71-02 2.8107-02
5.94;,u+i.. 1 5 b.ii334-U8 5.2493-02 2.9199-02
5.5u^,o+ut) P.7o09-08 4.8234-02 3,2951-02
S.0,4 5u+u, 8.:3047-08 4.4772-02 3.4492-02
E-13
,UrJ 7	 -1-6.1	 TABLE E1.1






I lCHF`.i LH2 AT 15 PEGRcFS l!SP)G	 A	 t:E-2] 1
.uS,' '^TA,UAIlu	 LIGHT jJNIfS	 n. 87	 II)CH PRECULLIMA"OR
FUt	 Gt<001'irv6
	 =	 .07 I.AP^,EST	 FRACTIO^iAL EPRO,)	 _	 .10
is of W,4	 L ;L	 ll y ,LUT-jt) FLUX FLUX*Ei.ERGY kFLATIVE
(L. )	 (\LLP ri vE	 uiaTS)	 (RLL-1TIVr:	 UNITS) WiCERTAINTY
1. c:4 .l o +u7 1,00 i2-1012- 1 .2493-03 1 . P314-01
1 . uu , ,1+u'7 2.2533-10 2.4336-03 1.1323-01 
`±.n91^.+uo 2.2761-10 2.2072-03 1.1583-01
J.7j,,G +u6 3.31,17-10 2.9056-03 9.6688-02
'7•"4;U+Ub '4,!,)75c5-10 3,8732L-03 9.2725-02
7.e-4;u +Jo 6"'355-10 4.3701-03 7.7732-02
f). t)^-.u+ut, 7.1,.502-10 4.9900-03 7.2934-02
o.uj75+un 1.1350-09 6.909'-03 6.1904-02
5.u117+ub 1.x'274-U9 6,887P-03 6.2370-02
+uo 1.;129-09 8.3701-03 5,6990-02
4.o133+ut) 1.9170-U9 9.564n-03 5.3383-02
4.33 )u, Ob 2.'.)u62-u9 1.12g0-0l 4.0653-02
3.90: u +U6 3.1'305-u9 1.2541-02 3.8993-02
3. _`,970 +Jo 3.,) d5b -u9 1.397o-02 3.7399-02
.5.2 t ,- ; 1+u6 4. 717-J9 1.5453-02 3. +694-02
2.'1515'.0+ub 6.1754-09 1.849:1-02 3.2930-02
2.7.)!U+uo 6.7054-,)9 1.8440-02 3.3430-02
2.5.i y + +J:^ a. J2J2-'J9 2.031ji-02 3.2655-U2
2.34 .-,4+0b 9. -Jib -U9 2.177q-02 3.1642-02
2. 1 1 ; , + +ub 1. u 7'14- u ;l 2.323-U2 3.1595-02
1.91•! )+uh 1.2l'-l9-05 2.,36(.-02 2.7259-02
l	 l ; c +0 1 . 4.511-08 2.61W -02 2.6776-02
l . ho,';S+vu 1.70(34 - U3 2. 937`4 - 02 2.6246- 02
1. 5C lJ^U7 1.x•473-U8 2.8107-02 2.7209-02
1.4J 71 +Jb 2.105b-08 2.9641-02 2.7?19-02
1 ..5u ,,n+Ou 2..5u24 -•u8 2.996 ;-02 2.7666-02
1 . L J71+vu 2. 0033-09 3.1424-02 2.8019-u2
1.11, o +ub 2.976.)-U8 3.3143-02 2.1 1370-02
1 . Jam,. ^+uo 3. ^ti01-U8 3.3266-02 2.54V3-02
'). ,33. j+u5 3.457b-03 3.2455-U2 2.5771-02
1.r)o,, 1 +05 3.1jbJO-J8 3.4236-02 2.51595-U2
^j.u2q )+vJ 4.4-)t)2-U3 3.60$IC-02 2.6585-02
E- 14
ti	 <UN ^,	 ,,-1-44	 TABLE Ell	 COMPUTFU 5-13-69
f A f jL--jTw.iii iP,- rRtJ 1 FJ.R 4.5 IiJCHES LH2 AT 15 DEGREES USI'JG A IvF-211
,,cTLCfOi 61w, = .03,e STA^'L)ARp LIGHT UNITS	 n,87 INCH PRECOLLIMATOR
Ei+tn6Y i 1 L !^)LJf IjW FUq G,i0JPING = .07	 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = .20
cv^uTku J	 Li4LRuY 4El1TkJ1!	 FLUX FLUX*EiJERGY RELATIVE
(c,,) (i<ELATIVE	 UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
1.14"3+U 7 1,2048-10 1.3762-03 1.9678-01
1. U,! of -7 1.72b4-10 1.7654-03 1.3976-01
902U.,2+U6 2.494U-10 2.2965-03 1.0760-01
3.3j 1,n+Ub 3,o375-10 3.0318-03 8.7870-02
7.bd rlu+u6 5.6U85-10 4,2512-03 7.2044-02
bo9234 +J6 8.2538-10 5.7144-03 6.1325-02
6.34;;5+U6 1.0b41-09 6.7554-03 5.6426-02
5.84;;3+u6 111184-09 6.5340-03 5.7899-02
b.39<44+u6 1.3123-09 7.0791-03 5.5833-02
4.99o1+Ju l,bb43-09 8,3150-03 5.1783-U2
4.5592+u6 2.1175-U9 9.6541-03 3,4629-02
4.1Ui:)+uo 2.1002-09 1.0385-02 3.8639-02
3.7147+u6 391210-U9 1,1594-02 3.7043-02
.5.617 1]+J6 4.0295-U9 1.3611-02 3.4388-02
3.ud49+v6 4.D283-U9 1.3969-02 3.4108-02
2.62•.4+Ub 5.6506-09 1.5982-02 3.2266-02
2.6J10+U6 6,x,482-0 1.7042-02 3,2149-02
2.4U;^9+uo 7.727d-09 1,8569-02 3.0913-02
2.22,3+u6 7.9948-09 1.7791-02 3.2317-02
2.U4,)4+u6 9.3d21-09 2.0183-02 2.6988-02
1.8.)'? 1 +u6 1.J986-08 2.0428-02 2.7267-02
10044;,+u6 1.2366-08 2.1019-02 2.7441-02
1.5^ q^u+u6 1.3620-08 2.1251-02 2.8160-02
1.4J-,3+uu 1.5680-U8 2.2521-02 2.A104-02
1.327u+u6 1.597U-08 2.1192-02 2.9772-02
1.2,a)d+u6 1.9280-08 2.3711-02 2.9035-02
1.1321,+J6 1.9759-08 2.2383-02 2.7330-02
1.037;+uo 2.1b19-U8 2.2436-02 2.8007-02
9.541*+u5 2.2870-08 2.1822-02 2.8480-02
39dJ31+J5 2.6363-08 2.3208-02 2.8399-02
6.1 ,+7U+ub 2.8162-08 2,2944-02 3.0108-02
E-15
ku,'J ;,	 ► , -l-b'+	 TABLE E12
	
COMPUTFU 5-13-69
F nil	 i4EUTriUi 4 	 !aPLCfRU 1	 FOr^	 7.0	 INCHES LH2 AT	 15 DEGREES USING A 'IF-211
TLCIOil	 0 1 AS	 _	 ,u.iz	 ST.k JI UAKU	 LIGHT UNITS	 0.87 INCH PRECOLLIMAToR
L .JLrluY	 «tSOLO 11,)14 Foil	 Gr(OUPIPJV	 =	 .07 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ER ROR =	 . 20
,1tUT,WN	 c1ICRciY r JLUTNOIJ FLUX FLUX*EI,ERGY RELATIVE
(r , ,) (kELAT1VL	 UNITS)	 (RLLATIVE UNITS) utr CERTAINTY
1.2d4-r+u7 9.5154-11 1.2222-U3 1.5405-U1
1.1423+U7 1,4856-10 1.6972-03 1.0145-01
1.0L2b+u7 1.9178-10 1.9611-03 8.5949-02
9,2Ui,2+u8 2.2627-10 2.1020-03 A.1290-02
H.3.i46 +Uh 2.6733-10 2.2281-03 7.8287-02
7,56(W+06 4.6162-10 3.4991-03 6.1069-02
b.923tf+ub 5.b931-10 3.9416-03 5.7558-02
b.34!^)+Uo 7.	 342-10 4.9735-03 5.1120-02
5.64e,^ +ub 9.5675-10 5.5896-03 4.8530-02
5.3944+Ub 1.u654-09 5.7472-03 4.8079-02
4.99h1 +66 1.2752-U9 6.3710-03 4.6006-02
^^.55 ? ^ +u6 1..b582-09 7.1041-03 3.5953-02
4.10,+5+uo l.kb85-09 7.6693-03 3.4890-02
3.7147+06 2.1300-09 7.9123-03 3.4932-02
3.3779+U6 2.7500-09 9.2892-03 3.2374-02
3.0ci4 q +ub 3.1189-Uq 9,6215-03 3,.1926-02
2.82;,4+u6 3.5187-0) 9.9523-03 3.1813-U2
2.bUec,+Ub 3,h322-09 9.9737-03 3.2753-02
2.4U^9+Ub 4.4740-09 1.0751-02 3.1622-02
2.22' ,+Uu 4.')497-09 1.1015-02 3.1959-02
e. U4,:4+uc, 5.1,523-09 1.1544-02 2.7778-02
1.hb ,;l+u6 611191-09 1.1376-02 2.8465-02
1.699+06 6.°47U-U9 1.0787-02 2.9915-02
1.5b9u+U6 6.ti601-09 1.0699-02 3.1058-02
1.431;3+u6 7,6964-09 1.1054-02 3.1391-02
1.3270+ud 7.5635-09 1.0037-02 3.3876-02
1.2
	 90+uf, 6.7883-09 1.0800-02 3.3723-U2
1.1,)C'-'j+Ub 8.0597-09 1.003E-02 3.2107-02
1.Uj7o+U6 9,5270-09 9.8871-03 3.3233-02
9.b4jb+u5 9.8uou-09 9.3510-U3 3.4.323-02
8.bu31+u5 9.3=.556-u9 8.2358-03 3.8009-02
8.1410+u5 1.n889-08 8.8713-03 3,8452-02
E-16
h011 4
	 r,-1-64	 TABLE E13
	
ComPUTF0 ii-13-69
FAST iX-uTRo[q bPLC;Rum Fuk 1U.5 INCHES L;12 AT 15 DEGREES USING A r E-211
ULTLCICM OJAS = .u32 STANDARD LIGHT UNITS
	 0.87 TNCii PRECULLTMATOR
LhEK61 <L:JLILIJ f IQt. FUR GROUPIr4i^i _ .07	 LARGEST FRACTIONAL FRROk = .20
hLUTrW14 EhLRJY NEUTRON FLUX FL1iX*E',1ERGY RELATIVE
(L ,^) (riLLArIVE	 UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UwCERTAINTY
1.3456+u7 5.1957-11 6.8874-04 1.7482-01
1.1423+u7 1.2067-10 1.3784-03 9.7811-02
1.U[26+t17 1.4920-10 1.5257-03 8.5994-02
9.2Ut12+ub 2.1072-10 1.9404-03 7.2657-U2
8.3J fro+U6 2.67lb-10 2.3936-03 6.4003-02
7.56^U+u6 3.9380-10 2,9850-03 5.7017-02
6.9e34+U6 4.8751-10 3,3752-03 5,3522-02
6.3465+ub 6,u979-10 3.8713-03 5.0094-02
5.8423+u6 8.!)U97-10 4.6795-03 4.5626-02
5.3944+U6 9.2480-10 4.9887-03 4.4352-02
4.996 i +Uri 1.1399-09 5.6951-03 4.1806-02
4,55;+ub 1.3307-09 6.0669-03 3.3375-02
4.iU4Z)+l;b 1.5714-09 6.4498-03 3.2744-02
3.71+47+U6 1,7391-09 6.4602-03 3,3282-02
3.3779+J6 2.?65b-U9 7.6530-03 3.0681-02
3. ooi^ q +uf, 2.:+734-U9 7.6302-03 3.0900-02
2.82r,4+Ub 2.6981-09 7.6313-03 3.1351-02
2.6020+ub 2.9323-09 7.6316-03 3.2315-02
2.4u;->+;,6 3.2871-09 7.8986-03 3.1870-02
2.2r^3+u6 3.6962-09 8.2252-03 3.1935-02
2.0424+ub 4,U343-09 8.2397-03 2.9420-02
1.BL)91+ue 4,2355-09 7.8742-U3 2.9599-02
1.b99j+u6 4.6349-U9 7.8770-03 3.0281-02
1.559b+ub 5.3454-09 8.3367-03 3.0308-02
1.4366+G4 5.1975-09 7.4652-03 3,3123-U2
1.327U+U0 5.0944-09 6.7603-03 3.5344-02
1.229bfu6 5.6b74-09 6,9698-03 3.6550-02
101320+u6 5.5573-09 6.2953-03 3.5299-02
1.0370+06 6.0983-09 6.3288-03 3.6179-02
905416fu5 6.0845-09 5.8057-03 3.3073-02
8.8u31+u5 5.9347-09 5.2244-03 4.1574-02






F,.Si ;aE ^1 r^U J 5t'LClRt1,•1 Fv,) 13.0 INCHES Lr12 AT 15 DEGREES USIIJ( , A 1 J E-21 1
,,r_TL'' f M	 .03e STA:,JAHD LIGHT UNITS 	 0.87 INCH PRECOLLIMATOR
c„tr^O l tLaLL,J f Iv , J FJR GROUPI146 = .07	 LAPGEST FRACTIOHkL ERROR = .20
4+LJTAU 1 4	 L,JL1?vY NEU -r!^ON FLUX FLUX*Et4ERGY RELATIVE
(L,,) (riELAfIVE	 UNITS) (RELATIVE: UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
9,2U;',^+ub 1.9585-10 1.9034-03 9.0095-02
d.3946+Ub 2.5027-10 2.0860-03 8.2665-02
7.5310+u6 4.3113-10 3.2680-03 6.4463-02
b.9d-34+u6 4.6454-10 3.2162-03 6.5477-02
0.3 4+,5+Jb 6.465b-10 4.3586-03 5.5869-U2
5.8423+Ub 7.6478-10 4.5849-03 5.4855-02
5.3944+Ub 9.9545-10 5.3695-U3 5.0579-02
4.9961+u6 1.1073-09 5.5322-03 5.0323-02
4.55gc+ub 1.2414-U9 5.6598-03 4.1135-02
4.1U45+ub 1.5329-09 6,2916-03 3.9416-02
3.7147+u6 1.706b-09 6.3395-03 3.9818-02
3.3/7 y+Ub 2.	 641-09 7.6479-03 3.6367-02
3.0d49+u6 2.2212-09 6.8522-03 3.8792-02
2.6&!,4+ub 2.5765-09 7.2674-03 3.PO03-02
2.60;,,6+U6 2.7939-09 7,2714-03 3.9355-02
2.4u;-^9+Ub 3,1,43b-u9 7.6744-03 3.8307-02
2. « a.^,+ub 2.9779-09 6.6267-03 4.2553-02
2.0424+J6 3.41A2-09 6.9813-03 3.6781-02
1.bj ,31+u6 3.7583-09 6.9871-03 3.7388-02
1.6999+j6 3.9759-09 6.7570-03 3.A9A9-02
1. 5J g U fu6 4.0609-09 6,333(4-03 4.1786-02
1.43b3+u6 4,3318-U9 6.2219-03 4.3550-02
1.3t70+u6 4.5939-U9 6.0961°03 4.5141-02
1.221 9ts+u6 4.94.17-U9 6.0773-03 4.6916-02
1.13;;9+J6 4.5902-U9 5.1998-03 4.7079-02
l.Ojld+u6 4.6897-U9 4.8670-03 5.0153-02
9.541;9+u5 4.7537-U9 4.5359-03 5.2513-02
8.b0)l+u5 4.7131-09 4.1490-03 5.7191-02







F,%S f4CO ( K 01, :JPLCMuii FoR EMP i Y OEwAR AT 37 DEGREES USING 5-ItJ. ,,1E-211
Jt_IL- 001 cola:, = .Ui< jTAIJAtNU LIGHT UNITS	 U.87 INCH PRECOLLIMATOR
LwE- k of	 FOR Gt(OuNlr,u - .07	 LAP.C;E,ST FRACTIONAL ERROR = .20
1'jLur«ul;	 L14LKvY IJEUP!'UH	 FLUX FLi1X*Er ERGY 14ELATIVE
(c ;,) (KELAT14E	 UIJITS) (RELATIVF
	
UNITS) Ut10ERTAINTY
9,2ut,4+U6 6.7007-11 6.1701-04 1.4411-01
6.346+U6 9. R ti32-11 8.2374-04 1.2175-01
7.Sucu+U6 1.44H4-10 1.0979-03 1.0465-01
6.92'34+o6 1.6581-10 1.1480-03 1.0296-01
b,34("5+U6 1.993b-10 1.265b-03 9.8412-U2
5.842,)+Ub 217090-10 1.5827-03 8.P030-02
Z)-3944+u6 3.!546-10 1.8096-03 8.2218-02
4.99tl+U6 3.63('7-10 1.9139-03 8.n870-02
4.5j9c+U6 4.6127 -10 2.1030-03 6.3418-02
4.1Ut;t)+Ub 5.!)588-i0 2.2815-03 6.1711-02
3.7147+06 7.27Q1-10 2.7040-03 5.7313-02
3.3779+U6 9.!,452-10 3,2378-03 5.2466-02
3.06+9+ub 1.1331-09 3.4955-03 5.0752-02
2.t3e,.4+u6 1.3035-09 3.686P-03 4.9987-02
2.bU'o+U6 1.75n9-U9 4.5569-03 4.6171-02
2.4U^ 9+l,b 2.1957-09 5.2760-03 4.2.993-02
2.<<53+uu 2.4269-09 5.4006-03 4.3437-02
2.04;4+U6 2.965U-09 6.0557-03 3.6528-02
l * bo jl +u6 3,342b-09 6.2142-03 3.6577-02
1.b9" lj+uu 4.0077-09 6.8111-03 3.5682-02
1.55 ,;u+U6 4.5331-09 7.6157-03 3.4765-U2
1.4;)E-J+ub 5.7444-U9 8.2507-03 3.4332-02
1.3L:70+u6 6.2b79-U9 8.3175-03 3.5041-02
1.t^90+U6 7.6611-U9 9.3847-03 3.4033-02
1.1324+u6 8.2679-09 9.3659-03 3.1177-02
1-UJ73+U6 1.()066-U8 1.0446-U2 3.0169-02
9.5410+u5 9.1920-U9 8.7708-03 3.3061-02
3,8631+U5 1,iu99-U8 9.770E-03 3.2177-02
8 * 147U+U5 1.2944-08 1.0545-02 3.2654-02
E-19
TAULE E16
	 ComPi)TED L, ` q
F,%`.)i	 .4E.AK0,j	 5)PLC WU I	 LUN	 2.5
	
I!4CHES LH2	 AT	 37	 DEGREES	 i.1SI I IG	 A	 t,F-211
LLTLCFUtN	 Uj ik S	 = .0311
	
!zTAHDAKD LIGHT UNITS	 0.87 INCIA PRECOLLIMATOR
L,4Fl%GY	 tN ES-;LV I I ,^rj FUR GROUPI;.G =	 .07 LARGEST FRACTIO , IAL ERRN = .?0
NLUT1,O14	 Lr,LRQY NLUTkuN FLUX FLUX*ENERGY RELATIVE
(r-^) (KELATIVF uA TS)	 ( RLLATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
7.!6i,u+ub 6,2476-11 4,7357-04 1,4306-01
6.9234+U6 7,5667-11 5.2387-04 1,3284-01
6.54.;.,+u6 1.0424-10 6.6177-04 1,1520-01
5. 64,!J +1,6 1..1, 410-10 9.0030-04 9.6195-02
5.J944+u6 1,ti86b-10 1.0178-03 8.9728 -02
4.9961+uc 2.17AU-10 1.0882-03 8.7579-02
4.bb9,+ub 3.2167-10 1.4666-03 6.1335-02
4.lU4D+ub 4.2156-10 1.7304-03 5.6670-02
3.7147+U6 5.6677-10 2.1797-03 5.0592-02
3.3775+u6 7.205-10 2.4491-03 4.7979-02
3.0649 +Ub 9,197b-10 2.8374-03 4.4543-02
2.02^4+Ub 1,1089-09 3.1364-03 4,28E1-02
2.bU20+U6 1.500d-09 3.906o-03 3.9301-U2
2.4Ut9+u6 1.1048-09 4.0965-03 3.8509-02
2.22;,j+U6 2.1539-09 4.7931-03 3.6295-02
2.042 ,++uo 2.5469-U9 5.2013-03 3.0993-02
1.tjtjtj1 +U6 2.9200-u9 5.428E-03 3.0773-02
1.b9 Q ,+u6 3,-+516-09 5.8663-03 3.0221-02
1.5^) yu+u6 4.2297-09 6.596E-U3 2.932b-02
4.7312-u9 6.7954-U3 2.9711-02
1.3^lu+uu 5.335u-u9 7.0795-03 2.9329-02
1.2e9,,+ub 6.2325-U9 7.6647-03 2.8632-U2
1.1j28+uo 6.1+923-09 7.3545-03 2.7652-02
1.bj7d+ub 7.6226-09 7,8069-03 2.7474-02
9.5410+u5 8.3293-U9 7.9477-03 2.7270-U2
9. b8Q6-09 8.4416-U3 2.7199-02
6.1 ,tlo+u5 1.,1370-09 8.4484-03 2.8700-02
E-20
r^Ui q 0	 -614	 TABLE L17
	
COMPUTED 5- 5-6n
1-„S I .4L•jTri ,:4 ZPLC TRij'l Fu:^ 4, 5 INCHES LH2 AT 37 DEGREES USING A NE -? 11
Ljt_TLClu,c OjAt5 = ,032 ^T4wUAND LIGHT UNITS
	 0.87 INCH PRCCOLLIMATOR
LJ LJEJ^UT ^F ar,,L,I^IvP^ FuR GRUOPIN3 = .07	 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROF ,  = .20
i4LUTI.01+	 c-Jl.kvY AEUIRUH FLUB( FLUX*E.ERGY RELATIVE
(t4) (kELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) ( ►%4CERTAINTY
1.us,^b+u7 2.2234-11 2.4068-04 1.9393-01
9.tU .,2+U6 3,6321-11 3,3445-04 1,7303-01
d.3.540 +06 4,3795-11 3,6494-04 1.5520-01
7.5djU +Uri 7,2088-11 5.4643-04 1.1492-01
6,9234+U6 7..x•349-11 5.4244-04 1.1433-01
8.3150-11 5.2794-04 1.1697-01
5.d 1+2,5+U6 1.b433-10 9.0164-04 8.4420-02
5,39.44+u6 104990-10 1.024~-03 7.8616-02
4.9Jbi+U6 2.2692-10 1.1337-03 7.4946-02
4.5'.)92+uu 2,7928-10 1.2733-03 5,8048-02
4.10•i5+J6 3.7499-10 1.5391-03 5.2918-02
3.71.E7+U6 5.5499-10 2.0616-03 4.5698-02
3.3779+u6 6.4336-10 2.1732-03 4.4822-02
3.08'*9+u6 8.3951-10 2.5898-03 4.0994-02
1.o,L••,4+u6 9.7284-10 2.7516-03 4,0195-02
.^.oUeb +uv 1..3689-U9 3.5627-03 3.6103-U2
2. 4U ?9+u6 1.5219-U9 3.6570-03 3.5733-02
2_.22;6+ub 1,6495-U9 4. 1157-03 3.4382-02
1. 049.4+Ub 2.1393•-09 4.3693-03 2.9691-02
l.bD?l+Uo 2.5013-09 4,6502-03 2.9193-02
l.b y 9;,+ub 2.6905-U9 4.9124-03 2.9001-02
1.5.i(lu+u6 3.5952-09 5.5071-03 2.7943-02
1.4,)n3 +Uo 3.8J49-09 5.4650-03 2.9173-02
1.327u +u6 4.3613-09 5 7874-03 2.4026-02
1.22 t^u+ub 4.5597-09 5.6075-03 3.0590-02
5.1208-09 5.8008-03 2.7395-02
1.067o+Ub 5.6662-U9 5.9011-03 2.7825-02
4,541h +u5 6.1588-09 5.8766-03 2.7955-02
3.bu,, l+u5 6 .13809-09 5.7932 - 03 2.R988-02
J.147u+65 7.4036-09 6.0317-03 3.0023-02
E-21
1:urj 5	 N -3-6+	 TABLE Ll)j	 COMPijTFD 5-5-69
r t%5 ( 14EQ f rl'JH ^WLL THvA FUit %', u INCHES LH2 AT 37 DEGREES USING A ;If.-211
t-LJuC i U,< ;JIA;, = . u32 5Ta;+uAK0 LIGHT UNITS	 0,87 INCH PRErOLLIMATOR
Lvi L OY
	
F OR	 = .07
	
LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROP = 920
s•EUTiWl4	 LIJLKvY NEUTRON FLUX FLA*ENERGY RELATIVE
(L-.) (r;LLATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) i1NCERTAINTY
9,20r^2+u6 3.!•!209-11 3,5184-04 1,5875-U1
b.3.i46+U6 4.7705-11 3.9761-04 1.4157-01
7.boi)U+uU 5,7b83-11 4.3724-04 1.3205-01
0.9234+ub 6.1950-11 402890-04 1.3415-C1
6.34!;0+u6 9.2215-11 5.8543-04 1.1081-01
5)064,J+Ub 8.7227- 11 5.0961-04 1.2226-01
.`7. 3944+u6 1.234U-10 6.6567-04 1.0399-01
4.9961+Ub 113819-10 6.9041-04 1.0289-01
4.5`.92+u6 2.1121-10 9,173b-04 7.2262-02
'+.luiib+ub 3.149b-10 1.2928-03 5.9936-02
3.741,7+u6 4. ii99U-10 1.5227-03 5.5673-02
3.3719+u6 4.1)944-10 1.6533-03 5.3585-02
3.0649+U6 -.1314-10 1.8915-03 4.9959-02
2.81;+4+u6 1.7558-10 2.1936-03 4.6721-02
2.bU^t;+u6 9.1258-10 2.3751-03 4.6077-02
2.40;)9 +U6 1. x`978-09 2.6379-03 4.3826-02
2.1253+u6 1.1456-09 2.5493-03 4.5694-02
2.04,^4+u6 1.467U-09 2.9962-03 3.7347-02
1.8b91+uo 1,7055-U9 3.1707-03 3.6840-02
1.699b+Ub 1.3323-U9 3.2839-03 3.6965-02
1.56go+ub 2.115o-U9 3.2995-03 3.13148-02
1.4,)(,.)+u6 2.,5886-09 3.4307-03 3.A427-02
1.327u+u6 2.7106-U9 3.5970-03 3.K484-02
1.229o+u6 2.3723-09 3.5324-03 4.0236-02
1.16213+u6 3.1444-u9 3.5620-03 3.6630-02
1.037+u6 3.1771-09 3.2972-03 3.9185-02
9.5410+u5 3.1573-U9 3.0126-03 4.1307-02
8.ciu',I+U5 3.9269-09 3.4569-03 3.9456-02
8.1470+05 4.1107-09 3.3490-03 4.2580-02
E-22
i
f H5 I	 , tt:u'[ Ku,.	 :-)I'-C T -ij;•,	 F;JP	 1 U, b	 I NCHES	 L ► i2	 AT	 37	 DEGREES	 USING	 A	 r1E -21 1
JOLClu,c	 Uj,4S	 =	 .r ► .5c STW DAHC, I-IGHT utjirS	 O,P7 INCH PRECOLLIMATt;R
L NE"10 FGr(	 (7riuUF' ItIJ 	 =	 .0 LARGEST FRACTIONAL EPROH = .?0
NLUT ► NU,1	 t'ILKOY IJLUTt',Url	 FLUX FLUX*F-. ► FRGY RELATIVE
(L-) (RELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVF UNITS) UmCERTAINTY
7.5u,;u +uo 4.4233-11 3.3529-04 1.4820-01
b.92;4t uc 4, 5OR5-11 3.1214-04 1.5722-01
b,-64, ,;,+u6 5.3230-11 3,3793-04 1.5062-U1
5.042,)+u6 b.1 ►25o-il 4.9225-04 1.1778-01
5.3944+ub 1.1542-10 6.2262-04 1,0164-01
4.991,+u6 1.3237-10 6.6133-04 9.9277-02
4.55tj,^+u6 1.53b9-10 7.0162-04 7.8870-02
4.1U..5+ub 2.1470-10 8.4044-04 7.2029-02
3.71,7 +u6 2.6049-10 1.0642-03 6.3483-02
3.317'-j4U6 3.5363-10 1.1945-03 5.9869-02
.; . 0049+'6 4,;226-10 1,2409-03 5.8856-02
4.4947 - i0 1.2727-03 5.8856-02
&!.6U,u+uo b.170b-10 1.6060-U3 5.3306-02
L..4u,,.9+U6 6.1643-10 1.4812-03 5.5923-02
2.2,;!j+ub 7.1449-10 1.5900-03 5.5091-02
2.04; 1 4+u6 6.417o-10 1.7193-03 4.6979-02
1 .0)0';1+ut, 9,3165-10 1.7320-03 4.7756-02
1.h'4 (jL) +uo 9,7b97-10 1.6638-03 5.0086-U2
I.5jy 0 +ut) 1.2105-09 1.8879-U3 4,6186-02
1,4j,,3+u6 1.2567-09 1.8070-03 5.0961-02
1.3?-70+ub 1..5379-0 1.7754-03 5.3068-02
1.L2^c,+ub 115191-09 1.8682-03 5.3729-02
1.1320+Jb 1.6184-09 1.9333-03 4.9690-02
1-UJ76+uU 1.4b11-09 1.5163-03 5.7343-02
9.5410+u5 1.6917-U9 1.6142-03 5,5318-02
I
TABLE E19I^UN 4	 1 -.1-v4 COMPIITF-U b-5-69
E-23
NW N A-', - t4	 TABLE E20	 COMPUTED 5-5-69o
F,•5 (	 +4EJ HO I : ;,PLC14UM F do	 13.0	 INCHES Li12	 AT	 37 DEGREES USING A !,E-211
„^lt^lu 	 a1HS =	 .u3^ ST;,,UA!iFj LIGHT UNITS	 0.87 INCH PRECOLLIMATOR
ti.Li•,,t FUR GKOUPI(,u =
	
.07 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = .20
+^UTt0i1	 tr+cF.,Y rJC.UTKW4' FLUX FLJX*ENERGY RELATIVE
(t-..t) (MELAriVE	 Ur+ITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) wiCERTAINTY
7.94-w+ub 3,8b49-11 3.0703-04 1.5271-01
7.24'o+06 5. E,b68-11 4.1046-04 1.2452-01
0.6160+ub 662461-11 4.1390-04 1.2446-01
6.667+Ub 7.2629-11 4.4213-04 1.2017-01
b.olil+06 1.6195-10 5.7211-04 1.0163-01
5.10 ,;5+U6 1.197U-10 6.211P_ -04 9.7994 - 02
4.013]+ub 1.5607-10 7.5121-04 8.7115-02
4.3990+66 1.7673-10 7.7754-04 7.0943-02
3.96+,U+u6 2.5U46-10 9.9390-04 6.1814-02
, 597U +U6 2.7665-10 9.9511-04 6.2847-02
3.2757+u6 3.9239-10 1.2854-03 5.4137-02
2.99:,o+u6 4. _'ti24 -10 1.4656-03 5.0601-02
2.75;0+U6 5.6695-10 1.6141-03 4.8755-02
2.5334+u6 7.1636-10 1.8199-03 4.6880-02
2.6444+u6 6.9 761-10 1.6334-03 5.0166-02
2.17 4 +U6 9.2E-01 - i0 2.0142-03 4.5867-02
1.99.,1+ub 1.+, 635-u9 2.0011-03 4.0896-02
1.617c- +,Jo 1.;734-U9 1.9506-03 4.2224-02
1.b62t, +Ub 1.247b-U9 2.0745-03 4.1755-02
1.5273 +U6 1.2.`411 -09 1.9108-03 4.5443-02
1 . -rU r l+uo i .1;382-09 2.1653-03 4.3566-02
1.3ulo+u•6 1.3-406-09 2.0052-03 4.7117-02
1.2171+66 l.o9tlb - U9 2;0407-03 4.8265-02
1.11^^+u6 1.6687-09 1.8569-03 4.6782-02
1.U2^c+ub 1.9911-U9 2.0313-03 4.5562-02
9.3d t,L)+u5 1.	 364-09 1.8177-03 4.8910-02
t^.bo57+u`) 1.9596-09 1.6974-03 5.3072-02
8. 02 ::0+U5 2.:^b83-09 1.6597-03 5.7354-02
E-24
Ku!^ 9	 c.:-5-64 	 TAJLE E21	 CO','PUTFD 5-13-x,9
FAS) &.jTrt! i 4 SPL-CTRUA FUR EMPTY DEWAR AT 53 DEGREES USIr1G 5-IN. riF-211
jETL-CrOt( dIAS = .U32 ^TA I'UAKU LIGHT UNITS	 0.87 INCH PRECOLLIMATOR
Lijt « UY r%E5uLUfI%)r1 FUk GiWUPPA(i = .07 	 LARGEST FRACTIONAL E?ROF = .20
i,ituTi(Uw	 LNLF?vY !dr:UTiON FLUX FLUX*EigERGY RELATIVE
(L U ) (kELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
8.4(;92+u6 6.6336-11 5.57e5-04 1.8414-01
6.6.:6u+ot) 1.,j946-10 1.122q-03 1.7759-01
6.Uo7b+u6 2.1950-10 1.3362-03 1.5617-01
5.6111 + iJu 2.1062-10 1.1831-03 1.6697-01
5.1o ,^ ,5+uo 2,6170-10 1.4619-03 1.4704-01
4.d1,^^+ub 3.5506-10 1.7091-03 1.3455-01
4.399u+u6 4.5b27-10 2.0074-03 1.0156-01
3.9ubu+u6 5.b459-10 2.2403-03 9.6772-02
3.5970+ub 6.8649-10 2.4693-03 9.3170-02
3.2157+u6 9.3969-10 3.0781-03 8.2970-02
2.99;c,+ub 1.1878-09 3.5582-03 7.7313-02
Z.7u,,U+u6 1.5'-38-09 4.1904-03 7.2303-02
2.bj34+u6 1.7144-U9 4.3433-03 7.2869-02
2.3414+06 2.o776-U9 4.8650-03 6.8959-02
2.11_'++u6 2.1753-0 6.4576-03 6.1293-02
1.99'.1+U6 2.9939-0 5.9701-03 5.6473-02
1.617-+Ub .x.7375-09 6.7918-03 5.3955-02
1.bo2t+ub 4.2,667-09 7.0980-03 5.3799-02
1.527,)+u6 09130--09 9.3627-03 4.8036-02
1.4077+Uu 6.375u-09 8.9749-03 5.0416-02
1.3u , u+ub 7.1811-09 9.3460-03 5.0936-02
1.2u'71+u6 5,750b-09 1.0563-02 4.9243-02
1.11-0+00 110186-OA 1.1335-02 4.3210-02
1 . U- ,3L+uo I.. '1311-U8 1.37519 -02 4.6044-02
9.3o'b6+U5 1.1379-08 1.0681-02 4.5707-02
3.ob_:7+65 1.2146-U8 1.0527-02 4.7688-02




f'UN ci	 -3-64	 TABLE E22	 COMPUTFD 5-13-69
Fi%S i '+EUTR,), q SPCC I'Ru vl FOR 2.5 INCHES LH2 AT 53 DEGREES IiSING A rir -211
L ,LT`U I O,i LJIHS :: 9 032 'aT.A;JUARJ LIGHT UNITS	 0,87 INCH PRECOLLIMAT(,R
Li+Lr ,,uY ttESU L uflur., FUR G,J")UPING = .07	 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = .20
i+LUTiWi4	 LiILRVY fdtUTROrJ FLUX FLUX*Er.ERGY RELATIVE
(L,') oKLLATiVF_ UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) utiCERTAINTY
9.69 ,* 9+u6 3.2943-11 2.8644-04 1.7962-01
b,34,5+uo 8.1840-11 5.1956-04 1.7353-01
5.b423+uu 8.949U-11 5.2283-04 1.6906-01
x.3944+06 1.2388-10 6.9523-04 1.3498-01
4.99t,1+Uu 1.7230-10 8.6083-04 1,.1710-01
4.5Z)9^+U6 2.4523-10 1.1181-03 8.1320-02
4.IU,lb+U6 2.5976-10 1.0663-03 8.4599-02
i.71!117+U6 3.1.869-10 1.1838-03 8.0345-02
6.3779+u6 4.5276-10 1.5294-03 6,9528-02
3.O6 f* 9+u6 4.8255-10 1,4886-03 7.0930-02
2.be-,:4+u6 6.13795-10 1.9451_-03 6.1520-02
2.60;h+ub 9.1976-10 2.3938-03 5.6575-02
2.40; . 9+U6 1.1955-09 2,8721-03 5.1200-02
2.22'),3+u6 1.4440-09 3.2133-03 4.9257-02
2.U4,4+Uo 1.7645-09 3,6447-03 4.1030-02l.8D g l +Uu 2.,J706-09 3.849£;-03 4.0493-02
l.b9-)j+U6 2.6262-0 4.4632-03 3,8175-02
1.55 cj6+u6 3.1597-09 4.9279-03 3.7476-02
1.4,rnj+u6 3.5866-09 5.1514-03 3.7687-02
1.3e-1u+u6 4,0687-09 5.4257-03 3.7529-02
1.22Jo+uo 4.7585-U9 5.8520-03 3.7321-02
1.132]+u6 5.5270-09 6.2610-03 3.2907-02
1.6378+u6 6.0517-09 6.9031-03 3.2073-02
9.541:,+uS 6.7069-09 6.3996-03 3.3188-02
6.bo2,l+u5 7.5580-U9 6.6534-03 3.3791-02
6.147u+u5 8.5353-09 6,9537-03 3.4790-02
E-26




	 SPL-crtu •i	 FO ; t	 4.5	 IIJCHES LH2 AT 53 DEGREES USING A 14F-211
uLTLL fog,( blAS =	 .J32 STA.jbARO LIGHT UNITS	 0.87 INCH PRECULLIMATOR
E, g Lt\Ut	 icLSIOLO
-flvrj FOR G„UUr1NG = .07 LARGEST FRACTIOrJAL ERROR =	 .20
iiLuT,WW LrJLRvY iJLL	 Rurl	 FLUX FLUX*Er:ERGY RELATIVE
(L•, , ) (RELATIVE UNITS)
	 (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
9.7tJ L'd+U6 3.6479-11 3.5570-U4 1.9428-01
7.59G3+U6 4.5425-11 3.4488-04 1.8717-01
0.6e6u+u6 811369-11 5.3920-04 1.6967-01
6.Ob7D+Jb 1.id3U-10 7.2015-04 1.3545-01
b.b117+06 110800-10 6.0606-04 1.4984-01
5.1899)+ub 1.6224-10 8.4194-04 1.1980-01
4.d133+u6 1.6434-10 8.8728-04 1.1654-01
4.3996+Uo 1.7861-10 7.8581-04 1.0425-01
3.9o;U+u6 2.7U15-10 1.0720-03 8.6605-02
6.597u+u6 3.3792-10 1.2155-03 8.1081-02
.3.27-7+u6 4.1191-10 1.3493-03 7.6549-02
2.995b+u6 4.3770-10 1.3112-03 7.8503-U2
2.75,0+U6 5.6002-10 1.5401-03 7.2697-02
2.5334+ub 8..3 386-10 2.1125-03 6.2396-02
2.3414+Jt) 9.5562-10 2.2375-03 6.0649-02
2.17u y+Ub 1.2245-00 296577-03 5.6698-02
1.99,;1+06 1.3591-09 2.7102-03 4.9838-02
1.817,:+U6 1.7541-09 3.1876-03 4.6349-02
l.bb,?o+u6 2.2099-09 3.6746-03 4.3822-02
1.5273+U6 2.3993-09 3.6645-03 4.5398-02
1.4077+U6 3.1500-09 4.4343-03 4.1990-02
1.3U;b+u6 3.4215-09 4.4534-03 4.3172-02
1.2071 +U6 3.8837-09 4.5880-03 4.3413-02
1.112b+uo 4.4787-U9 4.9839-03 3.8293-02
1.02j,!+U6 4.5446-09 4.6364-03 4.0923-02
9.36bd+u5 5.2428-09 4.9213-03 3.9635-02
6.6657+U5 5.6675-09 5.1019-03 4.0393-02
8.U?- g 6+U5 6,3174-09 5.0695-03 4.2760-02
E-27
fW"i 5	 -ti-of	 TABLE E24	 COMPUTED 5-13-69
FASI iJEuTRjiq -)P-_CTRUA Fu' 7.0 INCHES LH2 AT 53 DEGREES USING A NE-211
DLTL-C(Ur< t3iikS = .032 STWIDArlLj LIGHT UNITS	 0.87 INCH PRECOLLIMATOR
E JEhbY «Lz^;?LUFIUN Full GRJUPIF(G = ,07	 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = .20
NLUTr<UI4 LNLRuY AEUTWN FLUX FLUX* ErJERGY RELATIVE
(L^) (flELAtIVE	 UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
9,9935+Ub 2.7746-11 2,7728-04 1.5654-01
8.3340+u6 3.7028-11 3,0862-04 1.7688-01
7,5600+U6 4,7476-11 3,5987-04 1,4478-01
6.9234+U6 6.4846-11 4,4895-04 1.1556-01
6,34,b+Ub 7.0421-11 4,8516-04 1,0584-01
596420+Ub 7.!3505-11 4.5865-04 1.0894-01
5.3944+u6 8.9330-11 4.8188-04 1.0446-01
4.9961+u6 1.1466-10 5.7285-04 9.2653-02
4.5^)9c+u6 1,0509-10 4.7913-04 8,7009-02
4.1U ,4b+u6 1.7343-10 7.1184-04 6.6713-02
3.71 1+7+u6 1.8139-10 6.7381-04 7.0535-02
3.377-3+u6 2.4631-10 8.3201-04 6.1918-02
3.0649+ub 3.0347-10 9.3617-04 5.7641-02
2.82,4+u6 3.9266-10 1.1106-03 5.2435-02
z.6u;;co+ub 4.0612-10 1.0570-03 5.6429-02
294J;,9+U6 5.0494-10 1.2133-03 5.1703-02
2.2253+u6 5.7838-10 1.2871-03 5.1257-02
2.0424+Uo 7,iJ339-10 1.5183-03 4.1349-02
198D91+U6 9.0380-10 1.6803-03 3.9626-02
1.b995+u6 1.1118-U9 1.8895-03 3.7885-02
1.55jo+uo 1,2022-09 1.8750-03 3.9508-02
1.436) +06 1.4269-U9 2.0495-03 3.8658-02
1,3L7U+u6 1.5990-09 2.1219-03 3.8908-02
1.2296+u6 1.6507-09 2.0300-03 4.1685-02
1,13e'_'d+U6 1.8363-U9 2.0802-03 3.7683-02
1.U376+06 2.1031-0 2.1826-03 3.7683-02
9.5416+u5 2.1666-U9 2.0673-03 3.9084-02
8.8U61+u5 2.1603-09 1.9017-03 4.2676-02






rNSI 14EjTrty ^)P .CTRu .i Fuft 1u.5 INCHES LH2 AT 53 DEGREES USI j r A :iE-211
LT^(lurt bIAS - .03.L: STA,vjjAHU LIGHT UNI T S	 0.87 INCH PRECOLLIMATpR
u+LIcQY Ittz).:LU flit! Fui2 G ,iOUPIr4G = . 07	 LARVEST FRACTIO;4AL ERROR = .70
i 1,cvTr1ui4	 LidL-rW Y jEUT^iOfl	 rLUX FLUX*E^JERGY









2.171-► +Jo 4.0639-10 1.0123-03










9.3dE b+u5 1.4581-09 1.3687-U3



























hurl 3	 t,-4-64	 TABLE E26	 COMPUTED 5-15-59
FN:il ;jEUTrtO,; :Wc-C TRu,%A FJR 13.0 114CHES LH2 AT 53 DEGREES USI r IS A tlE•°211
ULTLLFOI^ 01AS = .u32 STA.JJAKU LIGHT UNITS	 0,87 INCH PRECOLLIMATr)R
04bt bl r %E.-JUL'JIIu t t Furl GROUPING = .07	 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = .20
vtuTvWiv bNr-RuY 'JEU'T.JUN	 FLUX FLUX*EnERGY RELATIVE
(w,) (rccLATIVE	 U14ITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
6.2194+Ub 3.7430-11 2.3279-U4 1.6371-01
5.6111+uo 5.3525-11 3.0037-04 1.6674-01
501695+uo 6,593U- 11 3.4214 -04 1.5360 - 01
4.8133 +06 6.0746-11 2.9239-04 1.7307-U1
4.399o+U6 6.7976-11 2.9907-04 1.4174-01
3,9ot,U+uo 908119-11 3.4966-04 1.2909-01
3.597Uru6 1.ti528-10 3.7869-04 1.2465-01
3.2751+u6 1.2387-10 4,0576-04 1,1997-01
2.9950+uu 1.4095-10 4.2223-04 1.1766-01
2.75;.)u+u6 2.0154-10 5.5423-04 1.0047-01
2.5,34+Ub 2.0093-10 5.0904-04 1.0987-01
2.3414+u^j 2.9211-10 6.8395-04 9.0861-02
2.1704+U6 2,;1463-10 6,1776-04 1,0094-01
1.9941+J6 3.6726-10 7.3239-04 8.0398-02
1.817e+u6 4.5711-10 8.3066-04 7.6173-02
1.6u2u+u6 4.x258-10 8.0243-04 7,9687-02
19527,+U0 5.423b-10 8.2838-04 8.1374-02
1.4077+u6 6.ti619-10 9.6595-04 7.6173-02
1.3U10+63 7,857b-10 1.0227-03 7.5968-02
1.2U71+u6 8.6)888-10 1.0488-03 7.7655-02
1011LO+uo 9.elb56-10 1.0311-03 7.2025-02
1.0202+u6 9.6123-10 9.8065-04 7.6528-02
9.3dtb+u5 8.9663-10 8.4165-04 8.4761-02
8.bb57+u5 9.119b-10 7.9028-04 9.2386-02




KoN 6	 t;-7-04 	 TABLE E27	 COMPUTED 5-7-69
FNSI 4EuTkoij SPLCTRUA FUR EriPTY DEWAR AT 78 DEGREES USING 5 - IN. NE-211
uLTLCTCR di„S = .032 ^TA,IDAHU LIGHT UNITS
	 0.87 INCH PRECOLLIMATOR
EI4EmuY itE:^,OL11T1Utj FUR GtiOUPING = •07	 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = .20
k4EUTI(014
	 L14LRoY NEUTRUN FLUX FLUX*ENERGY RELATIVE
(Ev) (RELATIVE	 Uig ITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
9.Oci;tb+J6 5,2629-11 4.7832-04 1.8953-01
6.7766+U6 1.1004-10 7.9991-04 1.5415-01
6.067b+U6 1.7609-10 1.0-119-03 1.5081-01
5.6117+06 2.2654-10 1.2713-03 1.3473-01
5.1695+ub 2.5589-10 1.3279-03 1.3092-01
4.8133+U6 3.2014-10 1.5409-03 1.2064-01
4.399b+U6 3.7026-10 1.6290-03 9.6601-02
3.9b.,U+G6 4.6669-10 1.8518-03 9.0837-02
3.5970+06 5.7781-10 2.0784-03 8.6807-02
3.2757+u6 5.7754-10 1.8918-03 9.1641-02
2.9950+06 7.6439-10 2.2898-03 8.3307-02
2.7500+U6 9.6135-10 2.6437-03 7.8545-02
2.5364+u6 1.2163-09 3.0814-03 7.4520-02
2.3414+U6 1.3653-09 3.1967-03 7.3506-02
2.1704+u6 1.8691 -09 4.0567 - 03 6.6816- 02
1.9941+U6 2.1711-09 4.3294-03 5.7083-02
1.8172+U6 2.3936-09 4.3496-03 5.8035-02
1.6o2u+U6 2.9001-09 4.8223-03 5.6088-02
1.527,5+U6 3.0649-09 4.6810-03 5.8729-02
1.4U77+U6 3.7828-U9 5.3250-03 5.6624-02
1.3U1b+u6 4.7220 - 09 6,1462 -03 5.4008-02
1.2U71+U5 5.2544-09 6.3426-03 5.4895-02
1.112b+u6 6.3693-09 7.0878-03 4.7160-02
1.0-02+u6 6.3790-09 6.5079-03 5,0654-02
9.3666+U5 6.8627-09 6.4607-03 5.0850-02
8966 ,.7+U5 7.6223-09 6.6053-03 5.2074-U2
8.0i&&cu+U5 9.F943-09 7.9398-03 4.9831-02
E-31
i ,uN -1	 TAbL E L28	 COMPUTED 5-7-6.)
r „^1	 iituTl.;,,,	 JNL.0 Intl; I F QP	 2.5
	
INCHES LH2 AT 7b DESREES USING A	 4E-211
^LTLLIU;\	 ulo,`.	 =	 .LSD STjk,il)Akb	 LIGHT UNITS	 0.87 INCH PRECULLIMATOR
L14t. r. GY	 ^tb _LOrIUI,	 F'Ok ('710.)UP1146	 =	 .07 LARGEST FRA C TIO, ,JAL ERRON =	 .20
14EU1,kUl.
	
L ,,LRvY 14LOr'%u ► :	 F6.Ux FLUX*EP:ERGY RELATIVE
(t,)	 (KE.LATIVF. u,lITS)	 ( RLLATIVE UNITS) LNCERTAINTY
5.- y '.4+u6 1.i67G-10 602953-04 1.1777-01
4. 99tll+u6 1 . 3b23-10 6.7562-04 1. 1297-01
49 b;,:,^ +L6 7.1652-04 8.9952-02
4.iu,,:)+Ub L.1 946-10 9.0077-04 7.9382-02
,~.7117+u6 ?.2950-10 8.5252-04 8.3391-02
3..)779+u6 2.a5? 2-10 9.9722-04 7.6618-02
3900, -j+U6 3.354f.-10 1.0349-03 7.5155-02
2.c,L,4+u6 3.K816-10 1.0979-03 7.4160-02
e-1 .6U;•t,+u6 4.')071-10 1.1730-03 7.3391-02
2.'+U, 9+U6 ^,,7831-10 1.3896-03 6.6656-02
5.ilb12-10 1.3043-03 7.1047-02
2.u4,4+U6 7.7965-10 1.5924-03 5.6620-02
l.r,^	 1+u6 9.3371-1U 197359-03 5.4699-02
l.r; y y^+UU 1.L9g9-09 1.8625-03 5.3846-02
1.5^9u+u6 l.i1f;5-u9 1,7444-03 5.7796-02
1.4J"•J+Ua 1. 5c166-09 1.9631-03 5,5845-U2
i.^t^u +vb 1.14934-09 1.9817-03 5.7154-02
1.«;; ; +Uo 1.,,545-U9 2.2812-03 5.4620-02
1 . 1,5;"15+ub 1 . 1^I(.,t-u9 2.1714-03 5,1612-02




	 CwiPoTED 5-7 -64
sm
-_ i 11 5 l I iF..1T r2^,^. JPLC I RUM FJf' 4 .b FICHES LH2 AT 78 DEGREES USING A rIF-211
jLTLCTUit UAAS = .U3^ 'jTi^^-DA ►:U LIGHT UNITS
	
0.87 INCH PRECOLLIMATOR
vb uY	 LEI t I JIj f7UJt ^,tl:JPiwv _ .07	 LARGEST FRACTIOPIAL ERROR = .?0
NLUT,W14 L IJLRvY NC.UTI 01i FLUX FLUX*EI:ERGY RELATIVE
(L..) (RELATIVE jAITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) Ut4CERTAINTY
5.,142-6+uo 9.o543-11 5.6403-04 1.3199-01
5.3'), ►4+u6 1.2567-10 6.7791-04 1.1612-01
4.99ul+U6 1.2653-10 6.4215-04 1.2064-01
'+.t)UQ2+u6 1.n620-10 7.1215-04 9.3240-02
4.1Jj q ^ +ub 1.,1593-10 7.6315-04 9.0310-02
397147 +u(o 2.0130-10 7.4777-04 9.3630-02
3.3779+uo 2.zi749-10 8.697N-04 8.5630-02
3.0w4 ,) +uu 2. `3035-10 9.9570-04 8.4728-02
2.0 "i4+ub 3.1521-10 8.9154-04 8.6152-U2
2.bU '+ o+ut) 4.n54u-10 1.0553-03 8.0747-02
2. 40> y +ub 5.1580-10 1.2396-03 7.3062-02
2..22 1 .J+uo 4.-977-10 1.1121-03 8.0496-02
2. 04;14 +u6 6.1,2140-10 1.3539-03 6.3729-02
l.rso y l +ub 1.3531-03 6.4990-02
1. b9 ,)-) +ub 8,,373e -10 1.5080-•03 6.2303-U2
1.5^eJ+u6 913692-10 1.4643-03 6.5917-02
1.43,.)+u6 111291-09 1.6217-03 6.3975-02
1.3e7U+ub 1.2b03-09 1.6724-03 6.4477-02
1.2^)-+Uo 1.x•011-09 1.8461-03 6.3494-02
l.lJ,,o+ub l.X391-09 1.7435-03 6.0129-02
1.J,)7s+u6 1.ci421-09 1.9117-03 5.8649-02
9.54,o +u5 1,o%6'-U9 1.8093-03 6.0856-02
O.buji+uD 11)100-09 1.6814-03 6.5950-02






	 CoiPUTEU 5-7- 60
F NS I IEi17tt ! I :,P^C :Ww F ,)P 7.0 INCHES LH2 AT' 78 DEGREES USING A "iE_-21 1
,jLTLCIU- ,  Vl,j^, = .J.i,^ ST Wj,)AhO LIGHT UNITS	 0.87 INC H P RECOLLIMATOk
twE , ^Gt (L-3, L_lli I„N Fvi? G,tUUPI,4;; = 9 07	 LARCrST FRACTIA"lAL ERPOP = .20
ivtuT, . UIV	 L ltRvY t1cUfNUIJ FLUX FL ;JX *EMERGY RELATIVE
(r,,) (i-jc:LArIVE	 UATS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
x.3944 +u6 1.;1436-10 6.7085-04 9.3993-02
4.99t:!+u6 111995-10 5.9928-04 1.0218-01
4.5502+j6 1,6450--10 7,4999-04 7.3221-02
4.1U4n +Uo 1,7913-10 7,3524-04 7.5096-02
3,710 +u6 2.2769-10 8.4580-04 7,0222-02
3.317 , :otub 2.2088-10 7.6638-04 7.5168-02
3.0v l, g +u6 2.8507-10 8.7941-04 6.9384-02
2.n2..4+u6 2.7906-10 7,8921-04 7,5540-02
2.6JL0 +u6 3,98?8-10 1,0:366-03 6.6164-02
2.'+U'9+00 4.2075-10 1.0110-03 6.7570-02
2.2t53+J6 14.9793-10 1.10.30-03 6.5623-02
2. u4,)4 +u6 5.5216-10 1.12-7-03 5.7980-02
1.ii^y1+J6 5.6322 - 10 1.0411 - 03 6.1901 - 02
l . b )`^ ,+uF, 6.2935-1 U 1.0606-03 6.2687-02
1.5^ y u +Uh 7.8618-10 1,2417-03 5.Q208-02
1.4363 +Ub 8.4141 -10 1.2085-03 6.2573-02
1.SG7u +Ub 1,.1629-09 1.4105-03 5.A350-02
1.2c ,,)o+U6 1.1065-u9 1.360b-03 E,2234 -02
1.•3.o+u6 1.29Rg-09 1.4714-03 5.4454-02
1.0376+U6 1.3414-09 1.3921-03 5.8171-02







r o^j I ; 4 ^.V III •i. SOL C r . IV A f J • l u.'.) I'4CHr S L,12 AT 7S DEGREE I; 0511'i r A ? • E-•' l l
U.S "-', 	 STH ,jAti, •` , LIGHT IifJITS	 0.87 Ii4CH r'RECUL;.I ►,QTOR
_s4Lm l.,Y . %L^ D UI I.;i, P" i Glt )J"1'4%3 = .07	 LARrIEST FfOCTI0',IAL F: r)Nn < = .20
iv L.JT.Wil	 c.Nr_R .iY iac.UT -Jrl	 FLUX FLAX*E'fCHGY RFLATIVC
( L.	 ) (,<L.LAITVE	 UATS) (HLLATIVE UNITS) w)CERTAINTY
o.VId<<f +Uo 6, )02^) -11 '4 .3 343-04 1.4249-U1
-30a+	 u+Uh :3.1279-11 5.5409-04 1.2554-01
'^.W+,'.)+J0 9.:105,j- 11 5.41-34-04 1.2632-C1
5.3-), ++,jo i . X 742-10 6.8735-04 1. n715-01
4.91. I+uu 1 .:A1z-10 6.4510-04 1.120h-01
5j•)&: +u!^, i . it -)34-10 6.6263-04 9.0617-02
1 0 , !34b-10 6.7913-U4 9,n354-02
5.71
	
7 r , , 1. )MID -10 7.3793 - 04 8.7504--U2
S. J 1 ' y +.^u 2. -' ! `1 k3 -10 7.4b45-04 8.7385-02
3. UJ ^'♦ +uu 20:• J5b-10 6,8047-014 q.3405-0-1
2. N.' •	 + 2_.',212-10 8.2623-04 ti. 3326-02
2.0 U. , +J,i 3. ► ls92-10 9.0810-04 A.195q-02
3.	 517-10 9.2072-U4 A.1698-02
2.2G':J +JJ 3.7121-10 8.2605-04 9.0176-U2
2.04,>v+Jh 4.,1256-10 9.651C-04 7.32513-02
1.uu , :Jl+uO 4,1.)12-10 A..3330-U4 7.9915-02
1.03;-)+u<) 6.:)u57- 11 1.132,1-03 6.0058-02
1 . `iJ 4u +UO 6 .'„57,3-10 1.0196-03 7.6962-02
1.4Jr,J +uU ^l,	 +N2-10 1.1560-03 7,3432-U2
1.•Sc7•.i+J v Is. • 21c -10 1.1303-03 7.6546-02
1.1"'+x,+L0 1.•_.J7l - i19 1.2385 -03 7.5733-02
1.1J",3+U'.) 1.;'2°S-u9 1.1660-03 7.1907-02
1.Uj_1u+vu 1.;154-U9 1.2198-03 7.2237-02.
y .5w,u+u0 14._St'•9- U 1,1821-03 7.41710-02
01 9du,,l +u'; 1.5030 - 09 1.2180-03 7.5133-02
6.1470 +u^) 1.4774-•U9 1.2036-03 8.0941-02
E-35
J'. 3	 -7	 TABLE E32
	 CooPuTrD "-7 -6Q
I .EUT i ).4 -,'LC f,1j:1 r J < 13.0 INCHES L,tR AT 79 DE5REES USI'+G A ':E-211
.J LTL-,, 10i^ 1!#%S = . ui,^ '-) T ,^ -)Aik,) LIGHT U14ITS	 0.87 INCii PQLCOLLTv.AT-sft
tlEa
	
FU,? G,tCJPL4') = . 07	 1-AR(,EST FRACTIO',AL EI)HO,. = .p0
ILU i ^" J'1	 i=L'JA FLUX*F'•:ERGY pELA T T VE
(^.) (it_LA)14L	 u,4ITS) (RELATIVF*	 u ►JITS) 0f,CERTAIt1TN
5.41. i+ 10 1.1614 -10 6.6376-04 1.9936-01
4.73 ! y+u6 1..',335-10 5.9339-04 1.0545-01
3.97 1 :--uo 1.7030-10 6.7676 - 04 1.f-161 - 01
3 . 3 *j11+ ij 0 2.ii531-10 6.9+17-04 1.9402-01
2.b7,• ,y+vu 2.jbou - 10 5.9892-04 1.4022-01
2.5u)D+uo 3.187u-10 7.96Q1-U4 1.9926-01
2.c,L„I+jo 3.0265-10 8.0751-04 1.8388-01
1.97;+,J"3 3.°.65h-10 7.6203-04 1.9630-01
1.7J.,J+u6 4._1604-10 8.3977-04 1.7640-01
1.5D90+u6 6.•1207-10 1.0631,-03 1.9233-01
1.4U..4+U6 5.x466-10 9.3752-04 1.QO19-01
1.10..3+U6 4.,,923-10 5.5759-04 1.0937-01
9.674+u5 7.-;067-10 7.4115-04 1.9570-01




tu^'J	 +	 - ^c^- .ter,	 r AOLL L33	 CO'•'NU rFL +t-3n-;:^
r AS] 14;_j7k.	 il' _CT .W,.l FJ i E •iPTY JE4AR AT U UFGREES I JSItJG 2-I'1. I T -21 1
.U4,^33 jT41iuAr(O LIG HT U 41TS	 0.87 INCI+ PRECUT LI''IAT,)H
Li.tnvY <L .3 L.011,"i r %dn ,; :2 UF'1 J^ _ .07	 LARo( _ ST FRACTIO ',AL EPRM,
1 '+tuTiW,4	 cl,LNbY iLUT: 011	 FLUX FL IX*El FRGY RELATIVE
(L'..	 ) (nELATIVF UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) U'ICERTAI1:TY
1.3-J,7+u7 b.707d-J7 9.342U+Un 1.0344-01
1.63.,-j+L,7 1.1`}07-U6 1.4072+01 7.4800-U2
1.1U	 ^4,j7 1.''153-u6 2.1072+U1 5.n704-02
9. r± I,,,^tJb 3. =„170-06 3.541?+O1 4.5244-02
1.91: 1+60 5.5U44-06 4.9050+01 3.9143-02
c30 Ucl^+uo 9.1,435-U6 7.713L++01 ).1889-02
i .30•,1 +uo 1,3242-05 9.7515+01 2. ►'971-U2
6.7.i'l.,+u6 1.1tj24-05 1.187L++02 2.6865-U2
u.1v7u+ uo 2.1912 - J5 1.3555+ 02 2.681-02
5.74,•,)+Uo 2.j926-05 1.4785+U2 2.5+033-02
3.,309-U5 1.5979+02 2.4306-02
4.80,.7+u6 3.;w 35-U5 1.7910+U2 2.3357-02
4.4u7.:)+jb 4.3159-05 1.Q54E+02 1.8563-02
4. cis; y+uo 5.1'_356- U 5 2.096(,+02 1,P109-02
3.oJ, y+^ ► 6 6.,_26u-05 2.2727+0? 1.7557-U2
3.32;:;+,Jb 7._175-05 2.39p'+02 1.7138-02
3.0,3,	 1+U6 x,.';145-05 2.708F+02 1.6096-02
2.7d. y+u6 1.j13o-04 2.9268+02 1.5363-02
z.tio O+uo l.io59-04 2.8950+02 1.5577-02
2.31,;i+„6 1.!474-u4 3.1983+02 1.5094-0?
2.[J'' u +U(i l.^617- 04 3.4357+02 1.4687-02
2.UeLu+uo 1.i237 -64 3.6857+U2 1.241-02
1. -141 6 +U6 2. 1r)5b -u4 3.'1875+02 1.2091-02
1.03'.0+0r) 2.7255-U4 4.2545+02 1.1764-02
1.5471+ub 2.7225-04 4.2120+02 1.2066-02
1 .4L,,;+u6 3.c687-U4 4.3754+02 1.1979-02 
1.31.:C_+uU 3.4117-04 4.4573+02 1.2019-02
i.eC2,i+u0 3.Oo41-U4 4.5031+02 1.225n-02
1.16„ l+un 4.:)123-U4 5.084[,+02 1.0639-02
1.UJ;, n+uo 4.b73b-u4 4.8269+02 1.1432-02
9.bU_o+u5 5.163-U4 5.0133+02 1.1325-02
h.77	 7+u5 5."767-J4 4.8789+02 1.1777-02
b.1411+u l) 5.9509-J4 4,832k +02 1.2580-02
E-37
i
o r 	 TAULL E.3 4 	CO''P+)TED 4-30- r,9
t AS 	 ,+L,,T(c ,4 L)PLCIKU " FO;;	 I2.+1	 JCl+--S LH^, AT G iIEGRFt:S 1)G A I;F=-211
I LTL-^, 10.% tl;,kS = .U4i' ;^ ;TA!4Uo,,kO LIGHT U ZITS	 0,87 INCH PRECOLLIMAToR
L14t 1% ( y 	1'V'; GR f jLJPi;(v = . 1 7	 LAR( E_5T FRA C TIO , IAL EPROM = .,)n
+4+_u TA(1,'i	 LAL- R - Y -It_U'f,,U;J	 FLUY FL-)X*E,JLRGY tqE LATT VF
(c.	 ) (r.^"LATIVF:	 'J1iITS) (RE_LATIVL UNITS) U+!CERTAINIv
l..9, ,L+v7 4. -1`14-u7 6,1527+00 6,4243-02
1. r 3'_+u 7 7. 1.49c,-U7 9.3104 +UO 5.1;765-02
1. U'l cj9+(, 7 1.491 b-U6 1 .6406+U 1 3.9693-02
9.1,1;;9+ub 2.7133-U6 2.678:+U1 3.1272-02
09 LOU ,1 t„(, 4. ,UA 9 - 0h 4,1057+01 2.606`) - U2
b. u'V? 1+va b. 1b 9e- -U5 5.550('+01 2.3122 - U2
9.?.437-06 6.8067+01 2.1428-02
b.7,i;1 +vo 1..1355-U5 8.3212+01 1.0920-02
b.lu'-4 +uu 1..4ng-05 9,5611+01 1.9051-02
5."70 +.4+u6 1..21u-u5 i.n68n+02 1.A636-02
b. L /,	 +uii I,' 816- U5 1.0443+02 1. b773-U2
4. bd','U+v6 2, 3J 57-U5 1.126o+02 1,('416-02 
4 9 4U , /+ub 2,r639- 05 1,199b+02 1.4878- 02
4. 0?-r )++1J 2,'41965-05 1.206`,+02 1.++996-02
3.dw;l+ub 3.c53b-U5 1.296,E+02 1."676-02
3.32^,;tUb 4.1756-05 1.3873+02 1.++254-02
6. U i'u+uc^ 4.: 364-U5 1 .4241 +02 1 . (1072-02
.'. 7u ; 9+uti 5.:?767-05 1 . (171 1+02 1.3977-02
[.t)0-7n*.io 5.;:314-o5 1.497,++02. 1,4029-02
2.o /- ( , +.,u 6. `1f,2d -O5 1.5620+U2 1.3803-02
r . 7.'_6 11`4 -05 1 . h64r+02 1.3531-02 
2. UG-`,- +uc, 11. +72++-05 1,63n(,+02 1.1994-02
"fut, 9.2049-U5 1.6943+02 1.1925-02
l.bo , (+Ut 1.++137- U4 1.7071+02 1.2007-02
1.5-+c u+,j0 1.i,1S5-U 1.570f:+02 1.2823-02
1.42•.,)+ur, 1.1296-04 1.60()6+02 1.2846-02
1.31;1+jb 1.1375-04 1.5252+02 1.3455-02
1.24 ; '.) + u6 1.1920-U4 1,4565+02 1,4076-02 
l.lc=	 +Uti 1.-+229-04 1.602`'1+02 1.2401-02
1,U6;4 +Uo' 1.L ► 13u-04 1.45A8+02 1.3635-02
9.4. 1+ . 5 1.504u-U4 1.4291+02 1.3936-02
6. 7u7a+U5 1,,;,308-04 1.429x,+02 1.:+468-02
b.11„1+,15 1. uc-"911-U4 1.3229+02 1.5657-02
E-38
ik
;v t 1	 T_ rAbLE L35 Crl 'NUTFU	 i,-3r1 -f,9
I hSl	 i.Lufl,.	 ,	 aPL.C1-,Zkrl	 FO:	 7.0	 I,jCHEj LH2 AT 0 nEcIREES 1 11,I ! 4r	 A	 mI.-211
LT, ,IUr,




I )r.' F IJ I ;	 GIB `U I	 1^^0	 -	 .X17 LARc;EST FkNCTIn ; ^L	 F(^It01,	 _	 .?u
^ rEtJT	 'J	 [ ivr.r?vl Al:U F Jr. FLUX FLUX*ENERGY PELATIVE
(t . ) oit.1_ATIVE	 uAITS)	 (RELATIVE_ U11ITS) tpICERTAINTY
1. 1+o?u+u7 i.,,90,-u7 2.9047+00 6.2633-02
l.jo9i+u7 3.Ij27b-U7 5.1415+60 4.2367-U2
l.lu3l+u7 7.1945-07 8.372L400 J.2481-02
1. (,4; e +cj 7 1..,,,35u-j6 1 .3391, +O 1 2.6191,-02
9 .37 ju +u(0 2.120o -06 1.9872+01 2.2.223-02
0.+1,7+uu 3.,1302 -U6 2.9084+01 1.a96J-02
7.7u_l+uu `, j944-06 3.926=;+01 100814-02
7.0.)-,,j+16 6.I­ ^38 1)-U6 4.405n+01 1.6319-02
b.4i)tz.)+u5 7.ti30u-06 5.1164+01 1.5551-02
5. y 3 J J +'JU 9.1 o6h-06 5.452'^+O 1 1 . r, 372-02
_).47 ?U+ 9,-16j-0 6 5.4331+U1 1.5604-0?
ti.u7; :+uu 1.,;64j-+i5 5.3994+U1 1.AO47-02
1.109(0-05 5.4131+01 1.3313-02
4.10-, 4 +U6 1. !I U77-J5 5.L, ► 71 rUl 1.3496-02
,5.7u, ,,t-Jo 1.4361-U5 5.419'.'+O1 1.3728-02
3.44:.,^+,,ci 1.0052-J5 5.1571+01 1.4171+-02
3.1eL. 3+00 1.ir,509-u5 5.164c)+O1 1.4173-02
2.607o+,16 1.7609-u5 5.049t+O1 1.4426-02
2,1.) j 	 ,_+uo 1..03c3-u5 4.758`,+O1 1.50613-02
" .4j . ,o+u5 1,F4296-J5 4.6984+U1 1.`i256-U2
2.20t
'
.y +uu 2.1042-U5 4.7441'+U1 1.5263-02
2.6 0 -1,+ U" 2.1'15-u5 4.31991,+01 1.3933-02
1.n3:-+uu 2.1551-J5 4.2467+01 1.4323-02
_	 1	 .^+jJ6 2_.264u-'j5 3,9312+01 1.	 022-02
1.0I^,+uv 2.2blo-05 3.5721+U1 1.6073-02
1.4j$,,:+uo 2.?E55 -u4 3.3236+01 1.ti919-02
1 ..3+^4+ljo 2. P1777-05 3. 059 4 +01 1.7B4,3-02
1. 24 	 ;,+t o 2.349-u5 2.5330+01 2.0055-02
1.1'+1 ._)+,,b 2. ? lf19-05 2.6130+01 1 . 3116-u2
1. u* -+uo 291443-05 2.252n+O1 2.X421-02
9.64	 y+JS 1.,j64-u5 1.9275+01 2.2360-02
8990,7+J5 2.r,4ou--,i5 1.8172+01 2.3695-02
6 . 24,:u +u5 1.,;73,)-u5 1.5440+01 2.7037-02
E-39
, 2.' 11	 , -	 - oh	 rAOLL E36
	
C( -v'Pi1TFU 14-3.1-c,9
`#P_CNu -1 F •, 1,).0 Ii4LHC-S LH2 AT 0 UEGZEFS I15IrJG A 11F-21 1
_LTLL I J,.	 Li1A j	 =	 .U4,L:,S1	 S(A	 IjAR0 LIGHT U ,ITS	 0.87 INCH PRECOLLIti1ATOR
,tltc,I
	 o ta	 LJfIur! ►= u!t	 G	 ; 0 7 	 f.ARGLST	 ,^ACT:Or;^,L	 E r-'HOP_	 .20






1.4cs:;u+u 7 1,4o` t_:	 07 2.1802+00 4.P429 - U2
I.3u"; l +u l 2,7'352-U7 3.659+00 3.5237-02
1.1 ,.)31+u7 4,5609-07 5.330,-.+UO 2.8780-02
1.U4;c +i;7 7.1:,169-u7 7,626f-+00 2.4369-02
9.,; 1 {U+uU 1.27? o -06 1.1927+01 2.0419-02
b.41,	 1 +Ub 1.769.3-U6 1.5171+01 l.P656-02
7.7u,1+u62, 1i7n1 -U6 1.9811+01 1.6809-02
7. U.) 1
-j+ui, 3. ii141 -U6 2.1213+01 1.6683-02
u.4b15+U6 3. 4 777-U6 2.2436+01 1.6638-02
u.9u^5+u6 3.l h04-U6 2.2439+01 1.6962-02
5.41'-'ii+Uo 4. 1114 - O6 2.197E+01 1.7330-02
;i.U73L+u6 4.1662-06 2,1237+01 1.8040-02
4. u2, C+u(i 4.3t)19-U6 2.0186+01 1.5334-02
4.1u',4+uf, 4.,b27-06 1.9001+U1 1.6034-02
.5. -1u -,5+u6 4. t^574-U6 1.6799+01 1.7240-02
3.4G6c. +u6 4,t23u-u6 1.5839+01 1 .7,9 38-02
3. 14, 3+u6 4.uo7,3-06 1.4601+01 l df 542-02
2.bu7u+Uu 4.;749-u6 1.3119+01 1.3628-02
26631,2 +1.16 14.4' °U -u6 1,186`a+01 2.0853-02
2. 1+al3+u6 4,5045-06 1.0629+01 2.2131-02
2.23;19+u6 4,013(-2-06 9.2140+00 2.3845-02
2.uu^- ^+ub 4.1350-06 8.5561+00 2.1654-U2
1 . od,;e_*uo 4, L,795-U6 7.6825+00 2.3029-02
1.7,_•,,^+u6 3.,IU23-06 6.5445+00 2,9090-02
1.57,.;,3+ub 3.3813-U6 5.3401+00 2.'9266-02
1.4').#,:+uu 3...226-06 4.3955+00 3.1582-02
2.',0711-06 3.9063+On 3.3833-02
1#2446 +V6 2.459-u6 3.061L+00 3,8966-02
1.14tu+Uu 2.4236-06 2.7791+00 3.7490-02
l.t,al +uu 2.>79u-06 2.3934+On 4.2164-U2
9.61+^5 1.7.517-06 1.6720+00 5.1130-U2
ts.5Ut,7+u5 1.5090-06 1.3440+00 5.8768-02
h. ­^+#-, O +u5 1.4717-06 1.2130+on 6.4880-02
E-40
RUN T5
	 2-24-bb	 TABLE E37	 CUMPUTEU 4-14-69
FAST NEUTRUiq SPECTRUM FOR EMPTY DEWAR AT 37 DEGREES USING 5-IN. NE-211
UEILCTOR biAS Z .0447 STANUARU LIGHT UNITS
	 0.87 INCH PRLCULLIMATOR
ENERGY RESOLUTION FOR GROUPING = •07	 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = .20 a
NEUIKUN ENERGY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY RELATIVE
(EV) (RELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
1.U24U+07 2.897b-U9 2.9671-02 198187-U1
8.985U+U6 5.0611-09 4.5483-02 1.7756-U1
6914b4+Ub 8.2141-U9 606912-02 194683- U1
794192+Ub 1.5971-08 1.1848-01 1.1179-U1
b.784^+Ob 1191bU-08 1.2999-01 1.0976-01
b.2L82+U6 3.0418-U8 198945-01 9.2909-U2
5.7478+U6 3.0808-08 1.7b77-01 999062-U2
5.3U32+Ub 498923-U8 2.5945-01 8.2829-U2
4.9161+Ob 5.5741-08 297403-01 8.1718-U2
4.4909+Ub b.995b-U8 3.14lb-01 603888-02
4.0477+Ub 1.598/-08 3.0757-01 6.5791-02
3.bb %+Ub 1.096V-07 4.0298-01 508132-U2
393377+Ub 1.46by-07 4.8961-01 5.3086-02
39U5U8+Ob 1.6440-07 5.U17U-01 5.2498-02
2.7994+Ub 1.1378-U7 5.9846-01 498405-U2
2.5778+U6 2.848/-07 7.3434-01 4.4206-02
2.3816+Ub 2.7U34-07 6.4381-01 4.7523-02
292Ubd+U6 3.2248-07 7.1165-01 4.5751-U2
L.U2b8+U6 3.968b-07 8.0436-01 3.7746-02
1.8462+Ub 4.565b-U7 8.4188-01 3.7454-02
1.b88d+U6 5.5223-U7 993261-01 3.6018-02
1.55Ud+Ub 6.383U-07 998975-01 3.5856-U2
1.4e88+06 7.5938-07 1.0850+00 3.4798-U2
1932U6+Ub 9.3333-07 192327+00 393227-02
1.224a+06 9.2272-07 1.1299+00 3.5426-02
1.1"185+U6 190441.-06 1.1784+00 3.2110-02
1.U343+J6 1.243U-Ob 1.2856+00 392176-U2
9.5145+U5 1.2923-06 1.2296+00 3.3372-U2
8.7816+U5 19463U-06 1.2847+00 394041-02







FAST NEUTRON SPECTRUM FOR 2.5 INCHES LH2 AT 37 DEGREES USING A NE-211
UETLLTOR dIAS Z 90447 STANDARD LIGHT UNITS	 0987 INCH PRECOLLIMATOR
cNERGY RESOLUTION FOR GROUPING = •07 	 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = .20
NEUTRON LNtRGY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY RELATIVE
(LV) (RELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
9.UU11+U6 2.95Ub-09 2.6562-02 1.4588-C1
1.7b91+U6 6.7115-09 5.2142-02 1.4220-U1
7.U90b+O6 81316[-09 5.8967-02 1.3690-01
b.4973+06 1.5832-08 190287-01 190383-U1
5.9/55+06 119308-08 1.1537-01 100065-01
5.5141+U6 2.4171-08 103328-01 9.5514-02
5.1041+U6 3.4423-08 197570-01 894089-02
496549+Ob 5.07bU-08 20628-01 690162-02
4.1879+U6 b.3791-08 2.6715-91 597714-02
3.7878+06 8.3231-08 3.152b-0: 593907-02
3.4424+Ub 1.0971-07 3.7787-01 499568-02
3.1422+U6 1.4528-07 4.5b50-01 494997-02
0.8196+Ub 1.7941-07 5.1666-01 492530-02
2.b48b+Ub 2.304,-07 b.1U37-01 3.9659-U2
2.4444+U6 2.487U-07 6.0792-01 4.0071-U2
1.2b29+06 2.981U-07 6.7593-01 398215-02
2.0761+06 3.33UI-07 6.9149-01 393305-02
148891+U6 4.G91b-07 7.7313-01 3.1920-02
1.71b2+Ub 5.2121-07 8.9971-01 2.9902-02
1.5835+06 5.41J4-07 8.5721-01 391443-U2
1.4579+U6 b.0765-07 898589-01 3.1537-02
1.3464+U6 7.4088-07 999767-01 390132-02
1.247b+Ub 7.721U-07 9.6327-01 3.1366-U2
1.1489+Ub 9.2570-07 19Ob36+00 2.7482-U2
1.0512+Ub 1.0053-06 190578+00 2.8938-U1
9.b121+U5 1.1094-06 1.0730+00 2.9146-02
d.9111+U5 1.2719-06 1.1347+00 2.9384-U2
8.2544+U5 1.3381-06 1.1050+00 391431-U2
7.6597+05 1.5981-06 1.2242+00 3.1794-02
E-42
REI N I 	 - 4-.)5	 rAbLE L39	 Co,*PtjTrD 4-14-r.9
r $,SI AE JT ii' .v .1r L.0 f R'J I FO', 4.--) I iCHFS LH;^) AT 37 DEGf2 Gr S RI SING A I,E-21 1
L;LTr_C 101% d; AS = .0++7 ST Awi, AK,J LIGHT UNITS	 0.87 INCH PRECOLLTMATnR
L ,.EK r,Y , ct:j `', f IuN Fuit GWA UPI , 46 = . 07	 LARI; ` ST FRACTIOr .IAL ERkON = . ^10
hLuTiNO ! 4	 L-„_RvY ALUf-4J ?J FLUX FL,JX *E"F-RGY 7RELATIVE
(L- , 	) (oiELA I ILVE	 Ui4ITS ) (RELATIVE.	 UNITS) UrICERTAIHTy
l . Uo', b+u7 H. `i0hd-10 9.551 -03 119996-01
6.961	 U+uu 2. -? 085-09 2.6672-02 1.6618 - 01
9.14 • ,4 +06 3.')J92-U9 3.1842-02 1.544A-01
7.41 4.-, +uri 5.,;735-09 4.1345-02 113691-U1
h.7 j , ;j+uu 9.7664-09 6.6259-02 1.0806-01
6.al2_,,^+,ju 1.5182-UB 8.2100-02 9.9310-02
5.7.)76+u6 1.71)7u-U3 9.7944-02 9.3157-02
5.30,.4+ub 2.511-08 1.3529-01 7.9838-02
4 .9it:l+Jb 3.?446-08 1.6442-01 7.3182-02
4.4 •ir_9 +U lu 4.5333-08 2.0359-01 5.4781-02
4.1)47 /+u6 5.5tb94 - u 8 2.2543-01 5.2841-02
3.r-)o71+ub 7.1)893-J8 2.7816-01 4.3171-U2
3.35 '? /+u6 1.)262-U7 3.11251-01 4.3570-02
3.OD ,o+ ub 1.1944-U7 3.6439-U1 4.2306-02
2.	 9 1 4+uu 1.5141-07 4.2386-01 3.9478-02
2. !j /7:-)+ uo
, 
;>d93-U7 4.3547-01 3.9509-07
2.36i ^j+J6 2.1!)95-07 5.023'-01 3.6897-02
2. ,,u2b-07 5.3021-01 3.6357-02
1.62 i ,q+uL 2.-^77b-07 5.9323-01 3.0418-02
1 .11 +:,2+Ut, 3.1766-0 5.8650-01 3.0834-02
1,66 . d+U(s 3.5295-07 5.9606-01 3.0937-02
1 .5j :'u+iju 4. lu i+5-U7 6.4575-01 3.n446-02
1.46,0+J6 4.1757-07 6.3949-01 3.1162-02
5.;!406-07 6.9214-01 3.0503-02
1.2,^-. = +u 5.•,45t.)-07 6.9130-01 3.1147-02
1.12	 ,+u6 6.?33b-07 7.0345-01 2.=583-02
7. f ;U66 -07 7.2469-01 2.9497-02




i(ON 1 	 -2-,A6	 TABLE E4o	 Cor,PuTFU 4-14-69
► ,kS1 14LLl ll , i ^)PLCriio;• • F,)-i lu.b 1f4CHES LH2 AT 67 L)EGREES HSIr ► r: A hE-211
-LTLC I ul, .,1 AS = .0 +47 SI PNDARU LIGHT UPIITS 	 O.F+7 INCH PPECOLL IHATOR
r. C ► .;,r i\L:;o.:LUIICN' Fuf- Gi l (U P lf 4 v = .07	 LARGEST 17 RACTIOIIAL f- p jtoj\ = -20
i+LUTIWIN L( ► LKOY NLOTitX) FLUX FL;)X*Et,ERGY RFLATTVE
(t„) (t E: LrTIVE	 UNITS) ( RELATIVE:	 UNITS) Ut ► CERTAPITY
6.77: 1+,jo 1.,U37-U9 1.3181,-02 1.8171-01
7.7c) •,1+ub 3.,EU9y-09 2.4938-02 1.5201-01
7.09,!!,+kjc. 5.1.451-09 3,6482-02 1.2434-01
6.4 y7,^tu6 7.5586-0 4.9112-02 1.0865-01
5.9 7-b4 u6 1,()213-08 6. 102E--02 9,8501-02
5. 51,1+uo 103926-08 7.6600-02 8.8927-02
S.lU..^+ub 1.7761-08 9.0651;-02 P.2744-02
4.bb49+u6 2.2142-08 1.0307-01 6.44A2-02
4.1079+,16 3,2594-08 1.3650-01 5.6561-02
3.7d7;;+t-.b 3,9UO4-U8 1.4774-01 5.5014-02
3.44, 4t ub 5. q u55-U8 1.860P.-01 4, 9162-02
3.14,,+u6 6.)7	 4-u8 1.9084-01 4.8525-02
, 61kJo+u6 7.1160-U8 2.0520-01 4.7112-02
2.b4,f"O+Ub 8,7349-U8 2.3135-01 4.4798-02
2.4444+ub 1.o23u-U7 2.500b-01 4.3390-02
2.21,; • 9+u6 1.(-:.21-07 2.360b-01 4.4883-02
2.U7t,1+u6 1.2497-07 2.5945-01 3.7799-02
l.hts c,l+t u 1.4174-07 2.677E-01 3.7719-02
1.72i,"c.+uh I.r,961-07 2.927L-01 3.6402-02
1.5b.^b+u6 1.i_613-07 2.9474-01 3.7247-02
1.4o79+uU 1.5461-U7 2.6914-U1 3.9960-02
1.64c.o+uv 1.9656-U7 2.6469-U1 4.0913-02
1 . G4'Tr +^h 2.2236-07 2,7742-01 4.0845--02
1.14,9+ub 2.3601-07 2.7345-U1 3.7921-02
1.0022+UG 2.5068-07 2.6377-01 4.0[21-02
9.o7r1 +u5 2.0,983-97 2.509P-01 4.1691-02
E-44
lwN Ti TAbLL E41 CO"PI_iTFU	 n-21-s^.9
.lITLI1-,E.,I0 0 L	 -.E,.,TWl'j `)PLC 1E'Ur,	 FOR 13,0-1NCHE.S	 LH2 AT	 7a	 l EG pf7 E_S	 i!`I".,
ULILCIGK	 LO . ,N,,SLI) 	u F 	i%	 b4C-PARAFFIN DISK	 l,rjD	 A NE-226
	
`,CII.TILLATOP
t ^^E.r •.^Y	 ^^E_5__ L ul IvF. Fu ll	 tt^.,uF'llt y 	=b ?U	 LARbEST c,FRACTIOI;AL E RkO, 	 =	 .?0
I+kUT, , uI,	 LIdLki,Y ,•tLUT. <UII 	FLUX FL,jX*EtlERGY NELATIVE
(E l ' ) (r.ELAIIV'E.	 UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) Ut;CERTAlNly
201i^1^,,+u6 7,^-,37o-U7 1,7394+00 5.QO38-02
1.6u,5+u6 1.lo50-U6 1.9356+00 5.5910-02
lee-9— J +L:, 6 1..375U-06 1.7742+00 6.0423-0?
9.3o?t,+u5 2,;1979-06 2.3390+00 3.7910-02
6.47;9+u5 4,;IU?h-u6 2.590E+00 3.7377-02
4.7S;r y +u5 5. r•98o-06 2.796r+00 4.0200-02
3.be.iu+,;5 7.113-U6 2,6109+00 4.7151-02
2. 7i;oL) + Il j 9.1)700—U6 2.5959+00 4,1569-02
2.uu; •y+u5 1,=61U-05 2.7259+00 4,7853-02
1. 1 ,.5 ,24+u5 1.,4ho6 -05 3.0492+00 5.2946-02





ikurj 14	 lo-otj	 TABLE E42	 COYPUTEU (.-23-r.9
j,qtLh,iit.jI„ft +EuT(h014 SPtrT}lUM FOR :U,5 -I"JCHES LFt2 AT 7 1; . -,REE.S I!SI ^1 r,
L1L1LC l UK LQ-,,P05L0 01" /k i3 u C -PARAFF 1N DISK ,%IJU A NE - 226 SCI r JTILLf TnR
t_ . + EK(joY nE_^ ..u11um FOR G!MPII ,4t,, = P.O. 	 LARGFST FRACTI iAL F."PPM = .^i)
I.LUTi ;OG++	 LNtiluY -JLui-tON	 FLUX FL'.)X*E'IERGY RELATIVE
(L. ) (RELA1 IVE	 uljITS) MLLATIVE	 UNITS) i1-ICERTAINTI
9..3969-07 2.0855+00 5.3202-02
i.uul5+ut, 1.3237-06 2.199+00 5.1757-02
1.29„,^+uh 1,7317-J6 2.2344+00 5.3127-02
9.3u7o4u5 2.7989-06 2,6219+00 3.9610-02
6.4!	 9+u5 4.3555-06 2.8193+00 3.5232-02
4.7u^9 +u:i 7,2567-U6 3,4395+00 3,5930-02
3.bt,;o+v5 8.4o49 - U6 3,064E+00 4.2930-02
2,71,-_;,tu`) 1.3116-05 3.5577+00 3.5313-02
2.uu,b +ub 1.7120-U5 3.4290+00 4.2111-02
1.5J , ,++u5 1.?U74-05 2.9363+00 5.3082-02
1.1744+x;, 1.7564-05 2.0715+UO 5.9954-02
`4.U0s+U4 1,f"?-50-i 5 1.6449+00 1.4255-02
6.9 '? 35+u4 1.2n66-05 8.77A3-01 9.8295-02
b. 3t); l ..',Y,bt3-U5 7.4222-U12-0 1. 1P15-01
E-46
t%uN fu	 -1 /-uE	 TABL E43	 Cl), PUTrU E•-21-69
l,iTLrALj1N;L ijtJTr;Oi4 ,P El TR Ui ,l FJR 7.0-I',CHF 3 LH2 AT 78 DF SRErS i:Slrlr7
OLTL.CIUr< LJ,NvSEJ Jr A U4C -NAIAFFIH DISK AiIU A NE-226 SCI;ITILLr!Tnf^
a	 L^^EKE^Y ^.cS.,LUTI^.^1 FUR Giwir' 1 4J = .20	 LARGEST FRACTIOr;AL EPttO r- _ .20
14 ELJTi%J i 4	 Li+tN.,;Y NL UTiOl. FLUX FL,1XsE'4ER(-^Y
E	 (L,)
F
(KFLATIJE	 u;jITS) (RELATIVE UNITS)
2.2i;J+Jh 8,o9s2-07 1.9304+00
1.0015+U6 1. Q84u -06 1.1011+UO
1.29 J+ub 2.1274-06 2.7450+00
^.3u7u+U5 3.)00,j-06 3.2797+00
0.47,'9+u5 4.,200-06 3.1205+00
4.73 r) g+UJ 7.2-387-U6 3.4311+00
3.u4,:u+u5 1.•;J343-U5 3.744A+00
2.71. 0 ,+U5 1.Gn15-05 3.2591+00
2.0u; y+ , i5 1.1169-05 2.2370+00














!ul^ I ^	 -17-.^	 TAbLE L44	 CnrlPl1TFU
:,.Icri^^E^lr,'L ^f "•.!T,tn + 5PELIRLit FOR 4.5-I dCIIEr 012 AT 78 ;)FGRErS 1!SIt15
r^ 0t i LC I Oit ^,Ua^l' ESL') OF A 64L -I'A,0FFIN DISK Pt,U A NE-226 ';CI r :TII.i,t Tnq
L- i.Ehuf tlt^.^.^_'^ I^r, rvri Gk0OPlti6 = .2u	 LARvEST FRACTIOt:,lL EPPO!• _ -10
I.L u1:cu.^	 L li iZ.,Y '•^IJT -Jf I	 FLJA FL ) X *EI ORGY
(L.) (:«LAT:VF	 l; ]ITS) (RLLATIVE UNITS)
^.^:1 ;u+uo 1.`914 - 06 3.5316 +u0
1.uo,S+U6 2.,31b-U6 4.3722+00
1.?9 , ,)+.1b 3. 173b- 06 4, 094b+UO
0.3uiu+jb 6.A92-U6 5-6292+00
6.41, y+u:, N.';ol9-U6 5.5550+00
4.73<_: g+u1 1.34,10 -05 6.6264+00
3. me . :o+v5 1. ic)9d-U5 7.1282+00
2. I1, ;!+.lb 2.,:705-05 7.7862+00
2. u0; 9+,;:1 3.601 - 05 7.9117+00
1 .5r 44 -'b `:,. •%686 - J5 9.0640+00
1.17 ,14+u5 6. )J9u -05 8.1834+00
9. Ul:z.,,+;,4 9.',521-05 8.609h+00
6.yc•^;,+j4 1.'651-04 7.519Z+00
5.35L u4j4 1.1357-u4 7.683?+00
4.17,_;_,+ U4 0..'44.!-05 3.9573+00
3.21'1 ;+.!4 2.2`)23-U4 7.5130+00
L.b'J',4+14 4. ;j17-04 1.0536+01
c.uJ	 4+ i t+ 2._)256-04 5.1789+00

























, • ull T IO	 •-17-c.5 	TAOLE E45	 CO"PUTED ► .-21-0
114TLl0-lEu1.+ T ,. ,^ t1T t'J I -F L'- ,mur/ FOR 2.5-I-ICHFS 0 4 2 AT 78 uF GRLES jSItJ
A DLTLC oR L - PUSEJ OF n 34C-PARAFFIN DISK AIUD A WE-226 SCIIITII-LATOR
^i^Eh^•1' i:E:a,. LUli^ll FUR C110UPI146 = .2U	 LARGEST FRACTIO^SAL ERROP = .20




2.21 . 3+uti 2.f,2-87-06 4.5023+00
10(,ulb+ub 2.	 927-06 4.307F;+On
1.29 S+uu 3.1j660- 06 5.1431+00
9.6t) 76+u5 6.7189-06 6.2940+00
0.4 /:1 9+,J t) 1. U5bb- 05 6.8393+00
It.7,),)9+u5 1.7953-05 8.5095+00
3.ue:,o+,;5 2.,',644-05 8.6330+00
1.71,z)+u5 3.,1792- 05 U.4373+00
2.uu; 9 +u5 5.2284-05 1.0472+01
1.53 •,4+u5 6.';741)-u5 1.0120+01
1.17	 4+ut) o.-,961-U5 9.7841++00
9.u1'3 +u i1 1.;-'+51-04 1.122Z+01
u. 94: . 1.:671-04 7.8795+00
5.33) '
 U +u ,+ 1.654u-04 8.8554+00























,%.JN T11	 1 /-LL,	 TA8LF E46	 cl„- ;JTCy ^.-2r,-69
lwTc.,;,.,E,ji3OL ,j
	
..jT^W,4 -iPLCTRU, FOR EMPTY LH2 [)EwAR AT 7$1 nErkFES i)ST^I(-
UL-ILLI ur< 	A d4C-NAt0FFI4 DISK 1414U A NE-226 SCIrjT1LU+TOF'
,%Lj LUII,AJ F (J rt G r< " 'JPING = .? U 	 LARCaEST FRACTIOr:AL ERHOP = .?0
ivtUTi\uiv	 cP., RAY IJLUr ,urI	 FLUX rL,1X*EljERGY
(L.) (,\'f=L-ATIVF	 u-JITS) (RCLATIVE UNITS)
2. Ll I3+ub 2,;,d59-u6 6.4047+00
1 .Oo lb+uU 5,x',645-U6 9.7439+00
1.z9 ^J +,10 7,1834-06 1.0307+01
9.3070+, 5 1. .^1c32 -05 1.234&+O1
b.wl;,y+u:, 2.. J35 -U5 1.4923+01
4.7.519+u5 4,1197-05 1.9527+01
3.02.;b +u,i 4.9o07-u5 1.7961+01
























-I i-t- f+	 TAMLE '_47	 COMPUTFD t>-23-69
Ii4TLK,"lEL,1JiiL i+LuTil'14 SPECTPU4 FOR 13.U -INCH r-S LH2 AT 53 DEGREES IISI'J(;
^ ULTLC I ui( LO.-P,,SLl O F ,% 34C-PARAFFIN DISK ANU A NE-226 SCI JTILLA.T')R
+Lrc;r' ^E^, L^iI IJ;d FuR G,6 UPIN6 = .20	 LARGEST FRACTIONAL CPH01 ,. = -10
IiLuTAUIJ	 LlILROY i1LUfPJ'J	 FLUX FLJY*EIILRGY
( L	•) (j<cLA(IVF	 Ui4ITS) (RELATIVC UNITS)
2.ct)J+ub 5.n523-U7 1.1213+00
1 .bu: Jt^ ti 1.SU32-J6 2.165'+00
1.29,.E+Jb 1. )b3U-J6 2.1329+00
9.Ju7u+u5 2.6546-06 2.4867+00
0.47,^9+0 5 31584o-J6 2.3203+00
4.'7a n9+u5 5.0418-06 2.7690+00
3.b,!•..u+u5 5.9623-06 2.1587+00
2.711"5+u5 8.,^502-u6 2.2379+U0
2.0U-=y+;,5 1. -776-U5 2.7592+00
1.5j , 4+05 1.1451-05 1.7637+00
















?'Jrd 115	 :.-1 I -uE,	 TABLE E43	 CO"Pl ITF(J t -21-s,cl
JL-f ; . iti l r{ I L
	 z)P^ L TPU j FOR 10 . 5-I NCHk S L H2 AT 5 1 nE ,31rFt.S I ISI'JG
.k L)LTLC I Uri	 ')^- % S %;C-PARAFFIN DISK AtJD A NE-?26 c,CIIJTILL ATOP
L- 4EI,L- r	 FuK G:(0 JPliti(7 = . 2J	 LARGEST FRACTIO , ; tL EPH01 , = .,n
+^	 1 nu +^ 	 LI'J^!;UY 1LU f ?uN FLUX FLjX*EhEkGY
(t.) (1\LL.AriVE	 UIjITS) ( RELATIVE.	 UNITS)
2.21';3+u6 8,.194j-u7 1.796++00
1.6615+06 1.3043-06 2.1671+00
1.21 ,6+Jb 2. oti66-U6 2.666 ,+00
9.30 •; U +US 3.+;128-06 2.8223+00
o.,+',.9+(15 4.1904-U6 2.7124+00
4.73 ;)9+U5 6.7846-06 3.2157+00
3.62 ;t)+u5 9.	 )66-J6 3.3660+00
2.71 f t,t05 8.9633-i6 2.4313+00
2.0u •)9+05 1.109u- u5 2.2212+00
1.Dj94+u5 1.5236-u5 2.3454+00
1.1 7<)++05 9,;)16b-06 1.0705+00
















ItUN Tv-)	 ^-1 -ut+	 TABLE E49	 CU'•+Pi,TFU
jt4TLtZHl .jl ,1 ; L. Jl :'J NJ l A SP L CTRU,,i FUR 7. 0 - I gCNES L112 AT 53 DEGREES i ,S IrJG
JA uL f,-c i Ui < ct), ir'USE'9 ) ir .j J4C -N AilAF'F1N DISK Ar4D A NE-226 SCIiJT1LLATOR
L +EHuY t^tJ )LUI IUN FWi Vi6UN1tJv = . 20	 LARr,EST FRACTIO PkJaL E"PROS , = .^0
i4LJTMJ-J L NLRuY ALUTION FL,;< FLUX*ENERGY RELATIVE
(L-,.) (RELATI 3 E UNITS) :RELATIVE UNITS) 1r!CERTAIfJTY
2.2i^^+JO 1.1152-05 2.,4750+00 4.P570-02
1.5:iJ+Ub 1.E31368-06 2.8026+00 4.5601-02
1.2-)k,;+U6 2.0732-06 3.8363+00 4.0327-02
9.3u7u+05 4.5147-U6 4.2292+00 2.7844-02
6.41;-9+,15 7.7350-06 5.006b+00 2.6530-02
4. i3,,,,-'J+u5 1.131Y-U5 5.3651+00 2.P550-02
3.u2ru+u5 1.,975-05 5.4218+00 3.2062-02
2.715+U5 1.7753-05 4.8155+00 3.0073-02
2.OJ.e.4+u5 2.2311-05 4.4687+00 3.6768-U2
1.53)4+U5 2.')lJ5U-J5 4.4720+00 4.2808-02
1.1 1 , ) 4 +u5 3.7o28-05 4.u376+00 4.1079-02
9.01_^J+U'+ 4.2764 -05 3.8544+00 5.2015-02
u.9r_ ^5 +u4 4.5:103-U5 3.1185+00 5.2668-02
5.35,_ U{ U4 4.''431-05 2.6455+00 6.5724-02
4. 17r,fj, 4.2+2e-U5 1.7702+00 7.3841-02
3.21'; -)	 1J4 4.:+11e-U5 1.609f,+00 1.0758-01
2.bU`1 4+u4 9.9u9L-U6 2.5924-01 1.0827-01
2. J3u t++u4 7.'4593-05 1.5295+00 8.2423-02
E-53
;^JIJ T1 I	 TAOLE E50	 CO'^PUTFU f)-2r--r,9
I,JT^,^.lt^l.+?:. JLuTrZV r SPr.'. fNUi•i FOR 4.5-I'JCHES 1- 11 2 AT 53 CrGREFS I;SIfI,,
A JL-fL(;IUrt C^.i^^Il'^,tJOF A u4k.-NAr?AFFIrJ DISK .a!vU A NE-226 SCII)TILLATOQ
,_i,Enr>r <<-^.il_UTI^(I Full GK).1PI^JU = . ?_U	 LARGEST FRACTIOcInL EPROF^ - .?0
toLU f.w,d
	 ciJut:,Y [ ,I;Uf-:JI J 	FLUB( FLLJX*Fr,E=KGY RELATIVF
(^;) (i(t:LATT JE	 J'IITS) (REL4TIVL	 WIITS) iii ICERTA111TY
2.21,E+U6 1.^72d-U6 3,4905+UJ 6.2.932-02
1 .60:5 +U6 2,c+709-06 4,1051-++UO 5.7977-02
1.29,3 +ub 4,;1822-k)6 5.2673+00 5,2.963-02
9.30'1c, +u3 6,-w12-06 6.4460+00 3.4690-U2
o.47L9+J5 1.1514-U5 7,4529+00 3.3352-02
4.7.5()9+U 1 5 1. )66 8 -U5 9.4172+00 3.3150-02
^.^2,^+J5 2,f,787•-U5 9.6985+00 3.6911-02
2.71;'5+U5 3.3+97-U5 9.11346+00 3.3567-02
2.UU29+u5 3.6654-05 7.7420+00 4.3093-02
1.5,5,',,++i,3 5.2x)02-U5 8,0976+00 4.8832-02
1. 1794+U5 6.;;271-U5 7.4622+00 4.6912-U2
9.U13L+U4 8,-,,+25-U5 7.7897+00 5.6705-02
a.9e?' )+U4 S. D020-U5 5.9469+00 5.90AO-02
b.3i,.0+u4 9.	 764-U5 5.3404+00 7.0273-02
4.11 L0+U4 1,T3165 -04 6.745'+00 5.A920--02
3.277j+u4 J.,+Ulb-04 5,9047+00 7,A923-02
2. uJ:;4+u4 2, `,,u41 - (14 6.6677+00 7.,3934 - 02
2. UJ1;4+J4 2. t)- +9L,-04 5, 4 31 S +On 6. h367 -L)2
1 .614j+U4 3. ;,l U67-u4 4.8537+00 7.1)682-02
1.47,S,.:+U4 3.5760-U4 4.5530+00 7,7152-02
1.UU,J +U4 5.4921-U4 5.5377+00 7.n594-02
E-54
i%JN	 'I .:U	 Z- lb -ut) PABLE E.51 CO'-PUTFO t
1i+TLwv-Ljl/%lL
	
NEUTROoj	 ;,PECTKU , 4	 FOR	 13.0- 11 ,ICHFS
	
L 1 12	 AT 37	 ;)E,P' C'ES	 i,SI'+r.
A	 UL I LC[ U i(	 uO,APj St)	 01.	 A	 i14C- PARAFFIN DISK	 Nt1u A	 NE- 2 26 SC111TILLATO"
^^+t1<<,Y	 J%L'.^. LU1Ij t 1 Fw(	 GrJOLirIIIG	 z	 • p o LARGEST FRACTIO-jAL E=RkOk = 	 .?0
14L_UT <ui4	 LIjLRvY t1LUT«Utd FLUX FLUX*Ef'ERGY RELATIVE
(r;EL .ATIVF	 UNITS)	 ( PLLATIVE = UNITS) UrJCERTAItlTy
2.Cl ,,j+U6 1.39Ab-U6 3.1044+00 5.8026-U2
1. oult, +Ub 1,9U28-U6 3.1615+00 5.7448-02
1.29f.J+ua 2.4501-U6 3.1614+00 5.Q444 -02
9.3u76+ob 3. 1504-r,6 C99512+00 4.4108-02
6.47,, y+u5 3.7396-06 2.4206+00 5.0637-02
4.7399+u;, 4.b642-U6 2.2203+00 5.0028-U2
3.61(.0+v5 5.1583-U6 1.8676+00 7.2932-02
2.71rb+u5 5.?125-06 1.4139+00 7.4744-02
2.Oi1, y+u5 6.0379-u6 1.2093+00 9.2450-U2
_	 1.5u ^4 +u5 5.762u-06 819U08-01 1.2804-U1
1.174+u5 6.r,435-U6 7.8353-01 1.3245-01
9.U1+.,^+u4 1.1554-U5 1.0414+00 1.3131-01
E-55
i;uN F21	 10-ob	 TAbLE E52	 C0VP11TEU 6-2C.-c9
1,4TLRI.EuIN7L i , LvTf;O f + SPLCTF?U!1 FOR 1U,5-INCHF"S LH2 AT 37 t)EGRFES I,SI'Ir,
,k OLTr-C IO)t ^,umPQSLD OF A H4L-PARAFFIN DISK AN[) A NE -226 rCII:TIL0T0P
LioLI<<,l	 Full GH , -^uPIiJG _ .20	 LARbEST FRACTIO', f L E PF'OF = .n0
o,LU1r1014	 t!ILR,,Y 14LUTPOPI	 FLUX FLUX *Et•IERGY
(c -- ) (kLLATIVE okITS) (RELATIVE UNITS)
2.211-+;, +ub 1.4952-u6 3.3183+00
1,6u,;,+U6 2.166U -u6 3.5988+00
1,29,64 U 6 2.6912-u6 3.7305+06
9.jo7u+^,5 4.223u - 06 3.9559+UO
c. y 7,Y+u5 5,Zb29-U6 3.4714+00
4.7.'S r,7+u5 6.9532-06 3.2957+UO
3,bZS,o+U5 7.3386- U6 2.6570+00
2.71;;,+uS 9,1542-U6 2.4844+00
2.UU,.1 9+u5 1.e_1215-u5 2,4465+00




















CO"P^JTFU f ? 5- 91^
,IdTLHI-iE,IATL wEvTKOii bPLcT F.uhl FOR 7.0-I'JCHES LH2 AT 37 DEGREES
t, ULTLCIOt^ LuioP%, , SEJ Uf y E14L-PARAFFIt) DISK I^t;O A NE-226 SCItdTILLATOh




Ivt.UTKU;4	 LfJLRt-Y NLUMUN FLUX FLUX*EtJERGY
(L•.	 ) 0rELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE 	 UNITS)
2..21 , )3+u6 ?.b22.5-06 5.8201+00
l.obl5+u6 3.5953-06 6.1397+00
1.29 3+u6 5.0556-U6 6.5232+00
9.3a7u+u5 b,c513-06 7.5421+00
b.4/, y+u5 1.iU46-05 7.1500+00
4. /J'i9+u5 l.hu97-U5 7.6296+00
3064"b+u5 1.9165-U5 6.9389+00
2.71^:J+uS 2. 0490-05 5.5579+00
2.uU^ q+US 2.6167-05 5.3612+00
1.5.i94+U5 3.3:523-u5 5.1297+00
1 .1 1. 4+Jb 3. ^,bl b-05 4.3185+00
7.9114+u4 4..)494-U3 3.2279+00
4.2b74 +u4 2.5263-U5 1.0781+00
._'.Ub, 4+u4 7.tl.43U-U5 1.5126+00
1.14;u+U4 1.^376-U4 1.4119+00
b.4d()U +U3 3.	 284-U4 2.0939+00
3.21 4,9+U:) 4.1225-U4 1.3394+UO
























	 TABLE E54	 COMPUTEU b-25-69
INTERMEDIATE NEUTRON SPECTRUM FOR 4.5-INCHES LH2 AT 37 DEGREES USING
A DETECTOR COMPOSEU OF A 84 1.-PARAFFIN DISK AND A NE-226 SCINTILLAT%R
ENERGY RESULUTION FOR GROUPING = • 20	 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = .2U
NEUTRON ENERGY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY RELATIVE
(EV) (RELATIVE UNI TS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
2.2193+U6 3.3158-06 7.3588+00 3.4155-02
1.6615+06 4.8715-06 8*094U+00 392544-02
102903+06 7.796J-06 1*OU56+01 390217-02
9.3676+U5 1*24b2-05 191674+01 ?.0229-U2
6.4729+05 1*970b-05 192755+01 2.0111-02
497399+U5 2.921/-05 193849+01 2.1595-02
J * bl0o+U5 3.6859-05 1.3345+01 294842-U2
2.7125+U5 3.9148-05 100619+01 2.4689-02
29UU29+05 4.77bU-05 995659+00 3.0350-02
105,594+05 5.32bU-05 801988+00 398473-02
1.1794+05 5.6141-05 6*621J+00 4.0696-02
9.0133+04 7.2718-05 6.5597+00 498633-02
6.9295+04 7.3641-05 5*1027+00 5.0125-02
5.3520+U4 7.89UJ-05 4.2229+00 6*1898-02
4.1726+U4 7.6689-05 3.2U01+00 6.6637-U2
3.2775+U4 1.1953-04 3.9176+00 7*3681-U2
2.b0U4+U4 7.9942-05 2*0788+00 1*1918-01
2-.ObU4+U4 1.164/-04 2.3881+00 891759-02
1.3592+U4 2.2541-05 3*0b39-01 1*8634-01
E-58
RUN T24	 4-19-bb	 TABLE E55
	
COMPUTED 6-25-69
INTLRMEDIATL NEUTRON SPECTRUM FOR 2.5-INCHES LH2 AT 37 DEGREES	 .^SIN6
A UETECTOK COMPOSEU OF A 84L-PARAFFIN DISK AND A NE-226 SCINTILLATOK
ENEKbY RESULUTION FOR GROUPING = .20 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = .2U
NEUTRON ENERGY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY RELATIVL
(LV) (RELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
2.2194+96 3.7510-06 893246+00 3.0236-02
1.6615+Ub 5.863b-06 9.7424+00 2.7931-U2
102904+U6 8.6057-06 1.1104+01 297079-02
9.367b+U5 1.5113-05 1.4157+01 1.7351-02
6.4/29+U5 2.6743-05 197298+01 196294-02
4.7399+05 4.3041-05 200401+01 1.6804-02
3062Ub+U5 5.3733-05 199455+01 199424-02
2.7125+U5 6.3214-05 1.7163+01 198317-02
2.OU29+U5 7.58lb-05 1.5185+01 222843-02
1.5394+U5 9.2041-05 194169+01 2.7437-02
191794+US 9.5349-05 1.1245+01 1.9460-02
9.0133+U4 1.1786-04 190622+01 395847-02
b.949:)+U4 1.0841-04 7.513U+00 399193-02
5.3520+04 1.4971-04 8.0125+00 4.2524-U2
4.1728+U4 1.344b-04 506116+00 4.7522-U2
392775+U4 2.1051-04 6.8995+00 593164-02
296UU4+U4 293146-04 690189+00 6.6285-U2
2.0504+U4 2.7273-04 595921+00 4.9975-02
1.6143+U4 3.2161-04 5.1911+00 597620-02
1.1/32+u4 2.7559-04 3.5U88+00 696082-02
l.UU83+04 4.1143-04 4.1484+00 6.2403-02
8.0292+03 8.9448-04 7.1820+00 6.1476-02
b.3844+U3 6.69/U-04 492756+00 7.8039-U2
5.0443+U3 9.2914-04 4.6899+00 694712-U2
4.0034+03 6.5301-04 2.6143+00 8.7171-02
3.1979+U3 6.7609-04 291621+00 899016-02
2.5453+03 192146-03 3.0913+OU 7.34U3-02
2.U24a+U3 1.5519-03 3.1423+00 7.47U2-U2
l.bl49+U3 3.3079-03 593419+00 597774-U2
1.2884+03 3.7758-03 4.8647+OU 693500-U2
1.Ue14+03 5.08bb-03 59226U+00 6.1176-02
NIT 5 AT INTERNAL SEGUENCE NUMBER 0103PLOCATION 014000
sw-
E-59
3,%uA 12`	 1':^ -ub 	TABLE E56	 COr,PUTFD 6-2o,-f,9
i i%< i•It,jIk ft JL01 ON SPtC fRu, ,1 FOR EMPTY LH2 OEWAR AT 37 CEGkEES LiSIN(,
L)LTr-Cfk t LJ, ,IPjSEU OF A 34C-PARAFFIN DISK AND A NE-226 SCINTILLATOR
Ll -t: t Of I%LJ I ..IJ1 ION FOR Gr^uUPIIJO = .20 	 LARGEST FRACTIOnIAL ERR0P = .2n
,4c- ,jT,WN	 L, Ir_R,7Y rit:U mON FLUB( FL,.JX*ErIERGY
(K) (^FLATIVF	 UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS)
2.Gl9,5+u6 4.1b21-Ub 9.2369+U0








1.5.x;4 +0a 9.?5139-U5 1.4253+01
1.11 •;4 +u5 9.ij77U-U5 1.070,5+01
9.013,;+u4 9.2+17-u5 8.3298+00
6.9295+04 8.e992-05 6.1667+00




















. -1'j-66	 TABLE E57	 CO"IPUTFD 6- 2r, -f,9
Ii ,4TLkME:LjINrL ,iEUTRJ,- 'J'PL;:TRU;•i FUR 13,0 INCHES LH2 AT 15 DEGRFE.S USING
A ULIECiGrt G0i•,F)vSEL) 'JF A 04C-PARAFFIN DISK AMU A NE-226 SCIIJTILLATOR7	 L F-mil tES0LUII6r4 FUI( GHGJPIiJU = .20 	 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = . ,30
I+L- U TmUI4	 JJLRvY HLUT,(OH FLUB( FLuX*Er:ERGY
(L 4 ) (RELATIVE	 UidITS) (RELATIVE UNITS)

































CO M POTEU r _?`^-^Q
1iITG,,•itu1H7r-
 i+E:',)TK O It SPLuTRUtA FUR 10, 5 - I : JCHF_ 5 LH2 AT 15 r)EGRFES i'SI11n,
A ULILCtUt( %,Ui-1PoSL) OF A H4C-PARAFFIN DISK AND A NE-226 SCIriTILLATO,^
L„Ek2Y -Ikj(;LUI1Ut. Fuf( GRjUPli4U _ 920	 LARGEST FRACTIOWL FPROk _ .-30
4LUT^Ui4 c.hLRti	 Y NLLITrtW4	 FLUX FLiJX*Er.!ERGY RELATIVF
(L;) (t<LLATIVE	 UIJITS) (RELATIVE	 UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
2.219,)+UE3 5.2632-06 1.16A1+01 3.1114-U2
1.001j+ub 6.)bq 3-U6 1.0117+01 3.3406-02
1.29,a+U6 7.F,946-06 9.92A3+00 3.4900-02
9.3b7o+05 9.2142-06 8.6315+00 2.6958-U2
0.4129+U5 1.U079-U5 6.5240+00 3.2075-02
4.7jy9+u5 1.2944-U5 6.135:,+00 3.7242-02
3.6,!!jb+u5 1.2655-05 4.5819+00 4.8622-02
2.71'f 5+u5 1.2750-05 3.4584+00 4.Q447-02
2. (iu,- 9+„5 1.-'43b-U5 3.6925+00 5.5815-U2
1.5jn !4+u5 2.1255-U5 3.2720+00 6.9505-02
1.1 / r)4+U5 1,,i737-U5 2.2098+00 8.0064-02
990133+U4 2.7b45-U5 2.4917+00 9.2848-U2
6 * 9-e9b+u4 1. `j795-U5 1.0945+00 1.2309-01
5.35;-, u +L)4 2.:-7)h11 -U5 1.3814+00 1.?034-01
E-62
ftUIJ 1 -, 9	 ; - 1 -ub	 TABLE E59	 Co*iPuTED o-25-59
XIJLRmEjlATL .+EUTK014 SP A ' TIt(,,,, FOR 7.0-If,ICHES LH2 AT 15 DEGREES USING
A (JLTLC IUr(
	
Or 1% c34L-E' ;AFFIN DISK AP -D A NE-226 SCIPITILLATOR
^
	 ^E ^J ^LU(IUW FU!t Grt.X lPlljb = .20	 LARGEST FRACTIOiJAL EPROk = .20
I +L UTiWN	 L,Jt: RuY IJt UT;?QN FLUX FLUX*E ERGY RFLATTVE
(c.) (,<LLAiIVF	 UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) LINCERTAINTY
2.219+U6 7.6968-U6 1.7082+01 2.4503-02
1.6blb+U6 9.1,72o-U6 1.5905+01 2.5384-02
1.2915 +Uu 1.,4299-U5 1.7160+U1 2.5295-02
9.3o7b+U5 1.7061-05 1.5982+01 1.8869-02
6.4729+u5 2.,'2325-05 1.4451+01 2.061h-02
4.7399+u5 2.7470-05 1.3021+01 2.4163-02
6.b2o+U`i 2.7507-05 9.9592+00 3.1469-02
2.71;5+u5 3.;1076-05 8.1581+00 3.n836-02
2.UU>9+u5 3.!1075-U5 6.8249+00 3.9445-02
1.5394+U5 4.^E337-05 6.5943+00 4.6845-02
1.17x4+U5 5.2756-05 6.2223+CO 4.6245-02
9.Ul^J+U4 5.5025-05 4.9596+00 6.0237-02
6.929;,+U4 6.1276-05 4.2463+On 6.0467-02
5.3j >u +U4 9.)632-05 4.8613+00 6.3823-U2
4.17?o+u4 1.U'134-04 4.4791+00 6.1039-02
3.217t)+U4 1.3296-04 4.3584+00 7.4247-02
Z.6U L 4 +u4 2.7400-04 7.1251+00 7.2112-02
2.Ob;4+U4 2.(,006 - U4 4.1024+00 6.6785- 02
1. o14J+04 2.9084-u4 4*6950+00 6.9656-02
1.2733- +u4 3.,256-U4 4.1071+00 6.9505-02








li4TLi , •iEulik[L 4E.uTR'Ji4 apEc" oM FOR 4.5-I'ICHE( LH2 AT 15 DEGREFS ')•-;I^IG
t)t-'fr-LIUK l,JOOOSLD Or A ^34L -i 3 ARAFFIN DISK ACID A NE-226 SCI"TIL,-;JOR
j- i,b^ 3Y itE.3-, -j f IOW FuR G,iOUPItIb _ .20 	 LARGEST FRACTIO^IAL EPROM
i4c- UTfwA	 L,vL'?^jY :IL:.UC,40tJ	 rLUA FLUX*Er,ERGY RELATIVE
(c;) (I<ELATIVE	 UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
2. 219,5+;,;6 1. oU4[-U5 2.2286+01 2.0879-02
l.b ,af:)+uu 1.3E-151-05 2.2681+01 2.0690-U2
1.29„6 +u6 1.11196-05 2.3481+01 2.1054-02
I3.3 :)7o+U5 2.b72e-05 2.5U32+01 1.4728-02
b.41,; y+J;i 3.9390-u5 2.5497+01 1.5139-02
4.76n9+u_) 5.1753-05 2.4530+01 1.7231-02
3.b2vo+05 5,4321-05 1.9667+Gl. 2.1811-02
2.71 p b +u:i 5.1511-05 1.4515+01 2.2445-U2
2.OU ,) y +u5 5.'4721-U5 1.1962+01 2.9148-02
1.55'A4+Ub h.b72[-U5 1.0271+01 3.6418-02
7.9LO9-U5 9.341Q+00 3.6418-02
9.01,5.1 +04 8.6b81 -05 7.9931+00 4.6474 - 02
6.92 r,J +U^4 1.O06-U4 6.9830+00 4.5980-02
5.3:j2u +u4 1.1609-04 6.2131+00 5.4074-02
1.2484-04 5.2093+GO 5.5902-02
3.2775+U4 2.042b-U4 6.694b+00 6.3628-U2
L.uU;4+u4 4.2270-04 1.0992+01 6.0746-02
2.5787-04 5.2874+UO 5.R222-02
1.b1µ5+U i+ 3.4z3b-04 5.5267+00 6.2137-02
1.2132+u4 4.364U-04 5.5562+00 5.8621-02
1. UU ;,S +J4 3.4141 - 04 3.4424+00 7.6923-02




k,J(J ( 61	 - 1 J-o( 	 TAIJLE E61	 CUN ' PUTEU
i g TLj%ME, ! N rL i4EJTRJ,4 SPEC Mum FOR 2.5-I 4CIIE5 LH2 AT 15 DE(3 g F r S I)^I11G
N uL1LCItM cooPuSL-I) OF A ;34C-NARAFFlrJ DISK Ar1D A NE-226 SCI;JTILLATOR
L i,EK;;Y itE:..)!;Lu r IJrj Fut < G.i :JPLiU = . 20	 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROtt = .-.)0
	
hr_uT;<GiJ LriLfiuY	 tJL-U r'Wtl FLUX	 FLUX* EiJERGY	 RELATIVE(L.)






4 . 73!jy+u 5
3.u2)o +u 5
2.71, 5+u5
2 . U U,:9+j 5
1.53)4+u5







2.0 s) 4 +,J 4
1.u143+U1{
1.27_-,.U4

































































.1	 f,)2	 ti-1 y -oE;	 TABLE E6?	 CO' 1PUTFU
1i4TLi^i-iLJIik I L NEUTiW 4 SPLCTRUM FOR EMPTY LN2 DEWAR AT 15 i"EGRFES uSI'Jr,
A f)L1 L- C I urt t-&.PuSEJ OF A A4L-PA;iAFFIf4 DISK ;11Ju A NE-226 SCIIJTILLAT0Q
L.,jEr<„ r %L:^1,. LU I iui: Furl Gilo)UPIfJu = .20
	
LARGEST FRACTIOrIAL ERROR = .;)0
I,LiTt<Ow	 LfJLRUY 'JcUTkON FLUX FL 1X*ENERGY RELATIVE
(C:" ! ) (f^ELAfIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
2.21 1)3+u6 1.6361-05 3.6310+01 2.7542-02
1.6b15+u6 2.6492-U5 4.4016+01 2.4903-02
1.29u6+u6 4.1581-05 5.3652+01 2.3312-02
9.3u7u+U5 7.1919-05 6.7371+01 1.5073-02
6.47^ g+U5 1.2516-U4 8.1015+01 1.4245-02
4.'7339+u5 1.8072-U4 8.5659+01 1.5602-02
310 't„t,+05 2.0780-U4 7.5236+01 1.4035-02
2.71;?5+u5 2.1973-04 5.9602+01 1.9248-02
2.UU29+U5 2.,4182-04 4.9434+01 2.5823-02
1.53 0)4+U5 2.b231-04 4.0380+01 3.4448•-02
1.1794+U5 2.5482-U4 3.0053+01 4.0775-U2
9 .U13J+u4 2.2340-04 2.0136+01 6.8904-02
6.92 y t)+U4 1.7205-04 1.1922+01 9.9403-02
5..5t)-U+u4 1.7092-04 9.1423+00 1.5523-01
E-66
RUN TJ4	 1-19—ub	 TABLE E63	 CO'iP(JTFU 6-25—r,9
ii4TL ►< ,,iE^1,A!L ,v-uTKOw iaPLCrRuf4 FOR 13,0-INCHLS LH2 AT 5 r)I - GREFS USING
	 E
,, ULTcC I ur< LO PCibLD OF A 34C-PARAFFIN DISK p t4D A NE-226 SCINTILLATOR
LNE110 '<<.Z)r.LU I IUN FOR Gi<:)UPIf46 = .20	 LARGEST FRAC,TIOPIAL ERROR = .20
l+LUTIW14	 LrJLR.:Y II-UMON FLUX FL- _)X*Ei'ERGY RELATIVE
(c'.') (nELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) Ut,fCERTAINTY
2.?146+u6 1.1224-U5 2.4909+01 2.0562-02
1.6bl5+u6 9.,043-U6 1.4961+01 2.6525-U2
1.29()3+U6 9.1241-U6 1.1773+01 3.0945-02
').3n7u+u5 8.n994-06 7,5872+00 2.7633-02
#3.4 729+uy 7.ti152 - 06 4.8645+UO 3.5861-02
4.7309+U5 7, t? 78th-06 3.7345+00 4.604,9-02
4.b2ub+u5 809334-U6 3.1982+00 5.6024-02	 s
2.712 b+u5 9,1)784-06 2.6253+00 5.5149-02
zouu ' ly +,;5 8,3118-06 1,6648+00 8.0090-U2
E-67
i•;U'r T,)7	 ly -ut)	 TABLE L64	 C!'MPUTFU (,-2;-r,)
i 4TLR, lC,)l,k fL o4EUTRo to SPEC rkur.1 FOR 10.5-INCHL - S LH2 AT 5 r EGREFS II r 	12
UL1 tC f UR („) IF'uSLU OF A .34C-PARAFFIN DISK ANU A NE-226 SCINTILLATOR
L 4EnvT (ES ;LJ f Iuf. FUR Gt( JJPI:4G = .20 	 LARGEST FRACTI0+IAL EPROF = .?0
i4r- JT,(uN	 E'ILRvY IJcUfriUN FLUX FLUX*Er'ERGY RELATIVE
(r-
- 4) (RELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE" UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
fl .2193+u6 1.7968-U5 3.9876+01 1.6054-02
1.6t>l=+U6 1.5375-05 2.5546+01 2.0064-02
1.29,:3+00 1.5195-05 1.9606+01 2.3714-02
9.367U+U5 1.,002--U5 1.3960+01 2.0152-U2
6.47^ y+u5 1.4496-05 9.3831+00 2.5554-02
4.7.5; ,j+u5 l.u58l-U5 7.3852+00 3.2168-02
3.b2 L o+u5 1.5991-05 5.7897+00 4.1225-02
x.71,)5+U5 1.4420-05 3.'-'114+00 4.4473-02
2. r)U,^9 +u5 1.6578-05 3.3204+00 5.6469-02
1.539++U5 2.0715-05 3.1889+00 6.7481-02
1.i744+U5 1.,^78u-U5 2.2149+00 7.7429-02
9.ul33+U4 2.1146-05 1.9106+00 9.5001-U2
6.9z"):)+04 3.3913-U5 2.3500+00 8.1379-02
5.2^, y+U4 1.774e-U5 9.2842-01 1.5394-u1
3.9'490+U4 1.6186-05 6.4741-01 1.7100-01
3.iu2[+u4 5.1466-U5 1;,5966+00 1.4374-01
2.433 4 +04 3.1)573-U5 7.4390-01 1.7303-01
E-68
ild i j f ja	 5-1 1 -t,6	 TAJLE E65	 CC',)PUTFU
YNTL, <,lEilAI " iALUT&J , I JP-.0 fRU•1 FOR 7.0-IiJCNES LH2 AT 5 pFGREES tI,I1JG
,A UL(LCI (M ^u,,.PjSLI) . )r ,t t34C-NARAFFIIJ DISK AnD A NE-225 SCI I tTILt ATOR
LN` I %GY rtL.i:; L l -)f lljrJ rO ' i Gii0JPI: 46 = 120	 LARGEST FRACTIO'JAL E P ROf= = .73
IlLiT'NC) A	 LI.LKUY 1 4:UT, 014	 FLUX FL UX*EmERGY I<EL4TTVE
(_,,) (,<L"A(IVE	 UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) Ut,r-ERTAINTY
2. e 193+06 3.7631-05 8, 406 1.'}U 1 1.13116-02
1.5,): a +u6 3.564-U5 6.0751+01 1.341'-02
1.1'!;)3+u6 3.6872-05 4.7571,+01 1.5721-02
y .3o7u+U5 4.)105-05 3.7569+01 1,2721-U2
o.472V+u5 4.1194-05 2.6654+01 1.5715-02
4.73 ,)9+u5 4.5075- 05 2.0417+01 1.9960-02
5.04t,o+U5 4.9324-05 1,460t ► +U1 2,6958-U2
2.71,-,+u6 3. .sj31-U5 1,0452+01 2. 3061-U2
2.JJ2-1+u5 4.,, 170-U5 8,0473+00 3.79A7-02
1. '-).5 34 +u5 4.2)63-05 6.4752+00 1+.8679-02
1.11?4+uti 5,Z736-J5 6,3379+00 4.7673-02
90 U l °.S+u'+ 7.,),391-05 6.8403+00 5,3452-02
u+u4 b.),402--05 4.601.+00 6.0302-02
1.ld9U-04 6.3635+UO 5.7073-02
4.11^,J+u,^ 1.e-337- J4 5.1480+00 5.9975-02
3.2 7 7:)-1 U4 1 . -, 773-U 4 5.4990+00 7.n888 - 02
2.0 J. y +u . i 3.:3U27-U4 9.8885+00 6.5233-02
L. UJ;"++U 4 2..3259-04 4.7690+00 6.3898-02
1 , o l ..3+U4 3.')438-04 5,3979+00 6.7884-02
4.,,JAu-U4 6.1223+00 5.9976-02
1.JU;,j +,,4 O. ',76t)-J4 0,1270+UO 6.5653-02
E-69
:Uw i 3 y -2u- tea 	TABLE E66	 C0P'RUTED
,14TLk Lit., ; L wL JT ► (0i y tj'r_CTRU F FOR 4. 5-I 14HES LH2 AT 5 nEGREES USINr
Ut1LCf'J,I L0i•lN;,SLL) Jr A 64C -PARAFFIN DISK AND A NE-226 SCI^JTILLATOR
L,+E t %.;r ^c.J i 'L(jl lJr l rvn
	
.20	 LARGEST FRACTI0 1IAL EPROM = .?0
1 ,vcuT . tUI4	 LHLR ljY tVL.UTROM FLUX HL;1X *E;JERGY RFLATIVE
( r- .) (KcLA rI rE	 ij;4ITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UIiCERTAItJTY
2.	 193+uu 6,,5U07-u5 1,3983+02 1.0780-02
l.uol5.uo 6.3979-J5 1,0630+02 1.1720-02
1.29,,E+u6 7i1352-05 9,2065+01 1.3077-02
9.3o7o+u5 8.2226-05 7.7026+01 1.0331-02
6.47? y+U5 9.6217-05 6.2280+01 1.1951-02
4.73n y+u5 1.x`369-U4 4.9146+01 1.5033-02
3. 0-)2" u +u5 96021U - 05 3.2661+01 2.1011-U2
2.712b+u5 8,.735-05 2.2442+01 2.2345-02
2.OU29+u5 8,i,166-05 1.7258+01 3.0072-02
1953'x4+u5 8.o236-05 1.3583+01 3.9442-02
1.17(,4+u5 9.-8555-U5 1.1624+01 4.0379-02
9.Ui;:3+U4 1.2775-04 1.1514+01 4,3314-02
6.9,^g;)+u-'. 1.2750-U4 8.8351+00 5.1031-02
5.3:32J+u4 1,32018-u4 9.7449+00 5.463E-02
4.17:l o +,,4 2.1661-04 9.0387+00 5.2228-02
3.tZ77_)+u-+ 3.3961-04 1.1131+01 6.3423-02
2.oJ f 4+j4 5.4201-04 1.4094+01 6.5067-02
2.J.)(-++u4 4.5213-04 9.2705+00 5.4011-02
1.tj1'..a+U4 7.7213-04 1.2464+01 5.2030-02
1.273,- +u4 6.1390-u4 7,9169+00 6,1663-02
1. 0j,'
-; +j4 9.,)353- 04 9.4128+00 5.9804-02
^4 .0e ci2+u3 1.77Qu-u3 1.4284+01 6.1757-02
6.36 1.4+u3 2.3274-03 1.4859+01 5,7890-02
56u4:4j+u3 2,2U53-03 1.1124+01 5.8461-02
4.0^j^4+UJ 2.y155-03 1.1672+01 5.7054-02
321 1)9+u3 3,3388-03 9,7178+00 6.0368-02
2.5453+u3 4.ol62-03 1.175U+01 5.3513-02
E- 70
ttVl q 14u	 20-t)b	 TABLE E67	 COnrPtlTF'U
i JTL1^ iL ^i;t r L -4EvTt(0 l
 j SFLC TPU;i FOR 2 - 5-I iCHES LH2 AT 5 DEGREES t-IS I rJr;
;. ULjL.LIU,t t,t)rF'uSL7 OF A ,AL-PARAFFIN DISK Pr;D A NE-226 SCIrJTILLATOR
L140\Vl t%LS,LUIIVrr FUtl Gt\(.WPi1J6 = .20	 LAR(,EST FRACTIOr,AL ERROk = .?n
f4tt,TfW14	 LNLkjY NLUr^1Ur!	 FLUX FLUX*E ► ;EKGY RELATIVE
(r- v) (NLLIt1IVE	 UNITS) (RELATIVE. UNITS) UrJCERTAINTY
2.2193+u6 6,6963-U5 1.4861+02 1.3061-02
1.6tllt)+uo 8,1334-u5 1.3514+02 1.3707-02
1.29-,-3+ub 1.,139b-U4 1.3417+02 1.4254-02
9.36-fu+u5 1.3656-U4 1.2990+02 1.0475-02
6.47,9+u5 1.0546-04 1.2005+02 1.1305-02
4.73yy+t,5 2.2414- 04 1.0624+C2 i.3389-02
3.a2;. o+u5 2.1146-U4 7.8734+01 1.7707-02
c'.%lr`^+u`i ?_.fi^69-G4 5,579,',+01 1.8544-02
e.(jU-`i+u .`, 2.!)227-04 4.0513+01 2.5598-02
1.53,4+U5 2.0782-U4 3.1992+01 3.3513-02
1. ] 1 ^ ► +v5 2.054;'-U4 2.4227+01 3.6840-02
9.u1',j+U4 2.477U-04 2.232.6+U1 4.5464-02
6.92 c,t^+u4 2.124^--U4 1.4720+01 5.1400-U2
5.-'b-u+ut ► 4.J307-U4 2.1572+01 4.7864-02
4.17 "+64 3.x-274-04 1.5971+01 5.2044-02
3.277;,+0 • ► 6,0674-04 1.9886+01 5.6870-02
e.6U , I4+u4 1.u092-U3 2.6243+01 5.9245-02
2-u5r4+u4 7.5372-64 1.5454+01 5.3255-02
1.oi46+u4 9.9425-U4 1.6050+01 5.9623-02
1.27;.`+u4 1.2o7U-U3 1.6131+01 5.6344-02
1. CU;.3+u4 1, ,1698 -03 1.8853+01 5.4579-02
h.(29,!+u3 2.7694-03 2.2236+01 6.3577-02
^.:,c, l+4+U3 3.6300-U3 2.3175+01 6.0623-02
5-u44.j+u3 4.6895-U3 2.3655+01 5.2472-02
4.ut)z4+03 5.131u-03 2,0545+01 5.6174-02
E-71
i,UrJ T41	 -^F>	 MILE Ebb	 Co !oPUTFD
:i+TLkFIEJIH'iG +E^TI^Ui; `.)F'tc TE Ui- FOR F-APTY LH2 ULWAR AT 5 ,)E_GRLFS i ^,Ir1G
,c OL.1tC) UN, L0i iN j':,L J OF A i.)4C-PAiiAFF I IJ n I SK 11,1•10 A NE-226 SCI J I l_LC T 7r'
LNU , c'Y	 Fuc< c,kc ufii,u = .?0	 LARuE:ST FRACTIn ;AL F O RK = .->n
^,^uf•,^^)	 i_.	 ti(,Y jC11T^W",' 	 F1_UX FLkjX*E,'FR(,Y r?FLATIVF
lt.) tnc:LIJI.VE	 SNITS) (RELATIVL UNITS) Ut'CERTAIN1Y
2	 + o6 1,342.6-04 2, 9801+02 1.4053-0? 
1. t,b _;, +uc, l . ••Uric, -04 3,0040+02 1.4035-02
".'),50u-U4 3.2652+02 1.3979-02
9.ou	 +u :;.'c 741-u4 3.7228+02 9.5155-03
n.-4 1.
	
+L5 c:.,;293-U4 3.9027+02 9.6834-U3
4.7j ,:v+u5 V.1169-U4 3.875R+02 1.0996-02
^.Ue.' 64 US F..,d49-04 3.1915+02 1.3931-02
2.71; t.>+ U:) b. riot3o-04 2.4 5A2+02 1.1+40E-02 
2. uu. Lj+k 5 9.4,i54-U4 1 .89Pe+U? 1.9374-U2
1.:,.3 "?4t U `) `4.'.^949-U4 1.538n+02 2.71f,5-02
1 . 1. !	 ,-i+u5 ^^.5729-04 1.1290+02 3.3093-02
9.0	 ,")+v4 7.1596-04 6.6156+01 6,4617-U2
E,.9c9L) +U+ 4."+731 - U4 3.4461+01 1.2473 - 01
E-72
Hurd:.,	 1tit ► :G TAOLE E69
THENI;ML	 -'JLt,Tr(u'J	 SPEt.T K11. 1 FOK 13.0-I l 4CHES LK	 AT 37 JEGRF- ES 1J9Iuc
n	 L4 tu,t.	 vF	 32	 V1=;:T1C,kL k , F',)	 PETLCTORS
c.14E m vr	 tF i.L,;l loii rOR G'i , )JPDw =	 .10 LARGEST FRACTIOr;AL ERROF,	 -	 .?( ►
,l_t1T,kui+	 L';utvY IIEHOWIJ FLUX FL-1Y,*Er-ERGY 9ELATTVE
%c.) (nELATJVE UNITS)	 (RLLATIVf UNITS) Of•jCEPTAINTY
2.9551+ul 4.7553- 03 1.4052 - 01 1.3600 - 01
5.ut)9 y +00 1.31014-U2 8.0333-02 1.7443-U1
.2*L,;9,o +u0 3.1J25-u2 9,0736-02 1.9061-01
2.Uj9,^+u0 4,cJ775-U2 1.025n-01 1.5751-01
1.5.5,7+uU 7.6603-U2 1.1787-01 1.3001-01
1.131 +vU 7.3554-U2 8.7757-02 1.6894-01
^► .5G1J-ul 9.539tj-u2 9.0631-02 1.4894-01
'7.7 l,; y- u l 1. 1.209 - 01 8,7136 - 02 1.5679- 01
o.4o7L -U1 1. ;464 -01 6.7673-02 1.9323-01,
J.4u • r.-u 1 l . , ^40:)-01 7.8699-02 1.5435-01
49o77u- u1 2.	 33u-U1 1.044	 --01 1.2014-U1
4.U4.J-^1 2 . 114-u1 9.3596-u2 1.2219-01
3. 2.,52u-U1 9.3875-02 1.1708-01
2.144u-01 606908-02 1.6028-01
2.7 /; y
- ul 3.1424-01 8.987E-02 1.1516-01
2.47..4-01 4.24L11-01 1.052tk-O 1 1.0243-01
2.1)^.-+-uI L..:>30 7-ul 9.6160-02 7.6070-02
1.715-J1 1+.1989-01 7.3544-02 9.5818-02
1.4u?9-^. 4..165-01 7.0798-02 1.n239-ui
fl. u J51!-01 5.0517-02 9.0728-02
7..;864-U1 7.6377-02 8.1716-02
9.3J p e-u2 7.;1U57-01 6.5720-02 9.$1002-02
A.241u-U,2 7.1742-U1 5.912CI-02 1.0633-01
7.114;3-u2 7.420-01 5.7939-02 1.n703-01
0.5U30-u2 1.n528+00 6.8472-02 9.3503-02
5. 60 7 9-ue 1.2339+00 7.0183-02 7.4452-02
4.8916-uL 1.7J86+UO 8.6027-02 5.7204-02
4.kj i v-u2 ?.?702+U0 9.6527-02 5.4755-02
3.733-62 2.5356+UO 9.4593-02 5.6139-02
J.C y^S- u^ 3.7132+u0 1.2252-01 4.E426-02
e.93 C+5-u2- 4.,318]+1)0 1.4163-01 4.6064-02
[- 5914 -u2 7.b046+UO 1.9707-U1 3.2b59-02
2. ^0Z/-u '?.. l .11913+01 2.4704-01 3.0291-02
1 .7809+U1 3.5536-01 2.5110-02
1.77'4-u2 3...062+01 6.7484-01 1. ►3502-02
L.bobu -U,^ 7.(:934+Ui 1.1256+00 1,4481-02
1.4112-u2 1.1b26+02 1.6689+00 1.0849-02
1.471-UL 1.>o96+U2 2.4563+00 9,1535-U3
2.4878+02 2.7600+00 R. 8861-U3
9.9--O-u3 2.7186+02 2.6900+00 9.2182-03
Fi. ►i ► 	 l-U3 l.:m10+U2 2.5306+00 8.97?3 - 03
7.8:5, 7 -v3 3. r :85t,+02 2.4224+00 9.5071-03
7.01-41-u3 3.180U+U2 2.2305+00 1.0202-02
I
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fajri:)	 1^I , F<,-;	 L - J' -hu FABLE L69 4'
ltiLt-,i .IAL
	 NLL,(I<uI4	 SPFtuTklJ`•I FOIL	 13.0-IivCHES LH2	 AT	 37 DEGPFFS Usltl(,





.10 LARGEST FRACTIOIiPL 'r_RROR	 =	 .?0
i,LUT X014	 L l JLRJY	 ;JE:UT^ (Or) FLUB( FLiIX*Er ERGY FFLATIVE
(c,)	 (NELATIVE UNITS)	 (RELATIVE UNITS) HNCERTAINTY
o.	 t)lj-u3 3,2484+02 2.9306+00 9.6608-03
5.`_i`.i,	 'l-L.5-u S 3 0_666+U2 1.8269+00 9.9819-03
4 * 97;,u -u3 3,5084+02 1.7454+00 1.0235-02
4.4471-u3 3.1,3907+02 1.7302+00 A.7702-03
3.97 ;o-u:5 3.'ib0l +U2 1.5407+00 9.225+3-03
3.54•}2-U3 4.,^621+U2 1.446?+00 9.3653-03
3.1o,7-u3 4.1571+02 1.314N+00 1.0193-02
2.04-, ;J-uj 4.,-, 2 17+u2 1.1920+00 1.0575-02
2.. !Je!o -u;i 4.3102+02 1.086";+00 1.1551-02 
2.27:0-u3 4,1+582+U2 1.0051+00 1.1949-02
2,017c-u3 4.4935+U2 9.0643-01 1.3135-02
1.t;u76-u3 4.4957+02 8.1251-01 1.3859-02
1.02;1-03 4,862.4+U2 7.0719-01 1.5675-U2
1.41x4-U3 4,79o+02 6.2331-01 1.6750-02
1.3u°,l-u3 t+.UU71+u2 5.2297-01 1,8063-02
1.1h74-u3 3.a767+02 4.5257-01 1.9316-02 
3.o321+02 3.8014-01 2.1951-02
y .4U^I- u t E 3.3754+u2 3.1746-01 2.4192-02
3.444u -u4 3. x,924+02 2.6114-U1 2.6892-02
7.577o-U4 2.,;05b+U2 2.1262-01 2,9996-02
6. '19 2. -,011+02 1.7004-01 3.3606-U2
6. lU 1 u - u ,+ ?.;IJ81 +02 1.3472-01 3.7429-0?
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I\UNJ it`d r l .) r-r_J-hr)	 TABLE L7J	 1+- ; -F,()
TItElwp.%L
	 i,L	 It:vlI	 SP;^*k;i.OV!	 Fnk	 10,5-1ACHES	 LNG	 AT 37	 'IF GP(FS	 '15I N(,
o\
	
hw,K	 ^F	 ;^.	 jEr.TiC,tL
	
tit-.',	 'ILTLCTOKS
t_ 	 4Lk	 ,i ►=Jft	 GR .JV ) ila6	 _	 . iJ LAR( EST FKACT10 ,4AL	 EPKnt	 =	 .,,n
i dt.t i lctln+	 t_	 ;_Zu1 JLI1I,;JI1	 FLUX FLUX*E:,LKGY nrLATTVF
(L,1 krtEl.Ar,14E	 U14ITS)	 (RLLATIVI-.	 UNITS) Ut;CERTAINTY
2.') 4. •j491 -03 1.462'.)-01 1.3992-01
7.3472+UU 1.11t)(,b-02 1.297a-01 1.6337 - 01
4.51,. E +u0 >.;-.a77-112 1.1621-01 1,7447-01
c.,:11,. 0 +uu 5„!'171-02 1.461^­ O1 1.3171-01
2.,)an,_+Ju 6,4934-02 1.3370-01 1.3701-01
1 .	 ).J	 - 7+ iuJ l ,'1471-01 1.6112-01 1.0777 -01
1.1 `1,! l+ u 0 i 1.7492 -01 9.67,6-02
90 J,?? J - u 1 1 1 .532t-;-O 1 1.0736-01
7. /1;)-u1 020 - U1 1.60311-01 Q.7757-02
ti. 4 u 72-u 1 2. 3d-U1 1. 4646-O 1 1, 0352-U 1
5.4 p)-11-u 1 2..31 QLI-U 1 1 .267,-01 1 , 1341-01
I t .0 77t, -u l 2.-,-)o57-01 1. 2469-01 1. 1 380-01
4,u.+'.J-ui 3.6339-01 1.4715-01 9.1560-02
3. ,Djt 10-u 1 S. l u"4-01 1 . 1007-U 1 1.1617-01 
3.1e--7-ul '4.115-u1 1.3030-01 1.0364-01
2. 7 1;-„ 1 4. l 437-J 1 1 . 137 , -01 1.07B7-01 
2.4 7 ; 4 -u 1 11 . - :u27-01 1. 1903-01 9.9124-U2
2. )91 9 -u 1 1.3991-01 6.4350-02
1. 7 1,43-u1 1.321'2-01 6.6741-U2
1 . 4o j , - u 1 ,`8. r1h 0 2-0 1 1.3037-01 6, 7764-02
1.2ut.2-vl 1.lu14+00 1.37F1-U1 6.081`_)-O?
1. u 1 ?,3-u 1 1.4US 5-0 1 9.127Z-01" n. 022b -0?_
9. Jbt`-u,' 1 . ;18b+UO 9.555t'-(j2 7. b555-02
'3.24,u-u2 1.2405+00 1.0222-01 7,4797-02
7 1._,919 +UO 7.9657-02 9.4511-02
o.5j_co-u2 1.2922+J9 9.4042-02 9.1225-02
J.0t179- i -I 1.? 11 6 +u0 1.0644-01 5.9024-02
4. ri),;j -u2 2,0207+00 9, 884')-02 6.5804-02
4.._J_9-u2 2.7149+UO 1.1543-01 5.4603-02
J.7J •iJ-u2 3.^,uC9+00 1.4176-U1 5.2277-U2
3.2^')J-u2 b.3603+UO 1.7752-01 4.6125-02
2	 u2 6.'1(391+00 1.9957-01 4.3349-02
2. J~ 14 -JZ 1.;1321+01 2.6746-01 3.2899-0?
2.2uJ/-u2 l.bu7J+O1 3.7747-01 2.7805-02
1.9 l)L .. 1-J 2.7987+01 5.58115-01 2.3564-02
1.7130-u'. 5,035QO+ul 1.0033+00 1.7710-U2
1 .:)6 ,t-ue_ 1. o?_bb+J2 1.6273+00 1.4171-02
1.41,e -u2 1.6050+02 2.3364+00 1.082.0-02
1.2471-J2 2, 7063+02 3.3775+00 9.2717-•03
1 .l u ; , +-u2 3.3374 +1 2 3.7025+00 9. o(305­ 0 3
9.907?~-u3 3.c.583+u2 3.6319+00 9,4246 -03
6.04-.1 - u3 3.s952+u2 3.4453+On 9.1170 - 03
7.dj1,/-u.; 4.1020+02 3.2675+00 9.6376-03
E- 75
rtuNS	 (4 p itJ	 2-Lu-c,o TABLE LT0 4-3-69




	 SPEL' MU 1 FOK 10.5-INCHES LH2 AT 37 DEGREES USING
!A	 LJA14K	 JH	 -2	 vERT1CAL BF ,5 DETECTORS
LA Et"U y 	 'tLSOLul Z0r; F UR GW)UP1 46 -	 .10 LARGEST FRACTIO';AL E9ROP	 _	 .;)0
1vctJT,Wi4	 LNLRoY NEUTROra FLUX FL;)X*EIIERGY kELATIVE
(L.: ) (r(ELArlvF UNITS)	 ( RELATIVE	 UNITS) Ur;CERTAINTY
7.0141-u3 1+.1461+U2 2.90A1+00 1.0564-02
6.2:D10-U3 4.4575+02 2.7864+00 9.7751-03
5.bD,,T-U3 4.5U30+U2 295031+00 9.9988-03
4.970-u3 4.7394+02 2.3579+00 1.0426-02
4.4471-U3 5.3435+02 2.3763+00 8.9599-03
3.9/ .;d-u3 5.2537+02 2.0861+00 9.4177-03
3.54+^_--u3 5.5303+02 1.9600+00 9.5039-03
3.1ac7-u3 5.6781+02 1.7956+00 1.0336-02
2.r235-u3 5.?156+02 1.670'+00 1.0574-02
2.52,0-u3 6.,1635+02 1.5341+OU 1.1489-02
2.21)45-u3 6,;-379+02 1.4063+00 1.1957-02
2.01?2-03 6.2507+U2 1.2609+00 1.3170-02
1.bU7j-u3 6.,_18i+U2 1.123N+UO 1.3953-U2
1.021-^iS 6.595+U2 1.0147+00 1.5355-02
1.45,,4-03 t)..1131+02 8.6114-01 1.6749-02
1.34`.1 -uJ 5,.)bQ5+02 7.2949-01 1.n161-02
1.1474-u3 5.3922+02 6.2949-01 1.95P2-02
1.U4,u-u3 5.u8gl+02 5.3263-01. 2.2227-02
^.40-, l-u4 4.7 i84+u2 4.4756 -01 2.4506-02
G.44i4i.) -u4 4.,5994+U2 3.7151-01 2.7253-02
7.!j77j-.,-+ 4. ;051+u2 3.0350-01 3.0572-02
6.79-6- u4 3,6096+02 2.4541 -01 3.4460 - 02





1 FIEK..,HL	 iJ ":. I r<utJ	 SI'ELT piU,,) FOC I	 7, 0-I ACHES LH2	 AT 37 DEGRFFS USPIr
A	 ttiN,in	 ;F	 'C	 vE:I,TLCHI. r 4 F 3 DLTtCM6
L1vFF< , ,Y	 i%t:S% !-IT Iur\' 'Fuit	 (, (UJ P Ir,u	 - -05	 LAROLST FRACTIO : ;AL ERHMI.
I,LUT.,Wil	 t ,• )LIZaY ilLUTPON FLUX FLijX*F'+FkGY RELATIVE
(L.) O► ELAriVF	 Ut4I TS) (RELATIVE UNITS) U ► ,CERTAINTY
4.4,r-u+U1 `i.,,,32 9- 0 3 2.4935-01 1,n590-01
i . , wuu+U l 1.,,466-U2 2.'399-01 1.0947-01
7.3472+u0 3. X53 7-U2 2.8314-01 1,0472- 01 
4.,57t;,+L)0 7.:,919-J2 3.4507-01 8.075`?-02
2 * 096u+UO 1.1774-U1 3.4105-U1 7.8016-02
2105g2+UU 1. ►215-01 2.927?-01 8. 6494 -02
1.53:,7+uU 2. )884-Ul 3,2134-01 7,7697-02
1.1931+UO 2.%,751-u1 3.4303-01 7.0601-02
9.5216-u1 3,2361-U1 3,0812-01 7.4908-02
7. 7 7,55-u 1 6.:)u15-Ul 3.0174-01 7.4797-02
6.4u72-Ul 4,)433-01 3,196E-01 7.0158-02
5. 4u 1 4 1-u 1 b..+042-01 3.1715-01 6.8216-02
4.u77t,-J1 6.;)308-U1 3.0543-01 6.7009-02
4. t)4'd3 -u 1 `,. r i70.1-U 1 2.4176-01 A.4235-02
3. b6 ,)d-u 1 h. (0457 -u 1 2.4586-01 7,7856-02
3.12L.7 -ui N.1•j76- U1 2.5451;-01 7.2923-02
2.7715-u1 2.5020-01 7.5615-02
2.47 4 - 01 1.":098 +u0 2.9984-01 6.7418-02
2.22y e--ul )..._;479+uO 3.0047-01 6.4343-02
26U1'.;7-ul i.5i85+UO 3.0603-01 6.5500-02
1.33 1 t)-Ui i.7L342+00 3.2678-01 6.0897-02
1. 67; u - ul 1.67114+00 2.8054 - 01 6.7976 - 02
1.55),-ui 1.ij59+00 2.5054-01 7.4694-U2
1.4U, ,.-ul 1.. t9;,2+00 1.6633-01 9.74.36-02
1.25?,)
-jl 1.b/09+UO 2.0414-01 8.1324-02
1.2.02 6- ui 1. 7935+00 2.1572 - 01 3,2 960 - 02
1. 1 1'. b- u 1 1 .666'+00 1 .860(.-Ol 8.7953-02
1. 0J')c--u1 1.7729+JO 1.9424-01 I.Al29-02
9.0 9;,1-uc 1.,956+00 1.8377-01 9.?243-02
9. Uu+,^-U2 1 .)-i28+U 0 1.4807-01 1.0421-01
a#49:4^-u2 111496U^-u0 1.6964-01 9.62,'_14-02
7. 9u, 2.'0(392+UJ 2.0667-01 8.?751-02
7.5at:/-u2 2.177[+u0 1.6352-01 1.0347-01
7.ObuU-u2 2.14.371+00 1.7bnq-01 9.3534-02
6.0 351 -u2 2.7103+00 1.8119-01 9,5225-02
6.3224 -U2 2,6382+UO 1.7944-01 9.2457-02
5.90t,-.)-u2 3. ;`-)34+JO 2.0381-01 8.5372-02
5.66;,1-u2 3,-)653+00 1.8661-01 9.6415-02
5.2o3e- -u2 3.',996+00 1.894'-01 6.6815-02
1+.7;2u-u2 4.1466+U0 1.9311-01 6.4130-02
4.34^- U -u2 ` , ;.322+uO 2.3177-01 5.6968-02
3.9750- u,) 5.<-j73 +Uo 2.3407 - 01 5.7847 - 02
3. u5 'c,- u,^ H. )j9b+00 2.9533 - 01 5.1259- 02
E-77
Furl:.	 i6rliu	 `-`O-6o- TABLE L71 lt'.^-f,Q
l,ulJ l 1, WLI
IoLh p•AL
	
IJLi , Tltu'I	 SN= ^..'rtU'i	 FOH	 7,0-II4CHES	 LH2	 AT 37 UEGREFS U,ltl(,
n DA14K jF	 2	 %1&<T ICtkL BF3 OETEC TOIt5
t..JEt^vY rvft	 Gl1L-'"PiNO	 Z	 ,05 LARUEST FRACTIOr;AL	 EPROI.
,vLUT,<J J tNERvY 'ItUTNUfl FLUX FLUX*E!a:RGY RELATIVE
(L- 1) (RELATIVE UNITS)	 (RELATIVL UNITS) i),,iCERTA1rJTY
341)u-:C-u2 9.422b+u0 3.1700-01 5.0914-02
3.11,2-ue 113164 +01 4,0943-01 4,4424-02
2. oo• 4 1- lj 2 1,6759+01 4, 8335-01 4.0948-02
2.bd;?0-u2 2.0170+01 5.409E-01 3,9527-02
2,5U p 7-u2 2,5287+U1 6,3235-01 3,6338-02
2.6375-U2 3.2613+u1 7.6700-01 3.3609-02
2.19 ,,u-u2 4,4103+01 9,6586-01 3.0053-02
2. 0b 4)c-U2 5,2065+01 1.C706+00 2.0230-02
1-9J'+o-u2 7,n922+01 1.3721+00 2.6067-02
1-b230-u2 0.4324+01 1.7201+00 2.3547-02
1.7e23-02 1,,',427+U2 2.3470+00 2.0377-02
1.1)295-u2 1.,034+02 2.9386+00 1.8360-02
1.54 ,* I-U2 2.1761+02 3.3601+00 1.7321-02
1.4o53-u2 2.7541+u2 4.7356+00 1.6013-02
1 .3Ir ,^-,i 3.2513+02 4.4712+00 1.2600-02
1.27i y-ue 4.1816+U2 5.339)+00 1.1750-02
1.18,,0-u2 4.5682+02 5.7863+00 1.1463-02
1.lUnb-„2 5.2685+ 62 5.8639 + 00 1.1595-02
1.U,5„ 7 - U2 5,401 8+u2 5.6622+00 1.1985-02
9.71jc,-u3 5.7201+02 5.5552 +00 1.2330 - 02
9.111;6-a3 6.0384+02 5.5051+00 1.2590-02
c3 - J 7 JJ-03 6.2934+02 5,3955+00 1.?Q33-U2
8. tJ 77^-s,3 6,3289+02 5,1122+00 1.3524-02
7. o^_,;c,-u 3 6. r;µ46+U2 4.9895+00 1.3908-02 
7.2U,:S-u3 6,6o23+U2 4,8011+00 1,4419-02
b.b4l9-u3 6.-IJ35+02 4.5935+00 1.4856-02
h.4u 7u
-u3 6,0980+02 4.3320+00 1,5150-02
b. Ut._s7 - ,.j3 7.2519+02 4.4155+00 1.2602--U2
5-b9:39-u3 6,,,1500+02 3.9003+00 1.3031-02
5.3.5be-u3 7.0533+02 3.7636+00 1.3b38-02
5.0110-J3 7.+4e72+02 3.721E+00 1.3845-02
4.71/,9-u3 E,117U+02 3.8271+00 1.2726-02
4.441+.) -u3 6.2171+02 3.6786+00 1.2546-02
4.19h,)-u3 7.9864+42 3.3513+00 1.2892-02
3.90,b-u3 E.2060+U2 3.2566+00 1.3240-02
3.7517-u3 8.4987+U2 3.1944+00 1.3605-02
3.,650-u3 E.I,69U+02 3. n548+On 1.4135-02
3.3o , 7-J3 896069+02 2.9633+00 1.3135-02
3.1414-u3 8.7784+U2 2.7749+00 1.3855-02
9.2402+U2 2.7442+00 1.4234-02
2.ts U;4 -u^ 9,3275+U2 2.6167+UO 1.4Rg6-02
2.611')/-^^^ 9.t+033+U2 2.4916+00 1.5576- 02
[.`:UnS-u3 9.5846+U2 2.4024+00 1.6177-U2
E- 78




(^ iEh,^ r,L oL, I hUO S ►'f_u 1 I'(Jr.,	 Oh	 7, 0-I,.C^'•Er, LH2 AT 37 I)EGRF E_S l^ ; 1 ^^^
vF' ;,c VLl T1CAL. U .j DLJLCTUrtS
ti.E f<t; y ^Lj' LUi IV'J FV( Gr<UUF'II,•^ _ . 0 5	 LARuEST FRACT10'IAL !"PPo r:
-LL J I,•Ui4	 k.;1LRvY 14EUTRUr, FLUx FL,)X *E(•ERGY RFLATIVE
(L'.') (I<F( - Ai IVF	 uWITS) (RELA-IVE	 UNITS) UIJCERTAINTY
^06b, /-u:i 9,;,96h+U2 2.279(1+OO 1.6962-02
9.9LA ke +U2 2.2360+00 1.7464-02
q ,775u+02 2.0819+00 1.6892-02
.5-U:i ;.x';0134+u3 2.0232+00 1.7571-U21.()g
 9. 71(14+02 1 , 840(' +UO 1 . 8775-02
1.7uyrj-u3 9*,j8o+U2 1.764.5+00 1,Q628 - 112
1.u9i,1-u3 9.uti83+U2 1.6830+00 2.048('-02
1.uO,,1-03 1, !12u+03 1.6254+00 2.1275-02
l.bi.4-u3 9.7182+02 1.475t)+00 2.11A2-02
9,7701+U2 1.3987+00 2.228(1-02
1.Ja 	 u-,,:5 9.r;u59+02 1.306( +U0 2.3622-02
i.27	 9 -u3 9,•3977+02 1.2274+00 2.4675-02
1	 U- u j 9. •.603 +02 1.1481)+00 2.6078-023
1 .14y4-U6 9. '•4l+u+u2 1.0741+UO 2.7550-02
1. Uti•,l-u3 9. lu6^+U2 9.9741-01 2.7.341-02
l.u4;u-u3 ii3O472 +02 9,1950-01 2.9125-02
9.7L H.747U+U2 8, 505(- '-01 3.0980-02
`).A)i•,1-u. 8.'-3129+02 7.8439-01 3.3005-02
8.,830+U2 7.2424-01 3.5113-02
boe-b;'&+ -u4 11.0125+02 6.643r-01 3.5345-U2
7.,)Jlu-L4 7.7429*02 6.0635-01 3.7862-02
7.41,,.,-U4 7.4297+U2 5.5101-01 4.063U-U2
7. U j -'o-u'+ 7,1,97+02 5.0360-01 4.343')-U2
u.(jnl;, - ji+ O. ;-^ti3tb+J2 4,558(?-01 4.4256-02
6.JU,4-U4 o.5203+U2 4.1080-01 4.7624-02
5.9ui y
-u t E th.lu79+02 3.6809-01 5.1276-02
J.uu I U-J4 5,',1.'14+U2 3,29311- 01 5.5062-02
E-79
TABLE E72
trtE^ 	 ^^,L	 r^tLT lam,)	 Y'FLTRUA FOR 4.5-INCHES LH2 AT 37 r)EGRELS 11SVJG
H	 t3h,jt:	 uF	 ;e-
	vt1iT ICAL hF 5 UL i E:CTORS
Li,4L , %;Y	 ^Ltj.L.,(Iufi Fuel G100PINu =	 .05 LARGEST FRACTIONAL EPRO;4 -	 .a0
l+t.uT,Wid	 LNLR^Y hLIIX FLUX* EiIERGY RFLATIVE
(L%,) (,ILLATIVE	 UNITS)	 (RL"LATIVE=	 UNITS) U^rCERTAINTY
4 . 4 4t.o +ul 7.1965-U3 3.1856-01 8.8753-025
1.403u+ul 2,7)67-U2 4.0896-01 7.6827-02
7.3474+un 5i0235-02 4.1317-01 7.521`-02
4.37^	 +v0 1.1704-01 5.1176-01 5.9180-02
2.89 o u+u0 1.1272-u1 5.0030-Cl 5.8721-02
l.uoj2+uu 2.0539-01 5.2590-01 5.4019-02
1.56 " 7+u0 3.1201-U1 4.6470-01 6.040+-U2
1.1931+uU 4.1282-U1 4.9254-01 5.2219-02
9.5•-1..)-o l 5.2 u61-u l 4.9569-01 5.3609-02
7.71i g-u1 6.0780-01 4.7254•- 01 5.4765-02
^,. 4 u72-u1 6.9668-01 4.5185-01 5.3603-02
5.4t^+i-ul .4.4916-U1 4.6400-01 5.1980-02
4.671u- ,j1 9.1158-01 4.2640-01 5.4700-02
4. U4y3-u1 9.1740-ul 3.7151-01 6.1.639-02
3.tjay cs-ul 1.1522+UO 4.0786-01 5.4125-02
3.1c;/-ul 1.2UUo +UO 3.7467-01 5.9590-02
2.1719-ul 1.333+00 4.2502-01 5.2391-U2
2.47:;4-ul 1.5177+UO 3.7615-01 5.x797-02
2.12 ye--ul 2.-1o37+00 4.5781-01 5.1128-02
2.Ul^,l-vl 2.,)73U+00 4.1785-01 5.4305-02
1.85;5-u1 2.3,)28+UO 4.3824-01 5.1466-02
1.0715- u1 2.^1100+00 4.2958-01 5.2229-02
1.5,51`,-^, l 2. 0499+U0 3.7520-01 5.692.5-02
1 .'+U, •4 -u 1 2.51340+00 3.6393-01 9.q349-02
1.24vi -ii 2.,^)U34+00 3.3831--01 6.1013-02
1.153/-ul 2.7381+U0 3.1754.01 6.8354-02
1.U3'^^-ul 2.3637+UO 2.4564-01 7.4100-02
9.>yrl-u^ 3.0020+00 2.9114-01 6.7636-02
y .^u t .^-v2 3.1900+00 2.8928-01 6.9156-02
ti. 14 9 'ic -v2 3, 1039+UO 2,6381-01 7.3171-02
7. y cieU -U2 3.6054+UO 2.9417-01 6.Q940-02
3.2458+00 2.437E-01 7.4860-02
7 * uu.. U-u2 3.449L400 2.4423-01 7.7521-02
b.6d:l
- u2 3.:)b41+UO 2.4528- 01 7.7725 - 02
o.32:4 - U2 4.,)991+00 2.9077- 01 6.9086- 02
5. ,,0 J-u2 4. o02d+00 2.7563-01 7.0896-02




U-u2 6,)46u+ UO 3.3149-01 4.64a1-02
4. S4t,u-v2 63.41394+0 3.6900-01 4.4095-02
3.97, , -u2 9. ► 922+00 397740-01 4.4868-02
.5.0:);6-u2 1.1777+01 4.2995-01 4.1760-02
,).3u,,,: -u2 1.,.U79+U 1 4.7365-01 4.0292-02
E-80





	 SHECTRIM FOk 4,5-INCHES LH2 AT 37 DEGREES USING
N UANK OF 32	 vE tTICAL BF3 DETECTORS
LNEHOI	 rni-Sr 6LjiIuk FUR GRou ING - .05 LARGEST FRACTIpr,, AL ERKOk
rJLUT ► tu,4	 ErltHvY ;JE:UTRON	 FL.UX FL,,X*Er,ERf;Y RFLA1 I VE
(L_,) (RELArIVL UNITS)	 (RELATIVE UNITS)
	
uriCERTAINTY
3.11; l t-J2 1.6840+01 5.8596-01 3.6693-02
2edo ,.1-142 2.7831+U1 8.0267-01 3.1004-02
2.f,d1U-u2 3.0053+01 8.0602-01 3.1493-02
2.5007-u2 3.8721+01 9.6830-01 2.9148-02
2.337 -u2 4.8204+01 1.1268+00 2.7242-02
2.19tU-u2 5.'3030+U1 1.3059400 2.5902-02
2.05t,,^-u2 7.4349+01 1.5288+00 2.4215-02
1.9346-02 9.4.587+01 1.8260+00 2.2319-U2
1.8230-142 1.2767+U2 2.3282+00 2.0087-02
1.7223-u2 1.7669+02 2.9915+00 1.7559-02
1.ba9b-U2 2,2' ­1}02 3.6121+00 1.6444-02
1.5441 -U2 2.6L	 ,9+U;; 4.1133+00 1.5588-02
194ohJ-142 3,02+.5+02 4.4376+00 1.5188-02
1.37.,1-u2 3.4833+02 4.7902+00 1.2116-02
1.27i. y-u2 4,52894-U2 5,7830+00 1,1228-C2
1.ld pu-u2 5.1540+02 6.1260+00 1.1104-02
1.1066-U2 5.3714+U2 5.9558+00 1.1450-02
1.0.567-u2 5.7552+U2 5.9664+00 1.1615-02
9,71.16-u3 5.058U+U2 5.8834+00 1.1897-U2
9.11ud-143 6.1918+02 5.6444+00 1.2355-02
8.513J-G3 6.4454+02 5.5256+00 1.2707-02
6.0/70-U3 6.81166+02 5.5627+00 1.2879-02
7.623ts-J3 6.UU35+U2 5.2631+00 1.3461-02
7.20t,6-u3 7.3587+U2 5.3029+00 1.3653-02
6.6419-U3 7.,5283+02 4.9993+00 1.4174-02
-.E 6.4670-143 7.Z59b+02 4,695,,f+00 1.4463-02
b.060-u3 7.6119+02 4.5347+U0 1,2232-02
5.b939-u3 7.14982+U2 4.26911100 1.2401-02
5.3362-u3 '7.6607+02 4.0986+00 1.2986-02
5.0liu-143 8,1616+U2 4.0899+00 1.3132-02
4.7149-U3 8.7463+U2 4.1238+on 1.2206-02
4.441.6-u3 8.7768+02 3.9007+00 1.2114-02
4.1 4 oj-143 6.42A1+02 3.5367+00 1.2490-02
3.9Ur•b-143 8.5086+02 3.3766+00 1.2943-02
3.75t:7-u3 8.7841+U2 3.3017+00 1.3328-02
3.5650-u3 ti.9143+U2 3,17 7+0n 1.3816-02
3.3041-u3 9.0911+02 3.0589+00 1.2842-02
3.lulu-u3 9,2f'-'93+02 2.9174+00 1.3450-02
2.975.^-143 9.6485+02 2.877+00 1.3839-02
2.6U54-J3 1.CU32+U3 2.8144+00 1.4284-07
2.6"91-u3 1.0349+U3 2.7422+00 1.4762-02
2.bUb,-U3 1.u25u+u3 •^_.57(17+00 1.5568-02
2.3747-u3 1.U159+J3 .:.4125+00 1.6404-02
E-81
iiurlS Rib r R7	 TABLE E72	 4-3-69
Cui IT I ijl1L.,)
1r7Ltl.m#kL NLi-TrWN SPECTRU ,I FOR	 4.5-INCHtS LH2	 AT	 37 DEGREES USING
A BA;4K uF 3L	 v61-,T1CAL HF3 DETECTORS
Li4E K u Y	'^ESOLUTIJ rI FuK GKuUPING = .05 LAIRCEST FRACTIONAL EPROP _	 .20
NEUTtWli ENLR Y NEUTRON FLUX FL„X*E'iERGY RELATIVE
(Ev) (KELATIVE UNITS)	 (RELATIVE UNITS)	 UNCERTAINTY
29253U-U3 1.0359+03 2.3339+00 1.7039-02
2.1290-U3 1.0733+U3 2.2859+00 1.6021-02
2.OU63-u3 1.0488+03 2.1042+00 1.7152-02
1.8933-u3 1.0989+03 2,0805+00 1.7550-02
1,789b-U3 1.U388+03 1.9485+00 1.8519-02
1.6941-0 1.0669+03 1.8413+00 1.9498-02
1.0061-u3 1,0947+03 1,7582+00 2.0380-02
1.511-z4-U3 l.ud25+03 1.6437+00 1.9968-02
1.43lo-u3 1.0691+03 1.5305+00 2.1202-02
1.3520-u3 1,1013+03 1,4890+00 2,,1941-02
1.21 1;9-u3 1.0888+03 1.3925+00 2.3064-02
1.2110-u3 1,0768+03 1.3047+00 2.4362-02
1.1494-U3 1,0633+U3 1.2222+00 2.5717-02
1.08,'1-u3 1.0440+03 1.1360+00 2.5513-02
1.0278-03 1.0220+U3 1.0504+00 2.7143-02
9.7243-u4 9.9926+02 9.7171-01 2.8875-02
9.2141-U4 9.754o+02 8.9880-01 3.0722-02
8e743U-U4 9.5116+02 8.3160-01 3.2659-02
8.2614-u4 0.2136+02 7.6302-01 3.2880-02
7.8310-u4 8,9105+02 6.9778-01 3.5199-02
7.4163-u4 8.6UO2+02 6.3782-01 3.7682-02
7.0336-U4 8,2858+02 5.8281-01 4.0310-02
6.6615-J4 7.9331+02 5.2846-01 4.1064-02
b.3004- u4 7.5577+02 4.7617-01 4.4223-02
599U79-J4 7.1924+U2 4.2924.01 4.7528-02
5.bolU- 04 r.7671 +02 3,8309-01 5.1156-02
E-82
o	 ^+-^.	 7!^ le
hur)5 c<9 p R1c 2-2U-"35	 TABLE E73	 4-1-69
l ^u:^<wHL 1,4r--Ll t u 4 SNECTRU q FOH	 2.5-INCHES Lh2	 AT	 37 DEGREES USIrJr,
,.	 aH14n
	
yr 	 51	 vE'.11.,,L	 1+.3	 DETECTORS
LliEfl b f 	 , tt'30Lullu ?', 1 ' 0 1 < 	 G,<,' IJPI!iti	 =	 ,05 LARGEST FRACTIONAL EPROI . 	_	 .?0
I,-EJT:•., UI4	 LlALR,;,Y JL',)Ti;011	 FLUX FLi1X*E"ERGY RFLATIVF
(t,) (,^ELATIVE	 UNITS)	 (RELATIVF.
	
UNITS)	 IINCERTAINTY
4. LL ,!6o+ul 1,1j23-U2 5.1008-01 5.PO15-02
1.46_-u'-U1 3.7294-02 5.5320-01 5,9157-02
7.3472+JO 9,7J31-U2 6.3943-01 5.0552-02
4.3 7 S+JU 1.7469-01 5.9843-01 5.4650-02
2.b9,).,+u0 2,1591-U1 6.2830-01 4,9565-02
2.U532+00 -.9785-U1 6.1333-01 4.7870-02
1.53::7+u0 3.fAaoa-U1 5.9714-01 4.7515-02
1.1931 +u0 4.9902-J1 5.953F'-01 4.6917-02
9.5213-U1- 6.2649-01 5.9650-01 4.4865-02
7.7739-u1 7.4522-01 5.7933-01 4.5806-02
u.4o7e-ul 9.3.317-U1 6,0544-01 4.1845-02
5.4u4 1 -ul 1.-x047+00 5.489~-01 4.6F50-02
4.t)77u-ul 1,3)402+00 4.8656-01 4.902N-02
4.0496-u1 1.1733~00 4.7510-01 4.9260-02
3.53')u-ul 1.3284+00 4.7023-01 4.9554-02
3.1 2 	 7-U1 1.4146-t-UO 4.4145-01 5.0456-02
2.7719-u1 1.7502+00 4.8514-01 4.7658-02
2.4 7:,4-u! 2. 1201+UO 5.2545-01 4.1496-92
^.22 yL-ul 2.ti01+00 5.8117-01 4.1896-02
2.01 ,7-u 1 2. oo57+(i0 5.3753-01 4.4452-02
1.x3,5-U1 2.9110+00 5.332t_,-01 4.4858-02
1.o71n-U1 3.o531+u0 5.1033-01 4.4198-02
1.53.I :J-ul 3,2191+00 4.9301-01 4.6295-02
1. 4U F,4-Ul 3.3121+00 4,664F,-Ol 4.7514-02
1.2999-U1 3.2o99+00 4.2492-01 5.0168-U2
192U20-J1 3.-)137+UO 4.2253-01 5.7729-02
1.11c.D-ul 3.<,91e-+00 4.1212-01 5.2385-02
1.U392-ul 3.3993+00 3,5326-01 5.7381-02
9.6961-u2 3.6499+00 3.5390-01 5.5903-02
9. Jo.,4
- 02 3.i{773+UO 3.1533-01 6,4638 -02
%;.494` -u2 4.5450+00 3,6929-01 5.5407-t.2
7.9o oeU-U2 4..3788+00 3,4952-01 5.7854-02
7.1-,7-L!,' 4.0935+UO 3.0745-01 6.4554-02
7.Ud;;u-u2 4.6855+00 3.3173-01 6.1975-02
6.6d51-u2 4.6o33+UO 3.1175-01 6.1306-02
693224-u2 5.0646+(,0 3.2020-01 6.4934-02
b.9d,,.5-u2 6. Jd47+UO 3,6437-01 5.7847-02
5.bo(il-u2 6.3617+00 3.6249-01 5.7802-02
5.2.)30-u2 6.9156+00 3.6398-01 4.2634-02
4.7 7
	 i1 -u? 8.09 0.4 +00 3.8646-01 4.1097-02
4.34co-v? 110336+01 4.5152-01 3.7446-02
1.9759-u.? 1,305b+U1 5.1917-01 3.4909-02
3.ojob-u2 1,5464+U1 3.6456-01 3.4282-02
E-83
RUNS R9 ► R10 2-20-u6	 TA8LE L73	 4-3-69
COUNT I NUc_U
THERMAL NEUTRON SPECTRUM FOR 2.5-INCHE; LH2 AT 37 DEGREES USING
A HANK iF 32 VERTICAL BF3 DETECTORS
LNEK6Y rtESOLUTIUN FOR GROUPING = .05 LA4GEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = .20
NLUTr^ON ENER'.7Y NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY RELATIVE
(tV) (RELATIVE UNITS)	 (RELATIVE UNITS)	 UNCERTAINTY
3.3042-u2 1,7111+01 5.7565-01 3.4288-02
3.1102-u2 2.2749+01 7.0754-01 3.0892-02
2.8641-U2 2.9855+01 8.6105-01 2.8432-02
2.682u-U2 3.5849+01 9.6147-01 2.7145-02
?-.5U07-U2 4.4842+01 1.1214+00 2.5451-02
2.3375-U2 5.2983+01 1.2385+00 2.4569-02
2.1900-U2 6.4661+01 1.4161+00 2.3222-02
2.0562-U2 7.9143+01 1.6273+00 2.1914-02
1.934o-02 9,4333+01 1.8250+00 2,1062-02
1.8230-02 1.2411+02 2.2633+00 1.9142-02
1.72[3-U2 1.7022+02 2.9317+00 1.6961-02
1.6295-U2 2.0040+02 3.2655+00 1.6315-02
1.5441-02 2.3334+02 3.6030+00 1.5618-02
1.4653-U2 2.6559+02 3.8917+00 1.5266-02
1.3752-U2 3.0236+02 4.1581+00 1.2219-02
1.2769-U2 3.6185+02 4.6205+00 1.1804-02
1.1bi,b-U2 4.1196+02 4.8966+00 1.1657-02
1,10bd-U2 4.3289+02 4.7999+00 1.1966-02
1.0367-uZ 4.6537+02 4.8245+00 1.2133-02
9 . 7 118-U3 4.7781+02 4.6404+00 1.2591-02
9.1166-03 4,9685+02 4.5297+00 1.2975-02
8.5733-U3 5.2755+02 4.5228+00 1.3192-02
8,077b-u3 5.5334+02 4.4697+00 1.3507-02
7.6t!8-u3 5.7865+02 4.4115+00 1.3830-02
7.2063-u3 5.8732+02 4.2324+00 1.4372-02
6.8c19-U3 6,0874+02 4.1528+00 1.4616-02
6,4576-03 6.1465+02 3.9753+00 1.4776-02
6,08N7-U3 6.4064+02 3.9007+00 1.2535-02
5.6939-03 5.9941+02 3.4130+00 1.3025-02
5.3362-u3 6.5030+02 3.4701+00 1.3302-02
5+0110-U3 6.7641+02 3.3895+00 1.3550-02
4.7149-u3 7.0932+02 3.3444+00 1.2737-02
4.444- u.7 6.9017+02 3.0673+00 1.2838-02
4.1963-U3 6.6419+02 2.7871+00 1.3208-02
3.9685-u3 6.7090+02 2.6625+00 1.3689-02
3o750-U3 7.1343+02 2.6816+00 1.3895-02
3.5u5U-u3 7.1823+02 2.5605+00 1.4474-02
3.3047-03 7.1347+02 2.4006+00 1.3642-02
3.lblu-u3 7.5503+02 2,3866+00 1.3972-02
2.9753-03 7,7847+02 2.3162+00 1.4494-02
2.8054-03 7.8959+02 2.2151+00 1.5125-02
2.6497-u3 8.1179+02 2,1510+00 1.5647-02
2.5U65-U3 8.3829+72 291012+00 1.6201-02
E-84
iwr4s 1t90N1" 2-2u-U6	 TABLE E73	 it-3-69
CurJ T 1, ji1r-U
THLhI . 1r%L riLiiTRUN SPELTRuM FOR 2.5-INCHES LH2 AT 37 DEGREES USING
A t3Nr4K uF 2,^ VEINT1CHL E 4 F,3 DETECTORS
b4Ltf GY r:tSCLul Iur, FuR GRo (JPIIJ(j _ .05 	 LARGEST FRA C TIOPJ A L ERROP = .?0
1'4Ljrrhu(v
	 Er,LRQY [JL UTPOPI	 FLUX FLiJX*EJIERGY RELATIVE
(L " ) W EL•ATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
2.371r7-U3 8.5139+02 2.0218+00 1.6838-02
202530-U3 8.8U06+02 1.9828+00 1.7349-02
2.1298-U3 8.7971+02 1.8736+00 1.6643-02
2.UU63-U3 8.8754+U2 1.7807+00 1.7458-U2
1.8936-U3 8.5674+02 1.6221+00 1.8731-02
1.7o96-u3 8.8606+02 1.5857+00 1.9341-02
1.6941-u^) 8.9360+02 1.5138+00 2.0256-02
1.bUbl-u3 8,eb00+U2 1.4230+00 2.1303-02
1.511:4- u3 8.960U +02 1.3605+00 2.0618-02
1.43!o-u3 8.9296+02 1.2784+00 2.1909-02
1.3520-U3 8.9144+U2 1.2052+00 2.3018-02
1.27,9-U3 9.0071+02 1.1519+00 2.3781-02
1.2110-j3 8.9468+02 1.0840+00 2.5060-02
1.1494-U3 8.646U+02 1.0168+00 2.6432-02
1,0bti1-U3 8.7367+02 9.5064-01 2.6139-02
1.0276-u3 8.5850+02 8.8237-01 2.7749-02
9.72'46-u4 8.4189+02 8.1868-01 2.9465-02
9.2141-u4 8.2574+02 7.6085-01 3.1266-02
6.74ZO-U4 8.0881+U2 7.0714-01 3.3149-02
8.2bl4-u4 7.yo78+02 6.5156-01 3.3288-02
7.8310- 04 7.6503+02 5.9909-01 3.5519-02
7.4ib3-U4 7.4089+02 5.4947-01 3.7935-02
7.0j36-U4 7.1489+U2 5.0284-01 4.0517-02
6-bulb-u4 6.9009+02 4.5970-01 4.1069-02
6.3u04-04 6.o141+U2 4.1671-01 4.4051-02
5.9679-U4 6.3157+02 3.7691-01 4.7199-U2
5.bu!U-U4 5.9882+02 313899-01 5.0537-02
E-85
KKtib I1 ► T2 2-c2-66	 TABLE E74	 4-3-69
THERNv%L hEu muN SPECTRUM FOR 13.0-INCHES LH2 AT 78 DEGREES USING
A !SANK of 3e VEkTICAL BF3 DETECTORS
LNEhGY
	
t(ES0LUII0h FOR GROUPING = .10 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = .20
i4LJTf(0N
	 LtJLRvY NLUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY RELATIVE
(E^) (RELATIVE UNITS)	 (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
3.UOO.)+U0 6.1019-U2 1.8308-U1 1.9445-01
1.3923+UO 9.3118-02 1.2965-01 1.9650-01
7.7.)++b-U1 1.9215-01 1.4862-01 1.7823-01
5.4761-01 2.4748-01 1.3552-01 1.7184-01
4.1874-U1 3.OU86-01 1.2599-01 1.8855-01
3.3945-U1 3.6137-01 1.2267-01 1.8298-01
2.8074-u1 3.8193-01 1.0722-01 1.9377-01
2.4084-u1 5.1873-01 1.2493-01 1.7293-01
2.Ulbu-U1 4.6804-01 9.4357-02 1.6825-01
1.6757-U1 8.6111-01 1.4430-01 1.1383-01
1.4637-U1 7.4839-01 1.0954-01 1.4946-01
1.2d9b-U1 1.0585+00 1.3649-01 1.1275-01
1.1447-u1 1.0400+00 1.1905-01 1.3589-U1
1.0229-u1 1.1551+00 1.1816-01 1.3331-01
99U619-u2 8.8620-01 8.0484-02 1.6708-01
8.O1bl-u2 1.1727+00 9.4005-02 1.3762-01
7.1275-U2 1.2852+00 9.1603-02 1.3534-01
6.378b-02 1.6098+00 1.0269-01 1.2124-01
5.6853-u2 1.5937+00 9.0607-02 1.2418-01
590489-U2 1.8915+00 9.5500-02 1.1542-01
4.5137-U2 2.2016+00 9.9374-02 1.0360-01
4.0258-02 2.8989+00 1.1670-01 7.9742-02
3.5032-U2 3.2864+00 1.1776-01 7.8700-02
3.2101-u2 3.5805+00 1.1494-01 8.6667-02
2.8724-U2 5.2324+00 1.5030-01 6.0286-02
2.56713-U2 6.8742+00 1.7652-01 5.5489-02
2.2954-U2 8.4571+00 1.9412-01 5.0181-02
2.0519-U2 1.1982+01 2.4586-01 4.7114-02
1.8357-U2 1.8422+01 3.3817-01 3.5973-02
1.643b-U2 3.0492+U1 5.0123-01 2.8761-02
1.4737-u2 5.0851+01 7.4939-01 2.2572-02
1.3219-u2 7.3081+01 9.6606-01 2.0595-02
1.1865-U2 1.0585+02 1.2559+00 1.7546-02
1.0611-U2 1.3268+02 1.4079+00 1.6226-02
9.5Uub-u3 1.4836+02 1.4095+00 1.6546-02
8.5217-U3 1.6651+02 1.4189+00 1.6535-02
7.6293-u3 1.8293+02 1.3956+00 1.6527-02
6.8439-u3 1.9004+02 1.3006+00 1.7651-02
6.1534-u3 1.9259+02 1.1851+00 1.7205-02
5.526b-u3 2.0307+U2 1.1223+00 1.7063-02
4.9607-03 2.1441+U2 1.0636+00 1.6958-02
4.4522-03 2.2721+U2 1.0116+00 1.5565-02
3.9964-u3 2.3556+02 9.4139-01 1.5474-02
E-86
Ikr\NS T 1 r T2 2- G 2-0b	 TABLE E74	 4-3-69
CUNT It4Uc.D
TtiEKNIAL Nf ijkUN SNcCTiiUM FOR	 13.',O-I NCHES LH2	 AT	 78 DEGREES USING
A BA;4N iF 3e VEitTICAL BF3 DETECTORS
L ' jERGT
	 i1ESCLUI'IO r j FOR GROUPING =	 .10 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = .20
14EUTm Oiv 	 c14LR(^Y fiEUTRON FLUX FLAX*ErIERGY RELATIVE
(Ev) (HELATIVE UNITS)	 (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
3.581:5-U3 2.5291+02 9.0757-01 1.5977-02
3.2242-u3 2.5961+02 8.3703-01 1.6839-02
2.6992-U3 2.7707+U2 8.0328-01 1.7434-02
2.604U-U3 2.8355+02 7.3836-01 1.8615-02
2.3-E69-u3 2.9435+02 6.8787-01 1.9457-02
2.1007-u3 3.1286+02 6.5722-01 2.0120-02
1.88tio-U3 3.0629+02 5.7828-01 2.1798-02
l.b969-03 3.0946+02 5.2512-01 2.3954-02
1.5256-03 2.9706+02 4.5325-01 2.5613-02
1.37;0-0 2.7690+02 3.7952-01 3.0328-02
1.26 1, b-0 2.9573+U2 3.639n-01 3.0282-02
1.1045-u3 2.6750+02 2.9545-01 3.4781-02
9. 9 159-U4 2.5307+02 2.5094-01 4.1954-02
8.9U57-04 2.3806+02 2.1203-01 4.5196-02
8.OU3b-U4 2.U455+02 1.6371-01 5.6531-02
7.19E5-U4 1.3082+02 1.3016-01 6.9326-02
6.474U-04 1.5019+02 9.7233-02 9.0561-02






THEHMAL NEUTRUI q SNECTHUM FOR 10.5- INCHES LH2 AT 78 DEGREES USING
A NARK of 32 VEKTICAL BF3 DETECTORS
EivFR(;Y
	
cESCLUIIutj FOR GROUPING = .10 LARGEST FRACTIOtIAL ERROR = 	 .20
NEUTRON Lf4ERuY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY P.ELATIVE
(Lv) (RELATIVE UNITS)	 (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
6.7179+U0 4.1298-02 2.7744-01 1.7707-01
3.0003+u0 6.9553-U2 2.0868-01 1.7535-01
1.6674+u0 1.2212-01 2.0362-01 1.7586-01
1.1173+00 1.7728-01 1.9807-01 1.5997-01
8.6186-u1 2.7293-01 2.3523-01 1.6985-01
7.3981-u1 2.859b-01 2.1156-01 1.8129-01
o.4198-. ► 1 2.9432-01 1.8895-01 119911-01
5.6234-U1 3.5072-01 1,9722-01 1.7712-01
4.8257-u1 3.7427-01 1.8061-01 1.5314-01
3.9649-01 3.2328-01 1.2818-01 1.8451-01
3.30AU-01 4.9296-01 1.6307-01 1.5035-01
2.8694-U1 4.9833-01 1.4299-01 1.6980-01
2.5126-U1 4.9987-01 1.2560-01 1.8003-01
2.2134-U1 6.2275-01 1.3315-01 1.5652-01
1.973u-01 7.9241-01 1.5634-01 1.3327-01
1.7662-U1 6.533U-01 1.1539-01 1.8622-01
1.5b46-ul 1.0776+00 1.6157-01 1.0752-01
1,3725-U1 1.2095+00 1.6.)00-01 1.0315-01
1.2139-U1 8.7348-01 1.0603-01 1.6706-01
1.0812-U1 1.3843+00 1.4967-01 1.0449-01
9.6922-U2 1.2520+00 1.2135-01 1.2771-01
8.6315-U2 1.4199+00 1.2256-01 1.1604-01
7.6417-U2 1.7802+00 1.3604-01 9.8875-02
6.613u--U2 1.760U+00 111991-01 1.1146-01
6.0497-U2 1.8941+00 1.1459-01 9.5718-02
5.3530
-u2 2.3505+00 1.2582-01 9.2328-02
4.7701-u2 2.6834+00 1.2800-01 8.7910-02
4.2770-02 3.0310+00 1.2965-01 8.4469-02
3.8266-U2 3.8406+00 1.4696-01 8.0291-02
3.41;,7-02 5.0543+00 1.7264-01 6.7754-02
3.0458-02 5.1541+00 1.5698-01 7.1666-02
2.7136-U2 8.5725+00 2.3262-01 5.1295-02
2.4336-02 1.0933+01 2.6607-U1 5.0479-02
2,162u-U2 1.4315+01 3.1235-01. 4.3216-02
1.95E,2-u2 2.0691+01 4.0476-01 3.P093-02
1.7549-02 3.3098+01 598084-01 3.0307-02
1.5675-02 6.0420+01 9.4706-01 2.2939-02
1.4U17-U2 9.5044+01 1.3322+00 1.9810-02
1.2545-02 1.3718+02 197209+00 1.6999-02
1.1237-U2 1,8479+02 2.0765+00 1.5850-02
1.0U7b-U2 2.1491+02 2.1654+00 1.5357-02
9.0104-U3 2.3365+02 2.1053+00 1.5422-02









 I RUN SPECTRUM FOR 10 0 5-INCHES LH2 AT 79 DEGREES USIN(,
A HANK uF 3e VERTICAL GF3 DETECTORS
E14EH GY IcL30LUTIUN FUR GROUPING = .10	 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = .P0
i4EUTt<ON	 trJLRUY NLUTRON FLUX FLUX*Er;ERGY RELATIVE
(L^i) H ELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
7.2469-u3 2.6441+02 1.9162+On 1.6617-02
6.49o3-u3 2.7406+02 1.7804+00 1.6710-02
5,dlh.i-u3 2.6162+02 1.6385+00 106126-02
5.2Ub3-u3 3.0314+02 1.5788+00 1.6357-02
4.6622-03 3.!378+02 1.4629+00 1.5389-02
4.1747-u3 3.5044+02 1.4630+00 1.4320-02
3.74u1-U3 3.6733+02 1.3739+00 1.4815-02
3.3531-U3 3.6460+02 1.2225+00 1.5939-02
3.UU;, g-U3 3.9054+02 1.1751+00 1.6567-02
2.7U3i-u3 4.2066+02 1.1371+00 1.7056-02
2.4263-u3 4.2on6+02 1.0192+00 1.8049-02
2.17Ed-u3 4.2924+02 9.3437-01 1.9394-02
1.9564-U3 4.4139+02 8.6354-01 2.0575-02
1.7bF,j-U3 4.5583+02 8.0149-01 2.1526-U2
1.5'181-U3 4.2251+U2 6.6676-01 2.3947-02
1.417;,-03 4.372U+G2 6,1964-01 2.5844-02
a.2741-03 3.9575+02 5.0428-01 2.9249-02
1.144b-u3 3.9192+02 4,4867-01 3.1674-02
1.028b-U3 3.8151+02 3.9242-01 3.5105-02
°.2445-U4 3.1668+02 2.9275-01 4.3502-02
8.3121-U4 2.9150+02 2.4230-01 4.9007-02
7.474- u4 2.9314+02 2.1899-01 5.3082-02
6.7126-U4 2.4625+02 1.6530-01 6.6028-02
6.0332 -04 2.3351+02 1.4088-01 7.6139-02
E-89
i(Ul4b f 5 r T6 2-22-60	 TABLE E76	 4-3-66
THEKiAAL NEUTRUr q SPECTRUA FOR	 7.0- INCHES LH2 AT 78 DEGREES US, --
A 8Nr)K JF 32 vErcTICAL BF3 DETECTORS
LiiE R GY	 RESOLUTIiN FOR GROUPING = . 05 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROP =	 .20
NLjTkOW tNLRUY [JLUTRON FLUX FLAX *ENERGY RELATIVE
(Ev) (RELATIVE UNITS)	 (RELATIVE UNITS) UrjCERTAINTY
2.U529+ul 119918-U2 4.0890-01 1.9396-01
lo06l5+ul 3.7893-02 4.0223-01 1.7735-01
6.4005+UO 6.0661-02 3.9311-01 1.6620-01
4.3672+UO 8.2041-02 3.5829-01 1.7580-01
2.9361+UO 1.0717-01 3.1466-01 1.5322-01
2.0855+U0 1.6350-01 3.4099-01 1.5686-01
1.7426+UO 2.1726-01 3.7864-01 1.P352-01
1.5elb+uo 2.5820-01 4.0326-01 1.7403-01
1.3413+UO 2.0693-01 2.7756-01 1.7658-01
1.11Ui+u0 3.2208-01 3.5767-01 1.2654-01
9.73ub-ul 4.6998-01 4.5733-01 1.3962-01
8.61nb-01 3.5187-01 3.0326-01 1.4259-01
7.1452-U1 3.5435-01 2.5319-01 1.3588-01
69OJ19-U1 4.5992-01 2.7604-01 1.4189-01
5.4435-U1 6.1194-01 3.3311-01 1.5819-01
5.1160-u1 6.6575-U1 3.4060-01 1.5756-01
4.6ojt)-ul 6.2388-01 2.9201-01 1.2399-01
4.2931-U1 9.1272-01 3.9184-01 1.3131-01
4.062b-ul 7.2343-01 2.9390-01 1.7211-01
3.752U-U1 5.7292-01 2.1496-01 1.6261-01
3.3csj2-U1 6.9378-01 2.3507-01 1.4075-01
3.0749-u1 8.6219-01 2.6511-01 1.2769-01
298U31-ul 8.9879-01 2.5194-01 1.2402-01
2.5658-u1 9.7585-01 2.5038-01 1.2354-01
2.3574-U1 1.1351+00 2.6759-01 1.2403-01
2.1734-U1 1.1645+00 2.5309-01 1.1611-01
2.01j1-U1 1.3458+00 2.7052-01 1.0939-01
1.8645-u1 1.2331+00 2.2991-01 1.3363-01
1.7343-u1 1.3391+00 2.3224-01 1.2819-01
1.6172-u1 1.5096+00 2.4413-G1 1.2361-01
1.5116-01 1.5393+00 2.3267-01 1.3067-01
104159-U1 1.9112+00 2.7061-01 1.0771-01
1.3291-u1 2.1393+00 2.8433-01 1.0493-01
1.25uU-ul 2.1547+00 2.6934-01 1.1110-01
1.177b-U1 1.8907+00 2.2269-01 1.2705-01
1.1116-U1 2.3090+00 2.5667-01 1.0664-01
1.0509-u1 1.9040+00 2.0009-01 1.3575-01
9.949b-U2 2.2271+00 2.2159-01 1.1.269-01
9.4346 -02 2.5194+00 2.3770-01 1.1621-01
8o84b7-02 1.9768+00 1.7488-01 1.2173-01
8.20n8-u2 2.9810+00 2.4470-01 8.6930-02
7.6374-02 3.0"98+00 2.2997-01 9.3653-02





RUNS T5rTb [-L2-6o TABLE E76 4-3-69
CUNT I I4ULD
TtiEHMAL NLi TRON SPECTrWA FOR	 7.0-INCHES LH2 AT 78 DEGREES USING
A BAIJK jF 32 VEKTICAL BF3 DETECTORS
ENLHGY RESCLUTIw4 FUR GROUPING = .05 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR =	 .20
NEUTRON LNLRUY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*Et4ERGY RELATIVE
(E^) (RELATIVE UNITS)	 (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
6.0002-U2 298546+UO 1.9014-01 1.0355-01
6.244-U2 3.3586+00 2.0959-01 9.9696-02
5,8t)9U-U2 3.5986+UO 2.1084-01 9.2356-02
5.511b-U2 3.4583+00 1.9061-01 110059-01
5.1946-U2 4.1955+00 2.1793-01 9.3400-02
499030-U2 4.8811+00 2.3935-01 9.0651-02
4.6360-02 4.1593+00 1.9285-01 1.1171-01
4.3906-U2 5.4013+00 2.3716-01 9.3544-02
4.1043-U2 5,5655+00 2.3176-01 9.7585-02
3.9220-U2 6.2175+00 2.4385-01 7.8769-02
3.6637-U2 6.6749+00 2.5229-01 7.6987-02
3.441U-U2 7.7738+00 2.6750-01 7.6543-02
3.2331-u2 9.8208+00 3.1753-01 6.5241-02
3.0437-U2 9.bb44+00 2.9416-01 7.0903-02
2.87ob-U2 1.1531+01 3.3101-01 6.6287-02
2.712U-U2 1.4924+01 4.0474-01 6.1942-02
2.5065-J2 1.7380+01 4.4602-01 5.8545-02
2.432,5-U2 1.6640+01 4.0473-01 6.2606-02
2.3UAb-U2 2.3613+U1 5.4975-01 5.3581-02
2.1608-02 2.7054+01 5.8999-01 4.5820-02
2.U509-u2 3.2212+01 6.6064-01 4.4011-02
1.9324-U2 4.1017+01 7.9261-01 4.0786-02
1.8241-u2 5.5054+U1 1.0042+00 3.6317-02
1.725u-U2 6.3155+01 :.0894+00 3.5513-02
1.6341-U2 9.0495+01 1.4788+00 3.0764-02
1.5t)06-02 1.2135+U2 198813+00 2.7391-02
1.4654-02 1.4569+02 2.1349+00 2.3806-02
1.3x105-U2 1.8502+02 2.6542+00 2.2070-02
1.30^6-u2 2.2341+02 2.9095+00 2.0879-02
1.23506-U2 2.5879+02 3.1844+00 2.0219-02
l.1b44-U2 3.1497+U2 3.6675+00 1.9094-02
1.1032-U2 3.2826+02 3.6216+00 1.9466-02
1.U4b7-U2 3.4786+U2 3.6411+00 1.9665-02
999U13-U3 3.7922+02 3.7548+00 1.8183-02
9.3407-u3 3.8487+U2 3.5950+00 108881-02
8.82b4-U3 4.0643+U2 3.5873+00 1.9176-02
8.351a-U3 4.1962+02 3.5046+00 1.9737-02
7.9160-U3 4.4350+02 3.5107+00 2.0011-02
7.5127-u3 4.4458+02 3.3400+00 2.0889-02
7.113t^-u3 4.6138+02 3.2821+00 2.0021-02
6.7215-U3 4.7354+02 3.1829+00 2.0402-02
b.3bo9-U3 4.4028+02 2.8006+00 2.1435-02








1HERmAL NE,,TRUN SPECTRU;A FOR	 7.0-INCHES LH2 AT 78 DEGREES US.N(,
A BANK JF 32 VERTICAL BF3 DETECTORS
E_t4ER(bY
	
1tE'3-JLUT Iorl FOR GROUPING = .05 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROk =	 .20
14EUTRON ENERJY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*EIJERGY RELATIVE
(EV) (RELATIVE UNITS)	 (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
5.7214-03 4.7823+02 2,7361+00 2,0508-02
5.4201-U3 5,0786+02 2.7527+00 1.9664-02
5.1260-03 5.2281+02 2.6802+00 2.0355-02
4.8556-U3 4.9330+02 2.3951+00 2.0921-02
496056-03 5.0712+02 2.3356+00 1.9734-02
4.362b-u3 5.6245+02 2.4537+00 1.8003-02
4.1267-u3 5.6232+02 2.3205+00 1.8305-02
3.9094-u3 5.8869+U2 2.3014+00 1.8654-02
3.7066-0 5.7182+02 2.1208+00 1.9822-02
3.5144-U3 6,1463+02 2.1601+00 1.9096-02
3.32b5-u3 6.1770+02 2.0548+00 1.9909-02
3.1533-U3 6.0801+02 1.9172+00 2.0977-02
2.9932-U3 6.3483+02 1.9002+00 2.1466-02
2.8381-U3 6,5007+02 1.8453+00 2.1303-02
2.6897-u3 6,5272+02 1.7556+00 2.2251-02
2.5522-U3 6.5033+02 1.6598+00 2.3440-02
2.4199-U3 7.1238+02 1.7239+00 2.2329-02
2.2928-03 6.8998+02 1.5820+00 2.3827-02
2.1755-U3 6,8316+02 1.4863+00 2.5151-02
2,0b31-U3 7.5102+02 1.5494+0u" 2.4280-02
1,9556-U3 6.7296+02 193158+00 2.6833-02
1.65b8-U3 7.1614+02 1.3290+00 2.7248-02
1.7605-U3 6.8309+02 1.2026+00 2.8521-02
196695-U3 6.7177+02 1.1215+00 2.9866-02
1.5826-U3 6.9963+02 1.1072+00 3.0050-02
1.4996-03 7.2371+02 1.0854+00 3.0744-02
1.4234-U3 6.7065+02 9.5460-01 3.3383-02
1.350b-U3 6.9353+02 9.3668-01 3.3616-02
1.2812-U3 6,7351+02 8.6290-01 3.5804-02
1.2152-03 6.8647+02 8.3420-01 3.6468-02
1.1525-03 6.27324-02 7.2299-01 3.9867-02
1.0930-U3 6.0709+02 6.6355-01 4,1444-02
1.0366-03 6.0633+02 6.2852-01 4.3507-02
9.83lu-u4 5.8743+02 5.7750-01 4,6417-02
9.3241-U4 5.2997+02 4.9415-01 5.0986-02
8.8444-U4 5.1128+02 4.52.20-01 5.3602-02
8.3902-U4 4.9994+02 4.1946-01 5.7071-02
7.9607-U4 4.3529+02 3.4652-01 6.3655-02
7.5542-U4 4.5103+02 3.4072-01 6.6951-02
7.1 7 01-04 4.3717+02 3.1346-01 6.8884-02
6.7993 -U4 3.8494+02 2.6173-01 7.7183-02
6.4495 -U4 3.7707+02 2.4319-01 8.4495-02








1r,EKMAL NLj,1RUN SPECTRUM FOR 7.0-INCHES LH2 AT 78 DEGREES USING
A HANK OF 3e VEKTICAL 6F3 DETECTORS
F-WEhGY HESUt-UT IU1, FOR GHOUPI;:a = .05	 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = .^0
t4EUTk0N L!4LRuY NEUTRON FLUX FLijX*EhER6Y RELATIVE
(Ev) WELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
5.8UhG-U4 3.855b+02 2.2395-01 9.0969-02
5.51va-U4 2.9785+02 1.6425-01 1.0706-01
E-93
KUNS T8tT7 2-22 -6d 	TABLE E77	 4-3-69
Tr+ERNIAL NEuTHUN SPECTRUM FOR 4.5-INCHES LH2 AT 78 DEGREES USING
A bANK OF 32 VERTICAL BF3 DETECTORS
EIJEK %-7 Y	 ntSOLUTIUN FOR GROUPING =	 .05 LAIGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = .20
NEUTKO ; J ENERGY NEUTRON FLUX FLtIX#ENERGY RELATIVE
(EV) (RELATIVE UNITS)	 (RELATIVE UNITS)	 UNCERTAINTY
l.bb4b+ul 4.9230-02 8.1948-01 1.7743-01
1.2074+01 7.1103-02 8.5850-01 1.6009-01
8.1079+00 8.2318-02 6.7237-01 1.4263-01
5.2be0+u0 1.3204-01 6.9559-01 1.2561-01
3.6794+U0 1.7064-01 6.2785-01 1.3359-01
2.7146+UO 2.0722-01 5.6252-01 1.3626-01
2.0855+00 2.9458-01 6.1435-01 102006-01
1.6523+00 2.6347-C1 4.3533-01 1.5728-01
1.4075+00 3.9253-01 5.5249-01 106933-01
1.2750+00 5.5359-01 7.0583-01 1.3752-01
1.1604+UO 5.4281-01 6.298801 1.4797-01
1.0605+UO 5.2602-01 5.5784-01 1.5935-01
9.7308-01 7.5999-01 7.3953-01 1.2158-01
8.9592-U1 6.8137-01 6.1045-01 1.4298-01
8.27A1-01 5.8140-01 4.8129-01 ;.7097-01
7.6696-U1 7.4208-01 5.6915-01 1.4562-01
7.1267-61 8.2921-01 5.9095-01 1.3866-01
6.6393-U1 1.0620+00 7.0509-01 1.2039-01
692003-U1 9.9271-01 6.1551-01 1.2879-01
5.8034-U1 1.0374+00 6.0204-01 1.3541-01
5.4435-U1 1.0282+00 5.5970-01 1.4051-01
5.1160-U1 1.1619+00 5.5443-01 1.3255-01
4.8172-U1 1.2509+00 6.0258-01 1.1834-01
4.5439-u1 1.4970+00 6.802.2-01 1.1474-01
4.2931-U1 1.34001+00 5.7566-01 1.2932-01
4.062b-U1 !,3231+00 5.3752-01 1.3141-01
3.8501-u1 1.4506+OC 5.5850-01 1.3253-01
3.5b52-01 1.4697+00 5.2368-01 9.6078-02
3.2259-u1 1.7857+00 5.7505-01 8.7691-02
2.9343-U1 1.5644+00 4.5904-01 1.0214-01
2.6805-U1 1.9024+00 5.0994-01 9.2322-02
2.45A 3-U1 1.9402+00 4.7696-01 1.0395-01
2.2626-U1 2.4277+00 5.4929-01 8.7614-02
2.0893-u1 2.5890+00 5.4092-01 8.490+-02
1.9353-U1 2.5036+00 4.8452-01 9.2978-02
1.7976-U1 3.3U87+00 5.9477-01 8.1152-02
1.6742-01 3.6670+00 6.1393-01 7.9505-02
1.5630-U1 3.5594+00 5.5633-01 8.7095-02
194625-U1 3.3740+00 4.9345-01 9.0712-02
1.3715-01 3.7033+00 5.0791-01 9.0414-02
192186-01 3.9345+00 5.0700-01 8.7546-02
1.2131-u1 4.3965+00 5.3334-01 8.6485-02
1.1440-U1 4.6026+00 5.2654-01 8.7640-02
E-94
1
RUNS	 r8rT7 2-,-1 2-6o TABLE E77 4-3-69
CUNT 1 ,JUL-U
TFIERMAL Nt;UTKUN SPECTRum FOR 4,5-INCHES LH2 AT 78 DEGREES USING
H HANK OF 3,1 VERTICAL BF3 DETECTORS
ENEhb^ tiESULUTIUN FOR GROUPING = .05 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR _	 .,20
NcUTaON EfJLRGY NEUTRON FLUX FLwXsENERGY RELATIVE
(Ev) (RELATIVE UNITS)	 ( RELATIVE UNITS)	 UNCERTAINTY
1008ob-U1 4.5269+00 4.8918- 01 9.1354-02
1.0223-01 4.2637+00 4.3586-01 9.5670-02
996671-02 4.7562+00 4.6074-•01 9.5246-02
9.1919-U2 5,2695+00 4,8437-01 9.1131-02
8.6261-U2 4.8216+00 4,x.592-C1 8.4443-02
8.0114-02 5,3996+00 4.3258-01 7.9809-02
7.4602-02 4.846 7+00 3.6157-01 8.9407-02
6.9b4l-U2 5.5432+00 3.8603-01 8.3004-02
6.5157-U2 5.8645+OC 3.8211-01 8.9606-02
6.1092-J2 6.3045+00 3.8515-01 8.6544-02
5.7396-02 7.0559+00 4.0498-01 8.4357-02
5.4027-U2 8.1249+00 4.3896-01 7,8773-02
5.094o-02 7.9657+00 4,0382-01 8.4448-02
4.8121-U2 8.5655+00 4.121E-01 8.3450-02
4.5524-02 8.9266+00 4,0637-01 8.8012-02
4.3133-J2 1.0814+01 4,6644-01 7.9114-02
4.0926-U2 9.5118+00 3.8928-01 9.0554-02
3.8565-U2 1.2914+01 4.9803-01 6.5036-02
3.6104-U2 1.5433+01 5.5719-01 6.2200-02
3.3672-02 1.6674+01 5.6478-01 6.3128-02
3.164c-U2 1.8520+01 5.8971-01 6.3032-02
2.9990-U2 2.176U+01 6.5258-01 5.9023-02
2.8297-U2 2.9101+01 8.2347-01 5.3427-02
2.6744-u2 2.9844+01 7.9815-01 5.5317-02
2.5317-u2 3.5459+01 8.9772-01 5.1656-02
2.4U0!D-u2 4.1282+01 9.9097-01 LL.9284-02
2.2649-02 5.4946+01 1.2445+00 '..0048-02
2.1273-U2 5.7576--01 1.2248+00 4.1252-02
2.0022-U2 7.1121+01 1.4240+CO 3.8246-02
1088r,J-02 9.0853+Ui 1.7153+00 3.5615-02
1.7834-02 1.2123+02 2.1620+00 3,1938-02
1.6877-U2 1.5466+02 2.6102+00 2.9447-02
1.5998-U2 1.9732+U2 3.1567+00 2.6915-02
1.5109-U2 2,6473+U2 3.9998+00 2.2095-02
194220-U2 3.2438+02 4.6127+00 2.0901-02
1.34pb-U2 3.6875+U2 4.9435+00 2.0427-02
1.2b57-u2 4.3964+02 5.5645+00 1.9501-02
1.1966-U2 5.3487+02 6.4013+00 1.8477-02
1.1332-u2 5.9708+02 6.7661+00 1.8193-02
1.0744-02 6.1821+02 6.6420+00 1.8594-02
1.01.57-u2 6,5UO2+02 6.6023+00 1.7497-02
9.5749-U3 6,8318+02 6.5414+00 1.7844-02
9.041u-u3 6.9368+02 6.2721+00 1.8510-02
E-95
w
HUNS (8PT7 2 -12
-66	 TABLE E77	 4-3-69
CONTINUED
THERMAL NE U TRON SPECTRUA FOR 4.5-INCHES LH2 AT 78 DEGREES USING
A BANK uF 3e VERTICAL BF3 DETECTORS
L, gEHUY RESOLUTIuN FOR GF'OUPING =	 905 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = .20
l+EUTRON ENERGY NEUTRON FLUX FL;;X*ENERGY RELATIVE
(EV) (RELATIVE UNITS)	 (RELATIVE UNITS)	 UNCERTAINTY
8.55U2-u3 7.1231+02 6.0904+00 1.9084-02
8.091,5-03 7.6678+02 6.2098+00 1.9230-U2
7.6818-03 7.7059+02 5.9195+00 1.9994-02
7.2695-u3 7.9571+02 5.7844+00 1.9262-02
6.8646-U3 8.2933+02 5.6930+00 1.9555-02
6.4927-03 7.6848+02 4.9895+00 2.0709-02
b,15U1-63 8.1191+02 4.9933+00 2.0201-02
5.8338-U3 8.3204+02 4.8540+00 1.9864-02
5.5238-03 8.3075+U2 4.5889+00 1.9357-02
5.2213-U3 8.4767+02" 4.4259+00 2.0284-02
4.9431-03 8.5248+02 4.2139+00 2.0644-02
4.6d6b-U3 8.3866+U2 3.9305+00 1.9886-02
4.4672-03 9.7549+02 4.3284+00 1.7519-02
4.1954-03 9.2355+02 3.8747+00 1.8159-02
3.9728-03 9.4739+02 3.7638+00 1.8675-02
3.7673-U3 1.0022+03 3.7756+00 1.8974-02
3.56A4-03 9.8928+02 3.5301+00 1.9065-02
3.3762-03 1.0197+03 3.4427+00 1.9627-02
3.1991-U3 1.027U+03 3.2855+00 2.0500-02
3.035b-u3 1.0663+03 3.2369+00 2.1018-02
2.8776-U3 1.1159+03 3.2113+00 2.0573-02
2. 7258-u3 1.0935+03 2.9807+00 2.1787-02
295855-U3 1.1128+03 2.8771+00 2.2571-02
294507-03 1.1498+03 2.8178+00 2.2361-02
2.3213-u3 1.1313+03 2.6261+00 2.3679-02
2.20lb-U3 1.1518+03 2.5360+00 2.4554-02
2.0873-03 1.2049+03 2.5150+00 2.4302-02
1.9777-U3 1.1911+03 2.3556+00 2.5595-02
1.8765-03 1.2008+03 2.2533+00 2.6692-02
1.7796-03 1.2063+03 2.1467+00 2.7044-02
1.6871 -U3 1.1763+03 1.9845+00 2.8658-02
1.601b-03 1.1917+03 1.9086+00 2.9818-02
1.5199-U3 1.2218+03 1.8570+00 2.9942-02
1.4420-U3 1.2169+03 1.7548+00 3.1602-02
1.3677-U3 1.1938+03 1.6328+00 3.2332-02
1.2970-U3 1.1845+03 1.5363+00 3.4415-02
1.2298-03 1.0539+03 1.2961+00 3.7049-02
1.1b60-03 1.0971+03 192792+00 3.7911-02
1.1055-u3 1.0062+03 1.1124+00 4.1012-02
1.04H1-03 1.0616+03 1.1127+00 4.1645-02
9.9373-u4 9.5557+02 9.4958-01 4.5240-02
9.4223-U4 9.0651+02 8.5414-01 4.8931-02
8.9351-04 8.7005+02 7.7740-01 5.0918-02
E-96
KUNd p (6PT'1 G-e-2-uo-	 TABLE E77	 4-1-69
CUNT 114ULU
8i	
IHERMNL NL„TRvi4 SPECTRui1 FOR 4,5-INCHES LH2 AT 78 DEGREES USING
A bAt4K OF 34 VEriTICAL BF5 DETECTORS
L iEKG r rtE'J^,Lu f ION FOR GkC',JPIfJ(j = .05	 LARGEST FRACTIOrIAL ERROR = .20
I+LJTr<0W L dLRvY NEU rt-wr! FLUX FLtjX*Er.ERGY






















PUr15 19r	 Tlu [-22-6b	 TABLE E78 4-3-69
THLHiAAL 14E(-TRUN SPECTRum FOk 2.5-1NCHES LH2 AT 78 DEGREES USING
A	 t3Ar4r,	 uF	 32	 ELI<TICAL	 BF3	 DE-rECTORS
EidEkGY	 KESCLUTIufd FUR GROUPING = .05 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROK =	 .20
i,EUTsWN ENERvY NEUTRON FLUX FLiiX*E1JERGY RELATIVE
(E^) (RELATIVE UNITS)	 (RELATIVE	 UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
1.2710+U2 8.4956-03 1.0798+00 1.6050-01
3.1611+U1 3.2547-02 1.0354+00 1.3090-01
1.4SbU+u1 5.1421-02 7.3841-01 1.5132-01
9.1557+00 9.0583-02 8.2935-01 1.7632-01
7olbbO+U0 1.1527-U1 8.276't-01 1.6774-01
5.7810+UO 1.7330-U1 1.0018+00 1.3255-01
4.7550+UO 1.6147-01 7.6779-01 1.7368-01
3.9795+UO 1.9946-01 7.9375-01 1.6311-01
3.3792+U0 1.9683-01 6.6513-01 1.9144-01
2.9U51+00 3.3909-U1 9.8509-01 1.2299-01
2.5241+UU 3.7090-01 9.3619-01 1.2361-01
2.2137+00 6.2562-01 1.3849+00 6.5803-02
1.9572+UO 4.2528-U1 8.3236-01 1.3577-01
1.7428+00 5.9887-01 1.0437+00 1.0573-01
1.5bl6+00 5.9958-01 9.3642-01 1.1519-01
1.4U75+00 6.5654-01 9.2406-01 1.1364-01
1.275U+u0 5.6839-01 7.2470-01 1.4378-01
l.lbc4+UO 1.1360+00 1.3182+00 7.0036-02
l.U6U5+U0 9.0393-01 9.5862-01 1.0472-01
9.7306-U1 611080-01 5.9436-01 1.6134-01
8.9t)94-ul 8.5065-01 7.6211-01 1.2410-01
8.2111-U1 1.0238+00 8.4751-01 1.1421-01
7.bo90-U1 1.1002+00 8.4381-01 1.0920-01
7.le67-U1 819519-01 6.3798-01 1.4497-01
666393-U1 1.2796+UO 8.4956-01 1.0946-01
6.2UO3-U1 1.2856+00 7.9711-01 1.1208-01
5.8U34-01 1.2194+00 7.0767-01 1.2437-01
5.4435-U1 1.0170+00 5.5360-01 1.5995-01
5.11t,U-U1 1.bl68+UO 9.2947-01 7.9635-02
4.8172-U1 1.3407+00 6.4584-01 1.4294-01
4.5439-U1 2.1657+00 9.8407-01 8.025-02
4.2931-U1 1.7967+00 7.7134-01 1.1085-01
4.0b2o-01. 1.2012+00 4.8800-01 1.7151-01
3.bt)ol-U1 1.4518+00 5.5896-01 1.3803-u1
3.5032-U1 2.1221+00 7.5615-01 7.1134-02
3.2259-01 1.9919+U0 6.4257-01 8.8014-02
2.9343-01 1.8896+00 5.5452-01 9.9368-02
2.6605-U1 3.0536+00 8.1857-01 6.1012-02
2.45,3-U1 2.6484+U0 6.5106-01 7.2171-02
2.2u2b-U1 2.5726+UO 5.8208-01 8.8572-02
290893-U1 3.0128+00 6.2946-01 8.5546-02
1.9353-U1 3.481b+UO 6.7379-01 7.9444-02
1.7970-U1 3.5538+UO 6.3883-01 8.2381-02
E-98
RUNS T9r	 Tlu 2-22-6b	 TABLE E78 4-3-69
LUNI IIWL )
T liEhK ,JAL f4LL;1 RAN SPEt-TRUM FOR 2.5-INCHES LH2 AT 78 DEGREES USING
A BArlK uF 3e VEKTICAL AF3 DLTECTORS
E	 LKVY	 r<ESCLUllull FUR GROUPING =	 •05 LAR(jEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = 910
I4 tUTriON	 LriLRuY NEUTRON FLUX FLI JX*ENERGY RELATIVE
(E V ) (RELATIVE UNITS)	 (RELATIVE: UNITS) uNCERTAINTY
1.6742-U1 3,b003+00 6.0276-01 8.3792-02
1.563u-ii 4,5589+UO 7,1256-01 7.1466-02
1.4o2b-U1 4,4246+00 6.4710-01 8,3847-02
1.3715-U1 4.7003+UO 6.4465-01 7.7101-02 
1.2ahb-J1 4.5031+U0 5.8027-01 8,4281-U2
1.2131- U1 4.2687+00 5.1784 -01 9,4287- 02
1.144u-ul 5.1342+00 5.8735-01 8.2796-02
1 * 0016-U1 5.7438+UO 6.2068-01 7.8546-02
1.0223-U1 4.3912+00 5.0003-01 9.9328-02
9.6871-62 6.0664+00 5.8766-01 810923-02
9.1919-U2 5.5607+00 5.1113-01 8.7321-02
8.6?bl-u2 5.2875+UO 4.5611-01 8.5649-02
8.011 L^-02 5.0774+00 4.0677-01 9.1207-02
7.40(;2-U2 6.4842+00 4.8373-01 7.8080-02
6,9b41-U2 5.9864+UO 4.1690-01 8.9655-02
5.5157-J2 6.5488+00 4.2670-01 8.6842-02
6.1J ,*)L-U2 8.4631+00 5.1703-01 7.4211-02
5.73yu-U2 7,,)763+00 4.5781-01 7.9282-02
5.4021-U2 8.6943+00 4.6973-01 7.6715-02
590940-U2 1,0435+U1 5.3162-01 7.1543-02
4.8121-u2 9„1746tOO 4,3668-01 8,7700-02
4.5524-J2 1.1160+01 5.0805-01 7.7872-02
4.3133-J2 1.4058+01 6,0636-01 7.2997-02
4.092o-02 1.2969+01 5.3077-01 7.4949-02
3.8565-J2 1.4360+01 5.5456-01 6.6742-02
3.6104-U2 1.7105+01 6.1756-01 6.0011-02
3.3072-u2 2.0150+01 6,8252-01 5.9830-02
3.1642-U2 2.0942+01 6.6684-01 6.1253-02
2.999)-u2 2.3026+01 8.4050-01 5.2896-02
2.897-U2 3.0051+01 6.5035-01 5.4916-02
2.6744-u2 3.4018+u1 9.0978-01 5.3224-02
2.5617-U2 3.5850+01 9.0761-01 5.3988-02
2.40;5-J2 4,5694+U1 1.0969+00 4.8941-02
2,2b49-u2 5.3470+01 1.2110+00 4.2378-02
2.127,)-u2 6.7321+01 1.4321+00 3.9361-02
2,OU21-U2 8.2526+U1 1.6523+00 3.6769-02
1.8680-U2 1.0208+02 1.9273+00 3.4507-02
1.7o34-u2 1.1899+02 .2.1221+00 3.2873-02
1,0871-u2 1.6907+02 2.8534+00 2.8774-02
1.5996-02 2.2795+02 3.6467+00 2.5677-02
1.5109-u2 2.7176+02 4.1060+00 2.2271-02
1.4220-U2 3.3873+U2 4.8167+00 2.1005-02
1.34ou--02 3.9520+02 5.2981+00 2.0176-02
E-99
RUNS T9,	 T10 2-22-66	 TABLE E78 4 -3-69
CONT INUtD
TmERMAL NEUTRON SPECTRUH FOR 2.5-INCHES LH2 AT 78 DEGREES USING
A BA[4K OF 32 VERTICAL BF3 DETECTORS
ENE R GY rtESOLUTIUN FOR GROUPING =	 ,05 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = .20
NEUTRON ENERGY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY RELATIVE
(Ev) (RELATIVE UNITS)	 (RELATIVE UNITS)	 UNCERTAINTY
1.2657-U2 4.5810+02 5.7982+00 1.9576-02
1.1968-U2 5,5216+U2 6,6083+00 1.8543-02
191332-u2 5.9359+02 6,7266+00 1.8655-02
1.0744-U2 6.3719+02 6.8460+00 1.8730-02
1.0157-U2 6.3130+02 6.4121+00 1.8142-02
9.5749-03 6.6179+02 6.3366+00 1.8565-02
9.0418-U3 6.9825+02 6,3134+00 1.8907-02
8.5502-U3 7.1986+02 6.1549+00 1.9453-02
890995-U3 7.1171+02 5.7638+00 2.0357-02
7.6818-U3 7.5384+02 5.7908+00 2.0606-02
7.2695-U3 7.9095+02 5.7498+00 1.9840-02
698646-U3 8.1502+02 5.5948+00 2.0210-02
6.4927-U3 7.6547+02 4.9700+00 2.1255-02
6.1501-03 8.1118+02 4.9888+00 2.0755-02
5,8336-03 8.1994+02 4.7834+00 2.0483-02
5,5238-U3 8.2892+02 4.5788+00 1.9825-02
5.2213-U3 8.6008+02 4.4907+00 2.0642-02
4.9431-u3 8.5706+02 4.2365+00 2.1093-02
4,6866-U3 8.3674+U2 3.9215+00 2.0426-02
4.4372-03 9.3670+02 4,1563+00 1.8227-02
4.1954-03 8.9321+02 3.7474+00 1.8904-02
3.97G6-U3 9.2160+02 3.6613+00 1.9366-U2
3.7673-03 9.4000+02 3.5413+00 2.0086-02
3.5684-U3 9.6036+02 3.4269+00 1.9778-02
3,3762-U3 9.8041+02 3.3101+00 2.0534-02
3.1991-u3 1.0282+03 3.2893+00 2.0973-02
3.0356-U3 1.0400+03 3.1570+00 2.1793-02
2.b776-U3 1.0707+03 3.0813+00 2.1607-02
2.7256-U3 1.0791+03 2.9414+00 2.2537-02
2.5855-03 1.0914+03 2.8218+00 2.3423-02
2.4507-03 1.1407+03 2.7955+00 2.3112-02
2.3213-03 1.1597+03 2.6920+00 2.4147-02
2.20111-u3 1.1331+03 2,4949+00 2.5450-02
290873-U3 1.1052+03 2.3069+00 2.6021-02
1.9777-U3 1.2157+03 2.4043+00 2.5920-02
1.8765-U3 1.1601+03 2.1769+00 2.8073-02
1.7796-U3 1.1360+03 2.0216+00 2.8618-02
1,6871-U3 1.1654+03 1.9661+00 2.9620-02
1.6014-u3 1.2390+03 1.9844+00 2.9800-02
1.5199-U3 1.1953+03 1.8167+00 3.1043-02
1.4420-U3 1.1930+03 1,7203+00 3,2358-02
1.3b77-U3 1.1209+UZ 1.5331+00 3.4248-02
1.297u-U3 1.1303+03 1.4660+00 3.5708-02
E-100




TtiEvtJAAL NEUTRON SPELTRUM FOR 2.5-INCHES LH2 AT 78 DEGREES USING
A UA14K OF	 32 VERTICAL BF3 DETECTORS
ENER GY	 itLS,.ILUTIUN FOR GROUPING = .05 LARGEST FRACTIONAL ERROR = .20
NEUT?iON ENLR6Y NEUTRON FLUX FLi jX*ENERGY RELATIVE
(EV) (RELATIVE UNITS)	 (RELATIVE UNITS) UNCERTAINTY
1.2296-03 1.0226+03 1.2576+00 3.8340-02
191o60-03 1.0683+03 1.2456+00 3.9339-02
1.1055-U3 1.1456+03 1.2635+00 3.9173-02
1.04^,1-U3 1.0065+03 1.0549+00 4.4263-02
9.9373-U4 9.5686+02 9.5086-01 4.5962-02
9.4223-U4 8.6832+02 8.1816-01 5.1971-02
8.9351-U ++ 9.1386+02 8.1654-01 5.1233-02
8.474U-U4 9.1441+U2 7.7487-01 5.3068-02
8.03,11-U4 8.1298+02 6.5348-01 5.8197-02
7.02;6-U4 7.6551+02 5.8376-01 6.4161-02
7.2362-U4 6.7362+02 4.8744-01 7.1764-02
698b^iU-u4 7.7919+02 5.3515-01 6.8151-02
6.52ul-U4 7.2431+U2 497226-01 7.4809-02
6old46-04 6.7b6^+02 4.1974-01 8.0100-02
5 * 6036-U4 5.6748+02 3.3303-01 9.5678-02
5.5704-U4 6.3997+02 3.5649-01 9.4360-02
E-101
TABLE E79
05R MONTE CARLO RESULTS FOR A 2.5-INCH THICKNESS OF LIQUID HYDROGEN
NORMALIZED 10 ONE SOURCE NEUTRON FOR THE UNCOLLIDED FLUX AT 0 DEGREES
UPPER ENERGY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY
(EV) (RELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS)
1.40+07 1.06-12 1.38-05
1.2U+07 1.68-12 1.85-05


















05R AuNTF C,RLO RESULTS FOR A 2.5-INCH THICKNESS OF LIQUID HYDROGEN
i4ORMALIIED 10 Or4E SOURCE NEUTRON FOR THE COLLIDED FLUX AT 0 DEGREES
UPPER L"NERGY NEUTRON FLUB( FLUX*ENERGY

























O5R YjATE CARLO RESULTS FOR A 295-INCH THICKNESS OF LIQUID NYOPOGEN
NORMALIZED TO ONE SOURCE NEUTRON FOR AN ANGLE OF 37 DEGREES
UPPER ENERGY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY























U5R MvNIL CARL.O RESULTS P OR A 2.5-INCH THIM4ESS O F LIQUID HYDROGEN
NORMALii.CD TO ONE NEUTRON FOR AN ANGLE OF 78 DEGREES
UPPER r-NERGY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY















05R MjwTE CARLO RESULTS FOR A 495-INCH THICKNESS OF LIQUID HYDRUGEN
i *ORMAL14EL r0 Oi4E NEUTRO^I FOR THE UNCOLLIDED FLUX AT 0 DEGREES
UPPER ENERGY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY
(Ev) (RELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS)











6.OU +U5 8.80 -11 4.40-05





1.0J +04 5.89-14 4.30-10
E-106
TABLE E84
05R • MATE CARLO RESULTS FOR A 4.5-INCH THICKNESS OF LIQUID HYDROGEN
NORMALIZE) 10 Or4E NEUTRON FOR THE COLLIDED FLUX AT 0 DEGREES
UPNEk LNERVY	 NEUTRON FLUX	 FLUX*ENERGY














































95R MuN1E CARLO KESJLTS FOR A 4.5-INCH THICKNESS ^F LIQUID HYDROGEN
14ORMAL14ED fO ON E. NEUTRON FOR AN ANGLE OF 37 DEGREES
UPPER ENERGY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY























05R MUNTE CARLO RESULTS FOR A 4.5-INCH THICKNESS OF LIQUID HYDROGEN
NORMALicEJ (0 ONE NEUTRON FOR A14 ANGLE OF 78 DEGREES
UPPER ENERGY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY(EJ) (RELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS)
1.4u+07 6.90-19 8997-12
1.2u +07 1.77-18 1.95-11


















U5R MONTE CARLO RESULTS FOR A 13.0-INCH THICKNESS OF LIQUID HYDROGEN
NORMALUEU TO ONE NEUTRON FOR THE UNCOLLIDED FLUX AT 0 DEGREES
UPPER ENERGY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY

















05R MONTE CARLO RESULTS FOR A 13.0-INCH TH ICKNESS OF LIQUID HYDROGEN
NORMALIZED TO ONE NEUTRON FOR THE COLLIDED FLUX AT 0 DEGREES
UPPER ENERGY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY






4.OU +U6 1.43-13 5900-07
3.00+06 1.48-13 3.70-07















05R MUNTE CARLO RESULTS FOR A 13.0-INCH THICKNESS OF LIQUID HYDROGEN
NORMALILEu f0 ONE NEUTRON FOR AN ANGLE OF 37 DEGREES
UPPER ENERGY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY























05R MONTE CARLO RESULTS FOR A 13.0-INCH THICKNESS OF LIQUID HYDROGEN
NORMALII-EL) r0 ONE NEUTRON FOR AN ANGLE OF 78 DEGREES
UPPER LNERGY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY


















05R MONTE CARLO RESULTS FOR A 2.5-INCH THICKNESS OF LIQUID HYDROGEN
NORMALIZED f0 ONE NEUTRON FOR AN ANGLE OF 5 DEGREES
UPPER ENERGY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY
(Ev) (RELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS)
1.4U+07 2.15-15 2.80-08
1020+07 5.55 -15 6.10-08
1900+07 1.33-14 1920 -07
8.00+06 6.43-14 4.50-07









4.Uj+05 8.33-13 2.50 -07
E-114
TABLE E92
05R MONTE CARLO RESULTS FOR A 295-INCH THICKNESS OF LIQUID HfDROGEN
14ORMALIZED TO ONE NEUTRON FOR AN ANGLE OF 15 DEGREES
UPPER ENERGY NEJTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY
(EV) (RELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS)
1.4J+07 7.50-17 9075-10











4.OJ +05 4.70-13 1.41-07
E-115
TABLE E93
05R MJNTE CARLO RESULTS FOR A 2.5-INCH THICKNESS OF LIQUID HYDROGEN
NORAALIZEU TO ONE NEUTRON r•OP AN ANGLE JF 53 DEGREES
11PPER ENERGY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY





6.00+06 . 5.20-16 2.60-09
4.00 4 06 2.51-15 8.80-09












v5R	 N jNTL	 C.,rtLO	 r,ESULTS FOP	 A 4.5-INCH THICKNESS OF LIQUID HYJkJGEI'J
t,OR;.;ALicEC	 10	 Ot4E NEUTROrI FOR AN ANGLE OF 5 DEGREES
UNNEi ? -NERDY 'NEUTRON FLUX	 FLUX,*ENERGY
(EV) (RELATIVE	 UNITS)	 (RELATIVE	 UNITS)
1.4u+07 1.77-15 2.30-08
1.2j +07 3.45-15 3.A0-08














05k h'.;;NIL C;,RLO I<ESU I
_TS FOR A 4.5-INCH THICKNESS OF LIQUID HYUkOGEN
WORHALLt-EU f0 Or,t NEUTRON FOR AN ANGLE OF 15 DEGREES
i6
JPNEk LNtRvY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY





6.OU +U6 2.40-14 1.20-07
4.UJ +06 7.14-14 2.50-07









v `,jR '-tL,W C• ►RLO kESULTS FOR A 4.5-INCH THIC0jESS O F
 LIQUID HYL)HUGEN
,i0R: ,,lAL.
-LL_L. 10 Or& 'JEUTRu .J FOR A4 ANGLE OF 53 DEGREES
UPP ; ► ,	 _IJER6Y NEUTPON FLUX FLUX#ENERGY
(E:J) (RELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS)
1.4,,+k17 1.95-18 2.40-11
192u+U7 6.$32-18 7.50-11






1.5J +06 2.64-15 3.30-09
t.Uu +Jo 6.7R-15 6910-09







C,{1L0 RESULTS FOR A 13.0-INCH T H ICKNESS OF LIQUID FIYUR06Er4
t.JR,AAL1cr0 10 OiX NEUTRON FOR AN ANGLE OF 5 DEGREES
UPPEk	
--NERDY NE'JTkON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY
(EJ) (RELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS)
1.4j+U7 2.05-15 2.67-08






2-OJ +U6 9.49-14 1.66-07







USR '4,;,41'= Cw4LO RESULTS FOR A 13.0
-INCH THICKNESS OF LIG+UID HYUROGEiv
i.OR,AALILLJ i) O,.E NE'iTR0'J FUR M4 ANGLE OF 15 DEGREES
Jrjp _F , 	 _'JcNGY ticUTRO;J FLUX FLUX*ENERGY











6.OJ +u5 3.10-14 2.17-08




KESULTS of IJF TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS OF THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX FOR A
2.5-1 rXtA TH1CKNLSS OF LIOUID HYJROGEN AT AN ANGLE OF 38 DEGREES
LJ tj P-7r'i	 L-NER6Y NFUTRON FLUA FLUX*ENERGY
(E%/) (RELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS)
9.5J-01 8.83-02 7.95-02













































HESJLIS „F L JF TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS OF THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX FO R A
^95 -1^^Cri Tri1CK'iLSS OF L1!)UIi) HYJROGEN AT AN ANGLE OF 36 DEGRFES
^iPN-'-k cr4LR1-7Y	 r.EUT RO, I FLUX	 FLUX*ENERGY




t:.0u -U4 	2.40+01	 4.30-(,3




I-,tSULTS ^j F* ,DF Th:ANSPORT CALCULATIONS OF THERMAL NrUTRON FLAX FOR A
2.5-INCri TrJ LCK,jLSS OF LIOUM HYDROGEN AT AN ANGLE OF 77.4 JFGREES
UP -Zk _NERDY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY
( Ev) (RELATIVE	 UNITS) (RELATIVE	 UNITS)







 1 2.49-01 7.84-02


















1.4,5-02 2. R1+O1 3967-01
1.1j-02 3.43+01 4.21-n1
9.b(j -u3 4.88+01 4.40-01
^i.4,-U3 5.51+01 4.37-01
7.40-03 6.10+01 4.22-ni
0.4-j -03 6.72+01 4.07-01
b.b:)-U3 7.35+01 3.E'0-01
4.7u-03 7.96+01 3.40-01
3. p j-U3 8.12+UL 2.94-01
.;.4u-03 8146+01 2.64-01











HESJLTS ,iF ,DF TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS OF THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX FOR A
1.5-04Cr1 TH1CNNE5S OF LIQUID HYDROGEN AT AN ANGLE OF 77.4 DEGHtES
UPPED cNERGY	 NEUTRON FLUX	 FLUX*ENERGY
(Ev)
	










<ESULTS of IDF TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS OF THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX FOR A
4.5-iNlft THICKNESS OF LIQUID HYDROGEN AT AN ANGLE OF 38 DEGREES
UPPER LNERbY r4EUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY




























9.6u -03 3,96+01 3.57-01
4.49+01 3.56-01

















RESJLfS OF IUF TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS OF THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX FUR A
14.5-1,4CH THICKNESS OF LjoUID HYDROGEN AT AN ANGLE OF 38 DEGREES
UPHE" ENERGY	 NEUTRON FLUX	 FLUX*ENERGY













►,ESJLTS of IDF TRANSPORT 'ALCULATIONS OF THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX FUR
4.5-IhICti TH1CKtIESS OF LIQUID HYDROGEN AT AN ANGLE OF 77.4 DEGREES
JPPEk L'4cR6Y NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY




6 0 50-01 8.20-02 4.92-02
5.5u-J1 1.01-01 5.05-02
4.5U-C1 1.33-01 5.34-02








ti. b.,-02 4.81-01 4.00-02
7.8J-02 5.27-01 3.86-02
b•8;,-02 6.05-01 3.78-02




























CON T 1 JULJ
t
kESJLTS O F iJF TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS OF THERMAL NEUTRON FLAX FOR A
4.5-1 1 4Ch THICKNESS OF LIQUID HYDROGEN AT AN ANGLE OF 77.4 DEGREES
UPPER ENERGY	 NEUTRON FLUX	 FLUX*ENERGY
(Ev)	 (RELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS)
5.0J-04	 3.30+01	 1.3?_-02










i<ESJLrS OF iDF IRANSPORT CALCULATIONS OF THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX FOR A
13. u-1;Jl,H THICKrvcSS OF LIQUID HYDROGEN AT AN ANGLE OF 38 DEGREES
UPPER
	
r- ^4ERGf NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY
(E,) (RELATIVE UNITS) (RELATIVE UNITS)















































C O NT1 -ULI)
INSULTS OF 1 JF TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS Of' THERMAL NEUTRON FL AX FUR A
13.U — II4Lrl THICKNESS OF LIQUID HYDROGEN AT AN ANGLE OF 36 DEGREES
UPHEk ^"dERGY	 NEUTRON FLUX	 FLUX*ENERGY





3.O0 — U4	 1.38+01	 2.77-03
1•0U — U4	 1.95+01	 9.73-04
E-131
TABLE E104
i<ESULIS of IDF TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS OF T HERMAL NEUTRON FLUX FOR
13.0-INCi i T;-iICKNESS OF LIQUID HYDROGEN AT AN ANGLE OF 77.4 DEGREES
UPPER ENERGY NEUTRON FLUX FLUX*ENERGY















































NESULT5 OF IDF TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS OF THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX FOR A
13.U-1N1-r1 T iICKrJESS OF LIQUID HYDROGEN AT AN ANGLE OF 77.4 DEGREES
UPPER c NERGY	 NEUTRON FLUB(	 FLUX*ENERGY




3.Ou -U4 	 3.88+00	 7976 -04
1.00-04
	
1.76+00
	 8881-05
.
E-133I
